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ABSTRACT 

A framework for the study of acculturation in terms 

of the larger historical context was developed through 

research on the Tarahumara Indians of the Sierra Madre in 

northern Mexico. A new definition of acculturation based on 

concepts from symbolic anthropology is presented. Accultura

tion is defined as a complex process of social interaction 

based on two sets of cultural symbols. Field research 

focused on a community of Tarahumaras and Mestizo Mexicans. 

Spanish and Mexican efforts to integrate the Tarahumaras into 

a larger political system are examined since acculturation is 

assumed to be integrally related to these processes. 

The roles of the principal participants in accultura

tion: traditional Tarahumaras, nontraditional Tarahumaras, 

Mestizos and mainstream Mexicans and their relationships to 

each other were examined. Sierra acculturation processes 

were mainly analyzed in terms of traditional Tarahumara and 

Mestizo symbols, their inherent compatibility, and their use 

in a number of different social contexts in the community. 

Mainstream Mexicans were mainly involved. in national 

integration efforts which affected both Tarahumaras and Mes

tizos. Formal education seemed to be the fastest and most 

effective means through which Tarahumaras were being inte

grated into the national structure. Nontraditional 

xiii 
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Tarahumaras were prominent in putting bilingual Indian edu

cation programs into effect in the Sierra. In the community 

it was found that nontraditional Tarahumaras are s~gnificant

ly linked to traditional Tarahumaras, that in spite of strong 

cultural barriers Tarahumaras and Mestizos have developed 

working relationships with each other and that Tarahumara 

and Mestizo symbols were used not only in common social inter

actions, but also in political and economic realms. 

Rather than 'becoming Mestizo,' Tarahumara cultural 

identity was maintained through the use of central Tarahu

mara symbols,by redefining Mestizo symbols in Tarahumara 

social contexts and by using Mestizo symbols (e.g., the Span

ish language) in practical ways. The fact that some of the 

most politically and economically influential members of the 

community were Tarahumaras provided additional support to the 

maintenance of Tarahumara cultural identity. 

It is concluded that Tarahumaras may change their 

lifestyle and appeara~ce, but depending on how Tarahumara and 

Mestizo symbols are used, and in which contexts, Tarahumara 

cultural identity can persist in the face of national inte

gration efforts. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Anthropologists have often conducted research among 

native peoples who have come under the political domination 

of an infringing alien group. These conditions of contact 

often involving the forced transformation of native peoples 

have become prevalent throughout the world. The classic 

anthropological approach has been to study aboriginal cul

tures as they were believed to have existed in their pristine 

states before being influenced by an outside dominant group. 

However, it has become appare~t that the processes of change 

occurring under these conditions should be the subject of 

serious study for modern anthropology. 

Two issues can be analytically distinguished in a 

situation of political domination in which members of the 

dominant and subordinate groups are of different cultural 

backgrounds: 

1. The conformity of members of the native group to the 

social and cultural ways of the dominant group versus 

the maintenance of their own ways is an issue which 

relates to efforts by the dominant group to change 

1 



members of the subordinate group socially and 

culturally. 

2 

2. The integration of the native group into the political

economic system of the dominant group is an issue 

which can be addressed separately from cultural dif

ferences. 

These two issues have either been confused in past anthropolo

gical studies, or one issue has been addressed with little 

reference to the other. The present analysis includes both 

issues, distinguished principally as having a cultural versus 

structural (non-cultural) basis. 

The focus of the field research has been on the first 

issu~, and was based on the concept of acculturation as de

picted in past studies, but also with the intent of redefin

ing and using the concept in an innovative manner. Since the 

issue is assumed to have a cultural base in addition to hav

ing an implication of the transference of culture, accultura

tion seemed to be an appropriate concept to use given its 

basic meaning. 

Acculturation has to do with culture. An etymologi

cal interpretation of the term derived from sources in the 

Random House Dictionary (1979:10,16,353) gives it the meaning

'the adding on of culture.' This is also the sense in which 

the term is used commonly and in the social sciences, with 

the understanding that the culture being added is foreign. 



Because the inherent meaning of acculturation has to 

do with culture, it is important to define the concept of 

culture which will be used in acculturation research. The 

use of a symbolic definition of culture for the study of ac

culturation has been one of the principal adaptations in the 

use of the concept of acculturation in the present work. 

That is, culture is seen as 'a system of symbols. 

The major basis for the present concept of culture 

has been in symbolic theory, principally using the defini

tion of culture as "an ordered system of meaning and symbols 

in terms of which social interaction takes place" (Geertz, 

1976:1-l44). In conceptualizing acculturation on this basis 

then, 'the adding on of culture' would be 'the adding on of 

meaning and symbols from a foreign culture.' 

Earlier studies have largely addressed the research 

question: What are the results of acculturation? The con

cern in this study has been: How does acculturation occur? 

That is, what happens as acculturation is taking place? 

Following the use here of symbolic theory, it can be said 

that acculturation takes place in social interaction based 

on symbols from two or more cultures, that is, the process 

of acculturation involves the use of symbols from two or 

more cultures. 

3 

However, cultures and symbols do not interact, rather 

individuals interact. In the process of acculturation 



individuals involved in interactions which include the use 

of the symbols from two or more cultures and in which some 

individuals are taking on the meaning and/or symbols from 

4 

the other culture, are participants in the process of accul

turation. In this sense, individuals are not passive bearers 

of Culture, totally at the mercy of either their own or 

another society and culture. Instead, individuals are con

sidered both actors and reactors interpreting their exper

iences and organizing their conduct in terms of more than 

one cultural system. 

Whether the individuals involved in the process of 

acculturation then, are either from the dominant or subor

dinate group would not make a difference. Thus, the symbols 

from one culture become analytically equivalent to those of 

the other culture. One culture is not dominant over another, 

that is, there are no dominant symbols cross-culturally. The 

implication therefore is, that political domination is not 

equivalent to cultural domination when viewed through this 

perspective. That is, it cannot be assumed a priori that the 

measure to which members of one group become politically and 

economically dominated by another group will be the same as 

the measure to which they take on the meaning and symbols of 

the culture of the dominant group. 

This is not to say that the actions of individuals 

are not constrained by the social conditions which surround 

them. As has been found by Goffman (e.g., 1974) and others 
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using social interactional approaches, individual behavior 

can vary depending on how the situation in which it is ob

served is defined. The process of acculturation is there

fore also assumed to be influenced by the social conditions 

under which it takes place. The social conditions can be 

analyzed at different levels of abstraction. The present 

study views the acculturation process at three social levels: 

situational contexts in a community, a community as a uni

fied social context in itself, and the historical context. 

Included as social conditions of relevance to accul

turation within community situational contexts were: the 

social status of participants, the social relations among 

participants, and the lifestyles of participants in the accul

turation process. Lifestyle is defined as the easily obser

vable conditions under which daily life takes place, including 

material aspects, economic and political activities, lan

guage, family and mode of social conduct. The cultural mean

ing or symbolic significance of any aspects of lifestyle are 

excluded here for the purposes of analysis. 

The social conditions in the community are in turn 

constrained by past and present historical developments. Of 

particular concern in contextualizing acculturation in terms 

of historical developments are the past and present condi

tions of culture contact. These historical conditions are 

considered in the present analysis as an independent variable. 
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Thus, the overall analysis includes the second issue 

which is the political-economic integration of native peoples 

by an outside group which can be examined in terms of his

torical developments involving members of both groups. The 

present study is particularly concerned with the implications 

of the natives I participation in acculturation given past 

and present historical conditions of contact, especially 

those related to their national integration. 

The Research Population 

The indigenous population selected for study were the 

Tarahumara Indians of the western Sierra Madre in northern 

Mexico. The Tarahumara Indians have faced, for over three 

hundred years, the intervention in one form or another of 

different representatives of Hispanic culture (i.e., Spanish 

colonial and Mexican cultures). The field research was con

ducted in a Sierra community of Tarahumaras and Mestizos in 

the central highlands. However, the overall analysis pre

sents a view of Tarahumaras in terms of their total social 

environment. 

The other culture of concern in the research and 

analysis is the Mexican culture for which two kinds of mem

bers have been identified based on lifestyle differences: 

Mestizo Mexicans and 'mainstream Mexicans. I It could be 

said that they represent two different variants of Mexican 

culture. Mestizo Mexicans, who will be referred to as 



Mestizos, have been in direct contact with Tarahumaras for 

about a century as settlers in the Sierra. More recently 

since about the mid-twentieth century, Mexicans from the 

mainstream society outside the Sierra have come in contact 

with Tarahumaras thro~gh government programs and private 

enterprise. 

7 

The cultural analysis and examination of social inter

actions for the study of acculturation has focused on the 

Mestizo Mexican culture and Mestizo interactions with 

Tarahumaras. Mainstream Mexicans have principally been in

cluded in the analysis of national integration as represen

tatives of sectors outside of the Sierra. 

However, in conducting the research individuals were 

not labelled as either 'Tarahumara' or 'Mexican' on an a 

priori basis. The present definition of acculturation con

siders as participants in the acculturative process, anyone 

who uses Tarahumara or Mestizo cultural symbols. The concern 

is more with the use of these symbols as symbols of cultural 

identity by participants. 

This definition also precludes the labelling of in

dividuals as 'acculturated' or 'unacculturated' and making 

the assumption that the process has endsd. However, for the 

purposes of analysis, social categories of Tarahumaras 

were developed, and, the distinctions were made on the 

basis of differences in lifestyle, rather than on the basis 
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of presumed cultural differences. Those who follow the .sub

sistence lifestyle of agriculture and pastoralism are con

sidered 'traditional Tarahumaras' and those who deviate in 

varying degrees from this pattern and also depend to differ

ent degrees on wage work, are considered 'nontraditional' 

Tarahumaras. Depending on the different emphases in the two 

lifestyles, nontraditional Tarahumaras are significant in 

both acculturation and national integration processes among 

Tarahumaras in general of whom the vast majority are living 

in the traditional lifestyle. 

Terms to distinguish Indian from non-Indian have been 

differently developed in different regions. For example, in 

Chiapas and Guatemala, the contrast is between Indian and 

'Ladino.' In Yucatan, the terminology used is 'Mestizo' 

(Indian) and 'Catrin' (non-Indian). It has been found in 

anthropological studies that some Mexican Indians can and do 

become "non-Indian" through cultural manipulations (e.g. 

Van den Berghe and Colby, 1961; Thompson, 1974). This kind 

of transition is commonly attributed to the cultural climate 

of the dominant Mexican society in which race is said to be 

unimportant. Therefore by change of dress, language, reli

gion, and other social-cultural markers of the dominant group, 

an Indian can become identifiable as a dominant group member. 

In the Sierra, the terminology used to distinguish 

Indian from non-Indian is basically 'Tarahumara' or 'Rara

muri' versus 'Mestizo.' Given the background literature on 
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Mexican Indians further south in Mexico and what is said 

about the racial openness of Mexican culture, one might as

sume that a Tarahumara can become a Mestizo. The present re

search experience has not shown this to be the case. The 

label which is used in the Sierra to refer to a Tarahumara 

who has taken on the dress, language, and other Mexican cul

tural symbols is 'amestizado' meaning 'like a Mestizo.' 

In taking on of dress, and other cultural symbols 

from the "other" culture (i.e., 'acculturation' by the pre

sent definition), means becoming like the "other. " This has 

a slightly different connotation than "change of ethnic iden

tity", which means that the person in question and others are 

in agreement that s/he has become "the other." 

It is commonly noted that the Tarahumaras have had a 

remarkable resistance to outside influences (Bennett and 

Zingg, 1935; Champion, 1962; Llaguno, 1971; Leon-Portilla, 

1972; Spicer, 1961). It is the present contention that if 

the Tarahumaras have until now been noted for "cultural per

sistence," then the means by which this has been accomplished 

are now being sorely tested. They are facing rapid and ex

tensive changes brought into their territory by increasing 

numbers of representatives of governmental and private inter

ests, which affect them directly or indirectly. 

With few exceptions, work among the Tarahumaras has 

dealt with the "traditional" aspect of their lives. It is 

important therefore to add the dimension of what ishappening 
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in the "non-traditional" aspects of their lives. Given 

their characterization as a resistant group and the fact that 

they are facing serious and direct outside intervention, the 

Tarahumaras afford a good opportunity to study acculturation 

and to see whether under different historical circumstances 

they can continue to maintain a Tarahumara distinctiveness. 

Limitations of the Study 

The major difficulty in conducting a study of accul

turation is the lack of a satisfactory theoretical and metho

dological base. Therefore, much of the effort in the present 

research has been dedicated to developing a workable model 

for the study of acculturation. There are so many frameworks 

and approaches which can be fitted to the acculturation con

cept as it has been defined that there is little consistency 

in the conclusions and in their applications from one work to 

another. Since the definitions have been so broad, the pro

blem for anthropology for defining acculturation has become 

similar to the problem of defining culture. Further, in 

acculturation the problem is compounded not only by having to 

consider at least two cultures, but also by having to explain 

the relation between them. 

The examination of only certain cultural symbols sim

plifies the study of acculturation in the sense that the 

examination of entire cultures is not required. However, 

their use in various social interactions in different social 
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contexts has been a complex undertaking here especially 

since the analysis necessitates both a specific and abstract 

perspective by placing acculturation which is a process, 

within the context of national integration which is also a 

process. Besides the difficulty of studying acculturation as 

a process, the task of keeping Qnder consideration partici

pants in two cultures and national integration factors is 

very demanding for a single researcher. If added to this 

aspect of the research is the necessity to develop a model 

for research and analysis, the resulting information may not 

be as complete and in-depth as ideally possible. However, 

with the framework which has been developed in the present 

study, the areas of concern are more easily and readily iden

tifiable for more focused future research in acculturation. 

The Research Setting 

The Tarahumaras, whose population has been estimated 

recently at between 30,000 and 45,000 (Champion, 1962:63), 

occupy the southwestern part of the state of Chihuahua in 

northwestern Mexico (See Figure l). The area consists of high 

mountains and plateaus of up to 9,000 feet in elevation, and 

canyons 3,000 to 6,000 feet deep. It is perhaps this con

trast in the vast dissected terrain that gives the Sierra 

an overwhelming quality that almost defies description, al

though many attempts have been made to capture that quality. 

This area, known as the Sierra Madre Occidental has been 
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Figure 1. The Tarahumara area in the State of Chihuahua. 
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likened to the Grand Canyon of the United States in its mag

nifence. The Sierra is also the result of the action of con

tinual erosive forces, although in this case the material 

is volcanic rock. 

There are two major rivers in the western part of the 

Sierra--the Rio Urique and the Rio Batopilas. The community 

where the major part of the research was conducted for the 

present study is located in the area between these two rivers. 

The rivers have steep gradients and rapids. There are also 

some impressive waterfalls in the area, and springs and sea

sonally varying streams which are intermittently dry to al

most impassable in the rainy season. 

In the highlands can be found a number of species of 

pine, some oak, and a species of cedar and the Douglas fir. 

A more thorough description of the upland vegetation can be 

found in Pennington (1963). The canyon country has been 

characterized as semitropical the year round and contains 

such vegetation as cottonwood trees, cacti, agave and plants 

which provide fiber for baskets (sotol and palmilla). In the 

highlands, on the other hand, freezing temperatures are com

mon in the winter months and the searing sun can make it very 

hot in the summer. The temperature for the highlands ranges 

between 22.1 degrees F and 90 degrees F (Champion, 1962:50) 

and the canyon temperatures vary from 18 degrees to 40 

degrees C (Pifia, 1979:5). 
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Most of what is known ,about the Tarahumaras is based 

on studies of their lifestyle in the highlands where the 

present research was also conducted. The following is a gen

eral description of the highlands. More details can be ob

tained in other writings (Bennett and Zingg, 1935:3-8; 

Pennington, 1963:25-38). 

The yearly rainfall averages from 24 to 31 inches 

(Bennett and zingg, 1976:4). However, most of this preci

pitation comes mostly during the summer months in great daily 

deluges from late June to mid-September. There seems to be 

a pattern of unreliable rainfall dating back to early colo-

nial times n ••• for early documents going back to 1600 refer 

again and again to the ravaging droughts which decimated 

Tarahumara crops and drove people to seek wild plants to sup

plement their meager supply of corn" (Champion, 1962:5l). 

The rainfall for 1979 was below the necessary and 

expected amount according to informants in the field and as 

observed. The following year in the field appeared to be 

normal, but 1981 was again reported to be a drought year 

worse than 1979 (correspondence from the community of study). 

There are a number of characteristics of the highland 

Sierra environment which affect anyone living there. However, 

the most salient effect of living in the Sierra is the isola

tion of individuals and families. The terrain, soil and vege

tation allow for only small, scattered plots of arable land 

resulting in very dispersed settlement patterns. In some 
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cases, a single family may live isolated from any other fami

lies in order to farm a plot of land. Even in cases where 

homes are relatively close to each other, it may take ten to 

fifteen minutes to go from one to the other because of the 

uneven terrain and distance. 

Also many daily subsistence activities and chores 

have to be carried out by only one or two individuals at 

a time because of the nature of what has to be done and be

cause more can get done by spreadi~g the work around. Haul

ing water, food preparation, wood chopping and hauling, buy

ing at the store, washing clothes are all continuous activi

ties that can be carried out independently, require going 

some distance from the home. Non-Indians have to do all 

these things and find even more time-consuming subsistence 

and non-subsistence activities. For example, Mestizos in

volved in buying and selling herd animals have to make long 

trips to find people willing to sell. Outside Mexicans have 

to make long trips to get their paychecks or turn in reports. 

However, all activities are limited by weather (sudden rains, 

swollen streams), rough and broken terrain, and distances 

between people. 

Definition of a Community for Research 

The Tarahumara "community" can be conceived in a 

number of ways. Traditional Tarahumaras live in ranchos, 

which are small settlements of one to fifteen households 
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occupying small arable plots of land and at varying distances 

from each other. Residents from contiguous ranchos over a 

given area as the result of mission influence, identify with 

a central set~lement or pueblo where a mission church is lo

cated. In the Sierra, the term pueblo can signify not only 

the central settlement, but also all the residents of the 

ranchos identified with it. 

The subdivisions created by the Mexican ejido system, 

the legal boundaries of the ejidos often coincide with the 

aggregate populations of a pueblo. This is true of the pueblo 

within which this research was conducted. Thus one can view 

Tarahumaras through the missionized concept of the pueblo or 

through the modern Mexican concept of the ejido. 

Otherwise, the community could be considered from a 

non-missionized Tarahumara concept of the rancho or from the 

larger social network based on invitations to household beer

drinking parties (a phenomenon identified by Kennedy, 1978). 

The present study was focused on the central settlement for a 

given pueblo. Because of its small size (approx. 300 popula

tion), the actual name of the pueblo is being withheld in 

order to guard the anonymity of its residents. Instead, the 

central settlement will be given the fictive name of Ok6rare 

(place of the 6ko pines). It is located in the highland re-

gion at about 7,000 feet in elevation. The settlement is 

strung out along an intermittent stream running through a 

small valley surrounded by coniferous and pine forest. 
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The main graded road running between Creel and Guachochi 

is on the east side of the mountain from the community. 

The first road ever built in the Sierra connects to the lar

ger road and continues down towards the community and forks 

off to a mining town in the canyons. 

The community is a microcosm of all of the outside 

influences in the Sierra as a whole. In addition to having 

a significant number of Mestizos, Okorare is unique in other 

ways. It has a school in which all three federal agencies 

involved in Indian education take part. There are two clinics 

which also have input from three different federal agencies 

whiCh administer rural health programs. The ejido owns a 

lumber mill which involves doing business with private enter

prise. Both Protestant and Catholic missionaries minister to 

the population of the community. In fact, one of the earli

est Protestant missionaries in the Sierra settled in this 

community. 

In spite of this heavy presence from the outside, 

the pueblo is known as having one of the most conservative 

groups of Tarahumaras in the Sierra in terms of lifestyle. 

In addition, the ejido is the only one in the Sierra in which 

Tarahumaras have some degree of control. The most tradition

al Tarahumaras live in the surrounding ranchos rather than in 

the central settlement. These residents of outlying ranchos 

carryon an independent and very different social life from 

that of Okorare, although they are definitely tied into the 



latter economically and thro~gh the Mexican ejido and the 

Tarahurnara political-ceremonial system. 

Okorare, on the other hand, is dominated by a 
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Mestizo kind of social life and way of doing things, although 

there are more Tarahumaras than Mestizos. The community is 

the nexus for Tarahumara-Mestizo interactions in the area 

and thus the major physical location for the "acculturation 

process. It is nonetheless important to note that in spite 

of a very strong and centralized Mexican presence from the 

outside and of Mestizos, there are still very strong tradi

tional Tarahumara activities which take place in the central 

community, such as the Tarahumara Easter week ceremonies. In 

sum, the community contains most of the major social contexts 

in which acculturation takes place in the Sierra as a whole, 

and also traditional and nontraditional Tarahumaras and 

Mestizo and mainstream Mexicans. In this sense, it is an 

ideal place to study acculturation. 

The general analysis places the community in a larger 

historical context and takes into consideration the larger 

processes of national integration as carried out by religi

ous, governmental, and private institutions. 

content Description 

Chapter 1 provides an overview on the research pro

blem, indlucing definitions, assumptions and the research 

population and describes the research setting. Chapter 2 
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entitled Perspectives on Acculturation includes a discussion 

of the literature on acculturation, explains the present re

search framework in more detail and compares it to past con

cepts of acculturation. Chapter 3 entitled Overview of His

torical Developments describes contacts of Tarahumaras with 

outsiders during the Spanish colonial period and provides an 

idea of the strategies which Tarahumaras have used histori

cally in relation to efforts at dominating them politically 

and economically. Chapter 4 entitled Modern Mexican Institu

tions of Change describes the actions and policies for inte

grating the Tarahumaras into the national system under the 

Mexican government and the participation of Tarahumaras in 

some of these actions. This provides the background of the 

national situation as it exists today vis-a-vis the Tarahu

maras. Chapter 5 is entitled Lifestyles in the Sierra and 

describes the general lifestyle and background of persons who 

are important participants in the acculturation process in 

the Sierra. These persons have been described in terms of 

social categories developed for the purposes of analysis 

which are: traditional Tarahumaras, nontraditional Tarahu

maras, Mestizos and mainstream Mexicans. Chapter 6 entitled 

Tarahumara and Mestizo Symbols defines and discusses the "key 

symbols" from Tarahumara culture which were used in the ana

lysis of acculturation. The symbols in Mestizo culture which 

are equivalent to Tarahumara key symbols are also defined and 

discussed relative to the latter. Chapter 7, The Community 
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of Study, describes field work in the community and a physi

cal and social description. Chapter 8 entitled Social Con

texts and Social Interactions in ;the Community, could be con

sidered a detailed description of the acculturation process 

in the community. Social contexts are defined according to 

the significance they have to the residents of the community 

and are characterized according to the prevalent symbols used 

within them. Examples of social interactions within these 

contexts are provided, identifying the participants as tradi

tional or nontraditional Tarahumaras, as Tarahumara-Mestizos, 

as Mestizos, or as mainstream Mexicans. 

Chapter 9 entitled Uses of Tarahumara and Mestizo 

Symbols involves more analysis of the acculturation process in 

the community and in general and begins to deal with the im

plications of acculturation .. It was found that Tarahumara, 

Mestizo, and mainstream Mexican symbols are used in certain 

ways in the community. Of particular interest are the dis

cussions of the place of these in the local political-economic 

domain and in cultural identity. Chapter' 10 is the final 

analytical discussion and is entitled Implications of Accul

turation for National Integration. Included are discussions 

of the historical evidence for the characterization of Tara

humaras as culturally conservative, the role of mainstream 

Mexicans and nontraditional Tarahumaras in acculturation and 

national integration processes, a view of the implications of 
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Tarahumara acculturation in particular, and an evaluation of 

the acculturation model. 



CHAPTER 2 

PERSPECTIVES ON ACCULTURATION 

Introduction 

The purpose of the following discussion has been to 

identify the basic conceptual issues in acculturation litera

ture based on some of the most cited works and a number of 

acculturation studies for illustration. Literature which was 

found relevant to the issues raised in acculturation studies 

has also been included. The insights gained from some of this 

literature have provided guides to approaching the study of 

acculturation in a different manner. The final section dis

cusses the theoretical framework developed for the present 

study in terms of the issues raised in the literature and pre

sents the assumptions and methodological implications of this 

approach. 

Background Literature 

Acculturation has been used in anthropology since the 

late nineteenth century (McGee, 1898) but became most popular 

in American anthropology as a subject of study in the period 

between 1932 and 1960. During that period, Herskovits (1938) 

published a book entitled Acculturation. Three landmark ac

culturation studies emerged in 1932 (Beals, 1932; Mead, 1932; 

22 
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Thurnwald, 1932) using an approach which had been sUggested 

by Boas in 1920 (Bee, 1974:94). 

The first significant treatment of acculturation in 

anthropology was formulated in 1936 by Robert Redfield, Ralph 

Lihton and Melville Herskovits in a memorandum for the 

American Anthropologist. The 1936 memorandum was designed 

to delineate the various facets of the concept of accultura

tion and to encourage further investigation along these lines. 

It was basically a listing of parameters for future studies 

rather than a unified model of concepts. Included were such 

things as type of contact, situation in which contact occurred, 

traits selected in the acculturation process, determination 

of acceptance or rejection of traits, integration of traits, 

results of acculturation and phychological mechanisms in

volved. Since the concept of acculturation was relatively 

new there was little empirical backing for most of the notions 

presented. However, they formed the basis and point of de

parture for many subsequent studies and discussions of 

acculturation. 

The definition of acculturation provided in the 1936 

memorandum was: "Acculturation comprehends those phenomena 

which result when groups of individuals having different cul

tures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subse

quent changes in the original cultural patterns of either or 

both groups" (Redfield, Linton & Herskovits, 1936:152). 
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In 1953 a Social Science Research Council seminar was 

held to reexamine the study of acculturation. It was gener

ally agreed among the participants that in spite of a prolif

eration in empirical studies on the subject, there was still 

a "theoretical lag" with regard to the codification of cen

tral concepts related to acculturation. However, the con

cluding report of this seminar like the earlier one was seen 

as an "exploratory and suggestive" formulation (Barnett 

et al., 1954: 974) . 

Much of what was contained in the 1953 formulation 

was a refinement and development of concepts presented in the 

1936 memorandum. However, the definition of acculturation 

developed in the 1953 seminar differed in that there was a 

deliberate emphasis on dealing with acculturation using an 

abstract concept of culture rather than focusing on the role 

of individuals. The definition read as follows: " •.• accul

turation may be defined as culture. change that is initiated 

by the conjunction of two or more autonomous cultural systems" 

(Barnett et al., 1954:974). Acculturation is seen as some

thing that happens to cultures rather than to individuals. 

Through the 1936 and 1954 SSRC publications accul

turation was regarded as something which occurred to a whole 

culture or group uniformly. In both cases there was a simi

lar concern with collective results, not in how they were 

achieved. That is, the concerns were with characterizing 



cultures before and after having undergone contact with 

another culture. 
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In the 1936 memorandum, the exchange between cultures 

in acculturation, involved a 1Idonorll culture and a "reci

pient 1l cUlture. (This notion may have later had an influence 

on concepts of dominance-subordinance in acculturation). The 

optional results of a donor-recipient relationship in accul

turation were given as: acceptance, adaptation (fusion), 

and reaction (rejection) by the recipient culture in relation 

to the donor culture. 

Adaptation resulted when both original and foreign 

traits were combined "so as to produce a smoothly function

ing cultural whole" (Redfield et a1., 1936:152). Acceptance 

involved "the taking over of the greater portion of another 

culture and the loss of most of the older cultural heritage ll 

(Redfield et a1, 1936:152). Subsequent anthropological works 

on acculturation reflected these concepts and their implied 

assumptions. However, the concerns were mainly with "accep

tance" or 1I a daptation" rather than with "reaction." For ex

ample, it was said that the Nevada Shoshone had abandoned ab

original practices, their culture had become a II we11-

integrated mixture of aboriginal and European e1ements ll 

(adaptation), and there seemed to be IIno internal factors 

which would prevent their complete Europeanization 1l (accep

tance) (Linton, 1940:118). 
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According to the 193G memorandum, acceptance, adapta

tion, or rejection was measured or indicated by numbers of 

cultural traits or elements found in one group which origin

ated in the other group. Thus, in addition to a concern with 

results, there was also a concern with origins. 

In both the 1936 and 1954 formulations, investigators 

were encouraged to approach the study of acculturation through 

~ priori labels, classifications or ways of classifying. A 

very static methodology was provided for dealing with a very 

fluctuating and diffuse phenomenon. Even after 1954, accul

turation studies were based on imposing "measures of accul

turation" without a clear formulation of what acculturation 

was. 

The 1954 SSRC formulation provided a source for a 

number of broad-based analyses which attempted to show that 

the "analytic properties of accu1turative change" were dif

ferent from the "analytic properties of internal change" 

(Barnett et a1., 1954:984). However, in the end what was 

provided was a comprehensive overview of the possibilities 

in change studies and did not really make clear how taking 

an intercultural perspective made a great deal of difference. 

Nonetheless, a discussion on intercultural roles and inter

cultural communication was included (Barnett et a1., 1954: 

980-984) which did provide clearer indications of the dis

tinctiveness of change involving two cultures. This 
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discussion received minimal attention in acculturation re-

search in comparision to other parts of the 1954 formulation. 

The 1954 definition of the concerns encompassed by 

acculturation was so broad that it approximated a charter for 

the study of change in human societies in general. The follow

ing citation supports this point: 

Acculturative change may be the consequence of di
rect cultural transmission, it may be derived from 
non-cultural causes, such as ecological or demo
graphic modification induced by an impinging cul
ture; it may be delayed, as with internal adjust
ments following upon the acceptance of alien 
traits or patterns; or it may be a reactive 
adaptation of traditional modes of life. Its 
dynamics can be seen as the selective adapta-
tion of value systems, the processes of integra
tion and differentiation, the generation of de
velopmental sequences, and the operation of role 
determinants and personality factors (Barnett et 
al.,1954:974). 

The recourse left to investigators using the above 

conceptualization becomes equivalent to studying human so

cieties that come into contact in terms of all of their cul-
-

tural and non-cultural aspects (e.g., ecology and demography). 

The 1936 and 1954 SSRC formulations and definitions 

of acculturation seem to have had an almost unshakeable in-

fluence on the use of the concept for years to follow. And 

yet, the study of acculturation has become decidedly unpopu

lar in recent decades. The underlying assumptions and impli

cations of the concept of acculturation may be the cause of 

this unpopularity. 
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Some assumptions which have been problematic have 

been those that view acculturation as rep1acive, as a state 

or condition, as unidirectional, as well as concepts of 

culture on which acculturation studies have been based. These 

assumptions and implications are usually not explicitly stated, 

or interrelated in any given work. However, the result has 

been the alienation of researchers from use of the concept 

of acculturation. 

The notion of acculturation as rep1acive has been 

the most problematic, because despite protestations, argu

ments and alternative conceptualizations, the image which the 

term 'acculturation' conjures is that of replacement of one 

culture by another, and a concomitant cultural loss. However, 

modern social science has turned to the concept of ethnicity 

which stresses social-cultural maintenance over social cul

tural loss. 

In a review of the acculturation approach, it was 

suggested that the term 'acculturation' be totally dropped 

because it was too broad, vague, and all-inclusive (Murphy, 

1964). It was further suggested that our attention be turned 

to the study of processes of change in general rather than to 

acculturation as a special process (Murphy, 1964). 

Another critique of acculturation studies (Cronin, 

1970:6) also stresses the importance of a processua1 approach 

to the study of change in human society. The use of the ac

culturation concept in anthropological and sociological 
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studies was criticized because they stress.ed the results of 

acculturation without investigation of that which led to the 

results (Cronin, 1970:6). 

The acculturation approach has also been criticized 

as being too 'cu1tura1ogical' (Jorgensen, 1971). The critique 

used American Indians as an example of people who have been 

portrayed as always 'acculturating,' that is, always 'be

coming' acculturated and never arriving. This kind of analy

sis was regarded as deficient in not taking a structural per

spective which, according to the author (Jorgensen, 1971) 

would make it apparent that American Indians have arrived. 

American Indians have become part of American society it was 

argued, but only in the sense that as a group they are in an 

economically disadvantaged position. 

Three issues have been raised in the above criticisms 

of the study of acculturation: the focus on results rather 

than process, the stress on the culturalistic perspective 

over the structural perspective, and the all-inclusive con

ceptualization of acculturation. The discussion will proceed 

on this basis with the modification of the last issue. That 

is, the all-inclusive conceptualization of acculturation is 

problematic because of the concepts of culture which have been 

used in the study of acculturation. 

If there has been any attempt at dealing with process 

in acculturation studies, it has met with little success. 

Whenever there has been any implication of process, rather 
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than an analysis of how acculturation occurred, descriptions 

have been provided of a one-step cha~ge from one state or con

dition to another. With the view that acculturation occurs 

to cultures, it then becomes a matter of describing a cul

ture as it was before and after contact with another culture. 

Given the views of. culture in the 1954 formulation of accul

turation, this would involve descriptions of 'autonomous 

wholes' or of traits and patterns. What is obtained is not 

a processual view but a static description for two points in 

time with little notion of what happened in the interim. 

Whenever the results of acculturation have been de

scribed in this manner in most cases the trend seemed to be 

that a 'native' culture would change in the direction of the 

culture of the dominant group. Most obvious situations of 

acculturation as usually conceived have been those in which 

"one ethnie is clearly dominant by virtue of numbers, tech

nology, wealth, political power or a combination of these" 

(Van den Berghe, 1981:215). Indeed, in these situations it 

has been the membership of the subordinate group which adopts 

the language, religion, technology, etc. of the dominant 

group more than vice-versa. Exceptions to this are found in 

an acculturation study in the Caribbean (Crowley, 1957) and 

the study by Leach (1964) in Highland Burma. 

Bee (1974:113) has discussed the role of the dominant 

group and its culture recently saying that ideally, "an accul

turation study should focus on all cultures involved in the 
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centact situatien"; but that mere eften when ene ef the .cu1-· 

tures is within the Western Eurepean traditien, it is mo.re 

eften "almest taken fer granted, er at best, given much less 

thereugh treatment than other cultures in the centact situa

tien." Geerge Fester's CUlture and Cenquest(1960) was cited 

as an exceptien which fecused en the Spanish colonial cul

ture and pelicies in the New Wer1d rather than on the native 

cultures. 

Accerding to. Bee (1974:114) ene o.f the pro.b1ems with 

the inc1usien o.f the Western culture in an acculturatio.n 

study is in the practical co.nsideratiens ef the sheer amount 

ef effort in treating both cultures with equal intensity. He 

seems to. have based his cenc1usio.ns en a ho.1istic co.ncept 

ef culture, and o.f co.urse, dealing with the process o.f accu1-

turatio.n en this basis is unmanageable. 

Difficulties in analysis using the accu1turatio.n co.n

cept can also. arise thro.ugh co.nfusien ef the cu1 tura1istic 

and structuralist perspectives, especially in situations o.f 

centact in which members o.f the Western culture are po.1iti

cally do.minant ever members ef the native culture. One inter

pretive scheme used in the analysis ef such a situatio.n has 

analytically distinguished between these two. perspectives, 

neted their areas ef usefulness, and previded an indicatio.n 

ef the place o.f accu1turatio.n in the analysis (Stavenhagen, 

1970) . 
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The analytical framework was used to examine the re-

lations between Indians and non-Indians in Guatemala and 

Chiapas, Mexico (Stavenhagen, 1970). 

There are essentially two ways in which to consider 
the relationships between Indians and Ladinos: that 
which only considers two ethnic groups, two cultures 
brought to a more or less close contact, which 
might be called the culturalistic perspective; and 
that which takes as its point of departure the ex
istence of the whole society, of a single socio
economic structure in which these two ethnic groups 
perform differentiated roles, and which might be 
called the structuralist perspective (Stavenhagen, 
1970 :256) • 

Acculturation is regarded in a general senSE: as "the adoption 

of Ladino cultural elements by individuals or groups (com

munities) of the Indian ethnic group" (Stavenhagen, 1970: 

283). The acculturation process is considered as a variable 

interdependent with three structural variables (colonial and 

class relationships and social stratification) (Stavenhagen, 

1970:282). 

However, the analysis stresses structural factors and 

acculturation in this context is "only meaningful insofar as 

it has immediate structural implications" (Stavenhagen, 1970: 

283). That is, acculturation is discussed only insofar as it 

is seen as affecting social structures or changes in social 

structures. In spite of focusing on the structuralist per

spective, the conclusions indicate the necessity of studying 

"which aspects of Indian culture will be transformed" 

(Stavenhagen, 1970:282), or by implication, acculturation. 
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The question of how acculturation occurs, that is, 

the analysis of the process of acculturation is left open in 

the preceding framework. However, the implicit assumptions 

about acculturation that cultures become acculturated seem to 

have been dismissed allowing for the assumption in the above 

framework, that individuals become acculturated. 

A certai.n paradox has existed in anthropological ac

culturation ~ppr()aches with regard to the place of individuals 

in acculturation. Although the 1954 SSRC formulation pro

vided an apparently rational explanation of the relationship 

between individuals, culture and acculturation, this was not 

sufficient to prevent dissatisfactory results in the studies 

that followed. It was recognized that "it is individuals who 

change their habits of doing and believing under the influ

ence of alien forms," but that "it is the body of custom of 

the society to which they belong that is said to be accul

turated" (Barnett et al., 1954:975). A more recent version 

of this perspective is that "the analyst is observing indi

viduals behaving or talking about their beliefs; but his end 

result will be phrased in terms of systems or patterns" 

(Bee, 1974:116). This view seems to separate methodological 

(research techniques) issues from analytical issues, with the 

former being based on a focus on individual behavior and the 

latter on discernible patterns. 

Studies of acculturation taking a psychological ap

proach attempted to consolidate the role of the individual 
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in acculturation in terms of social and cultural patterns 

and basically produced yet more systems of classification 

(Hallowell, 1951; Wallace, 1951, 1952; Spind,ler, 1955; 

Spindler, 1962; Spindler and Spindler 1968; Goldschmidt and 

Edgerton, 1961). Categories of acculturation were constructed 

using sociocultural characteristics of the individuals (e.g., 

"nativ,e," "transitional," "acculturated"). The results of 

projective tests given to those individuals were then sum

marized and correlated with the sociocultural acculturation 

categories. 

The Spindlers were the most dedicated to this ap

proach, but recently their interpretations have changed. The 

assumption of passive receptivity on the part of the natives 

was replaced by the notion that "in a situation of culture 

change, individuals are not merely on the receiving end, as 

it were, but are themselves actors who may more or less ex

plicitly, select 'adaptive strategies'" (In Bourguignon, 1979: 

319). Through this perspective, the notion that accultura

tion is only a uni-directional replacement is weakened. 

Other approaches dealing with the role of the indi

vidual in acculturation include those which see accultura

tion as socially or phychologically deviant. These approaches 

were often based on the idea that acculturation placed indi

viduals between cultures so that they belonged to neither and 

is linked to the concept of cultures as independent, autono

mous wholes. In the past, acculturating individuals were 
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seen as facing an "either-or" choice between one culture or 

the other, or between being "traditional" or "acculturated." 

The notion that acculturation or being "caught be

tween two cultures" leads to personal psychological problems 

was found in early writings and is still found in some modern 

literature (e.g., Barnett, 1941; Chance, 1960; Graves, 1967: 

Wallace, 1970:204-205; Peacock, 1975:94-95). 

If individuals chose the "other" culture or "accul

turation,' then it was assumed that they had forfeited iden

tification or participation in their original social and cul

tural system. A body of literature using the concept of "mar

ginality" grappled with the issue of an individual or indi

viduals "caught between two cultures" in both psychological 

and social terms (Park, 1928; Stonequist, 1935: Goldberg, 

1941: Antonovsky, 1956: Dickie-Clarke, 1966: Gist, 1967). The 

very nature of the concept of 'marginality' begins with the 

assumption that there are bounded entities (such as 'so

cieties' and 'cultures') by which individuals must be defined 

as members of one or the other based on certain objective cri

teria, and in which they are therefore assumed to be socially 

integrated. 

Another approach to the same general set of phenomena 

has used the concept of "culture broker" (Wolf, 1956: Press, 

1969). "Culture brokers" were persons functioning between 

two cultural systems and being socially active in both. This 

approach could have been developed further to help in the 
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understanding of acculturation in general. However, the 

concept was narrowly defined to include only persons who in 

their general style of living fit the role or special cate

gory of "culture broker." Perhaps a more processual version 

of the same concept such as "culture brokerage" would have 

been more socially inclusive. Persons who sometimes and in 

certain cases successfully interacted in both cultures and 

societies but were not full-time "culture brokers" could have 

been included. 

There are indications in more recent literature of 

the complexity of acculturation beyond earlier and more sta

tic conceptualizations. For example, there has been the rea

lization that in acculturation persons can "shuttle simul

taneously or in quick succession operating in two or more 

groups or cultures," and the "bicultural" and "biethnic" con

cepts have been associated with this phenomenon (Van den 

Berghe,1973:970). In relation with this conclusion it was 

also noted that when stressing the structural analysis of in

stitutions and groups, there is the danger of "underrating 

the actual degree of fluidity and dynamism" (Van den Berghe, 

1974:970). This aptly' characterizes what has happened in the 

majority of acculturation studies. 

"Dynamism and fluidity" can be attributed to individ

uals interacting with each other. From this perspective, the 

individual is regarded as an actor. The interactive aspect 

was recognized in the 1954 SSRC memorandum as noted ea'rlier: 



and the Spindlers (1972) rec~gnized the individual as an 

active participant in culture.. However, these .notions were 

not fully developed in the study of acculturation. 

Similar ideas have been developed for the study of 

patron-client relationships in Latin America (Strickon and 

Greenfield, 1972) in which problems similar to those in ac-

culturation studies had emerged. For example, the limita-
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tions of classification and typology in acculturation studies 

especially insofar as labelling the individual according to 

sociocultural characteristics are paralleled. With refer-

ence to earlier studies of patron-client relationships, it 

was found that: 

••. the social relationship they attempted to isolate 
and examine, came to be severely restricted by a 
definition that placed primary emphasis on the dif
ferent social status or class position of the par
ticipants and paid only peripheral, secondary at
tention to the details of·the negotiations, reci
procities, and exchanges that brought them into 
being and maintained them (Strickon and Greenfield, 
1972:6) • 

The approach which was developed, called tlactor-

oriented analysis," has its applicability in acculturation 

for overcoming the limitations of examining only the results 

of acculturation and creating classifications. The follow

ing summary statement illustrates the possibility for cross

application of a similar approach from one kind of research 

problem to the other: 

•.• the new analytic stance enables us to concentrate 
on and examine the decisions and behaviors of social 
actors, rather than the outcomes of their actions 



alone, that is, the institutionalized patterns, 
social groups, and consequent structure and 
functioning of the society (Strickon and 
Greenfield, 1972:13). 

By the same token, in acculturation it is necessary to go 

beyond the outcomes of the actors taken by individuals in 

their dealings with two cultural systems and examine their 

behaviors as social actors. 

Of course, the stress on the individual as actor in 

social interactions with other individuals is also found in 

a number of other approaches. Some examples include Barth's 
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(1969) formulations on ethnicitYi Goffman's (1959) idea about 

the "staging" of character and other social interactional 

conceptsi and Peacock's (1968) analysis of the creation of 

'modern' identities. 

Social interactional, actor-oriented approaches have 

also been used in the study of ethnicity (Barth, 1969). The 

study of ethnicity is relevant to present concerns because 

like in the study of acculturation, the interest is in what 

happens when people of different origins come in contact. 

However, ethnicity studies stress the social interactional 

and/or social structural aspects of ethnicity rather than 

the cultural dimension. 

To this point in the discussion, it has been seen 

that the inclusion of ~he role of individuals in accultura-

tion studies has, in combination with concepts of culture as 

an assemblage of traits or as an autonomous entity 
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has resulted in a rather static view of acculturation. In 

order to include individuals as actors rather than as passive 

culture bearers to be categorized according to one or another 

autonomous culture, they should be viewed in terms of social 

interaction. The problem of process can thus be solved by 

examining social interactions between individuals as social 

actors of different origins. However, the question of the 

cultural aspects of the social interactions and the character

ization of individuals in terms of culture is still left open. 

Probably the most significant problematic area in the 

study of acculturation has been in the concept of culture 

used. Barth (1969) tends to dismiss the cultural aspect in 

the study of ethnicity based on a concept of culture as an 

assemblage of traits. However, there has been a more recent 

trend towards using a more ideational, symbolic view of cul

ture in the characterization of ethnicity (Spicer, 1972; 

Levy, 1975; Keyes, 1979). Ethnic social interaction is 

thought to be based on the use of symbols (Spicer, 1972; 

Levy, 1975) or on "symbolic formulations" which are the cul

tural expressions of ethnicity (Keyes, 1979:4). 

Symbolic approaches to the study of modernization and 

social-cultural change also have something in common with the 

study of acculturation (Peacock, 1968; Turner, 1969, 1979; 

Geertz, 1973). The stress is placed on neither the social nor 

cultural aspects, but rather on an analytical distinction and 



a recognition that there is a dialectical relationship be

tween the two in actual social life. 
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Geertz (1973) raises the question as to whether cul

ture as a symbolic system necessarily validates and supports 

social organization. Peacock (1968) proposes that a symbolic 

action system can encourage a conjunction between cultural 

and social aspects of a change situation. The tendency noted 

by Geertz can be more marked when two cultural systems are 

involved. Discrepancies between the cultural and social as

pects of change could be widened even more if the two cul

tural systems contain basically antithetical or incompatible 

premises. It is with this in mind that the Tarahumara and 

Mexican cultural systems will be approached in the present 

study of acculturation. 

The symbolic and social interactionist concepts have 

been used in the development of the present definition of 

acculturation. The idea of applying Geertz's notions to the 

study of acculturation was suggested elsewhere (Keesing and 

Keesing, 1971:353; Keesing, 1981:383), although the sugges

tion was accompanied with little elaboration as to exactly 

how these notions could be used in acculturation research. 

The following section provides a discussion of the approach 

for the study of acculturation suggested by the present re

search and incorporates some of the concepts from symbolic 

approaches in anthropology. 
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The Present Approach to Acculturation 

The preceding review of the literature relevant to 

the study of acculturation has revealed three basic issues 

which have been problematic. It has been noted that accul

turation studies have stressed the culturalistic perspective 

to the exclusion of the structuralist perspective. Accul

turation studies have also tended to provide a static view of 

acculturation rather than a processua1 view. The principal 

problem area, however, seems to have been in the definition 

of culture for use in acculturation studies. 

The present approach makes a distinction between the 

cu1tura1istic perspective and the structuralist perspective 

much in the manner in which St.avenhagen (1970) has done. 

However, in contrast to the aforementioned framework, the fo

cus here has been on the cu1tura1istic perspective by placing 

acculturation as the primary concern and the structural fac

tors as meaningful mainly as they related to acculturation. 

In this sense, the analysis by Stavenhagen views accultura

tion as the independent variable and the present analysis 

views structural aspects as independent. In both approaches 

it is certainly recognized that these variables in reality 

are interdependent, and that the distinctions made are for 

analytical purposes. 

Thus, the analysis examines the historical conditions 

under which acculturation has occurred among the Tarahumara 

Indians in the Spanish colonial and Mexican governmental 
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periods. These conditions have been particularly addressed 

in terms of national int~gration. 
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The issues of the inclusion of process in the study of 

acculturation and the concept of culture used in the study of 

acculturation have been resolved by following the approaches 

used in symbolic anthropology. A symbolic definition of cul

ture has been used from Geertz (1973:144) who conceived of 

culture as an "ordered system of meaning and symbols in terms 

of which social interaction takes place." A definition of 

acculturation derived from this concept of culture for the 

present work therefore has been: acculturation is a process 

of social interaction based on symbols from two or more 

cultures. The social interaction of concern here is that 

which takes place in terms of the Tarahumara and Mexican cul

tural systems. 

There are three basic components to the present ap-

proach to the study of acculturation: 

1. use of cultural symbols 

2. social interactional process, and 

3. a structuralist perspective. 

The structural perspective has been used more in the analysis 

than in the field rasearch, and addresses the issue of the 

political and economic incorporation of Tarahumaras into the 

Mexican system. The direct study of acculturation uses a 

culturalistic perspective principally based on concepts from 

symbolic anthropology, especially the concept of culture. 
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In conformity with the symbolic anthropological perspective 

then, the present study of acculturation focuses on the" use 

of symbols from Tarahumara and Mexican cultures in social 

interactions. There are a number of implications and under

lying assumptions related to the culturalistic perspective 

taken in the present approach to acculturation and its three 

basic components. 

Because studies of social interactions (Goffman, 1974) 

have indicated that the context in which the interactions 

occur significantly affect the quality of the interactions, 

it was important to view the process of acculturation in the 

same way. Thus, the community of study which included both 

Tarahumaras and Mestizos was seen as one unified social con

text. That is, initially it was viewed without regard to the 

cultural background of the residents, so that assumptions 

about the nature of the community as a two-society entity 

were not made in the beginning. In addition, the accultura

tion process was assumed to vary in terms of social situa

tions within the community. 

In sum, an implication of the present approach has 

been the contextualizing of acculturation in the analysis in 

terms of three levels of social contexts: 

1. situational contexts in the community, 

2. local community context, and 

3." national context. 
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The symbolic definition of culture in relation to 

the study of acculturation has a number of underlying assump

tions, some of which differ from those contained in earlier 

approaches to acculturation. In the first place, by distin

guishing that which is considered cultural from that which is 

considered structural, the question of dominance and subor

dination does not directly enter into the analysis of accul

turation. That is, the Western culture can be included as 

equivalent to the native culture. In this sense, political 

domination cannot be directly equated to cultural domination. 

Viewing acculturation in terms of the use of symbols 

can prove methodologically efficient, especially if only a 

few symbols are chosen for analysis. The notion of "key 

symbols" as proposed by Ortner (1973:1339) has been used in 

the present study for the selection of Tarahumara and Mestizo 

Mexican symbols. The use of "key symbols" was originally 

proposed for analysis within a single culture, but is espe

cially useful for the simultaneous analysis of two cultures. 

This perspective differs from earlier concepts of 

culture as 'autonomous wholes' or as collections of traits 

which were used in conceptualizing acculturation. The pros

pect of including both the native culture and that of the dom

inant group does not seem as forbidding because it is not 

necessary to study the entire culture on the holistic, al1-

inclusive concepts of culture. 
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In the present approach to acculturation the concern 

is not to use objectively defined 'traits' to determine 

whether Tarahurnaras are adopting Mexican social and cultural 

ways. That is, easily identifiable traits are not prede

termined to categorize or label individuals as belonging to 

one culture or another, or to delineate the boundary between 

one autonomous culture from the other. Instead, what have 

been considered 'culture traits' in the past are here dis

tinguished into those which are cultural or have key symbolic 

meaning, and those which are of more practical significance. 

In the study of acculturation whether a cultural 

trait is considered a cultural symbol or a practical element 

would depend on how it was used and would vary according to 

the cultures involved. But cultures and culture traits have 

no existence apart from individuals. 

The present concept of acculturation based on the sym

bolic approach views individuals as participants in the ac

culturation process. This means that individuals are involved 

in social interactions which include the use of Tarahurnara 

and Mexican symbols, that is individuals use Tarahumara and 

Mexican symbols in the process of acculturation. Because 

meaningful cultural traits (i.e., cultural symbols) were not 

being used to label individuals or make cultural distinctions 

on an ~ priori basis, participants in the acculturation pro

cess were initially identified on the basis of more 



practical traits having 'origins in Tarahumaraor Mexican 

cultures. 
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Participants in the acculturation process in the 

Sierra have been identified in terms of lifestyle which is 

defined as easily observable conditions under which daily life 

takes place including material aspects, economic and politi

cal activities, language, family, and mode of social conduct. 

On this basis, four lifestyles or participants have been 

identified: traditional Tarahumara, nontraditional Tarahu

mara, Sierra Mestizos, and mainstream Mexicans. These life

styles will be further explained in a later chapter. 

The way in which cultural symbols are used by the 

participants is thought to be constrained by the meaning 

which they have within social contexts of the culture of ori

gin and how they are used in these contexts. This view is 

related to the notion of 'compatibility' which was raised 

in the 1954 SSRC formulation on acculturation and later in 

relation to sociocultural chunge (Kushner et al., 1962:9-17). 

This notion forms the basis for the analysis of the inher

ent nature of Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols in a later 

chapter. 

Summary 

Although acculturation has not been satisfactorily 

treated in earlier approaches and studies, a number of im

portant questions and issues have been raised in the body of 
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literature either explicity or implicity. Three is.sues have 

been included in the preceding di.s.cussion of the literature: 

the concept of acculturation as all-inclusive, the focus on 

results rather than process, and an emphasis on the cultura

listic perspective to the exclusion of the structuralist 

perspective. More recent literature which has addressed 

questions related to those in acculturation has revealed al

ternative lines to follow such as the social interactional 

and symbolic approaches and structuralist analysis. 

The present approach has resolved the problematic 

aspects of the issues raised in past acculturation approaches 

by distinguishing between the culturalistic and structuralist 

perspectives. The cuI turalistic perspective is emphasized 

in the study of acculturation which addresses the issue of 

native conformity to the social and cultural ways of the dom

inant group. The structuralist perspective is also included 

although structural factors are regarded more as indepennent 

variables. Through the latter perspective acculturation is 

viewed in a historical context and the issue of the incorpor

ation of the Tarahumaras into the larger political-economic 

system is addressed. 

A major factor in the satisfactory conceptualization 

of acculturation has been the definition of culture used. The 

concept of culture employed in the present analysis has been 

derived from symbolic anthropology, principally from Geertz 

(1973) who distinguished the cultural as symbols and meaning 
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from the social as behavior, that is, as social interaction. 

To more easily conduct the research and analysis on two cul

tures, the notion of IIkey s.ymbo1s" (Ortner, 1973) has been 

used here to establish the 'centrality' of a few Tarahumara 

and Mestizo symbols thus eliminating the necessity to examine 

two entire cultures. 

However, in contrast to earlier approaches to accul

turation the interest is not in carrying out an analysis in 

terms of two autonomous cultures, but rather in terms of the 

relation of the two cultures as seen in the actions of indi

viduals as participants in social interactions involving the 

use of Tarahumara and Mexican symbols. The pro~ of 

accu1 turation is thought to be contained in these social in

teractions, and in this respect the principal concern here is 

with how the cultural symbols are used. Acculturation is thus 

defined here as a process of social interaction in which the 

symbols of two or more cultures are used. 

The concerns here are primarily with how Tarahumaras 

are participating in the acculturation process, and with what 

the implications of acculturation may be for their national 

integration. In a sense, the research problem has touched 

upon the relationship between acculturation and assimilation 

(Spiro, 1955; Dohrenwend and Smith, 1962; Teske and Nelson, 

1974; Van den Berghe, 1981). A study of assimilation would 

best be conducted taking a structuralist perspective. 
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National integration is here considered as one aspect of 

assimilation which has been included in the present analysis. 



CHAPTER 3 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SIERRA 

Introduction 

This discussion of historical developments includes 

the period from the time of the first arrival of the Spanish 

until the beginning of the Mexican program of national inte

gration. Cultural aspects of contact between members of the 

Hispanic groups are not stressed here, and in that sense his

tory is seen through a political-economic perspective. For 

example, the objective impact that missionary activities have 

had are of concern here, rather than the religious influence 

on Tarahumara cosmology. Nonetheless, it is not the inten

tion to provide an in-depth political or economic analysis of 

the history of contact between Tarahumaras and outsiders. 

The classic "culture contact" analysis used in anthro

pology will also not be followed in the present discussion. 

Through the culture contact approach, d~scriptions were given 

of a native "baseline" culture at one point in time, and com

parisons were made with a general description of the culture 

at a later point in time. The concept of culture used was one 

which regarded culture as an assemblage of traits. The traits, 

elements, customs, or institutions of the native and foreign 

cultures would be listed separately and then compared. The 
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analysis of the effects of the culture of dominant group 

on the culture of a subordinate group was based on the impli

cit assumption that change was predictable in the direction 

of the culture of the dominant group. That is, that per

sistence or change of the native group and its culture was 

contingent on the acceptance or resistance to taking on for

eign traits. This view implied that the main reference point 

for the natives' actions was the dominant culture. 

Thr present view of history excludes the concept of 

culture. Tarahumaras and non-Tarahumaras alike are regarded 

as being affected by, and being participants in, the histori

cal processes in the Sierra. The history of a group of peo

ple can provide clues for making sense of current historical 

events. It is a means for understanding the present. For 

example, consistencies between'past and present relationships 

of Tarahumaras with outside institutions and their represen

tatives could be examined. This approach has proven instruc

tive in the assessment of governmental language policies for 

the Quechua Indians of Peru (Mannheim, 1982). 

Historical accounts of Tarahumaras have been in the 

ethnohistorical descriptive tradition (Spicer, 1962: Sheridan 

and Naylor, 1979). A very thorough account of their past and 

present historical contacts with outsiders is provided in one 

study using the culture contact approach (Champion, 1962). 

In most accounts, the Tarahumaras have been regarded as "cul

turally conservative." 
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The Tarahumaras, however, have not remained the same 

since the time before their first contacts with the Spanish. 

That is, they do not lead the "aboriginal" lifestyle they 

had before that time. That which has and is considered as 

"traditional" Tarahumara culture, is a lifestyle developed 

over a period of more than three hundred years. The develop

ment of traditional lifestyle has contained key material and 

technical introductions by seventeenth and eighteenth cen

tury missionaries. 

Historical Background 

The first Spanish contact in Tarahumara territory 

was made by a lone Jesuit in 1607. The Tarahumaras he met 

welcomed his arrival. At the beginning of the missionizing 

efforts, some Tarahumaras requested the new teachings. The 

proselytizing was not forced upon them nor was the mission

aries met with hostilities. Withdrawal and hostility com

menced when the Indians began to experience unexpected reper

cussions of receiving these new strangers. 

The task of carrying out the colonialist program 

among the Tarahumaras was given to the Jesuit missionaries. 

However, they were often accompanied by the military to en

force the program. Steadily increasing numbers of Spanish 

settlers followed, especially attracted by mining enterprises, 

and seeking profit based on both the physical resources of 

the Sierra and on Indian labor. 
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Under the threat of a physical nature .. both at the 

hands of the military and the Spanish settlers, some Tara

humaras responded with organized revolts, with the first 

occurring in 1652. This was the first of a series of revolts 

with the last seriously threateni~g one occurring in 1697. 

A detailed history of these revolts can be found in Revoltes 

des Indiens Tarahumars (1969) by Joseph ~~eumann. (See also 

Salmon, 1977). However, these were not pan-Tarahumara re

volts. Some Tarahumaras sided with the missionaries, or 

aided the Spanish military, and many Christian Tarahumaras 

were killed by the Tarahumara rebels. After exceedingly re

pressive measures taken by the military, the organized re

volts were quelled and have not occurred since the seventeenth 

century. 

The period 1680-1730 is reported to have been the 

IIheyday of Jesuit mission activity" among the Tarahumaras 

(Champion, 1962:204). The reduccion plan was the means by 

which the Jesuits sought to concentrate the Tarahumaras into 

compact communities in order to "civilize" them. The comrnuni

ties were to be centered around a mission church. The mission 

communities, or encomiendas, were to incorporate baptized 

Tarahumaras who would be integrated by religious practice and 

through work which the missionary would direct. Although 

some communities were started, they were not becoming the 

smoothly functioning, organized wholes anticipated by the 

Spanish. A major concern for the Spanish was the frequent 
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departure of many Tarahumar~s. The military was often called 

in to prevent their leaving or to return those who had fled. 

There were a number of factors which prevented reali

zation of the reduccion plan as envisioned by the Spanish. It 

can be assumed that the Tarahumaras in the community did not 

like the authoritarianism of the Jesuits. Also, living in 

concentrated communities did not fit the Tarahumara pattern 

of scattered settlement and physical mobility. Furthermore, 

it became dangerous for Tarahumaras who did stay in the mis

sion communities, where it was easier for Spanish landowners 

or miners to capture them for forced labor. 

Spanish colonial law allowed for the taking of four 

per cent of the population of any given pueblo for labor in 

mines and haciendas. The government gave Spanish property 

owners certain rights by law, but they abused these rights in 

the measures used in recruitment aLd treatment of the Tarahu

maras. The governme~t did not condone the extreme exploita

tion of the Indians by private enterprise, and the mission

aries attempted to block this exploitation in some cases by 

making reports to higher governmental authorities and by going 

through legal process. These actions by the Spanish settlers 

probably did much to thwart the civil and religious efforts 

at incorporating the Tarahumaras as citizens of New Spain, a 

problem noted by the governor of Nueva viscaya in a letter 

to the Viceroy of Mexico in 1744 (Champion, 1962:207-208). 
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In spite of the difficulties encounter.ed, the Jesuits 

did have a profound effect on the economics and politics of 

the Tarahumaras. Principally, they introduced domes.ticated 

herd animals and a structured political organization. For a 

group of people who were accustomed to cultivating small 

plots of land and otherwise living on hunting and gathering, 

the introduction of herd animals has meant a major change in 

lifestyle. The animals have to be taken to pasture, corraled, 

guarded, moved to warmer places during the winter and so 

forth. The fertilization of soil from the manure of herd 

animals is a great advantage in a situation where arable 

plots of land are small and widely scattered. In addition, 

Tarahumaras obtained wool from the sheep, which was used to 

weave blankets and items of apparel. 

The political organization introduced by the Jesuits 

included a hierarchical set of offices apparently based on a 

military model. The head authority was called the gobernador 

(governor). The next level of authority would include tenien

tes (lieutenants) followed by the offices of capitan (captain) 

and soldado (soldier). Tenientes (usually three) assist the 

gobernador, and capitanes and soldados were to act as infor

mal police and messengers. Lesser officials had duties relat

ed to the religious complex. The mayor and fiscales were in

volved in organizing marriages and caring for the church. 

The maest·ro was assigned the duties of prayer leader. 
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The adoption by the Tarahumaras of the political 

structure as instituted by the Jesuits would have facilitated 

the original plan of the Spanish government and the Church. 

The missions were to be turned over to secular clergy "once 

the natives were considered ready to dispense with the care 

of the missionaries" (Champion, 1962:204-205). A routinized 

political organization with a hierarchical structure under 

a single figure of authority would not have required much 

supervision. 

However, the Tarahumaras took over the system in their 

own manner, resulting in an interlocking system of duties 

and activities that takes care of itself without centraliza

tion of power and authority. The manner in which political 

decisions are made is still by consensus rather than by di

rective by the gobernador. The office of gobernador retained 

the quality of moral leader and mediator rather than that 

of commander. 

A negative aspect of early Jesuit missionization was 

the use of force or threat of force. Soldiers were used by 

early missionaries to coerce the Indians into participating 

in the mission community activities and following the rules 

introduced. Also, the military showed Tarahumara governors 

how to discipline their people (Dunne, 1958). Priests them

selves whipped Tarahumaras who rebelled against the system 

(Dunne, 1958:220). It is probably that whippin9 as a pun

ishment was introduced by the early missionaries, but does 
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not seem prevalent in the Sierra in recent times. The image 

of the soldier has remained in the terms used for some of the 

governors' assistants, God's and the Devil's assistants 

(Merrill, 1981:121), and perhaps in the heavy boots which 

are an integral part of the costume of the Tarahumara 

rna tach{n dancer. 

Another negative action taken by the early mission

aries was related to the drinki~g of the native beer, called 

tesguino in Spanish and batari or sug! in Tarahumara. The 

missionaries saw tesguino as the "root of all evil" among 

Tarahumaras. Some missionaries resorted to flogging viola

tors of the drinking prohibition and others would break the 

large earthen pots of beer (Dunne, 1958:l65-l66). Based on 

the Spanish Christian world view, the Jesuits felt obligated 

to condemn the tesguino drinking of the Tarahumaras. The 

total incompnehension of the significance of tesguino within 

Tarahumara culture is exemplified in an account of a tesguino 

party which was given to honor some newly arrived mission

aries (Sheridan and Naylor, 1979). They reacted by hiding 

atop a hill refusing to come down upon entreaties by the 

Tarahumaras. 

, Modern Jesuit missionaries however, have a much more 

tolerant< ,attitude towards 'tesguino drinking having come to 

realize :that it is centrally important to Tarahumaras and 

that anyone who denigrates or does not accept this aspect 

of their lifestyle can become alienated from them. In fact, 



compromise in relations between Tarahumaras and Catholic 

missionaries seems to have been reached based on an under

standing by both sides of the attitudes towards drinking of 

alcohol within the respective belief systems. 

In contemporary times, some missionaries have had 

token participation in the drinking of tesguino. This has 

occurred when missionaries have come upon a rancho where a 

tesguinada (communal tesguino drinking) is going on. In 

other cases, missionaries well known to the Indians have 
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been invited to attend. On these occasions, the Tarahumaras 

have shown their understanding of the missionaries' position 

by not expecting them to drink as much as otherwise appro

priate for other guests. Missionary nuns have also been 

known to participate under these conditions recently. In the 

long run, both Tarahumaras and Catholic missionaries have com

promised on a premise: controlled drinking of alcoholic bev

erages is acceptable. 

Although it has often been remarked that the Tarahu

maras have be~n surprisingly persistent in the face of hun

dreds of years of contact, it really is' not surprising at all 

in terms of relative numbers. There have always been very 

few missionaries per capita, and the terrain has been enough 

of a impediment to frequent, extensive, and intensive con

tact with outsiders. At the beginning there was only one 

missionary for the entire, vast Tarahumara territory. Later, 

the number increased to three, and even when larger numbers 
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were sent to work among the Tarahumaras, the conditions and 

task were so discouraging that many asked for transfers. 

Joseph Neumann, one of the longest standing missionaries in 

the Sierra Tarahumara noted in the late seventeenth century 

that to work among the Tarahumaras required "infinite endur

anc and patience," and characterized them as very closed in 

contrast to the West coast Indians who were regarded as more 

"frank" (Dunne, 1958:217). In 1686 twelve out of the four

teen priests in the Sierra asked for a transfer because they 

were seeing almost no results in their efforts (Dunne, 1958: 

218). Nonetheless, the period 1680-1730 has been character

ized as "the heyday of Jesuit mission activity" (Champion, 

1962:204) • 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, however, 

the Tarahumara missions went into a decline. In 1761, a re

port on the Jesuit missions showed a decrease in Christian 

Indians at all major centers except one. The following table 

shows the comparative figures for a thiry-six year period 

in the number of families for each mission: 

Table 1. No. of families at mission sites in 1725 and 1761. 

Mission Site 

Carichi 

Sisoguichi 

Nonoava 

Norogachi 

1725 

264 

280 

254 

200 

1761 

190 

140 

150 

1000 
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These decreases may be related to a number of conditions. 

Living in compact mission communities had not only brought 

the onslaught of European diseases for which the Tarahu

maras had no resistance, but also encouraged the spread of 

disease. In the 1700's Spanish law allowed the induction by 

Spanish colonialists of four percent of the population of any 

Christianized Indian community. It was easier then, to 

carry men, women and children away into forced labor in mines 

and haciendas if they were living in these communities. The 

Indians would then either leave in anticipation, flee or be 

taken away by the raiding parties. Missionaries were also 

being transferred to newer missions to the northwest, leav

ing secular clergy in charge of the Tarahumara missions 

(Champion, 1962:204). 

Then in 1767, the Jesuit order was expelled from 

Mexico by royal decree and not allowed to return until 1900 

after a period of one hundred and thirty three years. The 

Franciscan and secular clergy who followed were functioning 

with less support and material advantage than the Jesuits. 

Much mission property had been confiscated by civil authori

ties. So that in addition to their own privations, they could 

no longer help the Indians in times of food shortage by pro

viding them with fruits of lands which in a sense they held 

in trust for them (Champion, 1962:219). The number of mis

sionaries dwindled until by the end of the nineteenth century 
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"there was only one priest who devoted his attention exclu

sively to the Tarahurnaras" (Champion, 1962;219). 

During the 1767-1900 period then, Tarahumaras were es

sentially left to their own devices in terms of the main

tenance and promulgation of the Catholic beliefs and prac

tices. Undoubtedly during this time, they were free to in

terpret and modify these aspects to their own satisfaction. 

Although Tarahumaras carne to be differentiated as 

bautizados and gentiles as a result of Christianization, both 

groups share some fundamental beliefs. Since these beliefs 

and some practices are both of an aboriginal and Christian 

nature, the bautizados probably retained more of their abori

ginal beliefs than the missionaries would have wanted, and 

the influence of the new religion reached the gentiles through 

the bautizados. ~t might also be assumed that retention of 

aboriginal aspects was strengthened by the absence of mis

sionary intervention for over one hundred years in addition 

to continued interaction with gentiles who had not given up 

their native belief system. 

It has been reported in recent times that the only real 

interest that even pagotame Tarahumaras have in the service 

of a priest is for the performance of baptisms. By the time 

the Jesuits were to be expelled from the country, a delega

tion of Tarahumaras had prepared to travel to Mexico City to 

petition the Viceroy to rescind the order, but the 



missionaries were advised to convince the Indians to give 

up this plan (Champion, 1962:210). 
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The Franciscans followed the Jesuits in missionizing 

the Tarahumara area but seem to have had little impact. How

ever, a detailed study of the Franciscan efforts has not been 

done in order to make a valid assessment (Sheridan and Naylor; 

1979:102). 

When the Jesuits returned in 1901 to the pueblos of 

Cusarare, Norogachi, Tonachi, Guaguachique, Panalache, and 

San Jose de Baqueachi, they were received with music and 

dancing by Matachines. 

The modern period was not without its difficulties for 

the Jesuits. It came in the form of opposition from the gov

ernment and non-Indian private citizens. Mission activity 

declined and almost ceased for the years during and following 

the Mexican Revolution of 1910, after which non-Mexican 

priests were ordered out of the Sierra by Francisco Villa 

(Champion, 1962:232). After the anti-clerical measures of 

the Calles and Cardenas administrations, the controversy be

tween the Jesuits and the government was basically settled 

in 1942 (Champion, 1962:232). Sierra Mexicans now are either 

anti-clerical or unsupportive of Catholic missionaries since 

the latter are there to play an advocacy role forTarahumaras. 

The Jesuits created boarding schools for Tarahumara 

children in the 1920's. These schools are still in exis

tence and are run by priests, nuns and brothers. At one time 
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graduates of these boarding schools were organized into 

"colonies" under the administration of the clergy. The col

onists could work mission lands and sell the products or pur

sue some kind of skilled work learned at the schools. The pur

pose of these colonies was to insure the continuation of the 

acculturation process. The lifestyle associated with the 

native subsistence patterns could not be followed; and of 

course, there were extremely negative sanctions against par

ticipation in tesguinadasi and colonists were required to 

participate in Catholic services and rituals. Later in the 

1930's the government followed this example in the establish

ment of the "cultural mission." 

At present, there are very few Jesuits in the Sierra 

Madre and these are mainly concentrated in the large mission 

centers. There is only one p~iest living in the heartland of 

Tarahumara country in Guaguachique. Today the Tarahumara 

Mission center for the Sierra where the bishop is located 

is in Sisoguichi. Another large mission is located in the 

railroad town of Creel, which is now basically a Mexican 

community. The Mission centers at Creel and Guachochi are 

minimally integrated by the surrounding Tarahumaras in their 

religious comings and goings. Based on attendance at occa

sional masses, it can be said that the congregation was over

whelmingly non-Indian. 

It may be noted in Table 1 on the decline of themission 

congregations in the late eighteenth century, that the 
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community of Norogachi was the only one to show an increase. 

It is not clear why Norogachi has developed into the center 

where th~ missions are flourishing the most. The Tarahumara 

holy day celebrations have been the most elaborate and well

known throughout the Sierra. In addition, the Norogachi 

mission has the first Tarahumara ordained as a priest. 

Shortly after their ~eturn in 1901, the Jesuits set up a 

boarding school in 1905 which included twenty Tarahumara 

children and twenty Mestizo children (Ocampo, 1966). 

Norogachi now has a large Mestizo population, but Tarahumaras 

who live in the environs corne into town and cooperate with 

the priests in the major fiesta celebrations. The mission

ary program followed in Norogachi seems to have been the most 

continually receptive throughout the time of missionary ef

fort. Perhaps there has been a uniquely "Norogachi tradition" 

of cross-cultural contact. A possible indication of contin

ity in missionary approach is that in 1668 they organized a 

Tarahumara boys' choir (Dunne, 1958:141), and in 1979 again 

Norogachi was distinguished by having a Tarahumara girls' 

choir. 

Jesuit missionaries have been distinguished from other 

missionaries and other non-Indians in their dealings with 

the Tarahumaras because from the earliest times they have 

learned the Tarahumara language. Presently, the most know

ledgeable non-Indians in the Tarahumara language tend to be 
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the Jesuit missionaries. Probably .for this reason,. Tarahu

maras have continued to associate voluntarily with the 

Jesuit missionaries regardless of other problematic aspects 

of relations with them. Government representatives have been 

the least likely to know Tarahumara language or be familiar 

with it at all. It has only been within the last fifty years 

or so that Protestant missionaries have begun to stress the 

native language in their work among the Tarahumaras. This 

approach has been used by Protestants in Okorare, the com

munity of study. 

Protestant missionaries are said to have made their 

first appearance in the Sierra in 1900 or 1901 (Champion, 

1962:240). For the 1956-57 period two or three missionaries 

are reported in the Sierra (Champion, 1962:240). At the time 

of the present study, the Protestants were active to the 

south in the town of Guachochi, and to the north in the rail

road town of San Juanito, both large Mestizo towns. The com

munity of study for the present research appears to be the 

only community deep in the Sierra which has had a strong and 

continuous Protestant missionary presence. There is at least 

one other basically Indian community named Choguita which has 

in the past three years had a resident Mexican Protestant 

missionary and his family. Both Mexicans and Americans have 

participated in Protestant missionary activities among the 

Tarahumaras. 
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The early Protestant missionary approa~h did not en

courage the combination of native beliefs and practices with 

the new introductions. The missionaries were instructed for 

the first fifty years "in a wholly uncompromising attitude 

toward native religions" (Spicer, 1962:523). In addition: 

They refused to attend ,native ceremonies and pro
bably learned less about them then did even the early 
Franciscan missionaries. They insisted that their 
converts reject entirely all participation in the 
native religion and confine their religious life 
exclusively to the simpler and less colorful ritual 
of the introduced Protestant church. They tended 
to regard the greater Catholic tolerance for per
sisting Indian belief and ceremony as a compromise 
with evil (Spicer, 1962:523). 

Although later into the century, Protestant missionaries be-

gan to be more tolerant, their approach still basically 

requires the abandonment of native lifestyles as they are 

known at the time of conversion. Even up to the late 1960's 

this was the case in their work among the Maya Indians 

(Thompson 1974:103-104). 

Among the Tarahumaras, inroads were first made by the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics in the translation of the 

Bible into the Tarahumara language. There has been a notable 

effect in the community by the presence of representatives 

of this group. Other Protestant activities and Tarahumara 

reactions in the community will be examined in later chapters. 

In the community, the general Tarahumara response cannot be 

categorically characterized as total abandonment or rejec-

tion of native lifestyle and customs as the result of 
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accepting Protestantism. It is also not the "syncretic" 

kind of response to Catholic missionization. Although it is 

really to early to determine any kind of general Tarahumara 

response, so far it seems to approximate "compartmentaliza

tion. " 

Discussion and Summary 

Spanish colonial policy explicitly combined religious 

and political-economic aspects into the program of govern

ment of the Indians. The Catholic Jesuit missionaries were 

the first emissaries of the Spanish government, and have had 

some far-reaching effects among the Tarahumaras in ritual, 

settlement, pastoralism, and political organization. In all 

of these areas, the changes brought about were not in con

formity with the goals of the colonizers, but rather were 

the result of modification of introductions by Tarahumaras. 

The reduccion plan through which the Jesuits sought to 

concentrate the Tarahumaras into compact communities has often 

been regarded as a failure (Spicer, 1962; Merrill, 1981), 

but this conclusion can be drawn only if it based on the goal 

of the Spanish to concentrate Tarahumaras in order to govern 

them. However, although Tarahumaras were not concentrated 

in such a manner, there was nonetheless a major change from 

the aboriginal patterns. 

This change came mainly as the result of the introduc

tion of large ceremonies and of the mission church buildings. 
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In the pre-contact settlement system, there were apparently 

no central ceremonial locations. ~cording to one account, 

they did have community meetings in designated places (Bennett 

and Zingg, 1976:372). However, it is not clear that these 

places were central. Another account indicates that unchris

tianized Tarahumaras (gentiles) have not had central gather

ing places (Kennedy, 1978:119). Today, the majority of Tara

humaras who are considered 'christianized' (pagotame), meet 

regularly throughout the year at a mission church on special 

occasions. 

The attendance at these gatherings is of Tarahumaras 

ranchos (small scattered settlements) identified as belonging 

to a larger territorial entity called a pueblo. The pueblo is 

the Tarahumara name for the settlement in which the church 

was built. Meetings at the church are usually held in order 

to carry out ceremonies originating from the early Jesuit 

missions, and governmental functions are also carried out on 

these occasions. The largest concentrations of Tarahumaras 

can be found at meetings around the church, but they are 

only temporary. The most significant ceremonial gathering is 

for Semana Santa (Holy Week) for which people begin to arrive 

on Thursday and begin to disperse on Sunday. 

The structured political system introduced by the 

missionaries has also been adapted by Tarahumaras in their 

own manner rather than in the way expected by the introducers. 

That is, the native sir{ame (governor) is still conceptualized 
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in the same way as in precontact times. The officers 

which the governor was supposed to lead in a hierarchical man-

ner according to the Spanish system, function in a coopera

tive fashion instead. Neither the sirfame nor the assist-----
ing political body of officers have any more direct authori-

ty than before the Spanish, from what can be determined in 

available evidence. The sirfame is not the ultimate 

authority. 

A number of factors were related to Tarahumara ac-

ceptance of Jesuit introductions. The willingness and even 

eagerness with which a number of Tarahumaras received the 

Jesuits at the beginning may indicate that they were ready 

for a change. Something in their lifestyle at that time may 

have left them open to a new belief system and a new way of 

life. The amount of influence of the missionaries may have 

depended on the particular actions of individual missionar-

ies. Early accounts indicate that there were notable differ-

ences in the approaches taken by different missionaries. 

Tarahumaras were probably especially drawn to those who of-

fered a haven and who made efforts to protect them from Span-

ish colonialists. However, probably one of the most signifi-

cant factors was the ability of the Jesuits to communicate 

with them in their native language. 

The lack of influence of the Jesuits can be attribu-

ted to a number of obvious factors. Principally, Tarahumaras 

may have been discouraged by the Jesuits' initial attitudes 
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towards Tarahumara culture. Their teaching at the outset 

was based on the notion of "civilizing" the Indians, that is, 

attempting to eradicate "pagan" practices, especially 

tesguino drinking. There attitudes in addition to abuse that 

followed at the hands of the military and Spanish settlers 

served to alienate Tarahumaras. 

Nonetheless, enough Jesuit introductions were learned 

and accepted in ritual, political organization and pastoral

ism in order to develop these practices independently of the 

missionaries and transform them into Tarahumara traditions. 

These transformations may have occurred largely during the 

period when missionary activity lulled, between 1767-1900. 

In the modern period following, the Jesuits have been 

in a much different position than during the Spanish colonial 

period. They not only have less influence among Tarahumaras, 

but are also not integrated into the government programs for 

Indians and certainly do not have the military backing. In 

fact, the governmental position towards religion is one that 

contains a degree of antagonism. The church missionary pol

icy has also changed to one with a more pluralistic perspec

tive which contrasts to the early assimilationist stance. 

The modern period has also brought Protestant mission

aries who have taken a somewhat different approach than the 

Catholic missionaries. In addition, they arrived during a 

different point in the historical developments of the Sierra 

which in itself would make their task different. The 
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Protestant presence has been too brief to be able to make 

substantial conclusions about effects on Tarahumaras in 

general. 

Tarahumaras have also been influenced by agents other 

than religious missionaries. In the early days of coloniza-

tion, mining was the private enterprise which brought in the 

most settlers and affected the Tarahumaras the most. At the 

beginning, Tarahumaras were often forced to work in the mines. 

After these activities ceased, some Tarahumaras sought work 

at the mines voluntarily, but would only work for temporary 

periods. Mining expanded notably in the last half of the 

nineteenth century, helped by foreign capital and enterprise 

(Champion, 1962:220). The non-Indian population grew rapidly 

at this time. The mining boom came to an end about the time 

of the Mexican Revolution. The lumber industry, which has 

come to take the place of the mining enterprises in more re-

cent times, will be discussed in the chapter that follows. 

The most common conclusion about outside intervention 

among Tarahumaras has been that the latter respond by with-

drawing physically into less accessible areas of the moun-

tains (Champion, 1962; Kennedy, 1978; Sheridan and Naylor, 

1979). Kennedy (1978) suggested that the withdrawal response 

became internalized in the Tarahumara mode of social inter-

action with outsiders: 

••• the present day Tarahumara traits of passivity, 
withdrawal from confrontation, avoidance of aggression, 
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and introversion are at least partially institution
alized responses to their contact with the Spanish 
in the seventeenth century (1978:22). 

Taking another perspective, it can be seen that there 

is evidence for variation in responses to outside influences 

among Tarahumaras. The extreme response of total withdrawal 

is only characteristic of the gentile (unchristianized) 

Tarahumaras who are in the minority. The present research 

has revealed that the majority of Tarahumaras have incorpor-

ated outside influences in a number of ways. 

It cannot be said that historically there have been 

uniform, pan-Tarahumara responses. Reactions to outsiders 

have varied~ Early missionaries were received with a great 

deal of openness, but not by all Tarahumaras. For example: 
. 

It was rare that a padre could induce an entire 
group of natives to embrace Christianity and settle 
in the mission village. ~here were always some, 
often as many as those who chose mission life, who 
preferred to remain in their gentile state 
(Champion, 1962:183). 

It is further added that 1I ••• many of the natives who agreed 

to settle in the missions eventually came to change their 

minds" (Champion, 1962:183). 

The events and people which followed the initial mis-

sionary actions were violent and exploitative, leading to 

hostility and culminated in a number of rebellions by groups 

of Tarahumaras. In the seventeenth century, there were at-

tempts at organized Tarahumara resistance in a series of re-

volts, but did not include the majority of Tarahumaras. 
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Some sided with the military and others with the missionar

ies. The rebellions were finally quelled by the military in 

the eighteenth century. Economic exploitation has continued 

in different forms. Any physical aggression by Tarahumaras 

since has been small scale and sporadic. The most recent 

reports are for the last half of the nineteenth century when 

Tarahurnaras would band to kill non-Indian malefactors, or 

capture them to deliver them to Mexican authorities (Champion, 

1962:224). 

Categorical statements about historical developments 

for Tarahumaras are difficult to make since all Tarahumaras 

in different parts of their territory have not experienced 

the same outside influences in the same way not to the same 

degree. In addition, reactions of Tarahurnaras in different 

places to the same influence have varied. This variation 

may be taken to indicate that despite the extent of domina

tion of one group by another, the goals of the dominator are 

not necessarily achieved to the extent nor in the way they 

were intended. 



CHAPTER 4 

MODERN MEXICAN INSTITUTIONS OF CHANGE 

Introduction 

Modern Mexican national integration has brought with 

it major, independently functioning forces including Mexican 

government programs and private enterprise. Operating with

in the framework of major institutions in an interrelated 

fashion are: expanded transportation and communications, 

renewed missionary efforts, tourism, entrepreneurs, and a 

number of governmental entitites and their representatives. 

Present day agencies in the Sierra have been princi

pally dedicated to providing services to the residents, both 

Indian and non-Indian. These agencies deal with material, 

physical and educational needs of the residents. They are a 

direct or indirect means for integrating the Tarahumaras as 

national citizens into the Mexican political and economic 

system. They can be characterized in terms of their domains 

of action which for the Sierra will be categorized as 

follows: 

1. Indian affairs 

2. Subsistence 

3. Education 

4. Health 
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5. Environment 

6. Law and order. 

Indian Affairs 

The twentieth century marked the time when relations 

between the Mexican government and Tarahumaras become more 

direct. By 1906 for example, deputations of Tarahumaras 

went to the state governor's office to voice complaints about 

losses of their lands (Champion, 1962:235). Their plea was 

apparently not ignored because it was reported elsewhere 

(De La Pina, 1948, Vol. I:209-210 in Champion, 1962:235) 

that the state legislature passed a law to eliminate these 

injustices. There were few means to enforce these laws how

ever, and Tarahumaras continued to lose their lands to 

Mexicans. This is at least an indication that by the early 

1900's some Tarahumaras were aware of the workings of the 

system by which they were being constrained, and a sense of 

their place and rights within it. These are actions which 

well-known literature on the Tarahumaras has not stressed. 

Instead, the impression obtained is that Tarahumaras live in 

a world insulated from the Mexican environment which sur

rounds them and to which they are for the most part oblivious. 

In 1926, three historical actions by the Mexican 

federal government were taken that had an impact on Tarahu-

maras: 



1. anti-clerical edicts by the government 

2. the institution of Brigadas de Mejoramiento 

(CUltural Mission Program) 

3. the establishment of the Casa del Estudiante 

Indfgena (House of the Indian Student) in 

Mexico city. 
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Under the administration of President Calles, church lands 

and other property were seized by the government. What is 

referred to as "The Persecution" by missionaries today, 

reached the Sierra in 1926, resulting in the closing of all 

the churches and the deportation, imprisonment or escape of 

all Jesuits except three who remained in hiding (Champion, 

1962:232) • 

The "Cultural Missions" program had as its task to 

bring the "advantages of the urban culture of the Mexican 

nation" to the Indians, and also "a sense of being partici

pating citizens in the Mexican Republic" (Spicer, 1962:43). 

The program combined the medical, agricultural, and educa

tional aspects which at the present time are administered by 

separate governmental entities. In addition to sending its 

representatives to the Sierra, the government brought some 

of the Sierra Indians to the capital to a boarding school 

within which those who attended were expected to return to 

their people and function as "culture brokers" (Heath, 1972: 

94) • 
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At meetings with ,federal representatives in 1931 and 

again in 1934, Tarahumaragobernadores complained once more 

of land encroachment by the Mexicans. However, given the 

nature of the legal system there were ways that the Mexicans 

could find within the system in order to keep the lands, and 

given the lack of knowledge of the Tarahumaras about these 

maneuvers, they have lost their claims to much land. The 

conclusion to which Mexican authorities arrived was that edu

cation should be the major concern so that Tarahllmaras could 

be taught how to defend themselves against the Mestizos 

(Spicer, 1962:43). 

The period of time after this last futile attempt at 

appealing to the Mexican authorities was perhaps the most 

propi tious to begin an organized pan-Tarahumara movement. It 

is reported that in 1935 three key Tarahumara gobernadores, 

Jose Jariz, Josecito Aguirre, and Esteban Cruz were recog

nized by all other gobernadores (Instituto Nacional Indi

genista publication, 1972). In 1939, Ignacio Leon Ruiz, 

a graduate of the national School for the Indian Student, 

asked these three gobernadores to, gather all Tarahumaras in 

the town of Guachochi for the organization of a council to 

represent all Tarahumaras (Instituto Nacional Indigenista 

publication I 1972t. 

In attendance were President Lazaro Cardenas and the 

meeting was presided over by the, governor of Chihuahua, 

Gustavo L. Talamantes. Included were Tarahumaras from 
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thirteen municipios over a 50,0,00 km2 area with an estimated 

number of 150 governors for all the pueblos. Those Tarahu

maras who led in this undertaking were advised by a few advo

cate non-Sierra Mexicans. A number of Sierra Mexicans were 

leary of this move and resorted to intimidation and harass

ment of Tarahumara leaders to discourage the convening of 

the meeting. Some sought to actually assassinate the leaders 

and succeeded in doing so in one case. The meeting was car

ried out nonetheless and the first membership of the Consejo 

Supremo Tarahumara was elected. The Tarahumaras now had an 

official representative body within the Mexican social system. 

Although the Consejo cannot be said to represent the 

majority of Tarahumaras in a very real sense, nor does it 

have very much political power, it is a symbolic presence. 

Also it is a body in the structure to which Tarahumaras have 

some degree of recourse and which at least has the potential 

for action. 

During the 1930's, the time was good for the begin

ning of internal participation of Indians in Mexican govern

mental affairs because the nation had established a policy 

stemming from the ideology of Indigenismo whi.ch glorified 

the Indian past and ancestry and sought to recognize the 

Indian cultures of the country. The Departamento de Asuntos 

Indfgenas (Department of Indian Affairs) was created in 1936 

(Champion, 1962: 235). Also, the educational policy during 
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the 1931-1934 administration included the use of Indian lan

guages and ways of life in teaching. By 1939, a new govern

mental policy resulted in the preparation of a dictionary, 

grammars, primers, and other materials for teaching Tarahu

mara as a written language (Spicer, 1962:43). The title of 

a bilingual primer printed in 1945 was in the Tarahumara 

language, Repabe Raramuri (1945). 

The Instituto Nacional Indigenista (National Indian 

Institute) which replaced the De~artamento de Asuntos Indi

genas, is known in the Sierra as INI and is involved in edu

cational and development programs for Tarahumaras. The agency 

was established in 1948 nationally, and by 1952, a coordina

ting center had been established in the state of Chihuahua. 

This first center still exists in the Tarahumara heartland of 

the Sierra (Sierra Tarahumara) in the town of Guachochi. The 

INI administration headquarters are in the more recently es

tablished office in the capital city of Chihuahua. The di

rector of this office at the time of the research was Ignacio 

Leon Pacheco, a man of ha1f-Tarahumara descent who speaks the 

Tarahumara language and whose father, IOgnacio Leon Ruiz, was 

one of the most notable figures in recent Tarahumara history. 

At the time of this field research, INI was involved 

in providing medical and dental care, legal advice and ser

vices, technical assistance in agriculture and animal hus

bandry, and supplies to Tarahumara boarding schools. The 

Sierra center in Guachochi was headed by a director assisted 
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by an administrator and secretaries.. The rest of the staff 

included t~cnicos (specialists) in the different areas of 

assistance, and- drivers and mechanics for the INI vehicles, 

plus a practical nurse. The functions of all but the office 

staff has been to familiarize themselves with the conditions 

and needs of the communities in the service area, and make 

the necessary trips to these outlying communities to pro

vide the materials and services. 

Of the on-site staff at Guachochi, only a nurse and 

a driver were Tarahumara. The majority of Tarahurnara INI 

employees worked "in the field" living in -::::ommunities where 

they either worked as practical nurses or were in charge of 

boarding schools. These were the promotores bilingues 

(lit. transl. bilingual promoters) who will be discussed in 

detail in the ensuing discussion on education. 

One of the minor activities of the center has been 

to buy Tarahurnara crafts at guaranteed prices deemed fair in 

the Sierra economy to prevent exploitation by private buyers. 

This appeared to be one of the few services traditional Tara

humaras actively sought. That is, on the only three occa

sions traditional Tarahumaras were heard to say that they 

were going to the INI center was for the purpose of selling 

baskets. In these three cases, the people were from the can

yons and were trying to sell all or as much of their wares as 

possible on the way to Guachochi to avoid carrying the bur

den the added distance. 
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In sum, the Insti:tuto Nacional Indigenis.ta provides 

services available through other agencies, but specializes 

in directing them to Indians whereas the other agencies ser

vice any Sierra resident. 

Subsistence-Related Agencies 

Within the category of subsistence have been included 

the ejido system as regulated through the Department of 

Agrarian Affairs and Colonization, and the basic foodstuffs 

program administered through the National Corporation for 

Popular Subsistence (CONASUPO). Although this is not intended 

as an extensive analysis of how the federal government af

fects Tarahurnaras subsistence, it is necessary to examine 

this realm of activity to some extent. 

The ejido system is significant in a broad structural 

sense, and the CONASUPO system provides an example of how 

government actions fit into the ongoing private system of 

entrepreneurial activities. The ejido is a communal land

holding unit. The land "is set aside by the government as a 

trust for the use of a group of individuals in some kind of 

agricultural, pastoral, or related activity" (Padgett, 1976: 

29). In the ejidos in the Tarahurnara area the land is used 

for agriculture and herd animals and a number of ejidos 

operate a sawmill and other lumbering activities. 

Ejido meetings, which are held as often as once a 

month, provide a context for Tarahumara-Mestizo interaction. 
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Since literacy and other skills in dealing with the Mexican 

governmental system are required to handle ejido affairs, 

Mestizos are usually in control. However, ejido meetings 

are open and representatives of the Instituto Nacional 

Indigenista may attend to look after the interests of the 

Indians. It seems advantageous for Taranumaras to become 

incorporated into ejidos to prevent being abused as private 

individuals and to acquire the added status and protection 

as voting members of an ejido. 

There is a problem with Sierra Mestizos in organ

ization of Tarahumaras into ejidos as there was in the or

ganization of the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara. That is, those 

who attempt to organize Tarahumaras into applying for the es

tablishment of an ejido may find their lives in danger. Not 

all Sierra Mestizo~ react this way, only those who see the 

division between Mestizo and Tarahumara as irreconcilable. 

Still, there are enough Mestizos with these attitudes to 

cause political and economic obstacles for Tarahumaras. In 

view of this situation, it is remarkable that in the community 

of study not only was the ejido established with little pro

blem, but it also includes a major participation by both 

traditional and nontraditional Tarahurnaras. 

In addition to agriculture and domesticated animals 

as sources of foodstuffs, the Sierra now has the government 

operated CONASUPO stores. The CONASUPO pr~gram begun in the 

late 1950's allows the government to buy from rural farmers 
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at guaranteed prices and sell at low prices. In the Sierra, 

a local resident in a given community is given charge of 

running the store for a share of the profits. 

There seem to be at least two effects of CONASUPO 

stores in the Sierra: 

1. competition is provided for the small, privately 

owned grocery outlets, and 

2. difficulties among community members emerge 

regarding the person chosen to run the store. 

In the former case, the government can more easily afford 

through volume and easier transportation to provide lower 

prices. This deters Sierra shopkeepers from exploiting their 

neighbors through over-pricing because of low availability 

of products. However, CONASUPO stores always seem to have 

some problem or another in management and they either close 

up or are understocked. Also they do not carry everything 

that Sierra residents, Mestizo or Tarahumara, want to buy. 

Education 

Formal education in the Sierra comes under the respon

sibility of three administratively separate federal antities. 

The national department of education has a branch which deals 

with rural schools known in the Sierra as escuelas federales 

(federal schools) • The~e is also a division of the Secretar!a 

de Educacion Publica '(SEP) called Educaci6n Indfgena (Indian 

Education) which works in close conjunct.ton with INI in the 
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Indian Boarding school pr~gram in the Sierra. These federal 

entities explicitly or implicity carry out national education 

policy which has been difficult to clearly identify. Educa

tion policy seems to have varying trends and fluctuates 

through time. Apparently the special branch of SEP for 

Indian education (Direcci6n General de Educacion Extraescolar 

en el medio Indigena) did not come into being until 1971 

although efforts had been directed to those concerns earlier 

(Mexico Indigena, 1979:4, No. 22). A decision to direct edu-

cational efforts in areas of less accessibility and more 

dispersed populations began to be implemented among the Cora 

in Nayarit and the Tarahumara in Chihuahua (Mexico Indigena, 

1979, No. 22:4). The efforts were mainly directed at the 

albergue escolar (boarding school) program. The following 

excerpt provides a concise definition and overview of the ad-

ministrative relations in a general sense: 

El albergue escolar es un anexo a una escuela pri
maria federal 0 estatal, donde los servicios de 
alimentaci6n y hospedaje estan a cargo de la Direc
cion General de Educaci6n Indigena de la SEP y del 
Instituto Nacional Indigenista; y la atenci6n esco
lar de estos educandos es responsabilidad de la 
escuela primaria respectiva (federal 0 estatal) . 
Escuela albergue es aquella que brinda los servi
cios de manera integral, tanto de alimentaci6n 
como de hospedaje y de educacion escolar; la insti
tucion esta totalmente atendida por docentes bilin
gues, con apoyo administrativo y material de los 
Centros Coordinadores Indigenistas. 



Translation: 

The albergue esco1ar is part of either a federal or 
state elementary school, for which the Administra
tive Office of Indian Education of SEP and of the 
Instituto Nacional Indigenista is responsible with 
regard to services for room and board; and for 
which the respective elementary school (federal or 
state) provides academic training to the student 
boarders. The escue1a a1berque provides services 
in an integrated manner including room, board and 
schooling and is an institution totally adminis
tered by bilingual personnel who receive adminis
trative and material support from the central co
ordinating offices of the Instituto Nacional 
Indigenista. 
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The program for training Indians as promotores bi

lingues was begun during the Cardenas administration of 

1934-1949 when thirty-three Centros de Capacitacion para 

Jovenes Indfgenas (Training centers for Young Indians) were 

created (Mexico Indfgena, No. 22,1979:4). One of these 

centers for Tarahumaras is located in the town of Guachochi. 

The training takes place once a year during the summer and 

is directed by one or two representatives of the In~ian edu

cation branch of the Department of Education in Mexico City. 

In 1979, the reported number of promotores bilingues 

among the Tarahumaras was about three hundred. That same 

year there was a plan to train an additional three hundred 

promotores. The system of escuelas a1bergues managed and ad

ministered by this great number of Tarahumara promotores, who 

are essentailly seen as "culture brokers" is probably the most 

powerful medium for the acculturative process in the Sierra. 



This subject will be further purs.ued in duscus.sions in 

later chapters. 
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The administration of Indian education in the state 

of Chihuahua is based in the state capitol headed by a direc

tor who is a Tarahumara Indian. There are three administra

tive Tarahumara regions under this office. Two of these re

gions, Guachochi and Carichi, were headed in 1979 by direc

tors who are also Tarahumaras. The director of a region is 

responsible for the administration and supervision of close 

to one hundred promotores bilingues (Tarahumara bilingual 

teachers) through assistant administrators called inspectores 

(field inspectors). Within the SEP Educacion Indfgena branch 

of federal education for the Sierra then, non-Indians are in 

the minority. 

In the general administrative set-up for cooperation 

between the different agencies in the boarding school pro

gram in the Sierra, INI has access to and provides all the 

physical resources. The federal rural program only cooperates 

academically in the cases of an attached albergue escolar. 

There is resentment among SEP personnel towards INI for fail

ure to take provisions to the schools on time. There is also 

resentment within INI because the SEP people have primary con

trol over the promotores bilingues whom the INI people claim 

are not doing a satisfactory job of educating because of de

ficiences in SEP teacher training and certification. 
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The implication was often made that persons are being 

given positions simply because they are Tarahumaras. Main

stream Mexican teachers were resentful because they had more 

training and education than the promotores bilingues, whom 

they regard as competition in salary allocation and employ

ment. This attitude was expressed in the community of study 

by both Mexican teachers and Tarahumara prcmotores. Apparent

lyon more than one occasion a Mexican teacher had personally 

and directly communicated this opinion to a promotor. 

It is interesting to note in this regard the preva

lent ethnic grouping for each educational branch in the 

Sierra. As pointed out earlier, the on-site staff in INI 

administrative centers is primarily non-Indian, and the same 

is true of the federal rural education program as a whole. 

On the other hand, the SEP staff, from administrator down to 

field worker is primarily Indian. In other words, the ethnic 

groupings coincide with the different structures but this 

correlation is not consciously recognized by members of the 

structure. However, complaints about problems in their work 

included the ethnic factor which was explicit in statements by 

Indians and implicit in statements by non-Indians. The pro

blems did not relate to personality conflicts but rather to 

organizational dysfunctioning. Further examination of the 

social standing of promotores will be included in discussions 

of nontraditional Tarailumaras in the next chapter. 
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The differences in educational philosophy of the 

different agencies of education should also be noted. A1-

though similarities in teaching methods and materials provide 

the students with similar educational experiences, the main 

concern here is with how the differences in approaches might 

communicate Mexican social and cultural knowledge to Tara

humara children in different manners. Of special signifi

cance is the medium of cornmunication--language. 

In 1956 there was a debate within INI about the value 

of teaching Indian children in Spanish or using a bilingual 

method (Heath, 1972:94). It was concluded that a bilingual 

method was preferable, and that the process should begin with 

oral instruction in the native language, followed by teaching 

literacy in the native language, and culminating in the 

teaching of literacy in Spanish--increasing the use of Span

ish throughout (Heath, 1972:94). This is the policy being 

followed among the Tarahumaras at the present. 

In the early 1970's, state governors in cooperation 

with regional representatives of the federal government were 

asked to determine the language policy of local educational 

programs and were presented three options: 

1. Sole use of bilingual teachers and the Indian 

language throughout the primary grades. 

2. Use of the Indian language at the outset with 

Spanish introduced as soon as possible. 
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3. Use of the. "direct method" which involves the 

sole use of Spanish and the adjustment of be

havior and role identification in order to enter 

the national community (Heath, 1972:162). 

Using these variations in language policy as guide

lines, the underlying philosophies of the ed~cational agen

cies were evaluated in terms of the teaching methods observed 

in the Sierra. It should be made clear that the conclusions 

here are not solely made on the basis of any explicit decla

ration of formal policy. Inferences are derived from state

ments by representatives of the agencies and on observations 

of actual teaching situations. In addition to the community 

of study, two schools near the town of Guachochi were included 

in the observations and interviews were held with Indian and 

non-Indian teachers. 

The philosophy reflected in the attitudes and teaching 

methods of the non-Indian teachers in the rural education 

branch of the Department of Education seems to follow the 

third option, that is, the "direct method." Methods are not 

varied to adjust to the Tarahumara children. Classes are 

taught as they would be to a classroom full of Mexican chil

dren. There was one teacher in the community of study who had 

been there for several years and was aware of what problems 

were particular to the Tarahumara children. However, the at

titudes about teaching-learning styles were basically non

accommodating, in the sense that although teachers may be 
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very conscientious, they teach from a Mexican model without 

consideration of Tarahumara cultural differences. Examples 

are found in later discussions on the community of study in 

Chapter Chapter 8. 

As notes earlier, the more explicit policy in the 

education branches of INI· and Education Indfgena follows the 

notion of bilingual education. Thus, one might say that 

these agencies have a more cultural pluralistic concept of 

the role of education in Mexican society, while the "federal" 

schools have a more assimilationist concept. The experience 

of most Tarahumara children in the Sierra today is to begin 

school under the bilingual method, and if they go beyond 

fourth or sixth grade, their education will be all in Spanish 

and based on the general national model. Part of the reason 

for this tendency is that there are still not enough certi

fied Tarahumara teachers to teach beyond the fourth or sixth 

grades. 

In addition, some promotor bilingue teachers who were 

observed spoke very little Tarahumara and conducted the class 

in a very structured manner following the Mexican model of 

teaching. During the summer of 1979 however, it was attempt

ed in a general training session for promotores bilingues 

held in Guachochi to change this trend. The training was 

done by educators from Mexico City who were of other Indian 

cultural backgrounds. The director of the session stated 

that a new effort in promotor training encouraged the 
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promotion of awareness of cultural and linguistic heritage 

in Indian schoolchildren. He stated that bilingual education 

programs in ~1exico are being modeled after those in the Uni ted 

States because there, much more research and technique has 

already been developed over a longer period of time. He ex

plained that Mexico was just beginning to seriously develop 

bilingual education. 

Health 

As with education, there is more than one governmen

tal agency involved in health care in the Sierra. In addi

tion to the Departamento de Salubridad y Asistencia, the 

Instituto Nacional Indigenista and the Instituto Mexicano 

del Seguro Social also have health programs which are imple

mented in the Sierra. The first agency, usually referred to 

simply as "Salubridad" in the Sierra, has a hospital in 

Guachochi. Out of this hospital are administered a nutrition 

program, an environmental health program and a family plan

ning and maternal-infant care porgram. The Instituto Nacion

al Indigenista compound in Guachochi also had a doctor's 

office for out-patient care. INI provides basic medical sup

plies and medicine to community outposts under the care of a 

local resident who is employed and administered through the 

Guachochi offices. The last agency called "el Seguro" in the 

Sierra, had the most power within the governmental structure 

at the time of research. The administration of a number of 



newly built Seguro SociaL clinics was based in th~ city of 

Chihuahua. 
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A national reorganization was made to allow the three 

agencies to cooperate in health care activities. Two health 

care programs were of particular significance in the Sierra 

in relation to culture contact: 

1. the rural residency program for doctors 

2. the Sierra-wide vaccination programs. 

The "Seguro" has many more doctors in the Sierra because of 

budgetary support and the great number of clinicas del Seguro 

throughout the Sierra. Salubridad had three resident doc

tors in the Sierra and INI had one resident at the time of 

the present study. Resident doctors from each agency were in 

the community of study at the initiation of fieldwork. This 

situation allowed for direct observation of administrative 

problems related to health care. 

The best example of how the residents were affected 

by inter-agency problems were the vaccination programs. For 

example, on one occasion it was discovered that the Seguro 

vaccination rounds had been done a very' short period after 

they had been carried out by INI health workers in the same 

communities. This occurred due to lack of communication be

tween the agencies, and the fact that accurate records have 

to be kept. The Sierra residents are expected to keep their 

inoculation cards marked and up-to-datp.. Mestizos often lose 

the cards and Tarahumaras who do not speak Spanish do not 



understand what their purpose is and dispose of them. Two 

cases were observed in which the vaccinator did not record 
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the innoculation because the card could not be found. Most 

Sierra residents especially traditional Tarahumaras do not 

understand the importance of time lapse for proper vaccina

tion. They therefore may be improperly innoculated by another 

health agent, especially if neither they nor the agent have 

a record of the last visit. 

The process of selecting a community of study in

cluded visiting various communities with family planning and 

nutrition community workers on their rounds. The family plan

ning program was administered through local aides who were 

supplied and supervised by the worked based in Guachochi. The 

nutrition worker was just beginning to make use of local aides. 

The initiation of a program in a community involved an ini

tial presentation at an ejido meeting to explain the purposes 

and operation of the program. The nutrition program was 

meant to supply certain critical foodstuffs for the proper 

development nf children under the age of four. Adult recipi

ents had to be very. aware of the regulations for receiving 

the foodstuffs, as did the chosen local representative in 

order for the program to proceed as planned. 

In all of the cases observed, the local community 

representative was a Mestizo female. They seemed to be quite 

familiar with social relations of the community members, both 

Mestizo and Tarahumara. None of them seemed to know a 
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minimal amount of the Tarahumara language. The community 

program supervisors also did not know or use Tarahumara 

word~ or phrases in their work although a very sparse know

ledge of Tarahumara would have been very helpful for infor

mation gathering and food distribution to monolingual Tara

humaras. 

A continually occurring situation was one in which 

the approach of the community workers caused absolute terror 

in Tarahumara children and in some Mestizo children. The 

explanation from an adult relative was always, "They think 

you are here to vaccinate them." Some Tarahumara children 

also broke out in terrified crying when they were being 

measured for height in the nutritional program evaluations. 

The question arises as to whether the vaccination programs 

or something else was the basis for this deep fear of Mexi

cans at a very young age in a whole generation of Tarahumaras. 

The whole family planning program was also an amazing 

undertaking given the Sierra lifestyle and the disregard of 

the administration of the program to the social and cultural 

conditions of the people in the Sierra. The options offered 

to the women were birth control pills, the intrauterine device 

and prophylactics for their partners. The most commonly ad

ministered were the pills and these were usually to Mestizo 

women. Mestizo women, of course, were faced with the problem 

of the prohibition by their husbands in the use of contracep

tives. It was said by one local representative that the 
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Tarahumara women suspected that the pills were meant to steri

lize them. 

The main problem even for Mestizo women who were lit

erate was that the taking of birth control pills involves a 

very careful and conscious counting of the passage of days. 

This was a difficult method for people who of en do not own a 

calendar and whose concept of time is more generalized than 

in modern industrial society. 

In sum, it appears that the administration of the 

health care systems in the Sierra proceeds on the non

pluralistic perspective just as the federal school system 

does. Little preliminary effort is made to adjust the appli

cation of health measures to the nature of the Tarahumara 

way of doing things. If any adjustments are made, they are 

done by the indiv~dual workers by trial and error. This pro

blem contributes to the frustration of outside Mexican govern

ment workers in the Sierra. 

Environment 

During the fieldwork period there seemed to be an 

ever increasing move by the government to increase trans

portation and communications. There were rumors of proposed 

electrical and telephone line projects for Guachochi with 

ideas of extension throughout the Sierra eventually. An 

agency concerned with introducing fishery enterprise into the 

Sierra began concerted work. The two most predominant and 
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significant agencies at work on the Sierra environment are 

Productos Forestal'es de La Ta'r:ahumara and Secretar!a de 

Asuntos Hidraulicos y Obras PiibTicas known in the Sierra re

spectively as PROFORTARAH and SAHOP. 

PROFORTARAH is also of great significance to the 

Sierra and its residents because this agency oversees the ex

ploitation of the forest resources. It is a federal check on 

private and ejido lumber operations. PROFORTARAH workers 

are assigned to mark trees which can be cut without harming 

the physical environment and replenish the forest with seed

lings. One worker said that the weather had prevented 

their planting at the most propitious time for seedlings that 

year, and that the previous year the species of seedling 

planted was not able to survive in the Sierra. There were ru

mors among Mestizos in the Sierra that there were problems 

with graft in this agency, but opinions varied from person to 

person. 

SAHOP had administrative offices in Guachochi and in 

Creel. They are concerned with the building and upkeep of 

certain main roads throughout the Sierra. The agency seems 

to be well budgeted judging from the number of SAHOP pickup 

trucks one sees and their relatively good condition. In 

addition to the object of their work facilitating the in

creasing number of outsiders coming into the Sierra and the 

carrying out of lumber, SAHOP has furnished opportunities for 

wage labor for Mestizo and Tarahumara men. 
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Law and· Order 

It is impossible to omit any mention of law enforce

ment in Sierra life since it has resulted in both Mestizo 

and Tarahumara residents living in a state of snxiety. With

in the past decade, state law enforcement officers and the 

military have brought into the Sierra to control a number of 

situations. However, as of the end of 1979, military per

sonnel from the main barracks in Guachochi to the various 

camps throughout the Sierra were removed. In Sierra parlance 

the military personnel were known as the "Verdes" (The Green 

Ones) and the state police as the "Grises" (The Gray Ones), 

all of whom were greatly feared. 

The main purpose of the state police is to enforce 

the liquor and gun control laws applicable to the heartland 

of the Sierra Tarahumara only in the state of Chihuahua. Al

though the military was also involved in this enforcement, 

the main purpose for their presence was to control drug traf

ficking and monitor illegal horticulture. The result has 

been that the Mestizo system of "frontier justice" has been 

dismantled. Liquor was allegedly banned to cut down on drunk

en violence. Others say that it was done to assure more con

sistent and efficient work on the part of the men working for 

the lumber companies by cutting down absenteeism and job re

lated accidents associated with liquor intoxication. 

The main effect on traditional Tarahumaras was in 

being caught between the threat of drug traffickers and the 
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military. In addition, there were reported cases of mili

tary break-ins and the smashing of pots full of tesguino. 

This action occurred in the area of the community of study 

and in the area of Rocoroivo near San Rafael. The state 

police were the most feared as being ruthless however. All 

in all, the idea of legally armed personnel roaming the 

Sierra in the midst of an unarmed population living in 

scattered isolated settlements made for an uncomfortable 

atmosphere. 

Private Enterprise 

There is no question that at the present, the lumber 

industry is a dominating force in the Sierra. In Guachochi 

are centered a number of private businesses directly and in

directly related to the lumber industry. Small aircraft fly 

in and and out of the town daily carrying businessmen to and 

from Chihuahua and Parral. Caravans of lumber trucks leave 

the town daily, each carrying up to eight tons of logs to 

deliver at lumber yards at Creel. The trucks return in a 

day or two to reload. Some trucks are owned by the companies 

themselves, others by trucking companies, and still others by 

individuals. The railroad, of course, is the major means of 

getting the product out of the Sierra. 

Lumbering activities began slowly in the nineteenth 

century. They began in order to supply the mines and mining 

towns, but continued to to develop in connection with the 
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building of railroads later (Champion, 1962:240). Nine saw

mills are reported in the Sierra in 1905 with the number in

creasing steadily to a total of forty-two in 1948 (Champion, 

1962:240). Tarahumaras have and still do work on a part-time 

basis in private sawmills. In 1954 the Instituto Nacional 

Indigenista set up a sawmill in Cusarare to be totally run by 

Tarahumaras. There have since been other similar operations 

developed based on the ejido system elsewhere in the Sierra. 

In the past two decades with the improvement in transporta

tion and technology, it has become a booming business with 

no sign of diminishing. The lumber companies are in acute 

competition with each other to the point of periodic cases of 

arson in lumberyards. 

One hears frequent rumors about dishonest dealings 

and exploitation of the Tarahumaras, but to my knowledge no 

related legal action has been taken. PROFORTARAH is meant to 

serve as a check on private businesses in lumber. INI also 

has a responsibility to oversee the transaction between ejidos 

with a Tarahumara membership and private interests. In 1979, 

a Jesuit priest-from Creel was instrumental in a protest 

against low wages and exploitation of Tarahumaras by private 

companies. 

The Mestizo population of the Sierra is certainly 

profiting from the lumber industry. The family is rare 

which does not or has not had at least one male member work 

in some capacity for the lumber business. The previously 
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unavailable money has allowed the purchase of many products 

from outside the Sierra. The standard of living of the Mes

tizos is being raised as the result of wagework and traveling 

to the city has probably also increased with available money 

for train tickets. 

Linked to the mining and lumber activities in the 

Sierra, and partly subsidized' by the government, has been the 

expansion and improvement of the transportation and communica

tion systems. The railroad was begun in the early part of 

the twentieth century and was meant to connect Kansas City to 

the Mexican Pacific coast for the purposes of transporting 

lumber. However, the task proved too difficult in forging 

through the mountains and canyons, and the northern treack 

stopped at Creel. 

The missing rail link to the Pacific coast was not 

open for through travel until 1962. The railroad has since 

developed into a busy line of transportation for tourists, 

adventurers, Sierra residents (including Tarahumaras) and 

lumber and other cargo. Creel continues to be the major link 

between the Sierra and the outside world and could also be re

garded as the transition point from the Mexican to the Tara

humara world. 

The most direct and pervasive connections that Tara

humaras have with private business tied to the Mexican econo

my is in the domain of trade. The average Tarahurnara has had 

direct dealings with individual non-Indian entrepreneurs in 
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manufactured goods, foodstuffs, and livestock. This type of 

contact has been taking place since the first arrival of non

Indians into the Sierra. The exchanges may be in the form 

of barter, but are increasingly in Mexican currency. Mexi

can traders may set up small stores or travel in a small car

go truck from settlement to settlement. 

It has been only in the past ten years that Tarahu

maras have begun to be tied in to Mexican economics through 

craft trade. In 1960 there is reported to have been a small 

market for Tarahumara wool blankets in Creel and in Chihuahua. 

There blankets are certainly in demand by the Sierra Mestizos 

for their own practical use. There has been an expansion in 

the types of items sold to outsiders. The center for Tarahu

mara craft trade is in Creel, the stopping off point for num

bers of Mexican, American and European tourists. Items for 

sale include woven belts (natepares), baskets, wooden figu

rines, drums, rattles, pottery and native clothing. Some 

items are those ordinarily used by Tarahumaras and others are 

especially created for the tourist market. 

Little in the way of a detailed analysis of private 

enterprise in the Sierra can be presented at this point. 

Nonetheless, it is apparent that the actions of private enter

prise in the Sierra, although not directed at acculturation, 

have nad a dramatic and significant effect on social change. 

The degree of change effected by religious missionar~es has 

taken hundreds of years. Governmental actions have had less 
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impact and less time to take effect. However, modern trans

portation systems are greatly'aiding the government and pri

vate enterprise for carrying out activities in the Sierra. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Historically, one can say that there have been two 

major efforts at influencing Tarahumara lifestyle in a direct 

manner: 

1. the early Spanish colonial program whose work was 

carried out principally by Catholic missionaries 

2. the modern Mexican governmental program of poli

tical incorporation of the Indians whose work is 

done by representatives of various agencies. 

The major competing interests in the Sierra of importance to 

Tarahumaras are: the Mexican government, private enterprise 

and the Catholic Church. These institutions and their re

presentatives serve as checks against the efforts of the 

other in relation to the Tarahumaras. Tarahumaras are caught 

in the middle and they would need to be aware of the bases of 

these various interests in order to assure the survival of 

their cultural identity if not their numbers. 

It has been instructive to note the analysis made by 

Spicer (1962) of the distinction between the effects of the 

Spanish colonial approach to the Tarahumaras and that of the 

Mexican government in general. At the beginning of the 

changeover from one government to the next, there was a 
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rei solation of the Tarahumaras because the Mexican govern

ment did not replace the centrally controlled Spanish program 

of contacts with one of their own (Spicer, 1962:45). It has 

also been noted that the Mexican government did not utilize 

nor work with the Catholic missionizing program and, in fact, 

the two were very alienated by the very nature of the revo

lutionary ideology. Much of the "footwork" for the Spanish 

on the other hand, was done by the missionaries. Spicer 

(1962:45) characterized the Mexican phase as one of 

"individual-by-individual contact between Mexican settler and 

Indian." It is here suggested that the fixed and predictable 

structure imposed by the Spanish has been replaced by a 

fluctuating, ever-changing system. The nature of the present 

Mexican governmental programs seems to add more unpredicta-

bility to already unpredictable circumstances of the general 

population of Tarahumaras. 

One gets a sense of the nature of the Mexican indi-

genist programs in the following summary: 

Mexican interest in the Tarahumaras took the form of 
a state program for education, national rural 
schools, with "Socialist"-oriented curricula, a 
Department of Indian Affairs teacher training and 
educational program, the National Indian Insti-
tute program, and the Jesuit program. By the time 
these were well established in the 1950's, they 
had gone through numerous metamorphoses as a result 
of clash between church and state, uncertainty of 
direction regarding Indian education on the part of 
the government before and after the Cardenas admin
istration, and so on. In short, there were numer
ous false starts resulting in discontinuity and by 
1960 there was a great variety in those organized 
programs which were established. In this there was 



great contrast with the Spanish period, and there 
was an expectable reflection in all its hetero
geneity of the nature of Me~ican civilization 
(Spicer, 1962:45). 
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The indigenist policy of the Mexican government has 

fluctuated throughout the twentieth centruy, but seems to 

have assimilationist effects regardless of the policy. That 

is, the knowledge obtained from governmental agencies and 

agencts is used more within the Mexican system rather than 

within the Tarahumara system a? was done with the early 

Spanish colonial religious, economic and civil knowledge. 

Delegations of Tarahumaras had been approaching 

Mexican authorities since the early twentieth century with 

concerns within the domain of action of the government. 

Later, in 1939, a representative body for the Tarahumaras 

was organized and called the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara. 

Although this body does not have very much power and does not 

reach the majority of ~cho dwelling Tarahumaras, it does 

provide a structure within the Mexican system with potential 

recourse for Tarahumaras as a group. 

Other means of dealing with th~ Mexican authorities 

in a more direct fashion are potentially contained within the 

ejido system when Tarahumaras become members of an ejido. 

However, the case has generally been that Mestizos tend to 

dominate ejido affairs with few exceptions. Among the ex

ceptions is the community of study which belongs to an ejido 



in which Tarahumaras play a larger role. Detailed discus

sions will follow in Chapters 7 and 9. 
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Other governmental programs related to health care, 

the environment, law and order and also private enterprise 

may greatly affect Tarahumaras directly, indirectly or over 

a long period of time. However, through the education pro

grams the government is directly communicating Mexican lan

guage and culture to Tarahumara children. If they arrive at 

a certain level of school performance, the opportunity is 

then presented to them to continue learning about the Mexi

can system through integration into a governmental institu

tion. A few have become administrators and one Tarahumara 

may serve as a representative for his/her people on the 

state legislature. Most Tarahumaras in the governmental 

system work for the Instituto Nacional Indigenista or for 

Educaci6n Indfgena, the majority of whom are in positions as 

promotores bilingues. 

Among Tarahumaras linked with goverment programs, 

promotores bilingues are those who are most equally in touch 

with both the Mexican system and the traditional Tarahumara 

system. Since many of them work in relatively isolated 

Tarahumara communities, they find themselves bound by both 

the local social norms as Tarahumaras and by the rules of the 

educational program as representatives of that program. 

Through examination of the role of promoto'r bilingue 

can also be seen the inconsistencies in the national policies 
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toward Indians. The Indigenismo policy implies that cul

tural pluralism is desirable and Indian traditions should be 

maintained while the implicit policy of some agencies such 

as that of the federal rural education program is assimila

tionist. The promotores feel the effects of these two atti

tudes in the carrying out of their tasks within the govern

mental bureaucracy. 

In general, the promotor bilingue program is the most 

significant force in the Sierra for Tarahumara acculturation. 

Hundreds of Tarahumaras who have gone through the Mexican 

education system are in numbers of Tarahumara communities 

throughout the Sierra teaching Tarahumara children through 

that system. 

In general, the effectiveness of the government 

agencies in carrying out their goals among the Tarahumaras is 

affected by vying for power among different institutional en

tities both within and outside of the government. There are 

differences within the educational agencies, the health care 

agencies, and between the government in general and Catholic 

missionaries. It is detrimental to Tarahumaras because they 

often get caught in maneuvers between outsiders, but it be

comes advantageous to them because it forestalls the accom

plishment of the goals of anyone outside institution for 

changing the Tarahumaras. 



CHAPTER 5 

LIFESTYLES IN THE SIERRA 

Introduction 

Acculturation has been defined as a social inter

actional process which is based on two cultural systems. 

The two cultural systems of principal concern here are the 

traditional Tarahumara cultural system and the Mestizo cul

tural system. A comparison of these two cultural systems 

will be made in the chapter that follows. The present dis

cussion is concerned with descriptions of participants in 

those two cultural systems, that is, persons who are in

volved in social interactions in which Tarahumara and Mes

tizo symbols are used. For the purposes of the present 

study, the participants most relevant to Tarahumara accul

turation and national integration have been categorized in 

terms of lifestyle and include: 

1. traditional Tarahumaras 

2. Sierra Mestizos 

3. nontraditional Tarahumaras 

4. mainstream Mexicans 

"Lifestyle" is defined as easily observable conditions under 

which daily life takes place, including material aspects, 

economic. and political activities, language, family and mode 
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of social conduct. These are not socially defined catego

ries among Sierra residents. The terminology used within 

the Sierra will be included in the discussion that follows. 

The Tarahumara-Mestizo interface in central to ac

culturation in the Sierra. They share the same environment 

and have come to be familiar with the behavior patterns of 

each other and have a long history of adjusting to each 

other. It has been said that despite "a basic hostility and 

mutual contempt, Tarahumaras and Mestizos often find they 

need each other." (Fried, 1969:858). 

Traditional Tarahumaras are considered to be parti

cipants in the Tarahumara culture as described in the "eth

nographic present" from the available literature. In con

trast to other acculturation studies which regard the dom

inant culture as the constant, traditional Tarahurnara cul

ture is used here as the point of reference for assessing 

different lifestyles in the Sierra. Most importantly, tra

ditional Tarahumara lifestyle is used as a basis for defin

ing nontraditional Tarahurnaras by providing indicators of 

aspects of traditional life from which some Tarahumaras 

deviate. 

The main reason for inclusion of Mestizos in the 

study was because of their relation to Tarahurnaras and Tara

hurnara culture. There are no major ethnographic works on 

the Sierra Mestizos. As a population, they are here con

sidered to represent a variant of Mexican culture. 
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Mainstream Mexicans supposedly represent the larger Mexican 

culture and society. They not only provide a model of mod

ern Mexican culture in the Sierra, but they also contrast 

with Mestizos signaling the distinctiveness of the latter. 

principally, mainstream Mexicans are significant to both 

Tarahumaras and Mestizos with regard to national integra

tion. They also provide a different model of Mexican cul

ture in their behavior then either Tarahumaras or Mestizos 

are accustomed to witnessing and may thus be affecting ac

culturation. 

The following material deals mainly with social 

behavior, that is, what participants in the acculturation 

process do mainly among themselves. Comparisons will be 

made with the idea that any differences that are found will 

be areas of difficulty for participants in the acculturation 

process. Differences are assumed to be especially signifi

cant to Tarahumaras who in most cases are obliged to deal 

with Mexicans whereas for the latter it is usually a matter 

of choice. 

Traditional Tarahumaras 

Introduction 

This study was not meant to bring new insights into 

the body of literature on the traditional Tarahumara culture. 

The original intention was to focus on the Tarahumara exper

ience which is not ordinarily reported in ethnographic works. 
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In addition, acculturation approaches generally carry the 

assumption that "acculturated" persons are socially sepa

rated from the "traditionals." However, during the present 

research process, it was found that the lives of "tradition

als ll and supposedly acculturated Tarahumaras were inextrica

bly bound. 

It was therefore necessary to delve into the tra

ditional lifestyle and activities in order to more clearly 

understand the acculturative process. A main concern with 

IItraditionals" in the research was with their relationships 

with nontraditionals and with Mestizos. Another concern was 

the way in which they represent the social and cultural 

background of most nontraditional Tarahumaras. 

As a basis for further analysis along these lines, 

the following summary is mostly presented in the ethnogra

phic present. There seems to have been little change in cer

tain basic aspects of Tarahumara society and lifestyle if the 

present reality is compared to that described in the earli

est writing (Lumho1tz, 1902) to the latest work (Kennedy, 

1978). Included here is an overview of language, family, 

code of social conduct and material and social organization

al conditions within which Tarahumara social actions take 

place. 

The information available on the Tarahumaras begins 

with the early Jesuits accounts from the seventeenth century. 

During the period of the expulsion of the Jesuits from 
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Mexico and thus from the Tarahumara area, between 1767 and 

1900, the information becomes scanty. The major ethnogra

phic work was by Lumholtz in the late 1890's, by Bennett and 

Zingg in 1930, Pennington in 1955, and Kennedy between 1957 

and 1969. Additional information has been added here from 

less known works and some obscure sources, including some 

available only at the Jesuit mission library in Sisoguichi, 

Chihuahua. 

One gets a sense of a uniform unchanging culture 

from most ethnographic works, and a notion of the people as 

culturally conservative. The apparent homogeneity of the 

culture may be attributed to the fact that all of the classic 

studies and by far the bulk of other works have been on the 

inhabitants of the central plateau in the highland area, and 

on those who have been closest to the Ca~holic missionary 

influence. Yet there are also indications that this homo

geneous "front" apparent to most observers of these people 

covers a range of variability. A more precise examination 

would reveal dialect, material, ritual, culture contact, and 

other variations among the Tarahumara population throughout 

the regio~1. 

The proper name for the Tarahumara is Raramuri-

that is, the term in their language that they use for them

selves and which is ordinarily translated as 'footracer.' 

Another term used by the majority of Tarahumaras to refer 

to themselves originated during early missionary contacts. 
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This term is pagotame and is translated 'the baptized. ' 

Pagotame are t.he supposedly christianized Tarahumaras who 

contrast the term with gentiles, meaning 'the unbaptized.' 

According to Kennedy (1961) the Tarahumaras referred to as 

gentiles do not recognize this distinction. However, those 

who do use the term have been known to use it in the general 

sense of meaning 'people.' The number of Tarahumaras known 

as gentiles has been decreasing throughout the years and are 

certainly in the minority now. Eventually all Tarahumaras 

may be pagotame and the meaning of the term may become more 

generalized. The term pagotame was being used more than 

Raramuri in the community of study. The former was used in 

speeches more to indicate 'we the Tarahumaras,' and the 

term Raramuri was used more often in different contexts to 

refer to the Tarahumara language. 

An important organizational difference between 

bautizados and gentiles is that the bautizados center a 

number of ceremonial and political acitvities in one central 

community. Persons identified with the center are consider

ed members of the pueblo. These persons gather at the 

church center at specified times throughout the year. The 

political-religious system of the bautizados includes a 

Spanish colonial political model added to aboriginal politi

cal practices. The gentiles do not have a noticeable Spanish 

model in their system. Thus, the two major characteristics 
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that distinguish bautizados from gentiles are: the Spanish 

political model and centralization. 

Ethnographic Background 

Although the Tarahumaras are popularly regarded as 

cave dwellers, caves serve as temporary shelters for only a 

segment of the population. In the highlands, houses are 

most commonly constructed of hand-hewn planks. The area of 

the house is about fifteen by seventeen feet; the floors are 

of packed dirt and there are no windows. Houses may also be 

made of rock, adobe, or combinations of these materials 

and wood. There are also variations in the dwellings re

sulting from Mexican influence. There are usually one or 

two storehouses near the main dwelling. 

Agriculture involves the planting of the main crop 

of corn, and mino~ plots of beans and a number of other 

plants which vary from one ecological area to another. 

Fields may range in size from a quarter acre to five or six 

acres (Champion, 1962:100). 

The agricultural cycle begins sometime after mid

April in most places, and ends with the harvesting in Sept

ember or October. Sources of anxiety for the success of the 

corn crop are mainly the unpredictability of the rains, pests 

and the necessity to keep Tata Riosi (Tarahumara name for 

God) from taking punitive measures from lack of the proper 

sacrifices (wiromera) and dancing (Kennedy, 1978:61). 
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Kennedy (1978) reports three great droughts in the memory 

of his informants and another during his stay (1956-57). In 

the highland region where the ~ommunity of study is located, 

there were two droughts: one in 1979 and one in 1981. When 

the rains do come, they come in torrents which can damage 

the plants if they are too young, so the time of planting 

has to be calculated very carefully. Once the stalks are 

taller, the problem becomes one of surveillance to keep cat

tle, pigs, horses, donkey dogs and small rodents from eating 

everything off the stalk. Log fences and stone walls sur

round the fields, but do not always deter these animals. 

Weeding by hand is another major undertaking and is done in 

communal work parties. The harvesting is done by individ

ual households. 

Herd animals have taken on a much greater importance 

since the report by Bennett and zingg (1976) for 1930. Goats, 

in particular, have become very significant and are found in 

greater numbers which concurs with observations made by 

Kennedy (1961) for the years 1956 and 1957. Although it is 

difficult to ascertain, sheep appear less important in the 

community studied by Kennedy (1961) than in Okorare and in 

another community in the same general region (Merrill, 1981). 

More people remain in the higher elevations in winter from 

these latter two pueblos, and therefore may need more wool. 

When winter comes in the highlands, some or all the 

residents of any given rancho move their animals to lower, 
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warmer areas, often to caves. Meat is not a regular part 

of Tarahumara diet. Animals are slaughtered for ritualistic 

purposes, and it is only at these times that meat is pre

pared and consumed. The most valuable by-product of the 

herd animals is the manure used for fertilizing the scarce 

and depleted plots of arable land. The change from cattle 

to goats in terms of importance may be attributed to the fact 

that goat and sheep dung is more potent than cattle dung. 

Sheep provide wool which is made into blankets and sashes. 

One of the most notable characteristics of the Tara

humaras is a high degree of physical mobility. In addition 

to moving with the animals for pasturage and for the winter, 

there are a number of other reasons for traveling some dis

tances. Spouses independently own separate plots of land as 

a result of inheritance rules based on bilateral descent and 

because marriage does not confer common property rights. 

It is therefore often necessary for one or both to travel 

back and forth between two ranchos to tend to crops during 

the agricultural cycle. It is also necessary to travel to 

Mestizo trading centers in the Sierra and evan to cities 

such as Parral or Chihuahua to sell native wares and buy 

Mexican products such as coffee, cloth, axes and so on. 

Usually the mobility of the Tarahumaras may be attributed to 

economic reasons, but they also travel to seek Western medi

cal aid or for pleasure, often combining as many purposes in 

any given trip as possible. Among the bautizados, of course, 



are the treks to the pueblo center for Sunday gatherings 

and annual ceremonies. 
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The diet of all Tarahumaras in the Sierra is over

whelmingly based on corn. Common foods made of corn are 

kob!si (pinole Sp. transl.), keoli (esquiate, Sp. transl.) 

remeke (tortillas, Sp. transl.). Corn is also the base for 

making native beer, probably the major characteristic of 

the Tarahumaras. This beer is known as tesguino in the 

lingua franca for the Sierra, and as batari or sugu! among 

Tarahumaras. 

The following discussion of settlement and politi

cal organization applies to the bautizados who are of more 

concern here since Okorare was a bautizado community. A 

pueblo as defined in early missionary times, is a territor

ial, religious and political unit encompassing a given group 

of ranchos over a radius of about fifteen miles (Champion, 

1962:134). The primary means of subsistence: dry farming 

and pastoralism in addition to the scattered nature of us

able pieces of land for farming and pasture require a dis

persed settlement pattern and small re.sidential groupings. 

The cluster of dwellings at fertile spots are called ranchos 

(Sp.) and may consist of anywhere from one to thirty-eight 

households. The term rancho which is used in the Sierra is 

equivalent to the term rancher!a used for describing simi

lar settlements among other northwestern Mexican Indians in 

the literature. Distance between rancher!as may vary from 



one to five miles (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:183), or up to 

fifteen miles (Pastron, 1977). 
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Each pueblo has a central settlement also called a 

pueblo with a church where services are conducted by a 

native official (maestro), or occasionally by a visiting 

priest on Sundays or Catholic holy days. It is also a place 

where people gather to listen to the native governor (sir!ame 

in Tarahumara, gobernador in Spanish), who makes a speech 

and mediates legal cases in company of other officials. At 

these times bautizado Tarahumaras are able to be in the com

pany of members of the pueblo whom they may not ordinarily 

see. Thus centralization provides a broader basis for social 

identification than that based on network relationships. 

Network relationships are based on invitations to tesguindas 

(native beer drinking parties (Kennedy, 19.78), and include 

only segments of the total pueblo population. 

Nations about leadership center around the concepts 

of moral leadership and decision reached by group consensus. 

The main qualities of a moral leader are "stability of char

acter and speaking ability" (Spicer, 1962:378). Among Tara

humaras the sir!ame, or headman is a moral leader in this 

sense, rather than a political leader in the Western sense. 

The sir!ame guides and mediates rather than directs. 

Mestizos (at least in the community of study) seem to be 

generally aware of the role of the siriame and do not expect 

him to function as a leader in the Western sense. Among 
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Tarahumaras, the sir!ame and his assistants are given defer

ence in advising and guiding popular consensus, but have no 

direct power as such. There are certain desirable charac

teristics for persons in these offices, especially for the 

sir:i:ame. He is expected to be a serious person, control his 

behavior when drinking, be able to "think" right, and con

sequently be able to speak well. 

"Elections" are conducted in the same manner as for 

any community decision-making in many Indian cultures of 

the Greater Southwest. That is, a decision is based on un

animous approval by all the men of the community. 

Attesting to individualism among Tarahumaras, if a 

person or persons do not agree with decisions made by a 

majority, they may just ignore them and go about their bus

iness, and not follow or support the encumbent officials. 

There is no open opposition however, and the lack of support 

comes by default and is detected in certain indirect action 

or lack of action over a period of time. In public gather

ings, speeches are made regarding the various aspects of any 

decision, but the ultimate decision is unanimous as far asit 

is socially and openly recognized in the community. 

From a social structural perspective of family and 

kinship, the household is the lowest level of organization 

and serves principally as economic function. The core com

position of a household is a nuclear family. Additional 

members may include Ita shifting group of sons-in-law, 
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divorced, widowed and deserted sisters, grandchildren, 

widowed parents, children by former spouses, and adopted 

children" (Passin 1943:471). Another analysis which takes 

a more emic perspective, points out that the Tarahurnara them

selves do not even have the concept of I household I but 

rather "tend to view the group of people who store their 

maize supplies together plus the dependents of these people 

as something approximating a basic social unit" (Merrill, 

1981: 50) • 

Observations in the field indicated that Tarahuma~a 

relationship with others is not guided or structured by 

concepts of association by descent or kinship as much as by 

individual preferences. It is not difficult to conceive of 

parallels with the modern American family system. For 

example, in both systems special consideration is princi

pally given to reiatives within the nuclear family. Beyond 

that, and even within that circle, the nature, degree and 

frequency of association is voluntary. (This tendency is 

quite contrary to the Mexican norms as will be seen in the 

next section). Parents contribute materially primarily to 

children, but expect them to be independent as much and as 

soon as possible (also not unlike the Ame~ican attitude). 

The strength of the sibling relationship seems to be char

acteristically Tarahumara, and the grandparent-grandchild 

relationship appears to also be special and offers much 

social and emotional satisfaction. For further information 
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on kinship, see Bennett and zingg (1976:220-23, 363-4) and 

Kennedy (1978:157-180). 

Accounts of the traditional form of initiating mar

riage indicate great variation through time and space. The 

earliest account (Lumholtz, 1902) presents a system that 
-

does not have indications of missionary influence and may 

therefore have preceded contact. In this system, the girl's 

parents made the proposal to the boy's parents. 

The position of mayori as marriage broker in the 

Tarahumara system was developed by the early Jesuit mission-

aries. In the absence of the Jesuits, the office of mayori 

took on more authority within the Tarahumara system than in 

the Catholic system. As Bennett and Zingg (1976:228) put 

it, the mayori "has assumed the function of courting, join-

ing and advising." He became an intermediary between the 

two sets of parents, presided over the fiestas and gave 

advice. 

Even in the new manner, there are still traces of 
the old. The girl~s parents may take the initia
tive in asking the mayor to speak for a certain 
boy. The boy and girl may go off at a tesguinada 
and then return to live at the boy's house until 
the girl's parents notify the mayor. (Incidentally, 
the girls become very bold at the tesguinada and, 
in a sense, court the men) (Bennett and Zingg, 
1976: 228) • 

After marriage, the man and woman retain individual 

property rights, although they work on each other's land. 

When a Tarahurnara dies, his or her land is divided equally 

among the children and the spouse inherits nothing. This 
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system allows for much independence of the spouses from 

each other, and has been considered one of the bases for the 

facility of divorce or spouse abandonment. 

Much of what has been said about divorce and spouse 

abandonment among the Tarahumaras makes it appear that 

either of the spouses will leave the other on a whim. There 

is also an implication that Tarahumaras do not place much 

value on marriage, and that the independence afforded by the 

individual ownership of property gives people a sense of 

freedom and license to divorce easily. 

Observations in the field, however, indicate a per

son with property especially needs assistance in sUbsistence 

activities associated with it. In many cases, survival 

boils down to having a productive and reliable companion .•. 

that is, a spouse. Tarahumaras are particularly concerned 

that the spouse be industrious and conscientious in carrying 

out the tasks for the successful functioning of a household 

(Merrill, 1978). Marriage is regarded as a normal state and 

those not married are considered very strange (for example, 

Catholic priests) (Passin, 1943:57). Nonetheless, marital 

relations have been said to be lithe most volatile of all kin 

relations II in the society, and are the source of arguments 

involving other kinds of kin (Merrill, 1981:58). 

The traditional Tarahumara system of courtship and 

marriage contrasts significantly with that of the Mestizos. 

especially in terms of the coming together of couples at 
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tesguinadas, the female role in courtship, and the relative 

independence of spouses. Courtship and marriage take a much 

more prominent and specialized position among Mestizos as 

will be seen in the section that follows and Chapter 6 where 

the two cultural systems are compared. 

Recent field experience however, indicates that young 

children have the right of individula possession. On two 

occasions, the decision about the sale of their handmade 

toys was left totally up to the child. The parent did not 

even function as mediator. In at least four other cases, 

when the parent was asked about the involvement of the child 

in some activity (e.g., school-related) as is the case in 

Western culture, the parent would say something to the 

effect: "whatever he wants" or nit's up to her. n Independence 

of action extends to spouses. Although they may consult 

with each other on the sale of something, for example, the 

ultimate decision rests with the actual owner. 

Based on a classification of societies from a social 

structural perspective the Tarahumaras are egalitarian. The 

finer distinctions about the particularly Tarahumara criteria 

of power and prestige for social ranking from an ideational 

perspective has yet to be investigated. It is tentatively 

suggested here however, that the Tarahumara attitude on 

equality is not primarily based on the premises that "all 

are created equal n or that nall deserve equal treatment." 

Instead, the major premise may be: lIindividuals are 



self-determining and no one should have direct or formal 

poer over them if at all avoidable." 

This principle of non-directiveness is manifested 

in a number of social contexts. 

It has been said that "individual-centered values 
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often override family- or group-centered obligations" 

(Fried, 1969:867). This value may explain not only the 

independence of spouses, but also of children. Children 

are often left without adult supervision, usually in sib

ling groups, for long periods of time and are assigned cer

tain household tasks and the very important chore of herd

ing goats, sheep and cattle. 

Kennedy (1978:194) has made the observation that: 

"A person is taught the right way to do things in his 

childhood, but he is rarely forced to do things against his 

will," The consequences of striking a child, an extreme 

form of parental coercion, are "fright," illness and even

tually death (Kennedy 1978:195). 

Another manifestation of the value on individualism 

is the individual ownership of property, especially in the 

reluctance to press legal claims and in the non-directive 

behavior of elected officials. In more everyday contexts, 

the principle of not imposing directly on another·individual 

is expressed in non-directive speech and circumlocution and 

in non-directive socialization practices with children. 

This aspect of Tarahumara social interaction and other 
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points of etiquette are often incongruent with the Mexican 

view of proper social interaction as will be noted later. 

Sierra Mestizos 

Introduction 

The cultural origins of Sierra Mexicans or Mestizos 

begin with early pioneers and settlers who went into the 

Sierra on the heels of Spanish economic enterprises of the 

seventeenth century. In 1825, the Law of Colonization was 

instituted to encourage settlement in the state of Chihuahua 

(Spicer, 1962:39). However, most Mestizo culture can pro

bably be traced to settlers and entrepreneurs arriving in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The first 

incentive for non-Indians to come work in the Sierra were 

the gold and silver mining operations of the late seven

teenth century. Merchants, ranchers and fortune seekers 

followed, eventually leading to the establishment of towns 

with Spani_h style governments. Little historical writing 

has been found on the period during which the Jesuits were 

absent, and an ethnographic study of Sierra Mestizos has 

not been done. 

Mestizos are essentially Mexicans, but represent a 

rural version of Mexican culture more attuned to the Sierra 

environment and to the nineteenth century historical cir

cumstances than to the modern Mexican state. There is, of 



course, a growing awareness of mainstream Mexican culture 

among Mestizos. 
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The language of Mestizos is informal Mexican Span

ish, with colloquialisms characteristic of the Sierra. The 

Spanish spoken by Mestizos is also interspersed with Tara

humara terms in such a way that they have become part of the 

Sierra dialect. Surprisingly, there are also a number of 

Anglicisms used in the Sierra, such as "ride" (pronounced 

'rait') used to refer to hitchhiking. 

The term 'Mestizo' is used by many non-Indians to 

refer to themselves. Although the term literally means 'of 

mixed racial descent' in general Mexican Spanish, it is not 

used in this sense in the Sierra. Mestizos also refer to 

themselves as 'los de razDn' or 'gente de razon' meaning 

'those with reason.' The Tarahumara term for Mestizos is 

chabochi which is said to ~ean 'bearded one' and may stern 

from the impressio~ received of the first Spaniards to ar

rive. Mestizos are aware of the Tarahumara term for them

selves and may occasionally use it. 

In another pueblo some non-Indians did not refer to 

themselves as 'Mestizos,' but rather as 'gente de raion' (peo

ple of reason) or as 'blancos ' (whites) (Herrill, 1981: 89) . 

Mestizos refer to adult Tarahumaras as un Tarahumar (male) 

or as una Tarahumara(female"). As in other parts of 
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The language of Mestizos is informal Mexican Span

ish, with colloquialisms characteristic of the Sierra. The 

Spanish spoken by Mestizos is also interspersed with Tara

humara terms in such a way that they have become part of the 

Sierra dialect. Surprisingly, there are also a number of 

Anglicism used in the Sierra, such as "ride" (pronounced 

'rait') used to refer to hitchhiking. 

The term 'Mestizo' is used by many non-Indians to 

refer to themselves. Although the term literally means 'of 

mixed racial descent' in general Mexican Spanish, it is not 

used in this sense in the Sierra. Mestizos also refer to 

themselves as 'los de razon' or 'gente de razon' meaning 

'those with reason.' The Tarahumara term for Mestizos is 

chabochi which is said to mean 'bearded one' and may stem 

from the impression received of the first Spaniards to ar

rive. Mestizos are aware of the Tarahumara term for them

selves and may occasionally use it. 

In another pueblo some non-Indians did not refer to 

themselves as 'Mestizos,' but rather as 'gente de razon' 

(people of reason) or as 'b1ancos' (whites) (Merrill, 1981:89). 

Champion (1962: 87-88) found a distinction between 'Mestizos' and 

'Blancos' but 'Blancos' was only used for non-Sierra Mexicans. 

Mestizos refer to adult Tarahumaras as un Tarahumar (male) 

or as una Tarahumara (female). As in other parts of 
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Mexico, the dimi ... ·.'tive is sometimes added (i.e. Tarahumarito) 

indicating a ber .rolent but patronizing attitude. Young 

Tarahumaras are referred to as towi or teweke, the Tara

humara words for 'boy' and 'girl' respectively. The terms 

of address remain the same terms of reference for the young 

Tarahumaras. Adult Tarahumaras however, are sometimes ad

dressed by Mestizos wi th the Tarahumara words rej01 (man) or mukf 

(woman). When referring to Tarahumaras in the plural, Mesti-

zos have been heard to say los Tarahumaras or to use a spe

cific pueblo name (e.g., los Pamachis). Infrequently were 

Tarahumaras referred to as los indios (the Indians), or as 

el indio or la india (the Indian). 

Ethnographic Background 

A number of subsistence related activities are the 

same as those of the Tarahumaras. Mestizos generally have 

better tools and are more likely to use plow animals, but 

for the most part, Mestizos face the same agricultural pro

blems as Tarahumaras. However, they are still not as com

pletely dependent on subsistence agriculture and herding 

as the majority of Tarahumaras. 

In the past few decades, they have become involved 

in any economic activity which brings monetary gain. At the 

present time, the major means of Mestizo nO'n-agricultural 

livelihood are in the lumber industry. They may work in the 

sawmills or as truckers, delivering timber ·~o major points 
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of export out of the Sierra such as Creel, Guachochi, and 

Parral. Mestizos have also worked in the mines and in road 

construction. They are also involved in local trading of 

corn and herd animals. ~1ost small Sierra stores are owned 

by Mestizos. 

Entrepreneurship and commercial enterprises can be 

characterized as 'Mestizo' when contrasted to Tarahumaras 

who tend not to be entrepreneurs. Tarahumaras "usually 

wait for the needy person to come to them rather than taking 

the initiative in selling" (Kennedy 1978:85). This may be 

the case among themselves, but in Okorare, Tarahumaras 

would not hesitate to approach a non-Indian to sell crafts 

or non-staple food items (e.g., apples, peaches). 

Mestizos, on the other hand, buy surplus corn from 

Tarahumaras and sell it to other Tarahumaras or Mestizos or 

sell their own surplus corn. Generally, however, Tarahu

maras prefer to use their surplus corn to make tesguino 

rather than sell it. 

Another difference is seen in the way each group 

deals with herd animals. Mestizos tend to have horses, cows 

and pigs rather than goats and sheep. Some Mestizos regu

larly trade in herd animals. They will also slaughter a 

herd animal at times and sell the surplus meat to their 

neighbors. This is in contrast to the Tarahumara practice 

of ritualistically killing an animal on specified occasions 

and distributed and eaten collectively. In addition, 
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Mestizos use herd animals to obtain milk for consumption or 

to make cheese. Tarahumaras use neither of these products. 

Mestizo diet is characterized by the non-ritualistic con

sumption of meat, diary products, flour tortillas, bread 

and salt. Although ~ traditional Tarahumara households 

may use some salt, it is not the stock item that it is for 

Mestizos. The native stew made for ritual occasions (tonari) 

has no salt. 

The division of daily chores is divided along sex 

lines much the way it is done among Tarahumaras. Any ex

ceptions seem to mostly be related to the limited range of 

physical mobility of Mestizo women. That is, if anything 

requires going very far from the horne base, the activity is 

carried out by the men, preadolescent children, or by hired 

Tarahumaras. Examples of this include gathering firewood, 

selling from door to door, and herding. The activity that 

takes women farthest from the horne is washing clothes in 

the stream. Once a married woman has school-age children, 

she sends them for grocery items at the stores or to the 

weekend vendor truck. Unmarried Mestizo females have a 

slight margin of freedom in this regard. Women can make 

money by selling sweetbreads (e.g., empanadas) to other Mes

tizos, but they are peddled by their children from house to 

house or at public gatherings such as ejido meetings. 

Mestizos tend to live near one another, but it is 

not unusual for some Mestizo families to live as isolated 
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as some Tarahumara families. However, the majority of 

Mestizos live in towns where the mode of living is not pri

marily agricultural, but rather based on wagework or some 

commercial enterprise. The major Mestizo towns are Creel 

and Guachochi. There are some ejido centers chiefly under 

the po1icial control of Mestizos such as Bas!guare, T6nachi 

and Rocheachi. 

Although it might be assumed that 1'1estizos would 

be totally tied into the Mexican system of government, this 

is not necessarily the case. until relatively recently, the 

nationally based legalistic and governmental system was 

foreign to most Mestizos. As far as their degree of nation

al integration, it would be considered low if the character

ization of Mexican nationalism by Turner (1968:310) holds 

true. This author characterized Mexican nationalism as a 

middle-class phenomenon, and most Mestizos cannot be consid

ered middle class. They have not had widespread opportuni

ties for formal schooling and the iso1ative nature of the 

Sierra has affected Mestizos almost as much as Tarahumaras 

with regard to the national Mexican mainstream culture and 

society. Of course, Mestizos have the advantage of the 

Spanish language to more easily learn the system, and some 

of the cultural concepts and values which they have in com

mon also enable them to adjust easily. 

However, before the influx of urban Mexican out

siders, Sierra Mestizos conducted their affairs along the 
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lines of what has been called "frontier justice" in the Old 

American West. Social control is generally based on public 

opinion and the individualistic or family-based threat of 

force. Only wi thin the last decade has gun control been 

instituted in the Sierra, enforced by both state police and 

federal militia. This action has taken away much of the 

power that Mestizos had and left a great deal of resent-

ment among them. Before the restrictions it was said: 

When an individual becomes too great a danger to the 
welfare of the community, the rest of the community 
bands together and brings the culprit to the pro
per officials. They are even known to have at times 
bypassed the dilatory "due process" and served up 
judgment from the speaking end of a thirty-eight. 
(Champion, 1962:92). 

Often disputes are not settled, but become family 

feuds which last over more than one generation and are at 

best kept at abeyance. There, do not seem to be effective 

mediating mechanisms (as among Tarahumaras) and in addition 

both sides feel the need to demonstrate that they will not 

back down. There is a tendency for Mestizo extended fami-

lies to be clannish and rivalries are developed along ex-

tended family lines. Wrongs done to one member of the ex-

tended family are seen as something to be resolved or vin-

dicated by the rest of the family members. In addition, the 

offender's extended family is included in the blame for the 

offense of that individual. 

However, there are also alliances formed between 

families, in which compadrazgo plays a big part, especially 
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compadrazgo based on an interfamily marriage. The parents 

of the bride and groom become compadres. Mestizos seems to 

have relatives through descent or marriage from one end of 

the Sierra to the other. Recently, as a result of migration 

or marriage with outsiders, they also have relatives in the 

larger towns and the capitol of the state. 

This is different from the Tarahumaras who will 

have most of their family contacts within one pueblo and 

some in contiguous pueblos. Probably relatively few Tara

hurnaras have relatives in large towns or in the capitol. It 

is difficult to say without a proper study of pan-Sierra 

relationships of Tarahumaras. On the surface, it seems that 

the Mestizos have stronger, and more frequently reinforced 

family ties over a wider area in the Sierra. 

A certain radio program through which messages are 

sent throughout the Sierra (since there are no telephones) 

is used by Mestizos to maintain communication with family 

members in other Sierra communities in Parral, Chih~~hua or 

other towns outside the Sierra. Messages are about such 

things as illness, deaths, requests for money, or announce

ments of a future visit. 

The Mestizo family, like the Tarahumara family is 

based on bilateral kinship but has a more patriarchal ten

dency. As in most Western European traditions, the wife and 

children are identified by the husband's family name. In 

addition, the father is the leader of the family and makes 
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major decisions independently of his wife. The wife and 

children are much less independent of him than in the Tara

humara family. The ideal is that the wife and children re

spect, fear, and obey the man of the house. If, for some 

reason, the father is absent, the leadership goes to the 

eldest son living in the household. When the children are 

old enough to take care of most of the household tasks, the 

father may lead a more leisurely life. In any case, males of 

the family are always served first at mealtimes by the fe

males. Although division of household labor is made in 

terms of ideal sex roles, the unpredictability of living in 

the Sierra environment is such that both males and femals 

are able to carry out each other's tasks whenever necessary 

just as among the Tarahumaras. Such occasions arise because 

of illness or absence through travel of one of the spouses. 

A notable contrast between the Mestizo family and the 

Tarahumara family is that the former tends to be much larger. 

Some Mestizo families may include up to ten children, where

as the Tarahumara families usually include only two to three. 

It is not clear whether this difference is based on medical 

and nutritional differences or on differences in cultural 

values for size of family. 

The children are disciplined in an authoritarian 

manner by both parents, and older children take on part of 

this role with younger siblings. Mothers will rail at 

children and frequently ~1dress them in a scolding manner. 
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Past the age of two children increasingly receive less com

forting. Girls begin to help with the female chores at an 

earlier age (7-10) than boys who at that age mainly run 

errands. By adolescence however, boys are full participants 

in the father's occupation. Or they may contribute to the 

household through wagework until they marry. In Okorare, 

when offspring of either sex marry and leave the household, 

they often try to live nearby. Even if they leave the com

munity, ties are continuously and strongly maintained. 

An attitude often taken is of the family against 

the world, and another attitude is "my relatives, right or 

wrong." In contrast with the Tarahumara stress on individ

ualism, the Mestizos are family-centered. The family comes 

before the individual. Decisions made by individuals use 

the family as a point of reference rather than using individ

ual preferences. Often decisions are made by the family 

for the individual through informal discussions and opinion 

offering. 

The actions of family members reflect on the family, 

and contribute or detract from the family and each of its 

individual members. Since the family base is so important, 

courtship and marriage become very significant because mem

bers recruited in this manner can also add or detract from 

th8 family. The family background and resources of the indi

vidual marrying in are significant factors to be considered 

for the alliance to be formed through the marriage. 
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Women play a role in bringing honor and prestige to 

the family mainly in their role of keepers of morality and 

honor. A Mestizo family gains much honor by giving a 

daughter "marry well" (casarse bien) rather then eloping 

(yendose) or taking up residence with a man (juntandose). 

A wedding is a social event of great scale among Mestizos, 

and is infrequent enough to be the source of many stories 

for years to corne. It is one of the biggest expenditures 

that a Mestizo family will make, and the major expense falls 

on the bride's family. 

Once married, the woman is valued for childbearing 

which increases the family membership. There are also a 

number of things which she is expected to do to support her 

husband in the maintenance or increase of prestige. As in 

the rest of Mexic~n society, women represent the family in 

the domain of religion. Also, in Ok6rare, at least four 

Mestizo women attended ejido meetings in place of their hus

bands. Usually this was done in the husband's absence or if 

he, for some social reason preferred not to attend (e.g., to 

avoid a physical confrontation). Although this behavior is 

not expected, it was acceptable in the name of the husband 

and for the good of the family. That is, the women were 

not attending in their own right nor did they participate 

or voice opinions. The main objective was to observe pro

ceedings and report to the husband. 
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Material advantage is useful for manipulation of 

power and indirect control over others in the community by 

the family head. Material gain and acquisitions are also 

useful for raising the prestige of the whole family. Mes

tizos do not look to a single moral leader, and leadership 

qualities are not so much based on stability of character 

nor on ability to speak publicly as it is based on aggres

sion and control. The measure of a man's ability to control 

and wield power is first evaluated on how he does this with 

his own family. 

Thus the ideal male among Mestizos being a person of 

action more than of words, who seeks and wields control over 

others is in total contradistinction to the ideal Tarahu

mara male who is a thinker, a good speaker, non-aggressive 

and uses control over others for community harmony rather 

than for personal or family gain. 

Another difference is in the basic attitudes and 

actions surrounding aggression. The Tarahumaras tendency 

is denial or avoidance in discussing an act of aggression, 

especially in cases of personal participation in such an 

act (Pastron, 1974). In contrast, Mestizos were observed 

to delight in recounting and refurbishing accounts of a 

fight, especially of personal participation in a fight. 

Finally, Mestizos' standards of living are being 

raised as they increasingly see the wide range of products 

available from the world outside of the Sierra. This 
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increases the gap between themselves and Tarahumaras. In 

addition, along with material and technical goods comes an 

increasing class consciousness especially through interaction 

with outside Mexicans including educators. 

Much of the new standard for social mobility is 

learned from and encouraged by teachers from outside the 

Sierra. The Mestizos view education for their children as a 

means for advancement ("para progresar"). Education pro

vides links to the outside world which contains many sources 

of power and prestige. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras 

Introduction 

"Nontraditional Tarahumaras" is a term being used 

here to refer to persons who are identified as Tarahumaras 

by descent by Indians and non~Indians alike ~nd who do not 

entirely follow the traditional lifestyle described earlier. 

Many nontraditionals are regarded in the Sierra as being 

amestizados or medio amestizados (Mestizoized or partly 

Mestizoized). 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras are in the distinct min

ority in the Sierra, although the numbers are increasing, 

especially from the younger generations. It is not possi

ble to characterize nontraditionals as a single, unified 

group. They are persons who in varying degrees, deal more 

closely with the Mexican social and cultural systems than 
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traditional Tarahumaras. Most nontraditionals are tied into 

the traditional lifestyle in some way. For example, through 

partial participation in the sUbsistence more or through 

speaking the native language. 

Involvement of Tarahumaras in both Mexican and Tara

humara social systems will become clearer in the discussion 

of social contexts and social relations in Okorare in Chap

ter 8. The relation of nontraditionals to both Mexican and 

Tarahumara cultural symbols will be addressed in the next 

chapter. 

A larg~ proportion of nontraditional Tarahumaras 

seem to be going into the government program of promotores 

bilingues. Nontraditionals in this line or work tend to 

have a very similar experience vis-a~vis Mexican culture. 

Demographic information was not obtainable for this group, 

but certain generalizations can be made about them. 

Promotores bilingues are generally bilingual Tara

humaras in charge of the many rural schools and boarding 

facilities for Tarahumara children in the Sierra. It was 

reported by the state education agency in 1979 that about 

three hundred promotores bilingues were in service, and that 

another three hundred were expected to be trained the follow

ing year. Their main charge is to facilitate the entrance 

of monolingual Tarahumara children into the Mexican formal 

educational system. (This program has been discussed in 
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Sierra) • 
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Some promotores teach and others supervise children 

in the boarding schools. Promotor teachers are expected to 

use the Tarahumara language at the kindergarten level, and 

in first grade the use of Spanish is expected to begin. 

Presently, promotores tend to teach only to the fourth grade 

level, which means the rest of a Tarahumara child's education 

is provided by Mexican non-Indian teachers. 

Since the major purpose of the program is to incor

porate Indians into the mainstream culture and the national 

system, promotores bi1ingues are an extremely significant 

force in the acculturation process for Tarahumaras in the 

Sierra and the program itself is a major acculturative force 

for the promotores themselves. 

Promotores bi1ingues are generally young Tarahumaras 

of both sexes between their late teens and late twenties. 

Administrators in touch with the promotor program (and it 

seems to be the case from field observations) have said that 

promotores tend to form a separate social life among them

selves. 

They use the term companero or companera to refer to 

or address each other. In observed usage, it was often equi

valent to saying 'Tarahumara.' Although the governmental 

aim is to Mexicanize the Indians, one of the effects of the 

program is that it has encouraged people to acknowledge their 
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Tarahumara ancestry and to be interested in continuing to 

speak the native language. For example, one teacher inter

viewed had had little socialization in the traditional way 

of life and did not speak the language, but she came for

ward to identify herself as Tarahumara (by virtue of mixed 

descent) and was hired under the promotor program. Another 

teacher of mixed descent found that the selection procedure 

required passing a test on the Tarahumara language for 

speaking and comprehension. 

The teachers themselves are in a position of learn

ing how to form a part of the formalized Mexican education 

while continuing to deal with the realities of life in the 

Sierra system. They usually are assigned to a pueblo other 

than their own. There they have to face the suspicion, mis

~rust and lack of coop~ration of the local Tarahumaras. 

Sometimes the respective dialects of the teachers and local 

Tararumaras are different enough to interfere with communica

tion. At boarding schools they have to see that the child

ren are clothed and fed and supplies and food are sometimes 

late in arriving. They have the children help in obtaining 

firewood for warming classrooms, dormitories. and for cook

ing in the dining hall. They also have to supervise the 

cook who is usually a local woman. Basically, they have an 

enormous responsibility often working in areas where non

Indians will not and cannot work. 
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They are answerable to the local community and to 

a hierarchy of supervisors from INI and the SecretarIa de 

Educacion Publica and have little decision-making power. 

They are expected to submit detailed reports and forms, are 

periodically checked by supervisors (usually Tarahumaras) , 

are to attend area and regional meetings, and have recently 

been under pressure to take. summer courses in order to up

grade their qualifications. They are under criticism by 

representatives of other federal agencies, by non-Indian 

teachers, and by Sierra Mestizos. 

Their predicament is intensified by the conflicting 

requirements for ideally carrying out their responsibilities. 

As a teacher the Mexican ideals require that the person to 

be an example to the community of moral rectitude and re

spectability and all that that entails in most Western cul

tures. As a stranger to be accepted, Tarahumara ideals 

require that the person participate in tesguinadas especial

ly if invited as an honored guest which is often the case. 

This, of course, goes against what is expected in a teach

er's role, but if the community confidence and cooperation 

is lost, then the person fails in the other aspect of the 

role which is educating the children. 

Of course, a number of nontraditional Tarahumaras 

are not promotores bilingues. They cannot be characterized 

as a group. They ar~ individuals living in different cir

cumstances among traditional Tar~humaras, among Mestizos, 
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or both. There is a greater likelihood that they will be 

able to carryon a conversation in Spanish, but there are 

traditionals who may speak Spanish equally as well or better. 

Although men tend to appear to be more nontraditional than 

women according to the usual "measures of accu1turation," 

there are also a number of nontraditional Tarahumara women. 

Age is also not strictly correlated with nontraditiona1ism 

as was expected in traditional studies of acculturation. 

Some young people are strictly traditional while there are 

persons in their sixties who are very immersed in the Mexi

can system. 

A significant distinguishing characteristic of non

traditional Tarahumaras is that now, or at some point in 

their lives, they have worked in a Mexican occupation. 

Some have started wage work and have continued in it through

out their adult lives. Others have worked with, or for 

1'laxicans in the past and are now living a mostly traditional 

lifestyle. Others alternate on a part-time basis, usually 

with the aide of a spouse, between Mexican wagework and 

traditional subsistence activities. 

One would expect, from the classic acculturation 

assumptions, that high proficiency in Spanish would be di

rectly correclted with high degree of nontraditiona1ism. 

However, degree of involvement in Tarahumara and Mexican 

social systems is not necessarily related to degree of pro

ficiency in Spanish. As a rule, nonetheless, nontraditiona1s 



have a workable knowledge of both Tarahumara and Spanish. 

Some nontraditionals rarely speak Tarahumara but have a 

functional comprehension of the language. 
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With regard to cultural terminology used in both 

languages (e.g., chab6chi, tow!, teweke, Tarahumarito), non

traditional Tarahumaras are more likely to move in circles 

where they can hear these terms being used by both Mestizos 

and Tarahurnaras. Although some traditional Tarahumaras 

and some Mestizos may be aware of the terms used by the 

other group to refer to themselves, they are usually not in 

positions to hear these terms being used in the context of 

a conversation whereas nontraditional Tarahumaras are more 

likely to have this opportunity in both societies. The 

Spanish term used to refer to Tarahumaras who are nontradi

tional and considered Mexicanized to some degree is amesti

zado. As noted earlier, promotores bilingues refer to each 

other as companero and seems to imply Tarahumara descent 

since the content of the conversation was often contrasting 

the Indian Education program to other federal programs or 

representatives (by definition, non-Indian). 

With reference to the use of companero. in Spanish 

as an ethnic designation, it is interesting to examine the 

equivalent term in Tarahumara and its significance in the 

Tarahumara culture. Rij1mara translates 'companions' in 

English (Passin, 1943b:494) which is the equivalent of 
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companeros in Spanish. Rij!mara are kin beyond the immediate 

household (Passin, 1943b:494). 

Toward such kin, a person has a general expectancy 
of regular and friendly behavior, which, however, 
is more subject to the winds and tides of non
regulated fortune: acquaintance, residence, 
and non-kin factors (Passin, 1943b:494). 

This attitude, in fact, describes the expectations 

and situation of promotores bilingues with regard to rela

tions among themselves. They find themselves in their work 

in the Sierra and in relation to the many external author i-

ties to whom they are answerable, in situations where they 

find it important to help and support each other. 

Ethnographic Background 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras are more difficult to de-

pict than Mestizos because with few exceptions, there is 

very little written on them. In some writings (e.g., 

Champion, 1962) those designated as lIacculturated" Tarahu-

maras might approximate nontraditionals as defined here. 

In order to avoid confusion based on differences in concepts I 

it will be assumed that "acculturated ll Tarahumaras included 

in past studies are not the same as Tarahumaras defined as 

nontraditionals in the present study. 

It cannot be assured that early studies restricted 

the definition of "acculturated" Tarahumaras to lifestyles 

as conceptualized here. The following description of non-

traditionals will make it apparent that they cannot be 



classified under the commonly accepted concept of "accul

turated." There are a number of different ways in which 

Tarahumaras do not follow the traditional lifestyle. 
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One of the major aspects of nontraditional Tarahu

mara lifestyle is direct participation in the Mexican eco

nomic system in one way or another. That is, there is in

volvement in some activity which is based on monetary ex

change. The major mode of sUbsistence is not through the 

traditional means of subsistence agriculture, herd animals, 

and related activities. However, some nontraditiona1s may 

be tied into the traditional sUbsistence mode to varying 

degrees ranging from periodic visits to their village where 

they maintain some property rights to perhaps half of their 

livelihood being dependent on the yearly harvest. 

The threat that Tarahumara teachers pose to the 

Mestizo establishment is that they are regularly salaried, 

and although they are feeding their wages into Mexican eco

nomy, they are first being circulated among other Tarahu

maras rather than among Mestizos as has been the case in the 

past. Thus the Tarahumara economic lifestyle is taking on 

a monetary aspect. 

For example, wages can be used to enable Tarahumara 

teachers to carry the expenses of making tesguino in order 

to obtain enough outside help in agricultural tasks. This 

is especially important if the husband is on a teaching 

assignment away from his community. The wife then may 
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organize the tesguino work party. With ~ages comi~g into 

the household, a couple can afford to pay other Tarahumaras 

to assist in certain taks or to keep extra members in the 

household. They can also afford to enlist the help of re

latives in agriculture and herding in exchange for a share 

of the crops or animals. 

A number of economic activities require dealing 

with monolingual Spanish speakers which, depending on the 

kind of activity, require differential knowledge of Span

ish. Furthermore, an area of activities and persons 

involved in these activities exist which are not definable 

in terms of traditional versus nontraditional. The follow

ing discussion expands on these various economic activities. 

One of the activities has a relatively recent in

ception and is closely related to the general changes occur

ring throughout the Sierra. One of these changes is the 

ever-increasing tourist trade to Creel from other parts of 

Mexico, the U.S., and Europe. This trend has encouraged the 

development of craft-making for the express purpose of sell

ing to non-Indians. The crafts are made using traditional 

techniques. The most common and abundant items are baskets 

and woven, yarn sashes (natepares). Other items sold on the 

tourist maket are belts, blankets, carved wooden figurines, 

native drums, rattles, masks, apparel, pottery, etc. Craft 

manufacture is primarily an adult female activity, but the 

trading may be carried out by women, men and sometimes 
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children. People involved in craft trade ordinarily lead a 

traditional subsistence lifestyle, although this may not 

be the case in mission communities. 

The Jesuit mission in Creel has encouraged the mak

ing of crafts and promotes them through a mission shop. 

Another missionary priest travels through some Sierra com

munities, trading cloth for woven belts and sashes. The 

trade is made based on a lower price for the cloth than 

that given by Mexican traders and the exchange rate for the 

belts and sashes is based on the going price for them in the 

Sierra. The InstitutoNacional Indigenista also buys crafts 

at the center in Guachochi and finds market outlets for 

them. 

other occupations involve working for Mexicans for 

pay. Traditional or nontraditional males work for lumber 

companies. Nontraditionals tend to do the more skilled work 

in the mills and translate instructions for monolingual 

Tarahumara workers. Nontraditionals also tend to depend 

more on this work for their livelihood. Traditionals usu

ally do unskilled labor and work only at times when they 

need a certain amount of money for a specific purpose. The 

household chores done for Mestizos by traditional Tarahu

maras are usually done on a sporadic basis and do not re

quire continual daily interaction (e.g. chopping firewood). 

The wage work that Tarahumara females do is usually 

as housekeepers for Mestizos. Traditional females work on 
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a one-time, single task basis, mostly at grinding corn. 

Nontraditional females may do household work which involves 

spending most or part of the day doing various household 

tasks. In the latter case, the close daily contact with 

Mestizos and the demands of the employers results in the 

women learning more Mestizo ways. 

The continuing discussion will focus more on non

traditionals and activities that are more closely related 

to the present research. The activities included are much 

more detached from traditional lifestyle and require more 

continual contact with Mexicans and more knowledge of 

Spanish. Activities characterized as such are those that 

have something to do with the Mexican governmental system. 

Some of these activities are related to ejido affairs and 

Tarahumaras may also be teachers, rurses, drivers, govern

ment office aides, field administrators and supervisors, and 

there are also white-collar city-based administrative posi

tions. For example, at the tim~ of the fieldwork, Ignacio 

Leon Pacheco was the head of the state administrative office 

for the Instituto Nacional Indigenista located in Chihuahua 

City. Clemente Cruz Huahuchi was the head of the Educacion 

Ind!gena administrative center, also located in Chihuahua 

City. Two regional centers of Educaci6n Indfgena (Carichi, 

Guachochi) in the Sierra were headed by Tarahumaras. Another 

Tarahumara in Chihuahua City was in the State legislature as 

a representative. 
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There are also Tarahumaras who work closely with 

Catholic missionaries in Sierra mission centers. The re

lationships with Catholic Mexican clergy, however, are much 

different than with governmental representatives. In 

mission participation, it is not so much a matter of sub

sisting through the Catholic church l but rather the train

ing and facilitation for making a living provided by church 

personnel. For example l the mission shop in Creel com

missions some Tarahumaras to manufacture craft items. The 

mission at Sisoguichi was involved in 1979 in experimental 

agricultural techniques to help Tarahumaras improve their 

traditional means of subsistence. The missionary at 

Guaguachique brings in cloth and trades for crafts based on 

the price of the cloth at cost. 

However, the major connection between Tarahumaras 

and clergy is in ritual activities. The connection is much 

more closely made in the major mission centers of Sisoguichi 

and Norogachi. Otherwise, in the more isolated communities 

priests are mainly contacted for baptisms. Norogachi has 

the first and only priest of Tarahumara origin. He has or

ganized and directs a choral group of Tarahumara girls which 

won first place in the 1979 Festival of Music and Dance in 

Carichi organized by the Insti"tuto Nacional Indigenista. 

Other Tarahumaras in these mission centers participate in 

church related activities as would any Catholic parishioner. 
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Nontraditional Tarahumaras playa major role in the 

interface of political action between the traditional Tara

humara political system and the larger Mexican political 

system. The major organism created for the purpose of 

looking after the interests of Tarahumaras vis-a-vis the 

Mexican nation is the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara (Supreme 

Tarahumara Council). The representation of the council has 

by and large been composed of nontraditional Tarahumaras. 

The Consejo, however, is not a widely used body by the ma

jority of Tarahumaras. More directly relevant to the lives 

of both traditiona1s and nontraditiona1s is the domain of 

interaction between the traditional sir!ame and council and 

the ejido system of officials. 

The first Congress of the Tarahumaras was held in 

Guachochi in 1939 and was attended by representatives from 

throughout the Tarahumara region. Table 2 is 'a listing of 

the dates for subsequent Congresos Tarahumar'as in the 

Sierra. 

The purpose of the Congresos is to provide a forum 

for discussions between the ordinary Tarahumaras, their re

presentatives, and government representatives. Attendance 

at these conferences has been estiamted at between 10,000 

and 20,000 Tarahumaras (Untitled Mexican publication, 1974). 



Table 2. Dates and locations of meetings of the :Consejo 
Supremo Tarahumara . 

Congreso 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

Year 

1939 

1941 

1947 

1950 

1957 

1959 

1972 

Location 

Guachochi 

Tonachi 

Guachochi 

Creel 

Creel 

Bocoyna 

Guachochi 

Source: untitled Mexican government publication, 1974 
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The purposes of the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara have 

been outlined in a Hexican publication (1974:17) as follows 

in translated form: 

1. Basic resolution of land tenure. 

2. Enough teachers and schools. 

3. Construction and improvement of roads. 

4. Installation of telephones in more isolated 

places. 

5. Medical outposts and medicine. 

6. Improvement of boarding schools. 

7. Establishment of Legal Services for Indian 

Affairs Office in each municipio with an Indian 

population. 



8. Provision for seed supplies during necessary 

seasons. 
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9. Provision for the proper utilization of forest 

resources and see that the benefits be exclu

sively for the ejidatarios. 

10. Political self-determination. 

In sum what this course of action seems to indicate 

is a motivation towards "modernization," "Westernization," 

and "progress" in the modern industrial society sense of the 

word. What is good for Tarahumaras is formulated from a 

Mexican point of view. Only in this case, rather than ap

pearing to be an outside imposition, the modernization pro

cess is apparently being sanctioned by an Indian organiza

tion representing the Tarahumaras. The most realistic of 

the above measures in terms of benefiting ordinary Tarahu

maras are those dealing with land tenure, boarding schools, 

provision of seeds, and (sometimes) medicine. Although not 

all have profited, some physical and material gains have 

been made by some Tarahumaras. Measures 2-5 and 9 also, or 

mostly benefit Mexican interests of the' Mestizo population. 

Legal servi.ces appeared to be provided on ly sporadically to 

Tarahumaras during the fieldwork period. 

Actions taken by the executive body of the Consejo 

Supremo Tarahumara often depend on the particular individuals 

in office. Some nontraditional Tarahumara members are very 

mu,:;:h in touch with the Mexican urban and rural governmental 
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systems and the Sierra traditional lifestyle, while others 

spend more time and energy in contexts related to the Mexi

can system. Sometimes individual members will take trips 

throughout the Sierra to familiarize themselves with dif

ferent Tarahumara attitudes on given issues. If any gener

al benefit is derived from the Consejo, it is produced 

through the process of vigilance on Mexican actions related 

to Tarahumaras or Mexican Indians in general. 

There have been, and are members in the Consejo who 

have the potential for having a great impact on the course 

of political incorporation of their people and on govern

mental policy towards them. There seem to be some general 

characteristics of those in the Consejo at the present. Many 

members are employed in some Mexican governmental c20acity, 

but some lead a life based mainly on agriculture and animal 

husbandry. In general, they need prestige and respect with

in the Mexican and Tarahumara systems in order to get things 

done. This requires development of certain communicative 

skills including knowledge of both Spanish and Tarahumara 

because they need to be able to deal with both professional 

Mexicans and traditional Tarahumaras alike. 

It is difficult to characterize family and kinship 

among nontraditional Tarahumaras without the benefit of a 

specific study on the subject. However, even superficial 

observation gives some indication of what is not included in 

family patterns among nontraditionals. Generally, there is 
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not the patriarchal dominance of the Mestizo family even in 

the exceptional cases where that appears to be the case. 

There are usually not large families, but perhaps just 

slightly larger than the traditionals' average family size. 

The way in which nontraditional families function may in 

large part be attributed to the way of making a living by 

the parents. 

The city white-collar Tarahumaras can be assumec to 

live much like other urban Mexicans. Nontraditionals living 

in the Sierra live much like both traditionals and Mestizos 

in varying combinations, but with more sedentarism than 

traditionals. The large group of promotores bilingues 

exemplify an innovative pattern of family life which is 

really not totally culturally derived from either the tra

ditionals, the Mestizos or even the outside Mexicans. Pro

motores are dependem.:. on administrators for the location of 

their work assignment, that is, on where they are to live. 

A husband and wife may sometimes be assigned to the same 

community if they are both promotores. However, it is not 

uncommon for spouses to be separated by work assignments of 

one or both persons. In these cases, the spouses may see 

each other every weekend maximally, and minimally they are 

really only able to reside together during the summer. 

Based on available information, it seems that if 

only one of the spouses is a promotor, it will tend to be 

the male. The female, in such cases, might live elsewhere 
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alone with the children or belong to a relative's household 

as one of the "shifti~g" members of a traditional Tarahu

mara household. A few instances of what in our terms would 

be 'single motherhood' were found 'amo~g female promotores. 

This situation does not occur ordinarily in traditional 

Tarahumara life. Traditional social public opinion encour

ages all adults to have a mate, and the most likely situa

tion for a Tarahumaxa woman is that the surrounding social 

support group would see to it that she quickly found a com

panion. In the meantime, there are other family members 

with whom she can live interdependently. 

Promotores lead a very fluid social life. They 

meet each other through the program whereas they may never 

have met otherwise given different pueblo membership. In 

the case of marriage between two promotores, they may both 

be assigned to a pueblo with which neither is familiar. In 

other cases, a single promotor may be ass~gned to an unfami

liar pueblo and marry a local person. Thus, social rela

tionships between pueblos are bei~g extended through these 

individuals. 

It would be' presumptuous to make any generalizations 

about the children of promo'tores since there were few oppor

tunities for observation of promotor family life. There does 

seem to be some of the attitude of letting children do what

ever their individuality dictates as among traditionals. 

other nontraditional parents seem to encour~ge, but not push 
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children into "bettering" themselves in the Mexican socio

economic and educational systems. Nonetheless, there seems 

to be a tendency to be more directive amo~g nontraditionals 

towards children than is the traditional custom. 

In sum, the major point to be made about the social 

life of nontraditional Tarahumaras is that they are socially 

linked with traditional Tarahumaras and the traditional life

style. They may have close relatives or even a spouse who 

are traditional. The children and adults in communities in 

which promotores work are often traditionals. Nontradition

als and traditionals work side by side in lumber mills or 

road construction. However, nontraditional Tarahumaras are 

also in more frequent and more intense contact with Mestizos 

and other Mexicans than the majority of Tarahumaras who are 

traditional. The contexts in which Tarahumaras interacted 

with non-Indians in Okorare are discussed in Chapter 8. 

Mainstream Mexicans 

Mainstream Mexicans are defined here as Mexicans 

from outside the Sierra, representi~g some aspects of the 

larger national society and culture. Most mainstream Mexi

cans are in the Sierra for some specific ~urpose and are 

usually agents of political and religious organizations from 

outside the Sierra. The followi~g brief description of 

mainstream Mexicans in the Sierra is bei~g included because 
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they are part of the social environment of both Tarahumaras 

and Mestizos. In addition, the information provides a basis 

for contrast with Mestizos as Mexicans indicating areas in 

which the latter are distinctive. Although mainstream 

Mexicans are significant to both Tarahumaras and Mestizos, 

they are important to both groups in different ways. To 

both they have political-economic significance, but since 

they are culturally and socially closer to the Mestizos, 

they have more influence on the latter in these ways. 

Mainstream Mexicans as a group are the most diffi

cult about which to generalize since they come from a large 

population outside the Sierra, including persons from the 

state of Chihuahua and other states. The information given 

here is mainly based on first-hand experience in working and 

living with Mexicans employed in health, education and the 

Instituto Nacional Indigenista. 

There is a sense of an "outsider ethos" among those 

who are recent arrivals to the Sierra and are involved in 

some go ... ernmental or private project. It is mainly based on 

a contrast with the general Sierra lifestyle and its resi

dents. However, this ethos is not a uniform phenomenon. 

There are slight differences between teachers, other college

educated Mexicans business people, blue-collar workers, and 

persons associated with the missions. Then, of course, there 

are conflicting interests among the institutions for which 

these persons work. That is, insofar as the Tarahumaras are 
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concerned the Church, government and private enterprise have 

been at odds since early colonization. Some Tarahumaras 

have realized that these disjunctions exist among outsiders 

and try to use this knowledge to their own advantage whether 

personal or for the group's advantage. It is still more 

likely that outsiders in any employemnt will socialize with 

each other more than with local Sierra residents. 

Spanish language style is a great distinguisher of 

outsiders from Sierra residents. First, the outsider does 

not have the Tarahumara vocabulary commonly used by Mesti

zos in the Sierra Spanish dialect. Secondly outsiders, 

especially the more educated, see themselves and are seen by 

Mestizos as the representatives of the correct way to speak 

Spanish. This distinction is often made clear by middle

class outsiders by correcting the speech of local Mestizos. 

These attitudes and behavior may be related to what Heath 

(1972:173-182) has described as the Mexican class value on 

language. Working class outsiders do not distinguish them

selves from Mestizos through language usage, and are more 

likely to adjust to the local Mestizo ways and speech. 

One writer (Champion, 1962:78) has distinguished 

outside Mexicans as 'Blancos' based on the premise that the 

distinction is in the urban qualities of Blancos compared 

to the Mestizos as rural. Thus, 'Blanco' comes to mean 

'urban Mexican' and 'Mestizo' means 'rural Mexiean.' To 

support this contention, Champion (1962:78) adds that "rural 
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non-Indians, even if they corne from elsewhere in Mexico, are 

immediately placed in the category of Mestizo, for their 

rural mannerisms give them away." 

In the present research experience the term 'Blanco' 

was rarely heard. Outside Mexicans will never refer to 

themselves as 'Mestizos,' but they also rarely refer to 

themselves as 'Blancos' in order to make a contrast in iden

tity. It is more commonly the case that outsiders will be 

identified according to the agency of employment, or by city 

or state of origin. Mestizos also do not refer to outsiders 

as either 'Blancos' or 'Mestizos.' 

Mestizos and outside Mexicans alike once having 

learned the term chabochi, use it as a general term mean

ing 'non-Indian Mexican.' Tarahumaras in speaking Spanish 

will also never refer to outsiders as Mestizos but rather 

may switch to the indigenous term chabochi. There seems to 

be a general agreement among all concerned that outside 

Mexicans may be considered chabochis. 

The livelihood of outside Mexicans is entirely based 

on earned wages, and their income is intrinsically linked to 

the standard national economy outside the Sierra. They are 

paid through institutions and agencies outside the Sierra 

and are often required to travel to the state capitol to 

collect their wages. Since many of their needs and desires 

are based on the consumption patterns of the larger society's 

middle class standards, they often spend a large part of 
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their income on daily necessities and luxury items in the 

city rather than in the Sierra. Some Mestizos then try to 

emulate the outsiders by also acquiring some of the accoutre

ments of modern Mexican life. An example of this is the 

use of the propane gas stove which requires tedious proce

dures to. replace the tanks once the gas is used up. The 

propane gas stO\7e appears to be a material symbol in the 

Sierra of the urbc. outside Mexican. 

Outside Mexicans often work in the Sierra unaccom-

panied by their spouses. Although this is more common for 

males, a number of married females work in the Sierra un-

accompanied by their husbands. A number of single females 

also work in the Sierra and live away from the parental 

home, a phenomenon still not acceptable in the city. Spouses 

of persons working in the Sierra may study or work in the 

city or as is usually the case for wives, take care of the 

city home and family. In this sense, the mobility and in

dependence of the Tarahumaras is much more approximated by 

outside Mexicans than by Sierra Mestizos. 

Outside Mexicans try to include in their diet, items 

both packaged and non-packaged from outside the Sierra. 

Wheat is valued more than corn with bread taking precedence 

over tortillas. Foods in the Sierra diet are often seen as 

curious and sometimes disdained, for example in one case, 

blue corn tortillas and que1ites (wild greens) were refused 

by outsiders in a Mestizo home. 
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Common assumptions about Mexican culture made in the 

literature do not necessarily apply to the social reality of 

the fluctuating conditions for those living and working in 

the Sierra. The summary which follows is based on generali

zations about Mexicans made by Diaz Guerrero (1961) in 

Estudios de Psicolog{a del Mexicano and Segura (1964) in 

Diorama de los Mexicanos. A notion of how Sierra Mexican 

and mainstream Mexicans stand in relation to each other can 

be obtained by using the patterns described in this work as 

a point of reference. 

For example, the expectations of virility, domina

tionandaggression cited for the Mexican male that are de

monstrated by Sierra Mestizo males are values on physical 

strength, valor and sexual prowess. Manliness can also be 

demonstrated through access to power. It is in these areas 

that the outside Mexican male. is distinguished in the Sierra 

through their links to institutions in the Mexican govern

ment. This difference makes the areas of competition be

tween the Sierra and mainstream males mutually exclusive 

and is the basis for defensiveness and resentment of Mes

tizo males. 

The idealized generalization of the Mexican female 

presented bOT Diaz Guerrero (1961:14) fits the ~lerra female 

less than the generalizations about males fit Mestizos. 

Examples of ideal characteristics given were: chastity, 

delicacy, sweetness, maternal, homey, religious, angelical 
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and virtuous. This does not mean that the ideal does not 

exist in the Sierra, but the ideal is difficult to carry out 

because of the nature of the environment and necessities of 

daily life. These do not allow females to follow the "deli

cate, helpless" female role. The roles followed are more 

those of the American pioneer woman although there is sub

missiveness to men. 

Outside Mexican females are likely to be more inde

pendent. They may drive vehicles in the Sierra and navi

gate difficult mountain roads. They are also likely to 

either spend time alone or carry out tasks alone which is 

uncommon for the general Mexican pattern outside the Sierra. 

Also uncommon is more physical activity than is usually 

expected of women outside the Sierra such as hiking, car

rying water and other heavy loads. Ideally, the female 

child's physical activities are curtailed in upbringing by 

prohibiting rough games and running and jumping because it 

is not"proper" for a young lady (Diaz Guerrero, 1961:13). 

However, among both mainstream and Sierra Mexicans, female 

chastity and honor continues to be an issue of central 

significance. 

Mainstream Mexicans represent changing norms and 

expectations in modern Mexican society in contrast to the 

Sierra Mestizo family which in many respects represents the 

stereotyped notion of the Mexican family (e.g.' machismo, 

the Virgin-Mother symbolism, family ideals of filial loyalty 
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and solidarity). The requirements of working in the Sierra 

plus other economic and social considerations usually re

lated to keeping or improving a standard of living, tends 

to separate spouses and families. The situation results in 

the lessening of the control of husbands over wives and of 

parents over children. In addition, especially among the 

educated, there is an increasing awareness and tolerance of 

individual freedom from family restrictions. 

The increased individual freedom possible for main

stream Mexicans working in the Sierra in comparison to the 

possibilities in their usual social environments, may be 

attributable to settl~ment and the physical conditions of 

the Sierra. With regard to these lifestyle conditions they 

are more similar to Tarahumaras, especially nontraditionals 

in the same line of work,than to Mestizos. This point also 

serves as an example to indicate that Mestizos are not 

always more similar to mainstream Mexicans than Tarahumaras. 

This and other examples of differences between Mestizos and 

mainstream Mexicans also indicate that the social and cul

tural knowledge available to Tarahurnaras from outside their 

own culture is not derived from a homogeneous, monolithic 

whole called "Mexican culture." 

Summary and Conclusions 

The preceding summary has been an overview of the 

general social conditions of participants in the 



acculturation process within the Sierra as a whole. This 

background provides a broader perspective within which to 

contextua1ize and compare the social conditions of parti

cipants in the acculturation process in the community of 

study. 
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The lifestyle of traditional Tarahumaras has been 

described in the "ethnographic present," including an over

view of material life, subsistence activities, settlement, 

political organization, family and courtship and some asso

ciated values. Tarahumara lifestyle thus characterized pro

vides a general idea of the way of life in which nontradi

tional Tarahumaras are not totally .Ln :.egrated. Partial 

disassociation from this lifestyle is the basis for defining 

nontraditional Tarahumaras. A general description of these 

persons is included following the areas discussed for the 

traditiona1s, as far as possible, given the scanty evidence 

available for nontraditiona1s. 

Descriptions of Mestizo Mexicans and mainstream 

Mexicans are also included not only because they form a 

part of the social environment of Tarahumaras, but also be

cause of their role in the acculturation process. Mestizos 

are described mainly with reference to traditional Tarahu

maras insofar as they are similar or different. Mainstream 

Mexicans are described in terms of their roles in the Sierra 

and in contrast to Mestizos. 
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A comparisun of traditional Tarahumaras and Mestizos 

indicates that although both are involved in agriculture, 

Mestizos are more reliant on wagework. Tarahumaras tend 

towards more scattered settlement whereas Mestizos tend to 

concentrate in settlement. Some food items associated with 

Tarahumaras are included in the diet of Mestizos, especially 

corn. However, corn is overwhelmingly dominant in the Tara

humara diet and the Mestizo diet is distinguished by diary 

products and more frequent consumption of meat. Mestizos 

do not have an independent Sierra-based political organiza

tion as do the Tarahumaras, and are not necessarily more 

greatly linked to the general Mexican political system than 

Tarahumaras. Mestizos appear to have broader based social 

contacts throughout the Sierra than Tarahumaras- based on 

extended family kinship ties. 

Although both Tarahumaras and Mestizos have a bi

lateral kinship system, some of the greatest differences 

between them are family-related. Among Tarahurnaras spouses 

and children are more independent attesting to the value on 

individualism. Mestizos act more as members of the extended 

family than as individuals. Marriage and courtship among 

Tarahumaras are conducted in a relatively informal manner, 

whereas among Mestizos they are more formalized and much more 

significant than among Tarahumaras. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras are distinguished from 

traditional Tarahumaras mainly in their economic activities. 
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That is, nontraditional Tarahumaras tend to be involved more 

in wagework or money-making activities than traditionals. 

Economic activities which can be characterized as nontradi

tional but may be carried out by traditionals were also dis

cussed. The largest identifiable body of nontraditionals 

are promotores bilingues working in education in communities 

throughout the Sierra. Many nontraditionals, however, still 

maintain ties to the traditional lifestyle in some manner. 

Nontraditionals also have more direct participation 

in the Mexican governmental system than traditionals or even 

Mestizos. Man have positions within governmental structures. 

The Consejo Supremo Tarahumara is the main body through which 

Tarahumaras have recourse in the Mexican political system and 

is composed of and used mostly by nontraditionals. 

The environment and physical conditions of the Sierra 

require a great deal of physical mobility and independence 

of action even by individuals working in governmental pro

grams. This seems to have affected family life not only 

among nontraditionals working in this capacity, but also 

mainstream Mexicans. Promotores bilingues especially have 

a very fluid social life as a result. Mainstream Mexicans 

do not function as much as members of extended families as 

they do as individuals in the Sierra. In this sense, they 

differ from the Sierra Mestizos. 

Mainstream Mexicans in the Sierra are mainly .there 

in roles related to the national integration of its 



residents. They also provide a different model of Mexican 

culture to both Tarahumaras and Mestizos. thus expanding 

the social-cultural options of both. The role of main

stream Mexicans will be more closely examined in the con

cluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TARAHUMARA AND MESTIZO SYMBOLS 

Introduction 

Acculturation has been defined as a process of social 

interaction in which symbols of two cultural systems are 

used. The focus in the present study is on the traditional 

Tarahurnara and Mestizo cultural systems. The following dis

cussion examines the inherent differences between the symbols 

of both systems. It is not an attempt to compare two entire 

cultures but rather to focus on significant aspects of Tara

humara culture for comparison with analogous aspect of Hes

tizo culture. A lack of congruence is considered to be of 

special significance for individ~als involved in the accul

turation process since they are participating in social 

interactions in which both Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols 

are used. More specific discussions of how Tarahumara and 

Mestizo symbols are used, including those in this chapter 

and other less salient symbols, will follow in the chapters 

on the community of study. 

The cultural aspects selected for analysis here 

were not only important to Tarahumaras among themselves, but 

also were found to be relevant in relation to Mexican cul

ture. In the intracultural sense they are considered "key 
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symbols," and in the intercultural sense, they are regarded 

here as symbols of Tarahumara cultural identity to be inter

preted from a Mestizo cultural perspective and to be con

trasted with symbols of Mestizo cultural identity. The 

procedure used here differs from other studies of accultura

tion which have tended to use the 'dominant' culture as the 

point of reference for analysis rather than the 'native' 

culture. 

Aspects of Tarahumara culture chosen for this analy

sis are of central symbolic interest to the people, and also 

serve as "cultural markers" contrastive with Mestizo culture. 

Included in the discussion that follows are: 1) Tesguino, 

2) Tarahumara Code of Social Conduct, 3) Religion and Ritual, 

and 4) Clothing. The basis on which these symbols have been 

selected was similar to that proposed by Ortner (1973:1339) 

who suggested the following as indicators of "key symbols:" 

1. The natives tell us that X is culturally important. 

2. The natives seem positively or negatively aroused 

about X rather than indifferent. 

3. X comes up in many different contexts. These con

texts may be behavioral or systemic; X comes up in 

many different kinds of action situation or conver

sation or X comes up in many different symbolic do

mains (myth, ritual, art, formal rhetoric, etc.). 

4. There is greater cultural elaboration surrounding X 

e.g. elaboration of vocabulary, or elaboration of 



details of XIS nature, compared with similar phe

nomena in the culture. 
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5. There are greater cultural restrictions surrounding 

X, either in sheer number of rules or severity of 

sanctions, regarding its misuse. 

Tesguino and the Tarahumara Religious System fulfill 

all of the above indicators. Tarahumara clothing fulfills 

at least three indicators (1, 3, 4) and the Tarahumara code 

of social conduct fulfills the same three with the possible 

addition of the fifth indicator (depending on interpretation). 

The assumption used here is that people make ethnic 

distinctions using central cultural symbols as reference 

points for making contrasts. The notion of key elements in 

cultures has been present in anthropology since the publica

tion of Patterns of Culture in 1934 by Ruth Benedict 

(Ortner, 1973). Recently, symbolic anthropologists have pre

sented analyses based on such concepts as "core symbols" 

(Schneider, 1968) and "central symbols" (Turner, 1969). 

These intraculturally based analyses show the salience, sig

nificance and various uses of central symbols for people in 

terms of their own way of life. It is suggested here that 

central symbols take on added significance when viewed and 

used by people in terms of the way of life of another culture. 

In fact, the symbols selected for the present analy

sis were initially detected in contexts where intercultural 

distinctions were being made by members of one cultural 
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system or another. They were the repeated bases on which 

"we" - "they" distinctions were made. Another intercultural 

source for detecting significant cultural symbols were non

traditional Tarahumaras who were dealing with two sets of 

central symbols in their daily lives. In this sense then, 

central symbols become "cultural markers" to identify and 

contrast for the actors, one culture with the other. 

The intracu1tura1 significance of central symbols 

is mainly being considered in terms of the Tarahurnara cul

tural system. The Mestizo symbols used in the analysis have 

been included on the basis of their intercultural signifi

cance, that is, relative to the Tarahumara cultural system. 

For example, Mestizo code of social conduct is included main

ly because it is of great intercultural importance in deal

ings between them and Tarahum~ras, and because formal social 

etiquette is very important in the Tarahumara cultural sys

tem. Had the usual acculturation study procedure been fol

lowed here, the categories of cultural symbols for analysis 

would have been derived from the Mestizo cultural system. 

For example, 'family and kinship' would have been a category 

and 'code of conduct' would not have been considered signi

ficant as a salient category. 

Religion and ritual are of central importance in 

traditional Tarahumara culture but not among Mestizos. But 

religion within both groups is discussed for purposes of 

comparison. Religion especially played an important part 
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in the acculturative process in Okorare. Clothing is 

another symbol which was selected for analysis in both cul

tures because Tarahumaras consider it an important cultural 

marker. Clothing was also very significant in the accul

turative process in Okorare. In addition, it is a factor 

which has been included repeatedly in past acculturation stu

dies, especially of Mesoamerican Indians. Clothing is there

fore a useful basis for making comparisons with accultura

tion studies of other Mexican Indian groups. 

The most significant symbol for Tarahumaras within 

their own cultural system and very specific to their culture 

is the native corn beer: tesguino. There is nothing compar

able in Mestizo culture, but some discussion will be present

ed about the Mestizo view of alcoholic beverages and their 

use. 

Tarahumara Significant Symbols 

Tesguino 

The diet of all Tarahumaras in the Sierra, both Tra

ditional and nontraditional is overwhe~mingly based on corn. 

Corn is also the base for the native beer, probably the most 

salient characteristic of Tarahumara culture. For detailed 

accounts of tesguino preparation and usage see Bennett and 

Zingg (1976); Kennedy (1978) or Merrill (1978, 1980). This 

beer is known as tesguino in the Sierra lingua franca, and 

as batari or sugi among Tarahumaras. Tesguino is pervasive 
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in the activities and daily conversations of Sierra resi-

dents, both Indian and non-Indian. As an outsider one soon 

takes its presence for granted. 

The significance of tesguino for Tarahumaras cannot 

be overly emphasized. It fulfills all of the indicators of 

a key symbol as suggested by Ortner (1973:1339). As had 

been said of central symbols (Turner, 1969:197), tesguino 

has a mUltiplicity of meanings. That is, it has social, 

economic, ritualistic and religious meanings. 

Kennedy (1978) has reported extensively on the role 

of tesguino in the Tarahumara way of life from an ecological 

and social structural perspective. He finds that institu-

tionalized beer-drinking has far-reaching social organiza-

tion effects and concludes: 

The institutionalized beer party as the major group
ing mechanism has significantly contributed to the 
development of a unique 'network' type of social 
organization among the Tarahumara, and provided the 
stimulus for development of a set of special social 
behaviors which contrast with those of daily life 
(Kennedy, 1978:9). 

In a gentile (nonchristian) area, the beer-drinking party or 

tesguinada is said to serve: 

all the functions of social life outside those served 
by the household groups. The tesguinada is the 
religious group, the economic group, the entertain
ment group, and the group at which disputes are 
settled, marriages arranged, and deals completed 
(Kennedy, 1978:117). 

The economic value of tes9uino is in its use for 

recruiting assistance for cooperative work, especially in 
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agricultural tasks. According to Kennedy (1978:86) "a sur-

plus of corn is important for wealth because it allows an 

individual to make tesguino more often for cooperative work, 

and so larger areas may be kept under cultivation." However, 

the social significance seems to outweigh the economic 

value of making tesguino. Kennedy (1978:85) has estimated 

that the average Tarahumara family "expends at least 200 

pounds of maize annually in the production of tesguino," and 

adds that: 

Even recognizing the possible nutritional value of 
the beer, when one considers that such an amount of 
corn would last a family of four or five members 
more than a month, and when it is remembered how 
close these people are to subsistence level, it seems 
that a significant amount of basic food is used for 
this purpose. 

For a tesguinada, certain persons are invited by one 

household to "come drink tesguino" on a given day. The 

associated purpose of the tesguino invitation is usually to 

recruit help for a large work task. 

The social status system is tied into the tesguinada 

because the wealthier the person, the more often and the big-

ger the parties that can be give,. A reciprocal system of 

invitations to tesguinadas results in what Kennedy (1978) 

has called the "tesguino network." This network, composed of 

individual households, is characterized as the sets of people 

who "form the real and meaningful 'community' for each person 

or household unit" (Kennedy, 1978:120). In addition to so-

cial-work gatherings, t~sguino is also central to curing 
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rituals, funeral rituals, and other rituals. A ra~ge of 

examples of activities associated with tesguinadas are: 

"cutting firewood, performing the celebrations of the Catho

lic ritual calendar, hauli~g manure, curing people, animals 

or the maize fields, sending food to the dead, moving cattle 

corrals, building stone walls, and so forth (Merrill, 1981: 

106) • 

Tesguino, like any alcoholic beverage, has a disin

hibiting effect. Tarahumara drinking behavior contrasts 

sharply with ordinary Tarahumara demeanor. This contrast 

has been the subject of much commentary by outside observers. 

The consensus has been that tesguinadas provide the occasion 

for the expression of otherwise repressed feelings. The ne

gative aspects of disinhibition such as the expression of 

aggression, violenpe and adultery have usually been stressed 

(Pastron, 1974). However, the expression of other less nega

tive feelings at tesguinadas which do not occur in the regu

lar run of daily life also occurs. 

For example, traditional Tarahumara females are 

actively discouraged from speaking to males ordinarily, but 

may initiate courtship at atesguinada. Also, crying and the 

expression of sadness is not considered appropriate in most 

contexts. However, women have been observed crying about the 

loss of a child at tesguinadas and another about the loss of 

property who had not done so until that point. 
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It has been said that the tesguinada provides the 

sole outlet for venting agression among Tarahumaras which 

can be forgiven and later excused (Pastron, 1974:401). 

Personal grievances or negative sentiments not acknowledged 

in daily life are expressed in this context. Conflicts 

which emerge at tesguinadas are confined to the individuals 

directly involved. Relatives or rancho co-residents for 

example, are not drawn into the conflicts, attesting to the 

Tarahumara value on non-interference and individualism. Any 

blame that is placed is attributed to tesguino rather than 

to individuals, thus allowing for continued non-directiveness. 

An accused person will deny responsibility and attribute ne

gative actions to the effects of tesguino. This is an accept

able excuse and oral public censure by the gobernador is 

deemed enough punishment (Fried, 1961:115). 

There is little direct control that a community has 

over a known trouble-maker. The person can lose social 

standing by being labeled as paru. To call a person paru 

is one of the worst criticisms that can be leveled at a per

son and is used to chastise children (Pastron, 1974:390). 

The social standing of an individual is most affected when 

s/he increasingly ceases to be invited to tesguinadas. In a 

society where so many functions take place at tesguinada, a 

notable lack of invitations can be disastrous. It is a form 

of social ostracism through avoidance. 
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In contrast to the outsider's perspective, the Tara

humara view of tesguinadas focuses on the positive aspects of 

the gatherings (having fun, joking, laughing, dancing and 

singing) (Merrill, 1981:212). Merrill (1981:212-213) found 

that Tarahumaras were not necessarily very shy or taciturn 

when sober, and that the differences in behavior when drunk 

were largely attributable to the fact that Tarahumaras per

ceive that different kinds of behavior are called for in so

ber and drinking situations. They also have the idea that 

"if improper behavior is to be performed at all, drinking is 

a proper context within which to do it and interpersonal 

grievances can be aired in a group context where others can 

intervene" (Merrill, 1981:214). 

Related to this view of social control is the ideal 

practice of the host giving a.speech to initiate drinking 

in which guests are advised to behave in accordance with the 

ideals of non-aggression. A degree of control is also in

troduced on this occasion when everyone is expected to "let 

loose" through a set social etiquette and ritual for tes

guinadas. Details follow in the section on Tarahumara social 

etiquette. 

Tesguino also has a number of metaphysical connota

tions and associations. The cosmological explanation for 

the maki~g of tesguino is that God taught them how to make 

it and told them to use it to reimburse people who helped 

them work (Merrill, 1981:210). Tesguino is offered to God 
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and to the dead. It is thought that the beer is not a sym

bolic offering but is consumed in reality although they con

sume an aspect of the beer distinct from that consumed by 

living people (Merrill 1981:142). The Tarahumara theory of 

inebriation attributes drunkenness to the departure of a 

person's large souls from the body, leaving smaller souls to 

care for the body (Merrill 1981:199-200). 

Tesguino seems to have independently active pro

perties. This can be inferred from the fact that it is 

used by the ooruame as a liquid for healing. It is also 

said that drinking beer enhances the powers of the ooruame 

in the process of a curing ritual (Pastron, 1977:124). 

The manner in which tesguino and its use is con

ceived reflects a very interrelated view of the world. That 

is, in comparison to the Western view which separates a 

number of spheres such as sociability, economics, religi

osity and metaphysics, the Tarahumara view as expressed in 

the ideas associated with the drinking of tesguino sees these 

spheres as inseparable and having effects one on the other. 

In addition, the drinking of tesguino while primarily seen 

as a central and highly valued activity also poses danger to 

the individual and to social integration. 

It seems as though the individual has more to lose 

than the group because interpersonal conflict does not in

clude anyone beyond the persons involved. When the group 

takes part, it is for the purpose of conflict reduction, not 
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for conflict resolution. The trying of group tolerance by 

an individual initiator of hostilities meets with two kinds 

of collective negative sanctions: through a judicial trial, 

or in a cumulative fashion through the decrease in invita

tions to tesguinadas. The individual is also in danger be

cause his/her souls are more susceptible to the machinations 

of the Devil when in a state of inebriation. The individual 

also suffers from the results of adultery which is more like

ly to occur at tesguinadas. 

In spite of these dangers, Tarahumaras are eager to 

drink' 'to the point of inebriation. Again, the individual 

host is at risk because s/he will face public criticism if 

there is not enough tesguino for all guests to become drunk 

or if the tesguino is not strong enough for all to become 

drunk. Perhaps the eagerness to drink can be attributable 

to the fact that the drinkers can blame the tesguino for 

whatever happens rather than on themselves or each other. It 

is important to point out however, that the person who can 

'behave properly' while drinking gains an enormous amount of 

respect, for this is the ideal. This was one of the criteria 

for the selection of a siriame (governor) under the tradi

tional system (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:204). 

The importance of tesguino can be assessed not only 

in its significance in various sectors of life, but also in 

the frequency of drinking parties (an average of every other 

day in the area studied by Merrill (1981:62), the frequency 
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of its mention in conversation, elaboration in its prepara-

tion and the number and importance of the rules regarding 

its use (including the ritualistic manner of using it). In 

addition to the obvious importance of tesguino within the 

traditional way of life, it has become apparent that its 

symbolism has been extended to the realm of acculturation. 

Tesguino can either pose a barrier between Tarahumara cul-

tural identity and Mestizo cultural identity, or it can be 

used to transcend cross-cultural barriers. This assessment 

will become clearer through the discussions which follow on 

Mestizos and nontraditional Tarahumaras and in the chapters 

to follow. 

Tarahumara Code of Social Conduct 

Tarahumara culture has a value on individualism or 

at least an acceptance that each person has a right to his 

or her own personal viewpoint. 

The idea that each individual has a right to deter
mine his own course of action without interference 
from others is one of the most pervading themes 
of Tarahumara behavior (Kennedy, 1978:194). 

Social control seems to be bested in a very formalized eti-

quette for dealing with each other on a one-to-one basis. 

It makes up for the pervasive attitude of non-interference 

in the affairs of others and the absence of formal institu-

tions of social control. 

Whenever a visitor arrives at a house, it is expected 

that slhe will sit or stand outside until invited inside. If 
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the residents are obviously at home, and a visitor is stand-

ing in an open doorway waiting to be asked to come in, it 

would be more rude for the visitor to step inside than for 

the residents to have the person wait for awhile. When a 

visitor does enter the house or arrives at a household 

tesguino party, there is a formal greeting procedure to be 

followed. 

The general pattern is that before anything else is 

said or done, a visitor greets every adult and often older 

children by a slight touching of hands and the murmured 

greeting quira (equivalent to 'hello'). Persons present 

may stop whatever they were doing and wait patiently for the 

visitor to make the rounds before continuing. There is also 

a more formalized greeting which was not observed as often. 

It was not possibl~ to ascertain whether this greeting was 

less commonly observed because it is less common because it 

signals more intimacy and/or because it may only be used 

between females. The greeting begins with the usual right 

hand to right hand touching of the fingertips and the verbal 

greeting qu{ra. This action is followed by a slight touch

ing of each other's left shoulders. This greeting was not 

observed to occur between a male and female nor between 

males. It was personally experienced in exchanges with more 

familiar Tarahumara females towards the end of the fieldwork 

and has been described elsewhere in the literature as an 
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"abbreviated abrazo" (hug) used between comadres and compa

dres (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:870). Thus, this may signal 

a greater degree of intimacy. 

The attitude of non-interference or non-directive

ness is expressed in a style of speech characterized by cir

cumlocution and obliqueness. There is a reluctance to ex

press definite opinions. Merrill (1981:323) also found this 

to be true as seen in the statement: " ... a person should be 

allowed to think what he wants and therefore should not be 

challenged in this thinking by others." People talk around 

a subject. It is up to the listener to infer the speaker's 

point of view. Opinions can be contained in ambiguous, 

veiled comments or in general statements introduced in the 

third person i.e. 'they say.' Persons do not immediately 

state their business. There may be a lengthy period of 

'small talk' or 'visiting' before getting to the matter at 

hand. 

The formalized behavior in social visiting can be 

seen somewhat in joking exchanges among adults of both sexes 

which although seen as opportunities for enjoyment and relax

ation also have some bounds. Joking exchanges are expected 

to occur more between certain relatives, i.e. brother-in-laws. 

Merrill (1981:220) has provided some examples of often re

peated joking sequences and the pat, stereotypes responses. 

certain rules of etiquette and rituals are associated 

with the drinking oftesguino. The drinking of a pot of 
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tesguino is initiated with a ritualistic dedication. The 

host "gives" a pot to a guest whom s/he wants to honor 

which means the person is designated as the person responsi

ble for the doling out of gourdfuls of the beer. This per

son may first dedicate the pot by throwing small portions of 

beer three times to each of the four directions and once 

straight up. The host is to be served first, and the host 

(or hostess) in turn, must: " ••. personally see that all the 

guests are served: and if outsiders drop in, he must attend 

to them" (Bennett and Zingg, 1976·:329). 

A guest is obliged to drink a gourd of tesguino 

offered to him/her. The guest must push the gourd away and 

have a good argument for not drinking or risk offending the 

giver. The other options are to leave unobstrusively before 

being offered another gourd, or return the gourd to the giver 

and saying 'you drink' at which point the giver is obliged 

to drink. Personal experience showed that the tactic does 

not always work for the giver can immediately refill the 

gourd and proffer it to the same person again. It is sus

pected that given the expected jovial behavior at tesguinadas, 

a person can pretend to be drunker than s/he really is. 

Other forms of ideal behavior at tesguinadas included 

spontaneous speech giving by a guest reminding all present: 

" ..• to drink their fill of the beer but to act in a beautiful 

manner, to drink calmly and be happy and contented, and to 

think 'lell while thay are drinking" (Merrill, 1981:213). 
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Advice-giving is another generally valued form of 

behavior in differer.t social contexts which frequently oc

curs at tesguinadas (Merrill, 1981:162). It appears that 

the advice must be given in an acceptable roundabout fashion 

citing Tarahumara ideals and truisms (Merrill, 1981:159-163). 

Thus, the advice-giver must be able to manipulate the avail

able cultural forms based on notions of acceptable, formal

ized behavior. 

The basic ideal tenets for the Tarahumara code of 

conduct are contained in set, formalized speeches presented 

as advice to single individuals, to groups of individuals, 

or in major ceremonial gatherings by the sirfame. The lat

ter are more elaborated versions of the stock speech known 

by all adult members of a community. An example of a siriame 

speech can be found in Merrill (1981:164-165). The speeches 

mainly counsel against aggressive behavior and for contented

ness and performing ritual obligations. 

In sum, there are a number of rather formalized so

cial behaviors in traditional Tarahumara culture, including 

behaviors for daily social interaction' and commonly known 

ritual speeches. These formalized social behaviors are 

characterized by nondirectiveness and avoidance of aggression. 

With the relative lack of formal institutionalized means of 

social control, it becomes even more important that social 

interactions be monitored in this manner. Tarahumaras living 

in scattered settlements and having a mobile lifestyle, 
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apparently rely heavily on individually internalized social 

ideals and constraints perhaps due to the one-to-one quality 

of social interaction which is more predominant in daily 

life than social actions in collectivity. 

Tarahumara Religion 

The religious system of the Tarahumara has been 

called a syncretic system, incorporating Catholic and native 

elements. It is difficult to determine which elements are 

purely of Catholic origin and which are purely of aboriginal 

origin. The rituals have been distinguished as "native" ver

sus "Catholic" although both are distinctively Tarahumara. 

The native rituals have been called "curing" cere

monies (Kennedy 1978:131), with the concept of curing taking 

on a wider meaning than in the Western sense. The perfor

mance of the ceremonies is done to assure the good health 

and development of people, animals and crops, for protection 

of any important physical entity, and curing in our own sense 

of the term. The major sacred activities in these ceremon

ies is the dancing of the yumareand the tutuburi. 

The "Catholic" ceremonies are larger, more complex 

events involving a whole pueblo, whereas the native ritual 

may be done by a single household ar rancho. The church 

ceremonies are realized through an organization of fiesteros 

(feast organizers) who provide the sacrificial animals and 

are selected on an annual revolving basis by the previous fiesteros. 
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The most important feast days are December 12 (Virgin of 

Guadalupe), December 24, January 6 (Epiphany) and Easter 

Holy Week. The latter is the most elaborate ceremonial and 

has behind it a more complex organization responsible for 

the preparations and carrying out of the event. 

In these large ceremonials community identity is 

reinforced because everyone is involved in some way however 

minimal. In Okorare, social norms are also reinforced and 

redefined in the context of legal trials held on those occa

sions. The Easter ceremony is the most elaborate and can 

be considered a key symbolic ritual. 

Matachines are brilliantly costumed dancers whose 

dance is of Spanish colonial origins. Their performances 

have a certain air of religiousity, but do not seem to in

spire the same amount of respect or have the same amount of 

power as the tutuburi or yumari. This contrast in attitudes 

was evidenced at a Festival of Song and Dance organized by 

the Instituto Nacional Indigenista at Carichf, Chihuahua in 

the summer of 1979. Since it was organized after the Mexican 

fashion, there was applause from non-Indians after the var

ious performances. Tarahumaras watching performances would 

also applaud especially for performances of the matachines, 

but never for performances of the tutuburi or yumari. This 

reaction would seem to indicate that the native dancing is 

rel~gious in any context, whereas the matachinesout of 
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ritualistic context can be seen as pageantry and display of 

skill (For additional information, see Kennedy and Lopez, 

1981) • 

The religious world view and belief system of the 

Tarahumaras has been recently characterized as based on the 

incorporation of Western ideas and Christian teachings 

through a process of selection, adaptation, and interpreta

tion (Merrill, 1981:35-37). Basically, the supernatural 

beings of most importance are: God, God's wife and the devil. 

In addition to these major figures, a number of minor beings 

in the supernatural realm playa role in the lives of humans. 

God has his helpers and the Devil has his helpers. Certain 

animals and physical elements are incorporated into the be-

lief system associated with the supernatural realm. 

Tarahumara.cosmology has best been summarized as 

follows: 

The Raramuri employ their model of the physical uni
verse as a base upon which to map the associations 
and oppositions that structure their moral universe. 
The location of God and the Devil at opposite ex
tremes of the universe provides the poles around 
which are clustered the basic oppositions that de
marcate Raramuri moral space. On one hand are the 
qualities of happiness, beauty, health, life and 
goodness associated with God and, on the other, sad
ness, ugliness, sickness, death, and evil associated 
with the Devil. (Merrill, 1981:122-123). 

Tarahumaras strongly feel they have certain ritual 

obligations to please God and prevent the dire consequences of 

His displeasure such as drought, hail or crop pests. The most 

important ritual action is the food offering (wir6mera), 



accompanied by dancing and chanting at the native fiestas 

(yumari) . 
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The ooruame (shaman) has a role in the yumari and 

dutuburi rituals, and may also be considered a doctor in the 

Western sense since he is responsible for rituals relating 

to the care and general well-being of the community and 

health of individuals and domestic animals. (Other major 

responsibilities include the supervision of birth and death 

rituals) • 

The ooruame and sukuruarne (sorcerer) are usually con

sidered as separate statuses in the literature (e.g., Bennett 

and Zingg, 1976:264-265; Pastron, 1977:96). However, another 

account (Merrill, 1981:248) indicates that the same person 

may perform the functions of both. Also during a conversa

tion between two Tarahumaras in Okorare, it became apparent 

that they could not label different persons as either 

oweruame (local dialect) or sukuruame. They concluded that 

one person could act as both, although there would be a 

stronger tendency towards one role or the other. 

In sum, religion and ritual are central to the con

cerns of Tarahumaras especially within the community (i.e., 

pueblo) context. Rituals touch upon most aspects of their 

lifestyle: agriculture, domestic animals, birth, death, 

illness, etc. Some specialized ritual functions do exist, 

such as the matachfn dancers. However, the ooruame is a key 

figure in almost all rituals, with the exception of the 
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Easter ceremony which is a communal activity. Ritual offer

ings are considered important obligations for all community 

members. Religious world view includes the concepts of God 

and the Devil, and 'good' and 'bad.' However, Tarahumaras 

see things in terms of tendencies towards one polarity or 

the other, rather than as absolutes, an example of this being 

the concepts of ooruame and sukuruame. 

Clothing 

In addition to fulfilling criteria for being a "key 

symbol," it is important to examine the use of clothing in 

a study of acculturation. For years it has been the tendency 

to equate a change of costume from native to Western as an 

indicator of acculturation, i.e., that the person had 'left' 

the native culture and adopted the Western culture. This 

notion has been taken as a premise in the study of accultura

tion in the past. 

A change in costume may indeed reflect a change in 

cultural identification However, it is here maintained that 

closer investigation of the matter will reveal a more complex 

situation. In addition to seeing clothes as a reflection of 

cultural affiliation, one can see clothes as symbols to be 

used in cultural participation. In terms of acculturation, 

the use of clothes would be related to two cultural systems. 

Rather than assuming the significance of clothing in a bi

cultural situation, better insights into the social process 
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can be gained by asking the question: what are the meanings 

attributed to costume in a bicultural situation? 

There are two other major factors of which one should 

be aware in dealing with the significance of clothing in ac

culturation. One major factor is the matter of economic ex

pediency in the use of clothi~g. That is, some choice of 

clothing may be based on practical concerns such as avail

ability and affordability of the items. The other major 

factor is the intracultural value placed on clothing. De

pending on the culture, aesthetic criteria for personal 

adornment vary. There are also cultural differences in the 

relative priority given to personal adornment. There might 

be a tendency to assume that in 'simple' societies such as 

that of the Tarahumaras, the use of clothing would also be 

a simple matter and its use would principally be based on 

practical concerns. A change in clothing from native to 

Western garb could also be interpreted as a simple matter of 

economic expediency rather than as cultural preference as is 

assumed in acculturation studies. 

However, as in most matters, there is a great deal of 

variability in the use of clothing among the Tarahumaras in

cluding both cultural and practical factors. Some of the 

elements of costume among Tarahumaras have taken on more sym

bolic weight by contrasting with Mestizo values on clothing. 

Clothing styles among Tarahumaras vary from area to 

area in such a way that they can be used as markers of pueblo 
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identification. It is therefore difficult to characterize 

the Tarahumara costume. There are however, some basic ele

ments to costume in all regions. some of these basic ele

ments have been part of Tarahumara costumes in different 

forms and combinations since pre-Hispanic times. These are: 

blankets, breechcloths, skirts, headbands and ponchos (upper 

garments) (Bennett and zingg, 1976:376). Variation is intro

duced in different pueblos through the use of other acces

sories, embroidery, color, preferences, supplementary Mexi

can items of clothing and stylized details in the basic gar

ments. (Although it might be assumed that embroidery was a 

Western introduction, it is possibly pre-Hispanic. The 

Arizona State Museum has a remnant of an agave fiber cloth 

with blue embroidered geometric designs). 

In addition to geographical variation, there has also 

been some variation in traditional Tarahumara clothing 

through time. At any point in the transitions from one style 

to the next, it might have been said that adoption of the 

new fashion was indicative of Mexicanization. For example, 

the Tarahumara women's skirt was aboriginally a square wrap

ped around the waist. Probably in the early twentieth cen

tury, a trend was started for skirts pleated in Western fash

ion. This is inferred from Lumholtz's report (1902) which 

makes no mention of pleated skirts, and from the 1930 study 

(Bennett and Zingg, 1976:377) which indicated a time when 

both kinds of skirts were being used. Pleated skirts were 
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said to occur in the 'Mexicanized r~gion' (Bennett and Zingg, 

1976:77). Close to fifty years later, at the time of this 

study, these ample, pleated skirts are considered to be in

trinsically a part of 'traditional' Tarahumara garb. 

As a result of incorporation of elements of Western 

origin, changes in Tarahumara costome have been routinzed to 

the point of becoming Tarahumara cultural identifiers. It is 
, 
i'nteresting to note in this connection, the statement that 

"the most striking change in the conservative culture of the 

Tarahumaras,since Lumholtz described them in 1902, has bee~ 

in their clothing" (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:109). 

In the earliest accounts (Lumholtz, 1902:149-150), 

mem did not wear an upper garment and women wore a short 

tunic "over the shoulders" which might also be removed at 

times. In 1930 men were wearing full-sleeved, pleated 

shirts (napat~ala) (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:100-101), and the 

women were wearing a one-yard square wi th the sides sewed 

halfway up (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:105-106). The skirts 

had changed from a wrap-around square of wool to a wrap

around square of manta, to an extremely full pleated skirt 

(siput~aka) by 1930. By the mid-1950's both men and women 

were wearing full, pleated shirts and handbands (Champion, 

1962:349) • 

One of the major aspects of change was in the mater-

ial used: from woven wool to ma'nta (cheap muslin) traded from 

Mexicans. Before the introduction of sheep by missionaries 
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in the seventeenth century, the material was woven from 

agave fiber called pita (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:376). By 

1953-54 at the time of a later study, manta was still the 

principal material used (Champion, 1962:349) but store-bought 

Mexican clothing was being used to supplement the native 

costume by some (Champion, 1962:351). 

At the time of the present study, the principal ma

terial used was brightly colored plain and floral cotton 

cloth and store-bought Mexican clothing with a minimal and 

specialized use of manta. This would seem to indicate that 

if economic practicality and availability of materials were 

the primary considerations, the all-manta clothing would not 

have been abandoned. 

The traditional fashion for women in most of the 

Sierra at the time of the study included a blouse (~Eatcara) 

and skirt (sipuchi), both ample and pleated. In Guaguachique, 

the blouse is form-fitting with long sleeves and a ruffled 

yoke. Skirts are worn one on top of the other. Most women 

wear at least tl~O, but some appeared to be wearing five or 

more. The greatest number of skirts worn were observed on 

Tarahuamara women residing in the city of Chihu~·1ua. These 

Tarahumaras will be discussed in the final chapter. There 

is a possibility that the number of skirts worn by the women 

of any given community may be the result of an indicator or 

the economic situation of the community. 
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The basic item in the traditional male costume is 

the manta breechcloth (sitagori) made of two triangularly 

folded squares. The breechcloth is called zapeta by Mexi

cans. In intercultural perspective, the sitagori is a key 

cultural identifier since it contrasts so strongly with 

Mexican notions of clothing. This contrast will be discussed 

later. The traditional male shirt was similar to the female 

blouse. In Okorare, however, traditional men wear Mexican 

shirts, but longer, preferably with salient print designs. 

The characteristic male Tarahumara way of wearing 

Mexican shirts is not tucked in and on festive occasions 

shirts are worn layered on top of another, reminiscent of 

the women's way of wearing skirts. Occasionally Mexican 

denim jackets are also worn although they do not necessarily 

supplant the wrapped around blanket. The wearing of a wool 

or Mexican blanket is characteristic of males. Women do not 

wear blankets. 

Traditional men and women wear the same footgear, 

that is, rubber-tire sandals with leather thongs. Also, 

both men and women wear a wide, dark wool cumberbund (puraka) 

with geometric designs woven in white wool. It'is bordered 

with two colored lines of dyed wool or yarn. Relative to 

the rest of the Sierra, the community is specialized in the 

weaving of the puraka. The puraka seems to be purely orna

mental since other more simple cords could be used for the 

practical purpose of cinching skirts and breechcloths. In 
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addition, weavers take a certain pride in the aesthetic 

effect of the woven design. 

A generational difference in headwear exists among 

the men as among the women. The coyer a (headband) is more 

frequently seen among males. Many wear Mexican hats al-

though none were ever seen among traditional men over fifty. 

No adolescent boys or younger were seen wearing coyeras 
• 
although little girls may be seen wearing scarves from infan

cy. Boys' hair is generally close-cropped and the blunt 

hairstyle similar to the women's is seen among preadolescent 

and older males. 

In sum, it is important to note that there have been 

significant shifts in what is considered traditional Tara-

humara attire through time, often based on available mater-

ials. However, there are indications that Tarahumara cos-

tume is in part based on aesthetic preferences and that some 

basic aspects have retained their intrinsic character from 

pre-Hispanic times (e.g., the coyera and sitagori). There 

seems to have been more variation developed for the women 

than for the men. However, regardless of the non-Tarahumara 

origins of materials and ideas for garment construction and 

the variation through time, the resulting effect is uniquely 

Tarahumara. This should be kept in mind when viewing the 

use of ready-made Mexican clothing by Tarahumaras and in 

making associations with acculturation. 
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In any case, there appears to be enough evidence of 

variability in clothing (especially for women) in comparison 

with the other Tarahumara possessions to warrant considering 

clothing as significantly symbolic based on the criterion 

of "greater cultural elaboration" (Ortner, 1973:1339). Intra

culturally, fashion seems to arouse a positive rather than 

indifferent response (another criterion of a key symbol) 

among women. Interculturally, clothing seems to be less 

aesthetically important for males. Male attitudes about tra

ditional clothing become salient in the context of the nega

tive attitude of Mestizos to the wearing of the sitagori. 

Other points of intercultural signi f , Jance will be included 

in sections that follow. 

Mestizo Symbolism 

This section includes the Mestizo equivalents of the 

Tarahumara central symbols discussed earlier. That is, there 

is no equivalent of tesguino in Mestizo culture, but since 

it is mainly used in coll~ctive gatherings, the use of alco

hol and the characteristics of Mestizo social gatherings can 

be examined instead. The code of conduct, the place of re

ligion and ritual, and the symbolism and social use of cloth

ing among Mestizos will be compared with the Tarahumara 

equivalents. 
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Mestizos and Tesguino 

There is a very significant difference in Tarahumara 

and Mestizo views of drinking. Among Tarahumaras, males 

and females drink together. Among Mestizos only males drink 

and females are never expected to drink at the risk of los

ing honor. Males may drink alone or in age cohorts, the 

latter usually are young men between the ages of fourteen 

and thirty-five. They usually drink hard liquor and in the 

context of gambling in a card game. Among the Tarahumaras, 

on the other hand, games and gambling are some of the few 

activities separated from drinking. In addition, they would 

never think of drinking alone or without a particular rea

son (i.e., drinking for the sake of drinking). 

Drinking among Mestizos can occur at almost any time; 

a special occasion is not required. In Okorare, it often 

occurred on Sundays after a payday and a week of work at the 

local lumbermill. To Tarahumaras, 'Mestizoness' is symbol

ized by tequila or whiskey, in opposition to tesguino, the 

symbol of 'Tarahumaraness,' A Tarahumara who drinks hard 

liquor is viewed with derision by other Tarahumaras. It al

most seems that if it is said: 'he no longer rlrinks tesguino, 

he drinks tequila,' the implication is that that person is 

socially lost. Mestizos however, do make tesguino. When 

it is made, it is done for a special occasion, such as for 

'paying' Tarahumara for working at some agricultural task or 

for a saint's day (in Ok5rare it was done on three occasions 
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in honor of the saint's day of a male head of family). 

Drinking for Mestizos in the contexts mentioned 

above can help solidarity among males, but when drinking is 

done in the context of the community (e.g., a social dance), 

there is always the probability of conflict. Some men may 

deliberately avoid such an event because of the inevitabili

ty of a fight with a rival who is expected to be attending. 

Although the disinhibiting effect of alcohol works 

to alter the usual demeanor of Mestizo males, the contrast 

is not as great as among Tarahumaras. The main disinhibiting 

effect is the unleashing of aggression. Although Mestizos 

are normally taciturn, they nonetheless express aggressive 

attitudes outside of drinking contexts. They do not become 

greatly jovial and joke and clown when drinking as Tarahu

maras do. Alcohol disinhibits Mestizos for dancing, but 

they should not appear to be drunk while dancing. As among 

the Tarahumaras, married men may sometimes physically abuse 

their wives after drinking. It is difficult at this point 

to compare the incidence of wife abuse, but the extent of 

harm inflicted in the known cases among Mestizos in Ok6ra~e 

did not reach the degree of harm in observed and reported 

cases among Tarahumaras. 

A Mestizo can pass certain bounds of acceptable 

drinking patterns and be scornfully labeled un borracho (a 

drunk) which is the American equivalent of alcoholic, i.e., 

a problem drinker. A person committing anti-social actions 
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while inebriated is blamed for drinking too much, and is not 

excused on the grounds that the liquor is to blame. Denying 

responsibility for acting under the effects of alcohol is 

not an acceptable excuse. 

Therefore, in cases of aggressive behavior while 

drinking, the Mestizo negative social label is borracho, re

lated to the action of drinking, while among Tarahumaras the 

negative label is paru, related to the actions of aggression. 

Among Mestizos, a person will be held responsible and direct

ly punished for anti-social actions performed while inebri

ated whereas Tarahumaras can blame the beverage. Acceptable 

grounds for such actions among Mestizos are based on whether 

the aggression is deemed justifiable (e.g., in the case of 

honor being at stake). 

Mestizo women st~ongly condemn the drinking done by 

men and are the usual moral authorities of who is considered 

a borracho and who is not. The men allow for the legitimacy 

of this position taken by women who are considered the 'keep

ers of morality.' 

Social Dances 

Since tesguinadas among Tarahumaras are essentially 

social gatherings, this same domain of activity will be ex

plored for Mestizos. The social gatherings of Mestizos 

beyond the household which are of most importance are social 

dances, and the most important occasion in which a social 
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dance takes place is at a wedding reception. The social 

gathering does not provide economic, political, or religi

ous functions, nor is it the main forum for the airing of 

grievances or the expression of emotions as among the Tara

humaras. The social dance is like a tesguinada in that it 

is the time Mestizos expect to "have fun." The major fo

cus for Mestizos at these social gatherings however, is 

courtship. In comparison, at tesguinadas, courtship is one 

of the by-products rather than a focus. Just as c~urtship 

is an incidental adjunct to tesguinadas, drinking is an ad

junct to community social gatherings among Mestizos. 

Community dances are the most frequent kinds of 

social events, but other activities are also organized by 

the school teachers. Wedding dances are the context in 

\>lhich Mestizos are the happiest and least inhibited. Attend

ance is not primarily young people as in community dances, 

but ranges from children to grandparents of both sexes. It 

is the only time when Mestizos from the entire social range 

are together in a social event. Thus, wide-range social col

lective contact is much more infrequent than among Tarahu

mara. 

The Mestizo wedding celebration like tesguino, sym

bolizes a number of things and provides a social context for 

a wider range of social expression than is usually available 

to individuals in the course of daily life. The wedding 

celebration symbolizes the successful culmination of a 
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courtship. It celebrates the making of a new interfamily 

alliance, with its associated political and economic ad

vantages. It provides a context for the initiation of 

other courtships. (For example, three elopements occurred 

during the all-night celebrations of two separate weddings 

witnessed in 1979 and 1980). 

Just as tesguino fills the conversations of Tarahu

maras, weddings and courtship fill the conversations of Mes

tizos. For the Tarahumaras the symbol of tesguino is asso

ciated with the importance of the individual in the communi

ty, and for the Mestizos the association is with the impor

tance of family solidarity and the family's place in the 

community. Therefore, although the social dance in itself 

is not a central symbol to Mestizos, it contributes greatly 

to that which is a priority: the establishment of a family 

unit. 

Mestizo Code of Conduct 

The procedures for daily social interaction among 

Mestizos do not ~ as formal as among Tarahumaras. When 

arriving at someone's house, the visitor does not shake 

hands nor greet everyone present individually. The greet

ing is verbal and encompasses all present. However, rather 

than the all-occasion qufra of the Tarahumara, the Mexican 

greeting is time-specific (i.e., 'buenos dras, buenas ·tardes, 

buenas' nO'ches) • 
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The conversation may include allusions to the rea

son for the visit, inquiries by the hostess about the female 

visitor's family, or by the host about the male visitor's 

business affairs. Health is a popular topic of conversation. 

Any current out-of-the-ordinary activities are reported by 

either the visitor or the hosts. In contrast to Tarahumaras, 

Mestizos make judgments based on concepts of good and bad, 

and do not hesitate as much to voice personal opinions. It 

is important that opinions be stated so that it can be known 

in the community what position each member is taking. 

After the greeting, a great deal of conversation 

does not necessarily follow or may be slow-paced. Espe-

cially when relatives visit, there may be long periods of 

silence. The following example from another community sup-

ports the present observations: 

It is not uncommon to see a relative come to visit, 
enter the house without being bidden, sit for an 
hour and observe what is going on, then get up 
and leave without having spoken a single word dur
ing the entire time (Champion, 1962:92). 

Some of this behavior may be a function of the investigator's 

presence. The visitor may have a topic of conversation not 

to be heard by others. However, it is interesting to note 

that the host or hostess also does not attempt to initiate 

a conversation. This host/ess behavior has also been dis-

played in visits by the investigator. 

The formality of Mestizos seems to be contained in 

reticence of manner alternating with statements, opinions 
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and inquiries made directly rather than using circumlocu-

tion. It is however, important to be evasive in replying. 

The most frequent response to a question is Quien sabe---

'Who knows?' and is especially used when dealing with 

strangers. This observation of Mestizo behavior conforms 

to an earlier assessment which was stated as follows: 

Most Mestizos are thoroughly suspicious of stran
gers and are hard to convince that the stranger 
is not a government representative come to enforce 
some unpleasant law or an adventurer come to steal 
anyone of a number of legendary treasures which 
Mestizos in general believe to have been hidden in 
the mountains by Montezuma, the Jesuits, or Pancho 
Villa (Champion, 1962:92). 

Formality in interaction is also guided by the uses 

of the first person pronouns usted (formal) and tu (infor-

mal). The usted form is used extensively, more than it 

seems to be used in modern Mexican society. Generally, 

usted is used with anyone who is of an older generation, 

with non-relatives of the same generation but of the oppo-

site sex (unless there is some special basis for informality 

such as having been schoolmates), and to denote class dif

ferences (although not as significant as in larger Mexican 

society since all Sierra residents consider themselves equal). 

Ingeneral Mestizo social control is more externa-

lized than among Tarahumaras where social control seems to 

be based more on individual self control. For Mestizos it 

is based at one extreme on the threat of force or legal 

sanction, and at the other extreme on public opinion 
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developed through gossip. Information and individual opin

ions about the unacceptable behavior of an individual are 

passed from person to person in network fashion. The in

dividual who is aware of being involved in a problematic 

social situation is obliged to tie into the network and dis

seminate his/her side of the story. 

For Mestizos, there is not a single context for im

proper behavior such as the tesguinada is for Tarahumaras. 

However, community social dances are often the context for 

male expression of hostility. It is usually expected that 

there will be at least one hostile outbreak, especially at 

wedding dances. A fight between two individuals may result 

in participation by others in contrast to a similar situation 

among Tarahumaras in which the altercation is seen as purely 

the problem of the individuals initially involved. 

The group context for exposing grievances for Mesti

zos is the ejido meeting. These situations generally do not 

escalate into physical confrontations. Usually it is males 

who express grievances and are aggressive. Aggressive ac

tions of females are mostly confined to dealing with their 

children. 

Above all, the Mestizo attitude towards public expo

sure of grievances between relatives is not tolerated. All 

that occurs within the family must be kept within the family. 

Problems among family members "are not within the realm of 

community social control as among Tarahumaras. It can be 
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rationalized that if power is family based, any indications 

of weakness in solidarity within the family would be advan

tageous to rivals. 

Religion and Ritual 

Little can be said at this point about the religi

ous aspects of the Mestizo way of life. They are nominally 

Catholic but participate in ritual mainly at marriages and 

baptisms. These two life cycle rituals however, are of 

marked significance. The importance of the wedding as sym

bolic ritual especially as regards kinship and alliance has 

already been discussed. Baptism is another ritual which 

provides the opportunity for alliances based on fictive kin

ship (compadrazgo through godparenthood). The significant 

place of fictive kinship relationships in rural Mexican 

ociety has been discussed in depth elsewhere (Wolf, 1959; 

Strickon and Greenfield, 1972). 

Also, as mentioned earlier, women represent the fam

ily in religion. It is the female's role to attend mass 

(service), pray and in general keep the faith and beliefs. 

Men may deride religion but will re~pect the women's parti

cipation in it. Church is often the one place, if any, where 

a woman can go unescorted. Mestizo women as the main reli

gious practitioners is a contrast to Tarahumara society in 

which ~~ play the major roles in religious practice. 
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There is, of course, .the di£ference that Mestizos 

are participants in a world-wide religion in which religi

ous leaders are male. However, in the local context, where 

priests are rarely seen, women are the keepers of religion. 

When a priest does visit the community, those who cooperate 

in the religious observances are the Mestizo women and their 

children. It is a very different situation from that of the 

Tarahumaras whose entire religious system is available 

locally. 

Devotion to saints or the use of religious parapher

nalia was not observed to be particularly prevalent among 

Mestizos. The use of religious medals worn by individuals 

was infrequent. Only occasionally were saints' images 

seen in Mestizo homes. 

Missionary priests are of en mistrusted, possibly be

cause they pose a threat to the economic sovereignty of Mes

tizos over Tarahumaras. Mexican Protestant missionaries 

were going into the Sierra in increasing numbers and with 

more force, especially in Okorare. In Ok6rare, three Mes

tizos were identified as Protestants, otherwise the attitude 

of Mestizos seemed to be one of curiousity towards Protestant 

missionaries. On one occasion, a serious discussion about 

Protestantism versus Catholicism was witnessed among a group 

of five Mestizo males from different parts of the Sierra. 

However, it is difficult to make. generalizations about the 
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effect of Protestantism among Mestizos without more exten

sive research on the subject. 

Clothing 

There is a way of dressing that clearly distinguish

es Mestizo cultural identity. The most symbolic weight is 

placed on pantalones (pants) as representing masculine 

strength and control. The metaphor "se faj6 bien los pan

talones" ('he firmly fastened his pants') is used often to 

indicate the taking of control. There is also the question 

of standards of modesty. It is unthinkable that a Mestizo 

male would expose his legs. This, of course, is an attitude 

very at odds with the Tarahumara custom of males wearing a 

breechcloth. 

The Mestizo male basically dresses in the manner of 

the Western American cowboy. However, boots are expensive so 

closed shoes will be worn instead. It is not unusual to 

find some Mestizos wearing Tarahumara style rubber-tire san

dals. Nonet~eless, in terms of cultural preference and ideals, 

the definitive Mestizo item is a pair of boots. 

Although not many Mestizos can afford to buy them, 

they are admired. Those who can afford them live in the 

larger towns and do not have to walk very much. This foot

wear is mainly for riding horses, a little used form of trans

portation in the Sierra at the present. Tarahumaras prefer 

to walk and consider walking as a cultural ideal. The 
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sandals used by Tarahumaras are, of course, more practical 

for hiking in the Sierra than boots. The use of horses, 

mules or burros for transportation never caught on among 

Tarahumaras who will hoot at Tarahumaras who ride rather 

than walk (this now includes riding in trucks). Not even the 

most Mexicanized Tarahumaras were ever observed wearing 

boots. In sum, neither group is indifferent to this item 

of apparel (an indication of 'key symbols'). Boots are 

avoided by Tarahumaras and admired by Mestizos--views which 

may also indicate the contrasting values on walking and rid

ing for transportation. 

Mestizo females wear store-bought dresses or skirts 

and blouses as a rule. Footwear consists of store-bought 

shoes or sandals. No Mestizo females were ever seen wearing 

Tarahumara style sandals. The importance of courtship and 

marriage are again signaled by distinctions in clothing be

tween married and marriageable females. Ideally, the mar

ried female is expected to downplay her attractiveness in 

dressing with regard to elements of modesty and frivolity. 

Older women wear narrow skirts and square-cut blouses with 

sleeves and their heads are always covered with a scarf. 

Younger women wear brighter colors; do not always cover their 

heads, and may wear pants. The marriageable women may wear 

their hair short with a permanent, and also may wear high 

heeled shoes (notwithstanding the difficult terrain) . 
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The wearing of scarves among Mestizo women is a 

point of similarity with Tarahumara women, but Mestizas 

will wear muted colors while Tarahumara women seek out 

bright colors. By far the most commonly shared item cross

culturally is the shawl-like piece of cloth used to carry 

infants. Although it is more likely to find a Mestiza than 

a Tarahumara carrying an infant in arms, it is also very 

common for Mestizas to carry infants tied to their backs 

as they do the household chores. 

In terms of relative economics, Mestizas do not pro

portionately spend as much on clothing as Tarahumara women, 

especially married Mestizas. Tarahumara women use yards and 

yards of fabric for their full skirts and blouses. Tarahu

mara women are also more economically independent than Mes

tizas. In addition, Mestizas do not have the time invest

ment in making the garments that Tarahumara women make. 

There is one occasion however, when Mestizos spend a 

disproportionate amount of money on clothing for I non-

practical ceremonial I reasons---that is, for a wedding. The 

bride's dress is ordered from the city at relatively great 

expense as a symbolic garment to be worn once· It is also 

for weddings that other participants and guests also buy and 

wear clothing meant especially for such occasions. 

In sum, Mestizo styles are not distinctive from area 

to area and so they are more homogeneous in dress throughout 

the Sierra. Clothes take on special importance at weddings 
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whereas the special time among Tarahumaras is the Easter 

ceremony. There are distinctions among women according to 

age and marital status in dress, but this is not true among 

men. Basically, cultural characteristics of dress between 

Tarahumaras and Mestizos are distinctive. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The major cultural symbol among the Tarahumaras is 

tesguino which is related to most aspects of their life. 

Viewed through a Mestizo cultural perspective, tesguino 

merely fits into the specific category of 'drinking alcoholic 

beverages.' Tesguino touches upon the lives of all Tarahu

mara community members young and old, male and female, 

whereas alcohol among Mestizos is considered proper only in 

the domain of males. 

Tesguino is only consumed in small social household 

gatherings or tesguinadas, at which a number of activities 

may take place. A tesguinada includes work activities (Usu

ally in agriculture). The number of social activities are 

many and varied, such as: informal political decision-making, 

public airing of interpersonal grievances, courtship, dancing 

and entertainment. In addition, it is the appropriate con

text for emotional expressions of anger and sadness. Tes

guino is not only used for consumption, but also has a place 

in religion and ritual. Among Mestizos, on the other hand, 

many of the activities mentioned above occur in a number of 



mutually exclusive contexts. Furthermore, alcoholic bev

erages are for consumption among males only, and Mestizos 

have the notion of 'drinking for the sake of drinking.' 
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Probably one of the major differences between Mes

tizos and Tarahumaras with regard to drinking, in addition 

to sex role exclusivity, is in their views of drinking and 

aggression. Mestizos look forward to drinking as providing 

the opportunity for physical conflict (usually at community 

social gatherings), whereas Tarahuamras have a ritualized 

speech before drinking warning against fighting. 

A Mestizo is blamed personally for too many social 

transgressions of this kind and labeled a 'borracho' implying 

that he was responsible for drinking too much. A Tarahumara 

who fights too much while drinking, on the other hand, is 

labeled paru implying that slhe is to blame for being too 

aggressive rather than for drinking too much. Alcohol for 

Mestizos allows the expression of aggression, and among 

Tarahumaras tesguino allows for the expression of out-of-the

ordinary joviality, sadness and aggression. 

A comparison of codes of conduct also indicates a 

difference related to aggression. For example, Tarahumara 

etiquette is based on nondirectiveness whereas Mestizos find 

more directness and offering of opinions as appropriate. 

Formality in social etiquette amo~g Tarahumaras is mainly 

non-verbal, whereas among Mestizos it is more verbal (e.g., 

the use of tu and usted). Tarahumaras appear to use 
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formality to control aggression 'in daily life and at tes

guinadas. Social control among Tarahumaras seems to be ex

pected to be internalized by the individual, whereas among 

Mestizos social control is seen as external to the individ

ual and often vested in the family. 

In the realm of religion and ritual, Tarahumaras 

invest more time and concern than Mestizos. Whenever Mes

tizos do participate in religious activities, they tend to 

be family related (i.e. baptisms and weddings). Tarahumara 

rituals, on the other hand, are carried out through the re

sponsibility of, and for the benefit of the individual and 

the community. In addition, another sex role difference 

emerges in that the principal participants in ritual among 

Tarahumaras are male and among Mestizos are female. The 

ooruame who is a ritual specialist among Tarahumaras carries 

out functions that among Mestizos are divided between a 

minister and a physician. 

The Tarahumara world view as indicated by their reli

gion seems to be based on tendencies between 'good' and 'bad' 

rather than on absolutes. Although the Mestizo world view 

has not been empirically established, it can be assumed to 

be a dichotomized view of the world as among other Western 

cultures. 

Clothing of Tarahumaras and Mestizos is very dis

tinctive with the strongest distinction being in male appar

el. Me~tizos wear pants and boots which carry certain 
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cultural connotations about mas.culinity, and Tarahumaras 

wear breechcloths and sandals (for which the intracultural 

significance for males was not determined). Another differ

ence between Tarahumaras and Mestizos is that the latter 

purchase most of their clothes. Clothing may be more val

ued among Tarahumaras, especially among women who spend more 

for their outfits than do Mestizo women. Among Mestizos 

special clothing is worn for weddings which strongly stress 

the family, a centrally valued social unit. Among Tarahu

maras special clothing is used at religious rituals espe

cially the Easter ceremony attesting to the strong Tarahu

mara value on religion. 

A basic difference in emphasis between Tarahumaras 

and Mestizos has emerged in this analysis of cultural sym

bols. That is, Mestizos center their values and activities 

around the family, whereas Tarahumaras appear to stress the 

individual and the community. This distinction became ap

parent in a comparison of different emphases in religious 

rituals. Also, Tarahumaras emphasize community and individ

ual expression in tesguinadas. Social dances among Mestizos 

are related to courtship which is seen as an important step 

towards marriage and family formation. Tarahumara value on 

the independence of the individual is seen in the nondirec

tive quality of social etiquette and in the behavior of fe

males and children as individuals, contrasting with the fami

ly controlled behavior of Mestizo females and resident 
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offspring. The most apparent symbol of the Mestizo empha

sis on the family is the wedding where religious ritual, 

social dancing (related to courtship), drinking, other 

community members and special clothing are all brought to

gether. As can be seen, that which is subsumed under this 

central symbol for Mestizos is much different than that 

related to the central symbol of tesguino for Tarahumaras. 

The way in which these categories intersect in actual com

munity life involving both Tarahumaras and Mestizos can be 

seen in the descriptions that follow of the community of 

study. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE COMMUNITY OF STUDY 

In"troduction 

The purpose of the descriptions which follow is to 

provide a sense of Ok6rare as a community context and set

ting for the acculturation process. In addition, informa

tion on the community as a setting for research in the study 

of acculturation is provided. To this end, fieldwork and 

field techniques are described preceding the more detailed 

characterization of the community as a social entity. 

The community is described in terms of historical 

developments, population composition, physical characteris

tics and culture contact background which includes religi

ous missionary activities, governmental programs and other 

contacts with outsiders. In conclusion, a key finding of 

the research using the perspective of the community as a 

social unit is discussed in a preliminary fashion. That is, 

it was found that a community defined social category useful 

for examining social dynamics within Okorare is the extended 

family. Further analysis on this topic i~ contained in the 

chapters that follow. 
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Fieldwork in the Community 

Acculturation has been defined as a social inter-

actional process involving the use of symbols from two cul-

tural systems, in this case, the Tarahumara and Mestizo cul-

tural systems. It has been a major assumption of the pre-

sent study, that acculturation should be examined in terms 

of the social contexts in which it occurs, or put another 

way, in terms of the conditions in which acculturation oc-

curs. Of principal interest here is the historical context 

of acculturation which allows for the examination of the 

relations between acculturation and national integration of 

the Tarahumaras. 

The above methodological definitions and assumptions 

require that the research include both Tarahumaras and Mes-

tizos, since the cultures of both are considered analytical-
* 

ly equivalent. The levels at which research needed to be 

conducted were situational contexts, the community social 

context and the national context. The national context was 

represented by institutions and their representatives which 

have been historically associated with contact with the 

Tarahumaras. Social interactions were observed in situation-

al contexts defined on the basis of the social life of the 

community. The community context was seen as a social total-

ity within which to view all residents regardless of cultural 

background. See Figure 2 for physical layout. 



Figure 2., Schematic Map Qf the Community 

Road - Dark Lines 

Streambed - Dotted Lines 

1. Church 

2. Templo Bautista 

3. School 

4. School Dormitory 

5. School Dining Hall 

6. Clinic (INI) 

7. Clinic (Seguro Social) 

8. Lumberyard 

9. Ejido Buildings 

10. Ejido Apple Orchard 

II. Stores 

12. Protestant Missionary Houses 

(Legend). 
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The process of choos,i~g a community of ,study began 

with consultations with a numbe'r of persons knowledgeable of 

the Sierra, including a Mexican anthropol~gist, an American 

anthropologist, the director of 'INI ,in Chihuahua, a Mexican 

doctor with eight years of experience in the Sierra, a Jesuit 

missionary and the directors and personnel of the'INI region

al centers in San Rafael and Guachochi. Of the nine communi

ties which were recommended, eight were eliminated for var

ious reasons. Four were not considered because of difficult 

access or recent anthropological research in the area. Five 

of these communities were visited at some point initially. 

Other small communities were explored in the town 

of Guachochi. Personnel from the 'Insti tuto Nacio'rial Tndi

genista and the Departamento de Salubridad were accompanied 

in their rounds of program activities. Ten communities were 

visited in this manner. Five communities were eliminated 

because they were essentially Mestizo communities only mar

ginally in touch with Tarahumarara'ncho residents. One com

munity was totally Tarahumara with a rarely visited mission 

and a school staffed only by Tarahumara promotores bilingues, 

and another community was also totally Tarahumara with a 

cabecera mission, a government school with at least one Mes

tizo teacher and a Social Security: clinic. Three of the com

munities had both Tarahumara and Mestizo residents. 

Theini tial criterion was the opportunity for culture 

contact in the community chosen. The' kinds 'of culture 



contact conditions which could be present were:missions, 

government pr~grams and both Tarahumara and Mestizo resi

dents. 
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In the end, four communities were under considera

tion because they had both Tarahumara and Mestizo residents 

and both mission churches and government facilities, thus 

representing three of the historically major conditions. of 

acculturation for Tarahumaras. 

The four communities were prioritized in terms of 

social characteristics and practicability for field work. 

Two of these were lower in priority because they were more 

Mestizo in settlement style and had higher Mestizo popula

t~ons. Of the remaining two communities, Okorare was chosen 

because it had a smaller population of Mestizos, four govern

ment agencies, a lumberyard, Protestant missionaries and was 

visited regularly by a Catholic missionary priest. Ok6rare 

had the greatest variety of conditions for Tarahumaras accul

turation and at the sametime had a noticeable traditional 

Tarahumara presence. It was also more practicable in terms 

of communication, obtaini~g supplies and obtaining lo~ging. 

Lodging for outside visitors is especially problema

tic in most Sierra communities because Mestizo and Tarahu

mara homes are made to accommodate only family members. Where 

sleep"i!lg space might be available in a Mesti.zo home, the pri

vacy .requi-rement for doing fieldwork and writing field notes 

would not be" met. Lodgings were obtained at the IN! clinic 
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for the first months of fieldwork. Subsequent visits to 

Ok5rare were spent in a variety. of other places in order to 

achieve a closer knowledge of the residents than that afford

ed by living in a government clinic. 

Because of the nature of the research which required 

viewing the community as a whole in all its social aspects 

and becoming familiar with all of its residents regardless 

of social or cultural background, it was important to not 

become associated with only one, group in the community, 

especially whose who were particularly controversial. 

Equally important was not visiting any particular households 

much more frequently than others. In addition, residing in 

different parts of the community provided different per

spectives on local social dynamics. Places of residence in

cluded: the home of a prominent nontraditional Tarahumara 

family, the traditional Tarahumara ceremonial room adjacent 

to the church, a vacant one-room cabin, a Tarahurnara 'rancho 

home, and the home of the American missionaries. 

The research was centered on the central pueblo at 

the beginning of fieldwork, and the inclusion of ranchos was 

not anticipated. However, it became very difficult to deter

mine who was a resident of the central settlement because of 

the fluid nature of Tarahumara lifestyle, a phenomenon which 

had to be dis,covered by experience. Therefore, some ranchos 

were visited to. get a sense of. ,the rancho-pu'ehl'o connections 

but also because it became apparent that 'traditional 
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Tarahumara life apart from ri tualsandceremoni.eatook place 

outside of the bounds of Okorare. Seven ranchos 'and one cave 

dwe11i~g within a five-mile radius of Ok6rare were visited 

and some interviewing conducted on daily hiking excursions. 

Another larger rancho, perhaps ten miles away, was reached 

by vehicle and visited for two days and nights. 

Tarahumara respondents seemed more relaxed in inter

views in the context of 'r'anchos than in the pU'eblo. However 

as most Tarahumara researchers know (Pastron, 1977; Kennedy, 

1978), rancho interviewing can be very time consuming be

cause after the greater part of a day is spent in reaching 

a rancho, the residents may not be home. Taki~g this into 

consideration and also that the research topic and priorities 

did not require expanding the knowledge of traditional Tara

humaras, research effort was again concentrated in the pueblo 

Of Okorare. 

Social contexts in Ok6rare were identified in terms 

of the local community social life and observations were 

recorded of social interactions in each kind of context, 

especially those which seemed s;ignificant for acculturation. 

This meant that particular attenti.on was directed in the ob

servations of: 

1. Use of Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols 

2. The. cul tura1 identity of, the participants.. (in terms 

of Tarahumara, Mestizo and mainstream Mexican ,identifiers) , 

3. Cross-cultural attitudes'. 
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Participant-observation was used in activities :in these 

social contexts wherever possible or advisable. Community 

social contexts are listed in the following chapter and 

descriptions of social interactions within them are de

scribed. 

Trade contexts were easily accessible for observa

tion in the stores and at the trucks of visiting traders. 

Game contexts included a common Tarahumara-Mestizo game 

called cuatro played by males outside a store and Tarahu

mara foot races only one of which occurred duri~g the field

work period and was observed. Ejido meetings, social dances, 

and tesguinadas were attended whenever possible. Some ob

servations were made at the lumberyard. Services and rituals 

for the three community religions were observed: Tarahumara, 

Catholic and Protestant. Participant-observation was carried 

out in the clinic while living there. 

Many observations were made in the school because of 

the assumed importance of formal education in both accultura

tion and national integration among Tarahumaras. In addition 

to recording of interactions in the classroom, 'House-Tree 

Person' drawings were collected from kindergarten and first 

. grade Tarahumara and Mes.tizo chi.ldren. These will be ana

lyzed in a separate study which will compare the results 

with those of other classroom studies of acculturation of 

Tarahumara chi 1dren using projective techniques' (Suarez, 

1970; Mier y Teran, 197'3;' Leon and Uribe, 1978). 



Questionnaires were alsoadminister:ed to promotores 'at an 

area meeting held in Okorare, but ,information obtained 

through this technique did not prove useful. 
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Structured interviews were used in some cases, but 

were generally found to be counterproductive espeCially 

among Tarahumaras. The Western interviewing format of a 

continuous question-answer sequence was anxiety producing 

for Tarahumaras whose interactional style is indirect and 

uses circumlocution. The interv,iew ''las shortened to a few 

key questions (mostly related to culture contact experience) 

for Tarahumaras and an interpreter was used for monolingual 

respondents. Notes were recorded thro~gh the interpreter's 

translations and interviews with three of the oldest respon

dents were tape recored (transcriptions are not yet made) • 

One general interview mainly included questions about 

participation in traditional Tarahumara activities (e,.g., foot 

races, rituals,tesguinadas) and Mestizo' actities (e,.g., so

cial dances, w~ge work, formal education). Specialized 

interviews were conducted among those identified as key re

spondents including such subjects as hi'storical developments, 

education, religion, health care, 'ejido affairs, the lumber

yard, settlement, and Tarahumara clothing styles. l-lestizos 

were interviewed more informally ,since the matter of Tarahu

mara-Mestizo relations was an especially touchy subject due 

to local politics. ,It' was easy. to, establish Me s't'i z6 ,attend

ance 'at Tarahumara activities through obs'ervati.on since they 



were so few and were easily identifiable. 

Interviews were conducted amo~g fifty-one Tarahu

maras of which eighteen were traditional and thirty-two 
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were nontraditional; twenty-one Mes'tizos were interviewed • 

Persons of mixed ancestry are being included in the above 

numbers of Mestizos. Ages were 'difficult to ascertain for 

Tarahumaras, even among nontraditionals. However, the 

following table gives an idea of the age distribution. 

Table 3. Traditional Tarahumara (TT) and Nontraditional 
Tarahumara (NT) respondents and ~4estizo (M) 
respondents by age and sex. 

Males Females 
Age Range TT NT M TT NT f4 

15-20+ 2 6 3 2 10 3 

30-39 0 3 2 1 2 3 

40-49 2 2 0 1 2 1 

50-60 4 4 4 3 2 5 

60-70+ 2 1 0 2 0 0 

TOTALS 10 16 9 9 16 12 

A section which follows describi~g the community population 

in general provides additional figures and information based 

on a local census • 

. It was found that the most insightful information 

was' obtained through the inforination~gathe'ri~g .techniques 
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used by the community residents. ,Certain inforination which 

a person m~ght not provide 'directly upon bei~g asked could 

be discovered indirectly from the testimony of two or three 

other individuals. Some of this information included such 

things as ability to speak Spanish or Tarahumara or atten

dance attesguinadas, or a second household for males. There 

seemed to be a stock of community knowledge which altho~gh 

not deliberately kept secret, would not be discovered unless 

a person became a participant in community social life. The 

speed with which news was received by residents depended on 

the nature of the info~ation and the social faction to which 

they belonged. The most common way of withholding informa

tion from each other and from outsiders especially, was to 

say 'Quien sabel (Who knows). However, if the social links 

within the community were known, the information could be 

obtained from a more willing third party. 

Another technique used by the residents was to ob-

serve the movements of persons within the community. It was 

particularly easy to notice the comings and goings of per-
, ,. 

sons who owned motor vehicles. However, since the residents 

were so familiar with each, they could identify each other 

walki~g at. great distances. Accompanying these identifica

tions were speculations about the person's business, espe

ci.ally i.f seen talki~g to someone or enteri~g a home. Inqui

ries. would later be made of .the 'person regardi~g his movements 

or comments would be made 'to others. 
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History of Set:tTemenb :in: :the :communi=ty· . 

In the late seventeenth .century, Okorare was as

signed as one of the v'i:s:i ta·s· of a mission center establish

ed in 1718 in a nearby pueblo ·(Roca, 1979:75). Later, 

between 1757 and 1765, a church called Nue'str:a Senora de 'los 

Dolores was built in Okorare (Roca, 1979:75). A church still 

stands in the same location and contains the original statue 

of the patron saint. It is still being used as a central 

meeting place for traditional Tarahumaras of the area. 

Based on this information, it is calculated that for 

about fifth years the community residents received only itin

erant preaching and were directly involved through their own 

pueblo church for only ten years before the explusion of the 

Jesuits in 1767. Information on the activities of Francis

can and other missionaries in the community between 1767-

1900 was not readily available. When the Jesuits did return, 

they found the community almost depopulated with only two 

Tarahumara families living on the stream banks and the 

church fallen into disrepair (Ocampo, 1966). Tarahumaras of 

the pueblo were probably free from outside contacts for the 

most part for approximately a hundred years after the explu

sion of the Jesuits. Itinerant individual Mexican men have 

traveled in the area in the late nineteenth century en route 

to the mini~g town in the canyon. 

It was tho~ght that .rock :hou'ses, not now' inhabitated, 

might have 'resulted from initial Jes'uit efforts at ce'ntralizing 



settlement. Tarahumara houses totally built from rock are 

uncommon in the present, and they would suggest a more se-

dentary lifestyle. However, Father Carlos Diaz Infante, a 

Jesuit missionary currently living in the Sierra said: 

Las cases de piedra de (Okorare) son de origen tara
humar. No es que las hayan contruido bajo la ini
tiativa de los jesuitas, sino que los indigenas las 
hicieron para poder estar en elIas durante las 
fiestas, que antes duraban to do el fin del ano, 
desde noviembre en que pizcaban el maiz hasta el 
2 de febrero ..•. (personal communication). 

Translation: 

The stone houses of (Ok6rare) are of Tarahumara ori
gin. It is not that they have constructed them 
under the Jesuits' initiative, but that the Indians 
made them to be able to use them during the fiestas 
which in the past lasted all the end of the year, 
from November when they harvested the corn until the 
second of February •... 
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No community residents recall a time when the rock 

houses were used as dwellings. One older traditional Tara-

humara (age about 60) said, "Nadie sabe de quien eran esas 

cases." (No one knows to whom those houses belonged). The 

general agreement is that they are used during fiestas for 

people to stay overnight. 

One of the oldest Tarahumara women (age late 60's) 

said that Tarahumaras did not live in Okorare years ago 

(time calculated to have been around 1930) because they were 

afraid of Mestizos. She said they thought the Mestizosmight 

take their sheep away from them. In the memory of the man 

mentioned above, only four families planted crops in the 

community area. 
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The, general impression one gets is that there were 

minimal s~gns of human habitation and social activities in 

the community the, greater part of the year until about 1938-

39. This period was probably the 'turning point for the 

development and settlement of the community as it is now. 

A Tarahumara teacher for the state, Candelario Viniegra, was 

assigned to Ok6rare. His home and the school were set up 

in the buildings attached to the chur.ch. An older Tarahu

mara respondent (nontraditional, age 54) who was one of the 

first pupils said that he and other children attending 

school would live in the nearby rock shelters. 

Thus began the development of Okorare as an impor

tant center for formal education. Some residents of Okorare 

(both Tarahumara and Mestizo) live there primarily because 

of the availability of formal education for their children. 

Also around 1938-1940, another significant event for 

the settlement of Okorare was the arrival of Kenneth Hilton 

from the Summer Institute of Li~guistics in the united 

States. He was a linguist worki~g in the Institute's pro

gram to translate the Bible into indigenous unwritten 1an-

,guages (Riosi Raramuri, 1972). He continued to spend time 

in the community thro~ghout the thirty (approximately) years 

that ,followed. Another 1i~guistfrom the Summer Institute 

of Li~guistics arrived with his 'family, also stayed for 

several years and still makes ':o.ccasiona1 visits. Two h'!lge, 

prepossessing American Midwestern style houses were built 
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for these translators. Another la:rge American ,ranch style 

house for an American (1979-80) 'Protestant missionary fami

ly has been recently built in the same part of the communi

ty. As a result, all of these large houses cluster to create 

an IIAmerican Protestant neighborhood,1I which is a very visi

ble, physical presence. The American Protestant influence 

in house size and type can be seen in the residences of two 

prominent Tarahumara extended families. 

The next most significant events occurred in the

middle to late 1940' s when the' ejido was established and the 

lumberyard was started in the community. No doubt in con

junction with these events, the mule trail which turned off 

from the road to the silver mining communities in the can

yon was made into a road at that time (See Figure 2). The 

lumber business is now anejido enterprise and provides an 

economic incentive for increased settlement in the central 

community for Tarahumaras and Mestizos who seek w~gework at 

the mill. 

Sometime between the mid-1950's and the early 1960's 

small local general stores sprang up and the first health 

clinic was built with 'ejido labor which was financed by the 

Insti tuto Na'cional Indige'nista·. Also, a school building was 

built on the west side of the stream across from the original 

location ,at the mission churc,h. ' Also on the west side of the 

stream was built the Baptist ,templethro~ghcooi;:)er.ative work 

by Tarahumara men from OkOrare who had attended a Protestant 
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school in Chihuahua. Some rock .shelters were torn apart to 

provide materials for both the temple and the clinic. 

With the building of the road to the new mine in the 

late 1940's, Tarahumaras of the area had their first close 

contact with non-Indians who carne only for the purposes of 

road construction and did not stay. The more recent road 

construction of 1971 brought more outsiders and is continu

ing to do so in unprecedented numbers. The trip, which 

Pastron (1977:200) describes for 1972-1974 as "nine miser

able hours on an unbelievably dilapidated road" from Creel, 

is now a two and a half hour trip. 

Ok6rare consists of about eighty houses, the majori

ty of which are made of lumber from the lumberyard. Because 

these materials were so easily acquired, dwellings were built 

very quickly duri~g the fieldwork period making it diffi

cult to keep count. Tarahumara homes are also made of adobe, 

stone or logs, and some Mestizo style houses are plastered 

over and have tin roofs. Traditional Tarahumara dwellings 

consists of only one room, but in most of the houses in 

Okorare, the sleeping area is partitioned off from the cook

ing area. Mestizo homes have at least three rooms with one 

room serving as the cooking, eating and visiting room. 

The community has no electricity and running water 

is available only in the two clinics and the boarding school 

showers. Two or three of the .homes with at least one non

Sierra Mexican resident, the new clinic built (in 1979), and 
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the American missionaries, used propane, gas lanterns. Dur

ing the period of fieldwork, three families used electric 

generators on occasion. A project for establishing a system 

of running water for the westside residents was started but 

made little progress during the fieldwork period. 

The physical locations where informal social inter

action tookplace in the community were the small stores, the 

clinics, the stream and adjacent water holes, the basketball 

court, and on weekends the traveling merchandise trucks 

parked near the access road. In 1981, the resident doctor 

of the Social Security clinic directed the building of a 

wall in front of the clinic to bound the area that was ex

pected to become a central community plaza. It remains to 

be seen whether the plaza will become an area for informal 

socializing. At the time of fieldwork, there seemed little 

inclination on the part of the residents to gather there. 

Population Description 

The ejido in which Ok6rare is located includes 260 

members on the officialejido rolls, but the boundaries in

corporate a total population calculated at about 1,300. 

(Pina, 1979). Based on these figures and on the counts ob

tained for the present research, the ejido population is 90% 

Tarahumara, 9% Mestizo and 1% of mixed ancestry. The popula

tion of Ok6rare is estimated at 350 and since all of the 

Mestizos live in the central settlement, their proportion 
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Table 4. Distribution of male ,and female community resi-
dents by age category. 

Ase Ma1'es Females 

0- 5 43 35 

6-10 25 32 

11-15 18 18 

16-20 17 19 

21-25 14 11 

26-30 16 10 

31-35 11 6 

36-40 9 7 

41-45 2 6 

46-50 3 6 

51-55 3 3 

56-60 3 2 

61-65 2 0 

66-70 3 2 

71-75 1 0 

76-80 1 0 

TOTAL 170 160 
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increases to 27% in the community compared to 68% Tarahu

mara and 5% mixed ancestry. Those included under "mixed 

ancestry' are mostly children (13/17), and those identified 

as such are regarded as mixed in the community rather than as 

either Mestizo or Tarahumara. Whether these children con

tinue to be identified as "mixed" will probably depend on 

the development of their roles as adults. 

Information from the community census (conducted by 

four persons under the supervision of the school director) 

was used as the basis for the demographic classification in 

Table 4. There is a biased representation of Mestizos and 

nontraditional Tarahumaras, but one can get a sense of the 

population composition. 

Thirteen persons were 55 or over at the time of the 

census in 1980 and since then, only a Mestizo ,male, age 80, 

and a Tarahumara female, age 70, have died. With the excep

tion of one male and one female, all persons listed in Table 

4 over 55 are Tarahumaras. Of these thirteen, nine were 

interviewed as persons knowledgeable of developments in the 

community. In addition, two traditional Tarahumara women 

not on the census roster (in their 70's) were also inter

viewed. 

culture Contact' Background 

Okorare is unique in the Sierra with regard t? the 

available contexts for acculturation. Within the community 
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are contained almost all of the outside influences imping

ing on the Tarahumaras of the Sierra. Included her for dis

cussion are: 

1. Catholic and Protestant missionary activities 

2. Formal education 

3. Ejido activities 

4. Economic activities 

5. Health care 

6. Law enforcement 

7. American linguists and anthropologists. 

Catholic Missionary Activities 

The only indication of the presence of Catholic 

missionaries in the community between the mid-eighteenth 

century and the mid-twentieth century is a reference to "the 

padre who visits the pueblo occasionally" (Bennett and Zingg, 

1976:189). However, it is not clear whether the pueblo in 

question is Okorare. It is known, however, that at least 

two missionary priests have been active in the area for the 

last two to three decades (one beginning in the late 1940's 

and the other in 1960). 

There is little or no coordination between the tra

ditional Tarahumara ceremonial activities and the activities 

of the visiting priests. The presence of a priest for the 

Easter ceremonies, for example, is not necessary. A priest 

was reported to have participated in the 1979 Easter 
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ceremony, but none was observed in the 1980 ceremony. In 

1979, over a four month period another priest visited the 

community frequently, gave Mass four times and performed 

baptisms once. In 1980, over a three month period another 

priest gave Mass twice. Descriptions of these Masses will 

be given in the next chapter under the section on religious 

contexts. 

The same priest during this time was trying to organ

ize Bible study groups which included not only Tarahumaras 

but also Mestizos and outside Mexicans in the community. 

He tried to recruit Tarahumaras to receive religious train

ing in the mission center at Sisoguichi so that they could 

return to the community to teach other Tarahumaras. These 

projects were meeting with little initial success, and when 

he was reassigned shortly thereafter, these activities were 

discontinued. 

Protestant Missionary Activities 

The Protestant presence in the community cannot be 

overly emphasized in terms of its significance to the accul

turation process. In the late 1930's, a representative of 

the Summer Institute of Linguistics, a nondenominational Pro

testant institution from the united States began to estab

lish himself in the community. The main purpose was to study 

the Tarahumara language and prepare a translation of the 

Bible in that language. Translated copies are now available 



(1972) and are being used in the community in Protestant 

services. 
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The services are called el culto in Spanish and are 

held in the Templo Bautista for the most part by a prominent 

nontraditional Tarahumara man and his family. The services 

are conducted every Sunday. The Mexican school director is 

also active in these services. The attendance seems to 

vary. The services attended did not exceed twenty-five 

adults and children, mostly Tarahumara. Bible readings, 

sermons and hymns were spoken in both Tarahumara and Span

ish. A few times a year, the services are given in Spanish 

by a Baptist minister from Chihuahua called El Hermano Tapia. 

In the summer of 1979, a young missionary from Mexico 

City arrived in Okorare and lived with the nontraditional 

Tarahumara family .active in the culto. Due to a number of 

circumstances including his status as a newcomer, he was un

able to remain. In 1981, a Mexican missionary from another 

Protestant sect arrived and set up his family household in 

the village. In the meantime, since 1979, an American Pro

testant missionary family has been establishing itself in 

the community. 

Probably the most significant actions of Protestants 

in Okorare began with the translation of the Bible. The 

principal Tarahumara linguistic .assistant for the first 

American translator has become the most prestigious and eco

pomically well-off person in the community. He says that by 
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working at two pesos a day on the translation, he was able 

to build a house on the west side of the stream. He later 

became a school teacher and so has had great influence 

through both religion and education in the community. It is 

interesting to note that a,group of about ten young people 

who had been his students were also sponsored by a Protestant 

group in Chihuahua to attend a religious boarding school. 

Included in this number were mostly Tarahumaras and two non

Indians. 

The American missionaries are associated with the 

Mexican religious group which sponsored this schooling. The 

purpose was to have Tarahumaras do missionary work among 

their own people upon their return. These goals were not 

met however. The missionaries thought this was because the 

Tarahumaras became tlde-culturized" and were unable to relate 

to their people. The American family was therefore assigned 

to live in Ok6rare because they feel it will be more effec

tive to work among Tarahumaras in their own context. 

In sum, although a number of Protestant sects were 

competing in the community in the community for membership, 

none has had much success in terms of numbers and consistency 

of attendance. However, this community more than others 

seems to draw Protestant missionaries. Their activities are 

not so much offset by the actions of Catholic missionaries 

as by the traditional Tarahumara ceremonial system. However, 

the periodic visits of the Catholic priest do seem to 



discourage most Mestizos from bei~g influenced by the Pro

testants. 

Formal Education 

Activities in the realm of formal education in 

Okorare have also been a key in the acculturative process, 

and appear to be rather unique. It was difficult to piece 

together the exact dates and sequence of events from the 

memories of community residents. 
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A now prominent nontraditional Tarahumara man said 

that in 1928 when he was about 16, the gobernador, Anastacio 

Nacabeachi, sent him to the internado in Cieneguita. The 

purpose was to have him educated in order to help his people. 

He was in Cieneguita until fourth grade after which Ignacio 

Leon Ruiz took him and other Tarahumara youngsters to the 

school in Tonachi. (Ignacio Leon was elected the first pre

sident of the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara in 1939 and was 

instrumental in getting it organized). Also a group of 

Tarahumaras at the ages of about 8 to 10 were taken by edu

cators to a boarding school in Cieneguita in about the early 

1930's. One respondent said the person who took them was 

Patricio Jariz. It is likely that this was the same Patricio 

Jariz who was a leader of the movement to start the Consejo 

Supremo Tarahumara at that time. 

In about 1938-39, the first teacher, a Tarahumara 

from another part of the Sierra, arrived in Okorare with his 
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Mestizo wife and children. Two of his sons still live in 

the community and play significant roles in community social 

and political relations. He taught between the years of 

1938 and 1960 before he retired. Thus he would have had the 

opportunity to have contacted persons now living who range 

from the ages of about twenty-eight to fifty-six. Since 

Mestizos started to settle in the community in the mid-

1950's, some of his students included Mestizos who for the 

most part continue to live in Ok6rare and are greatly in

volved in the politics of the community. 

According to one of his older Tarahumara students 

who is now a teacher himself, the school in Okorare became 

a federal school in 1964. Before that time he had begun to 

teach after Viniegra retired. From the very beginning there 

had always been first and second grade, and just before his 

retirement, the teaching had gone to the fourth grade level. 

By 1963, the fifth and sixth grades had been added. '\1hile 

this ex-student was teaching, there were also two non-Indian 

teachers in the school. He apparently became disenchanted 

with educational procedures and arranged to have a state 

school started in another pueblo called Munerachi where he 

now does bilingual teaching. 

This same Tarahumara student has continued to have 

influence in the educational affairs of Okorare. Nonetheless, 

the .schooling in the community is very Mexicanized. An out

side Mexican director of the school who arrived around 1972 
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strongly stresses the teaching of Mexican nationalism. At 

the time of the fieldwork three or four outside Mexican 

teachers were at the school in addition to the director who 

also taught. All of the teachers had very assimilationist 

attitudes. That is, in teaching they did not deal with the 

cultural differences of the Tarahumara children. One long

term teacher did take into consideration some phonological 

linguistic differences. Generally, the teachers actions re

flect efforts to integrate Tarahumara and Mestizo children 

into the national Mexican system. 

The Instituto Nacional Indigenista and the Secretarla 

de Educacion Publica have a boarding school operation carried 

out in cooperation with the federal school. A promotor 

bilingue is in charge of the boarded Tarahumara school child

ren (about 50 officially reported in 1979, 75 in 1980). This 

person is responsible for their school registration, food 

and lodging. All boarded children ate at a simple dining 

hall where they were fed by a Tarahumara cook who was not a 

local woman. Another promotor bilingue was assigned by the 

Educacion Indfgena branch of the Secretar1a de Educacion 

Publica (SEP) to teach a kindergarten class for Tarahumara 

children. 

Periodically, meetings of promotores bilingues from 

adjacent areas are held in Okorare. At one meeting attended 

in December 1979, those present included fourteen pr'omotores, 



the Guachochi regional director and the comisario ejidal 

who is also a bilingual certified teacher. 
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Basically the administration of the federal educa

tion program which affects teaching in grades one to six 

is formally and informally kept separate from the activities 

related to boarded children and the kindergarten class. On 

the informal level, there is some degree of antagonism be

tween the "federal" teachers and the bilingual teachers. 

The bilingual teachers minaly deal with the Tarahumara par

ents and the federal teachers deal mainly with the Mestizo 

parents. 

The Asociacion de Padres (parents' committee) in 

1980 consisted of three Mestizo women and a Mestizo man who 

was president. They are not very independently active. 

Mainly they are kept abreast of school functions by the di

rector and may assist in informing other parents and in pre

paring for these functions. Included in extra-curricular 

activities are school parades, plays and community dances 

held usually on national festive dates such as September 16 

and November 20. 

The past committee president (a Tarahumara-Mestizo) 

has arranged to have conjuntos nortenos (Northern Mexican 

bands) play at school functions. He has gathered the parents 

together to decide on which group to hire and the fee has 

been paid by the ejido. He often received complaints from 
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mothers about children fighti~g which would then be communi

cated to the teachers. 

In 1979, a parents' meeting was held regarding the 

school schedule. The parents (mostly Mestizos) wanted the 

class schedule to be extended for a longer period throughout 

the day so the children would not get into mischief. 

Ejido Activities 

The ejido of Okorare is known in the Sierra as an 

example of a Tarahumara run operation. In fact, all of the 

ejido presidents who have been elected have spoken both 

Tarahumara and Spanish. Included among these has been only 

one Mestizo. He is also one of the few Mestizos who has 

command of the indigenous language. This situation is unusual 

in that Mestizos usually have control of political and eco

nomic activities involving themselves and Tarahumaras in the 

same jurisdictional unit. This does not mean that within 

the Ok6rare ejido Mestizos do not have considerable politi

cal-economic influence, but they are not in total control. 

Access and maintenance of influence is largely dependent on 

links with and support from the broad Tarahumara constituency 

of the ejido including both traditionals and nontraditiona1s. 

Ejido communal enterprises mainly include the opera

tion of a sawmill through contract with a private firm and 

a communally owned apple orchard operation. The ordinary 

Tarahumara· ej idatario was directly in touch with these 
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operations through contributed labor and in the sharing of 

monetary profits distributed at ~jido meetings (reparti-

miento). Both l-1estizos and Tarahumaras seem to rely on the 

ejido distributions for currency, but sustaining activities 

for all are in agriculture and domesticated animals. In-

dividual land use rights and their inheritance are based on 

ejido rules, but it was not determined whether these are 

enforced much beyond the central pueblo. 

Ejido meetings were held about once a month during 

the time of fieldwork. The meetings were conducted in both 
.,. . .... 

Spanish and Tarahumara with translators available for mono-

lingual speakers in either language. The highest attendance 

at ejido meetings was at repartimientos. There was talk 

about fining each ejidatario twenty pesos for each meeting 

missed, but this change was not instituted during the time 

of the fieldwork. 

During fieldwork the Tarahumara gobernador represent

ing traditional Tarahumaras worked closely with the comisario 

ejidal. In fact, there have been shifts in occupying both the 

traditional office of gobernador and the Mexican based office 

of comisario ejidal by the same individuals. In 1980, a comi-

sario ejidal was elected who had just finished his term as 

gobernador. Since he was not literate in Spanish, a furor was 

caused among the Mestizos, but he was elected the traditional 

Tarahumara majority. Replacing him as gobernador was a man 

who had been comisario ejidal between 1968-1971. It is 
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interesting to note that since about 1970, the native 

gobernadores have been bilingual, whereas before that time 

none had spoken Spanish. 

Another less important office is that of comisario 

de policia (ejido police). He is involved in the handling 

of legal complaints and referring them to the proper Mexi

can authorities. Tarahumaras would sometimes take a case to 

him rather than to the native gobernador thus placing him 

in a position between the native system of government and 

the Mexican system. However, in view of the cultural back

ground of persons occupying official positions, a strong 

dichotomy did not exist between traditional Tarahumara 

governmental procedures and modern Mexican governmental pro

cedures. For example, the comisario de policia who was 

half-Tarahumara partially participated in the tesguinada 

system, and the Tarahumara gobernador was literate and very 

Mexicanized. 

Economic Activities 

There are some similarities in the material activi

ties of Tarahumaras and Mestizos, but principally they are 

distinguished by basic economic differences. Mestizos are 

sedentary and more dependent on wagework, and Tarahumaras 

tend to be physically mobile and more dependent on agricul

ture and herd animals. In Okorare the usual crops are corn, 

beans and some potatoes, Corn is the overwhelming choice 
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for planting. Tarahumaras are more likely to grow their 

own beans and Mestizos "are more likely to purchase them. 

Most domesticated animals among Tarahumaras are goats, and 

sheep are the second most numerous. Only a few Tarahumara 

own cattle, and a family may own one or two oxen for plow

ing. Mestizos usually employ horses for plowing and keep 

farm animals such as pigs and fowl. Mestizos may also be 

involved in buying herd animals from Tarahumaras for sale 

in the outside market. 

The lumberyard is the chief source of wagework in 

the community. The accountant and general supervisor for 

the operation is a Mestizo whose parental family has been in 

Ok6rare since the 1950's. According to him, traditional 

Tarahurnaras sometimes work for only three days, leave, and 

then come back a month or more later. However, some may 

stay for as long as two months at a time. The monolingual 

Tarahumara laborers did not need a bilingual supervisor be

cause they already knew the work. The Tarahumara gobernador 

served as interpreter whenever they were paid their wages. 

A laborer worked for 198 pesos per day (at 22.5 pesos per 

dollar exchange rate = 8.80 dollars per day). 

Mestizos and non-traditional Tarahumaras work in the 

skilled areas, i. e., with machiner"y powered with an electric 

"generator. A few Mestizo young men regularly transport loads 

of lumber in trucks they own. 
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In addition to the lumberyard, the other focus of 

economic activity is in trade. In the domain of trade can 

be included: the community merchandise stores, fayukeros 

(peddlers), small restaurants, crafts, petroleo (crude oil), 

and baked goods, The stores are frequently and widely pa

tronized by both Mestizos and Tarahurnaras, and one could 

probably get a good idea of social relations in Okorare and 

even pueblo at large by systematically keeping trace of who 

frequents which store. 

There are three main stores from the south end of 

the small valley to the center of town (See Figure 2), and 

other very small stores throughout the village usually as 

part of a residential structure. The proprietors of the 

three main stores are all of Tarahumara descent and are all 

bilingual. The most popular store is on the west central 

bank of the stream. Traditional Tarahurnaras gather there 

to observe and visit. Tarahumara men, both traditional and 

nontraditional, play games of cuatro with Mestizo men in the 

patio outside the store. Cuatro is a game similar to quoits 

very popular among Tarahumaras who call it dihibapa (Bennett 

and zingg, 1976:341). 

Before the mule path from the mining road to the com

munity was widened, the fayukeros would transport their wares 

in and out on burro or mule pack. Two of the main local 

store proprietors began their trade business as fayuk·eros at 

that time. Now the fayukeros arrive on weekends in small 
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cargo trucks. They are men from large towns on the fringes 

of the Sierra who make regular ,rounds to different Sierra 

communities. Their main attraction for traditional Tara

humaras are the bolts of colorful cloth. Mestizos are 

attracted by the produce and ready-made clothes. Fayukeros 

made a point of being in communities for Sunday ejido meet

ings because most of the community and pueblo residents are 

concentrated in the center of the village. On these occa

sions, Mestizo children are most likely to peddle their 

mother's baked goods near the 'ejido meeting or near the 

fayukero trucks. 

The Tarahumaras of this pueblo are known for their 

weaving and are increasingly joining the craft trade. Tra

ditional Tarahumara women tend to weave wool sashes (puraka, 

sing.), and nontraditional women and young traditional fe

males weave small yarn belts known as natepares in Sierra 

dialect. The yarn is usually purchased from the fayukeros. 

Natepares seem to be part of a recent trend in trade related 

to increased tourism. Two local store owners buy them and 

sell them further in Creel. The visiting priest traded both 

sashes and belts for white muslin (manta, Sp.) on the basis 

of a rate per meter of cloth which was cheaper than that of 

the fayukeros. 

In 1979 an innovation was introduced by nontradition

al Tarahumara women in the weaving of the natepares which 

increased their business with the Mestizos. They began to 
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weave names into the belts. Mestizos then became enthus.ias

tic about commissioning belts to be woven and submitting 

the desired word(s) in writing to the weaver. 

Located in and around Ok6rare are three restaurants. 

These are notable in that neither traditional or nontradi

tional Tarahumaras patronize these places. Nontraditional 

Tarahumara women often work in the kitchen for the Mestizo 

(in one case Mestizo-Tarahumara) owners. One restaurant was 

opened near the lumberyard during the time of fieldwork. 

The other two are located on the main road above the village 

within three miles distance where the mail is also dis

patched and received. All the restaurants mainly serve out

siders such as lumber truckers, government workers, and 

visitors. 

Some Tarahumara women of the community have worked 

for Mestizo households. As far as could be determined, only 

one Mestizo extended family (some of whom are intermarried 

with Tarahumaras) makes a regular practice of hiring Tara

humara household workers. A few Tarahumara women and one 

I-lestizo women took in washing and ironing. 

Little information was obtained on trade in herd 

animals, but it seemed to be conducted with persons outside 

the pueblo. For example, one Mestizo traded with Tarahu

maras from Cieneguita or Pamache. A Tarahumara with large 

herds of cattle, goats and sheep did business with an out

side Mexican trader. Most traditional Tarahumara herds were 
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not very large. A rough estimate is about ten to fifteen 

herd animals per nuclear family, just enough to corral for 

fertilizer. Cattle were scarce except for at least two large 

herd owners, one traditional and one nontraditional Tarahu

mara. Sheep were not traded, probably because of the value 

of their wool. 

Health Care 

By the fall of 1979, three doctors had been assigned 

to work in the community. The older INI clinic had two 

women doctors, one from INI and one from the Secretarfa de 

Salubridad y Asistencia. A male doctor was assigned to the 

newly built clinic of the Seguro Social directly below the 

old clinic. For four months representatives of the three 

agencies met at the state level to decide which doctor would 

remain. At the same time, at the national level, there had 

been some reorganization combining the efforts of the Seguro 

Social with INI. By "becember the doctor from Salubridad 

had been reassigned. 

In the meantime, the Tarahumaras tended to go to the 

INI clinic and the Mestizos to the Seguro Social clinic. 

The INI clinic was already established and in addition, 

the year before had had a doctor who had spoken Tarahumara 

and "gone native." Also with the exception of one Mestizo 

girl, the women doctors received all pregnant women patients 

and attended their deliveries. 
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There was more opportunity to observe health care 

activities in the INI clinic since it was used as. the place 

of residence during part of the first year of fieldwork. 

Two Tarahumara women asked for assistance in childbirth, one 

traditional and one nontraditional. It is interesting to 

note that in both cases the child appeared to be racially 

mixed. In the case of the traditional women, the doctors 

feared that her intention was to leave the child at the clin

ic after the birth. 

Common reasons for visits from traditional Tarahu

maras were diarrhea and dehydration of infants or adult ex

ternal wounds. The 1979 doctor's report indicated nineteen 

infant deaths in a one year period (1978-79) (Pina, 1979). 

The major causes of infant death given in two reports are 

gastroenteri tis and disentery ·(and complications) (Pina, 

1979; Pinal, 1981). Other health professionals throughout 

the Sierra agreed that this was a generalized trend among 

Tarahumara infants. 

Visits to the clinics increased on Sundays expecially 

when ejido meetings were held. The doctors were introduced 

to the residents at ejido meetings upon their arrival. On 

one occasion one of the women doctors was called on to testi

fy at a legal hearing in the community "courthouse" near the 

church regarding the case of a Tarahumara woman accused of 

criminal n~gligence in the death of her child. The doctor 

was to testify as to the cause of death of the child who had 



allegedly been crushed by the mother while drunk at a tes

guinada. This kind of occurrence is the oft-cited reason 
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by Mestizos for condemnation of .t·es.guinadas. Mestizo ac

counts make it seem as if it is a common occurrence, whereas 

this was the only known case in the pueblo between 1979 and 

1981. 

The major complaint from Mexican health personnel 

was that Tarahumaras (meaning traditional Tarahumaras), 

waited until it was too late to bring their children in for 

treatment. They then would attribute this behavior to un

caring attitudes and negligence. It was not discovered 

exactly why Tarahumara parents waited until dehydration was 

advanced to take the child to the clinic. It was not ob

viously based on uncaring attitudes. As indicated earlier, 

there are known cases of great grief on the part of Tarahu

mara parents over the death of an infant, which was not dem

onstrated in the presence of Mexican health personnel. It 

was expressed in the context of tesguinadas. However, once, 

a Tarahumara couple, who was obviously distraught, arrived 

with a dying infant at the INI clinic. 

Tarahumaras also tend to not demonstrate physical 

pain, adding to the difficulty of the Mexican doctors' task 

given the language barrier. For example, a traditional 

Tarahumara young man walked unassisted from the lumberyard 

to the clinic with a wire wrapped on his toe through a mal

function of lumberyard machinery. As he walked up the road 



to the clinic and as the wire was removed and the wound 

cleansed and treated, he did not flinch. 
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A small manual of useful health care terms in the 

Tarahumara language had been written by the former community 

doctor for use in government clinics. Of the three commu

nity doctors, only the woman doctor from Salubridad was ob

served to have used it. 

It can easily be suspected that traditional Tara

humaras in the pueblo do not have faith in tvestern medicine. 

The services of native shamans and healers are frequently 

requested. An older respondent said that when the first 

clinic was built: 

"el doctor indigena aconsejaba 

que no fueran porque daban 

Translation 

The native doctor warned against 

going (to the clinic) because they 

pastil las y se morfan." would be given pills to cause death. 

What appears to happen is that traditional Tarahumaras try 

everything else within the traditional health system and 

when that fails, the Western system is used as a last re

sort. The Mestizos of the community, on the other hand, are 

on the other extreme. They see the doctor for minor com

plaints, frequently request medications and tend to see vac

cination as a panacea for ailments. 

Law Enforcement 

In order to properly characterize the community en

vironment during the major part of the fieldwork time, it 
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is important to mention the presence of the army outpost in 

1979. A division of about thirty .soldiers with 'Operac{on 

Condor had been stationed off the road above the community 

early in the spring of that year. Their main purpose was to 

control drug traffic, but they also enforced the state laws 

on liquor prohibition and gun control. 

Soldiers would sometimes go into the village to buy 

at the stores and try to make the acquaintance of the resi-· 

dents. Once in a while some would go to the clinic until 

they were assigned their own military doctor. Some were 

befriended by the head of one of the Mestizo families. How-

ever, their presence was generally resented. They were 

known for their aggressive approach to rancho residences, 

where they might threaten, interrogate or perhaps break 

tesguino pots as enforcement of the liquor prohibition. 

In September 1979, tension caused by their presence 

and activities came to a climax at a community social dance 

in a fight between a soldier and a local Mestizo. On octo-

ber 28, 1979, the division commanders appeared at an ej ido 

meeting: 

The soldiers walked in and proceeded to give a speech 
on being a good informer (about location of fields) 
and that they realized that people around here did 
not know what the poppies were used for ••.. The 
comisario ejidal stepped in and parroted what they 
had just said and then tr ans,la ted it to Tar ahumara • 
There was notable tension in the air. 

By the time the 20 de Noviembre celebration was approaching, 

the ejido authorities had informed the company that any of 
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their members were barred from attending that- nigh~~s social 

dance. This action was not welT-received and the signaled 

day's celebration activities were carried out with the ap-' 

prehension that the soldiers might appear anyway. Suddenly 

and with little explanation, the division and all others in 

the Sierra were moved out by helicopters on November 29, 

1979. 

American Linguists and Anthropologists 

All outsiders in the community have provided models 

for the residents of ways of doing things which are differ

ent from the Tarahurnara-Mestizo Sierra lifestyles to which 

the residents are accustomed. The exact effect on accul

turation of these external models have not been determined 

for the present study. However, the most favorably re

ceived outsiders by both Tarahumaras and Mestizos were Amer

icans. 

Besides the recent American missionary family, other 

Americans who have spent time in Okorare have been involved 

in research, including the Protestant Bible translators who 

were linguists not actively proselytizing. The first anth

ropologists to do research in the community were Wendell 

Bennett and Robert Zingg who were there in 1930. Between 

1972 and 1974, another male anthropologist (Allen Pastron) 

researched in the community assisted by a female colleague. 
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The general attitude of both Tarahumaras and Mesti

zos towards Americans' participation in Tarahumara culture 

was one of amusement. At the same time, it seemed to give 

the Mestizos a sense that there was something more to Tara

humara culture than their own biased views allowed. The 

Tarahumaras were able to see that not all non-Indians re

acted to their culture in the same negative manner. 

Extended Families: A Conununity Based Social category 

By taking the perspective of the conununity as a self

contained, unified social totality disregarding cultural 

differences among its individual residents, the significance 

of the extended family in social relations among all resi

dents became apparent. 

Most social relations in Okorare as viewed by its 

residents revolve around a few key extended families and the 

heads of those families. Two of the most politically influ

ential and economically well off extended families are non

traditional Tarahumaras whose heads were brought up as 

traditional Tarahumaras. Another well-known extended family 

has a less well-established economic base, but is still 

above average in the conununity. Its source of prestige is 

social rather than political since the family is politically 

neutral in the community. The .four adults of "mixed ances

try" in Okorare are in this family. In addition, there are 

three Mestizo extended families which are either linked with 
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each other or with one of the above mentioned families. They 

are relatively recent arrivals but have the advantage in 

numbers within the central community. 

In sum, there was six prominent extended families 

in Okorare. Their lifestyle and source of influence was 

based principally in the Mexican social and cultural systems. 

They also have links in the traditional Tarahumara part of 

the larger ejido-pueblo community, but the families are 

established along a Mexican pattern. Kinship plays a part 

in links between extended fa~ilies which in turn affects 

political-economic relations in the central community. Fur

ther discussions on the place of extended families in the 

community will be included in Chapter 9. 

Summary 

The preceding description of the fieldwork in the 

community of Ok6rare includes the process of selection of 

the community, the manner in which the community was defined 

for research, field techniques, respondents, and research 

context. It was found that in the Sierra a social and physi

cal community can be defined in terms of a rancho-pueblo 

dichotomy. The fieldwork was concentrated in the pueblo 

which was initially viewed in terms of the interactions and 

relations among all residents r~gardless of cultural back

ground generally including Tarahurnaras and Mestizo. Situa

tional contexts within the community were identified on the 
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basis of the social life in the community rather than based 

on preconceived categories. In terms of field techniques, 

it was found that the local information gathering procedures 

were useful and provided insights ,not otherwise obtainable. 

The history of settlement in the community was 

pieced together as best possible from the statements of older 

key respondents. This information was expected to provide 

a more localized historical background for the assessment 

of acculturation. The emphasis was placed on developments 

in terms of contact with Mexicans. However, it was found 

that a singular distinction of this community was the intro

duction of formal education by a Tarahumara teacher. Ano

ther distinguishing historical factor was the arrival and 

work by an American linguist on the.translation of the Bible 

into the Tarahumara language. Since about the mid-1900's, 

a number of Mexican agencies and their representatives have 

been arriving in the community. 

The proportion of Mestizos settled in the community 

is small in comparision with the total population of the 

ejido. All Mestizos in the ejido are settled in the pueblo 

of Okorare rather than in outlying ranchos. The estimate of 

population within ejido boundaries has been 1,300 (Pina, 

1979). On this basis, theejido population is calculated 

to be 90% Tarahumara, 9% Mestizo and 1% of mixed ancentry. 

The culture .contact backgr.ound of the community was 

described in terms of Catholic and Protestant missionary 
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activities, formal education, ej·ido activities, economic 

activities, health care, law enforcement and American anth

ropol~gists. Part of the relevance of the community in 

terms of a study of acculturation and national integration 

were the number of outside influences which could be found 

in this single location. 

Probably one of the most significant findings which 

carne as a result of regarding the community as a unified 

social totality was the identification of the extended 

family as a significant community-based social category. 



CHAPTER' 8 

SOCIAL CONTEXTS AND SOCIAL INTERACTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY 

Int'roduction 

The previous chapter provided an overview of Okorare 

as a setting for the study of acculturation. Another level 

at which the research was conducted was in terms of the sit-

_ uationa1 contexts of acculturation. Situational contexts 

are places or events within the community which are socially 

significant to the persons interacting in terms of the com

munity as a whole. That is, the significance of these con

texts is determined in terms of the persons being partici

pants in the social dynamics of the community rather than as 

isolated individuals. 

Of principal concern is the quality of interactions 

in these contexts with regard to: 

1. The use of Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols. 

2. The cultural identity of the participants. 

3. Cross-cultural attitudes and relations. 

Of additional concern are mainstream Mexican symbols, iden

tity and attitudes because of their significance in terms of 

national integration. 

Presented here are basically descriptions of social 

interactions in a number of community social contexts using 
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as a point of departure the above mentioned considerations. 

Included are: trade, work,. game, visiting, political, gov

ernment clinic, school, religious, social dance and tes

guinada contexts. These social contexts, or the way in 

which events are carried out within these social contexts, 

were found to contain a certain degree of cultural signi

ficance in and of themselves. The cultural significance of 

each context or event has been determined on the basis of 

prevalent symbols used in, or associated with them. Table 

5 summaries the social contexts described here and the pre

valent cultural (Tarahurnara, Mestizo and Mexican) symbols. 

The social contexts and their associated symbols are 

listed according to their importance in the the accultura

tive process. The school classroom is especially signifi

cant because in th.at context there is a conscious and di

rected effort to teach the Mexican cultural symbols to Tara

humara children, and to Mestizo children. In fact, the 

school classroom for formal education is probably the place 

where national cultural symbols are most concentrated and 

presented in their essence. In addition, it is one of the 

few contexts in which Tarahurnaras have protracted first-hand 

contact with non-Indians, in this case, the teachers and 

Mestizo students. 

Social dances and tesguinadas are culturally signi

ficant to Mestizos and Tarahumaras respectively for identi

fication within their culture. They also are contexts for 



Table 5. community social contexts and their prevalent 
cultural symbols 

Social Contexts Prevalent Symbols 

1. Trade Contexts Mestizo 

2. Work Contexts Mestizo 

3. Game Contexts Tarahumara & Mestizo 

4. Visiting Contexts Tarahumara & Mestizo 
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5. Political Meetings Tarahumara, Mestizo & Mexican 

6. Government Clinics Mexican 

7. School Contexts 

* Classroom Mexican 

School Functions Mexican & Mestizo 

8. Religious contexts 

Catholic Mexican/Catholic 

Protestant Mexican/Protestant 

Tarahumara Tarahumara 

*9. Social Dances Mestizo 

*10. Tesguinadas Tarahumara 

* Social contexts of special significance for the use of the 
symbols associated with them. 

informal, indirect education for individuals about the values, 

beliefs and symbols of each culture. Given this intracul

tura1 emphasis, any use of the symbols of the other group in 

these contexts would be especially salient. Also, the 

.,.. 



participation of members of the other. group ·inthese con

texts would also be particularly noticeable. 
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The following description begins with .social con

texts which are least symbolically loaded, that is, trade, 

work, games, visiting and government clinics. Those con

texts that have more social or cultural relevance for both 

cultures or the interaction of participants in both cul

tures then follow: political meetings, school contexts, re

ligious contexts, social dances and tesguinadas. 

Trade Contexts 

Trading is probably the activity in which almost 

every Tarahumara interacts with Mestizos. In fact, it may 

in some cases, be the first and only context in which a 

Tarahumara interacts with a Mestizo. It has been said 

(Kennedy, 1978:30; Robles, 1974~ Gomez Gonzalez, 1980) that 

Mexican merchants have used extension of credit, high prices 

for sold goods and low prices for bought goods to take ad

vantage of the Indians. This was not found to be the case 

in one community (Merrill, 1981:49). 

Itinerant Mexican traders (fayukeros) used mule or 

donkey packs until the mid-twentieth century (Champion 1962: 

60). They now travel from community to community in large 

packing trucks, and do. as .~~ch or more business with Sierra 

Mestizos as with the Tarahumaras. The same is true of the 

small stores throughout the Sierra. with an increasing wage 
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economy, there is more monetary exchange taki!lg place than 

ever before and Mestizos are the most likely to have money. 

Other buying and selli!lg between Tarahumaras and 

Mestizos occurs on a one-to-one basis. In Okorare some 

Mestizos bought herd animals from Tarahumaras for trade. 

Sometimes Indians from the canyons would go door to door in 

Ok6rare selling apples, peaches or baskets. Mestizos would 

commission a Tarahumara woman to weave a blanket or a nate

pare (belt). Tarahumaras also sold natepares to local shop

keepers who would in turn sell them in Creel to curio 

dealers. 

There is a basic difference between Tarahumara cul

ture and Mestizo culture for conducting trade. The Mestizo 

culture, like most Western cultures distinguishes the domain 

of business (or realm of economic activities) from personal 

social relations. Among the Tarahumaras, the term norawa 

is used to signify the person with whom one regularly trades 

and with whom one also has a special social relationship 

(Bennett and Zingg, 1976:158). The term roughly translates 

as 'trading partner.' 

The social treatment of a norawa is just as important 

as the business dealings. It can be assumed that since one 

regularly trades with this person, slhe must be a person of 

trust. The norawa receives special prescribed social treat

ment especially in one's home. It is comparable to the Mes

tizo concept of compadrazgo in that a special social link is 
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established with a non-relati.ve. Although it was not in

vestigated for the present study, it could be hypothesized 

that there may be some overlap in the way the two institu

tionalized relationships are used by members of both cul-

tures. 

The Tarahumara ideal is to recognize the person with 

whom one is doing business in any case, as an individual 

social being. The Mexican approach tends to focus on the 

business at hand rather than on the persons involved. Per-
~-. 

£·onal experience indicates that Tarahumaras will first make 

conversation as well as they can with limited Spanish, or 

sit in silence for what seems an interminable period of time 

before bringing out the craft items or produce that they 

have for sale. 

Tarahurnaras consider it rude to immediately get down 

to business apparently relating to the same social norm that 

prevents people from walking right up to a house being vi-

sited. This attitude is expressed by a Tarahumara man from 

Koechi as reported by a Jesuit missionary (Robles 1972:7), 

who asked the man what Tarahumaras thought of Mestizos. He 

answered: 

ustedes son may mal educados. Ustedes cuando van a 
ver a alguien, 10 que les interesa es su negocio
no la gente conquien van a hablar. 

Translation: 

You (pl.) are very badly educate.d. When you (pl.) go 
to see someone, what interests you is your business
not the people with whom you' go to speak. 
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In Okorare, stores with the most business were owned 

by persons of Tarahumara descent, and each store appeared to 

have a certain set of clientele of both Tarahumaras and Mes

tizos (probably related to political allegiances). However, 

the manner in which business was conducted was not charac

terized by the socializing preferred in Tarahumara culture. 

The exchanges of goods for money took place briefly and suc

cinctly, with a great deal of silence. Traditional Tarahu

maras would often hold back for awhile before placing their 

order. However, the store also seemed to be a place for tra

ditional Tarahumaras (especially males) to just sit and ob

serve customers and socialize with each other. 

Although Mestizos in Ok6rare were mostly involved in 

economic activities involving monetary exchange, it was not 

an obvious situation of exclusive Mestizo control of trade. 

At least two Mestizos were in both norawa and compadre rela

tionships with Tarahumaras. The significance of this inter

cultural overlap in the realm of trade did not present itself 

until a few days before departure from the community so it 

was not possible to pursue this subject further in the field

work. Another example of positive action in trade on the 

part of a Mestizo was one occasion when a Mestizo from Okorare 

was approached by some traditional Tarahumaras to mediate a 

transaction between themselves and two Mestizos who were 

transporting sacks of beans. 
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Work contexts 

Working part-time for .non-Indians ranged from domes

tic one-task work to temporary, full day employment at a 

lumber mill. Occasionally, opportunities arose in road con

struction or with the government forest service for wage 

work. Working at the lumber mills for males meant being 

around a number of Mestizos, and traditional and nontradi

tional Tarahumaras worked side by side. Domestic task work 

involved minimal interaction with the employer and usually 

included chopping or carting firewood or some agricultural 

task for males, and grinding corn or washing clothes for 

females. It is not possible to estimate the proportion of 

Tarahumaras who have worked or are working for non-Indians 

but it is not a significant means of livelihood. The vast 

majority of Tarahu~aras are still largely based in agricul

ture and pastoralism. Generally, it was unusual to find a 

Tarahumaras working full-time at wage work with the excep

tion of government workers and people in the EEomotor pro

gram. 

Full-time domestic work is done by women or young 

girls and requires learning the Mestizo ways of daily life. 

It is not commonly seen and appeared to be more character

istic of the larger Uestizo towns such as Creel and Guachochi. 

Before the increased attention to Indian education programs 

in the late 1970's, wage work was probably one ~f the most 
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common ways in which Tarahumaras carne into contact with 

non-Indians. 

The Mestizo or Western concept of 'work' is rele-

vant to intercultural relations and to nontraditionalism 

among Tarahumaras. An example of its effect in intercul-

t,ural relations is the frequent complaint by Mestizos about 

the laziness of Tarahumaras. On one occasion as a Mestizo 

voiced this complaint, a Tarahumara man could be seen in the 

background tilling a field with a manual wooden plow. Tara-

humara men heavily weighted under loads of firewood on their 

backs are also often seen by Mestizos. This Hestizo attitude 

was rather incomprehensible considering the evidence visible 

in the pueblo alone. After further investigation, it became 

apparent that the basis for this attitude lay in the fact that 

Tarahumara work did not involve earning money. Secondly, it 

was based on Mestizo experiences of ordering a Tarahumara to 

do a task and being ignored. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras may be adoping this Mes-

tizo attitude towards work. One nontraditional Tarahumara 

female in Okorare reflected this attitude in the way she 

viewed her traditional Tarahumara .cousin: 

Marciano has never done wage work according to Lupe, 
and she can't understand how he makes it. She sup
poses some men are just lazy. Her husband Miguel, on 
the other hand, has always worked she said. As we 
discussed this subject she commented that she her
self does not feel comfortabl'e (a gusto) if she's not 
working. She can't just be idle she says. 

Lupe is enterprising in doing laundry for non-Indians, 
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especially for visiting outsiders. She is also quick to sell 

or take commissions for natepares. Her family's lifestyle 

(e.g., frequency of use of store-bought food and other items) 

probably requires more money than would the lifestyle of a 

traditional family. In addition, she has more children than 

her cousin (one). In addition, the priorities for her child

ren are to attend school rather than contribute to household 

chores. Chores that are allotted tend to fall more to the 

only daughter, as among Mestizos. Another factor in the dif

ferent attitudes toward work is that children in traditional 

Tarahumara households contribute significantly to the family 

subsistence, whereas children of Mestizos and nontraditionals 

tend t.o be economic dependents. 

Game Contexts 

Some sporting events are especially significant in 

Okorare: the game of cuatro, foot races and basketball. 

Cuatro is played routinely in front of the centrally located 

store. Mestizos, traditional and nontraditional Tarahumara 

males participate and usually have a group of spectators of 

the same composition gathered around. Cuatro, the tradition

al Tarahumara game of dihibapa, is described by Bennett and 

Zingg (1976:341-342) as "a game on the order of quoits" in 

which small disks are thrown into small, shallow holes in 

the ground. In Okorare, the disks have been replaced by 

coins. Points are accrued and the winner takes all of the 
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coins played. It is a totally male event that bri!1gs males 

from different'cultural-orientations' together on an equal 

basis. 

Another event that occurs less frequently, also in

volves Mestizos and Tarahumaras, but in this case the Mes

tizos are more in the role of spectators. Their participa

tion consists in betting on the Tarahumara racers among them

selves. Tarahumaras have their own procedures for betting 

on the races and do not necessarily bet money. Tarahumaras 

of both sexes and all ages can also participate by running 

alongside the racers to encourage them and set the ball for 

them to kick. In a race that goes into the night, Tarahumara 

supporters bear torches to light the way for the runners. 

Boys and the youngest men in the community play 

basketball. The basketball court is located near the entrance 

to Okorare. The school director often plays with the boys, 

who are Mestizos and nontraditional Tarahumaras. Traditional 

Tarahumara boys merely observe. 

All of these events are predominantly male-oriented 

or male-exclusive. A footrace which was' witnessed in 1980 was 

not attended by Mestizo women nor were nontraditional Tarahu

mara women very near the race course. However, Tarahumara 

women, both traditional and .nontradi tional did place bets. 

It was said that the Okorare had women's races but that there 

had not been one since the mid-197Q's. One of the younger 

(age 19) nontraditional Tarahumara women had participated in 
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that race. One half-Tarahumara you!lg woman (age 24) had 

carried torches for the runners :in a race in 1978. Between 

the summer of 1979 and the summer of 1981, only one footrace 

was known to have taken place in Okorare. It appeared that 

enthusiasm about organizing races in the community had been 

waning in the past few years, but this topic was not explored 

in depth. 

It could be speculated that the presence of Mestizos 

and their participation in the gambling may have discouraged 

racing in the community. This supposition is based on re

ports of cheating and undue interference in the carrying 

out of the race by Mestizos in another community (Robles, 

1972). Also in a neighboring pueblo where there are '0 Mes

tizos, races are run on a regular basis. 

In any case, the game of cuatro and the footraces 

are both of Tarahumara origin, but participation in them, 

at least by males of the community is not restricted to tra

ditional Taranumaras thus transcending cultural bounds. Bas

ketball is a Mexican game and is more exclusive in participa

tion, with only Mestizo and nontraditional Tarahumara males 

included. 

Visiting Contexts 

For the most part traditionals tend to visit with 

each other more than with nontraditionals and vice-versa. 

However, it is common to find "traditional Tarahumaras sitting 
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in the kitchen of some nontraditional and Mestizo homes. 

Traditional Tarahumaras are received in the homes of members 

of two Mestizo extended families and not in those of the 

other two Mestizo extended families. They are received in 

the homes of the heads of the two prominent nontraditional 

Tarahumara extended families and in the homes of the half

Tarahumara extended family members. 

The most usually observed situation was of a Tarahu

mara women dropping in on a Mestizo home during the day when 

the men were not at home. In these instances, the Tarahu

mara women provided the latest news or gossip upon being 

questioned by the Mestizas. The visitor was usually offered 

a tortilla and/or coffee if available. Sometimes a Tarahu

mara man or woman would arrive at a Mestizo home, sit silent

ly for perhaps a half hour being ignored and eventually 

would get up and leave without a word. Mestizas generally 

did not visit Tarahumaras (only one case was known), and 

Mestizos would mainly visit a Tarahumara home during ~esgui

nadas. 

It was more unlikely to find traditional Tarahumaras 

visiting in the homes of the offspring of the prominent non

traditional heads of family. Traditional Tarahumara visit

ors were more likely to be seen visiting and eating at the 

tables of the heads of the two Mestizo families mentioned 

earlier. 
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It is interesting to note that in the Mestizo fami

lies where this visiting pattern occurred, there were no 

intermarriages with Tarahumaras among its members, whereas 

Tarahumaras (nontraditional) were married into the other two 

Mestizo families. The latter families are also those which 

tended to hire Tarahumara women for household work. 

Visiting among traditionals and nontraditionals of 

less prominent families seemed to follo\. the lines of kin

ship. The contexts for visiting besides homes were at Sun

day meetings around the church, at native "curing" fiestas, 

at races, at the stores, fayukero trucks, or clinics, walk

ing in or around the community and doing laundry at the 

arroyo. 

At Sunday meetings around the church and tesguinadas 

visiting occurred among traditionals and some nontraditionals. 

At native curing fiestas there is mostly visiting among 

traditionals although at the September 16 native fiesta, a 

grouping of about fifteen men included traditionals, non

traditionals and three Mestizo men. At races, the groups 

were more divided into traditionals and Mestizos with some 

nontraditionals sitting with traditionals and others with 

Mestizos. Stores tend to be visiting contexts for groups of 

traditional men or Mestizo men; clinics are the most likely 

places for Mestizo women to visit. Fayukero trucks are 

gathering places for traditional Tarahumaras of both .sexes 

and from among Mestizos, unmarried females and children went 
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to these trucks more frequently. The arroyo is another loca

tion for Mestizo women to visit while doing laundry and also 

for nontraditional women. 

Visiting while walking in or around the community 

seemed to occur least frequently among all residents. Tra

ditional Tarahumaras were never seen visiting when enroute 

from one place to another. Mestizo males were most likely 

to stop for awhile and talk when walking. Mestizo females 

were rarely out walking in the community. What was most 

striking about residents walking from one place to another 

in Okorare was that other residents made note of their 

route, destination! and the length of time spent there. This 

was deduced from comments made when someone was seen at a 

distance, or questions or comments about reports of someone 

having been seen going somewhere. 

Much social conjecture and interpretation is made on 

the basis of where someone has been seen walking or Wi~\)m 

they have been visiting based on knowledge of the social 

background of the persons observed and about general social 

relations in the community. Speculations were often made 

about the business of the person observed. Individuals could 

be identified by community residents at distances where the 

persons's outline could barely be distinguished. Mestizos 

could identify some traditional :and nontraditional Tarahu

maras by name at these distance and vice-versa. 
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visi ting is partially ass.ociated with 90mpadrazgo. 

Tarahumara compadres· andcornadre's 'are more likely to visit 

or be invited by their Mestizo f.icti ve relations. In Okorare 

two Mestizo households mentioned earlier which recieved tra

di tional Tarahumaras in their homes also have traditional 

Tarahumara compadres and comadres. Furthermore, there is a 

compadrazgo relationship between two Mestizo households. 

As in other Indian-non-Indian compadrazgos, it is 

most common for a Tarahumara to have a Mestizo godparent 

than vice-versa. It could be assumed that the motivation 

for getting Mestizo compadres by Tarahumaras is similar to 

that cited for other cases in Mexico. That is, to obtain a 

strong economic and political ally who will be of help based 

on the obligations assoicated with compa~E~90' 

According to Champion .(1962:289-290), there is little 

in the way of special assistance forthcoming for Tarahumaras 

from their Mestizo compadres. In fact, Mestizos are said to 

benefit more economically by getting free labor or paying 

lower prices for grain or animals to Indian compadres. Why 

they would any Tarahumars enter into a compadrazgo relation

ship with a Mestizo? 

Experience in Okorare indicated that although the 

material or other benefits are not patently obvious, the po

tential is still there. In addition, Mestizos seem to take on 

·a more benevolent attitude towards Tarahumaras they have as 

compadres, so for Tarahumaras it may be a matter of lessening 
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rude treatment rather than of, getti~g special favors. It is 

easier for a Tarahumara to approach a Mestizo if they are in 

a fictive kinship relationship. 

In Ok6rare Mestizos were ,proud of the number of 

Tarahumara compadres and ahijados (godchildren) they had. 

In an ejido where Tarahumaras have a certain degree of vot

ing power, this can become especially important. In addition, 

traditional Tarahumaras can be valuable sources of informa

tion about goings-on in the Sierra, since they silently tra

verse larger ~reas in their daily rounds and can go unper

ceived. Tarahuamras can observe the actions of those in 

power (other Mestizos, nontraditional Tarahumaras, govern

ment workers) such as who was seen with whom at any given 

time. This information can be reported to Mestizo compadres 

who in turn can interpret and use the information to their 

own ends. The Tarahumara compadres in turn can benefit by 

getting a closer view of the state of relationships among 

Mestizos and the social and political maneuverings. 

Po1i tical Me'etings 

Most reports of ejido affairs indicate that Mesti

zos have been in control (P1ancarte, 1954:84, Champion, 1962: 

285-286; Merrill, 1981:81). Mestizos do have an advantage in 

terms ot their knowledge of the Mexican legal and political 

system and of the language. Monitoring of ejido affairs by 

the Insti tuto Naciona,l:Indigen:i:sta formally I and informally 
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by representatives of other £ederal agencies deters Mesti

zos from manipulating the system to their own ends. Gun con

trol in the Sierra has also curtailed to some extent the 

Mestizo tactic of force or the threat of force to insure 

Tarahumara cooperation. In addition, in this ejido where a 

large part of the membership was Tarahumara, Mestizos had to 

rely on the cooperation of Tarahumaras to get votes, needed 

to present convincing arguments for their cases, and a trans

lator was necessary at meetings. It seems that Mestizos, to 

an extent, are losing their hold over the affairs of Tara

humaras to Mexican outsiders and the agencies which they 

represent. 

Tarahumaras, on the other hand, have these outsiders 

as buffers between themselves and the Mestizos. Another ad

vantage is that since Tarahumara political tradition is vote 

by consensus, once the Tarahumara vote is obtained, the ma

jority of the ejido is represented. The key to getting this 

vote often depends on the manner in which a position is pre

sented and the way it is translated to Tarahumara. There 

seem to be bilingual individuals in the different ejidos who 

are key persons in the ejido process and who are sometimes 

officials. This was the case in the proceedings of meetings 

which were observed at three different ejidos. 

It is important for Spanish speakers making a pre

sentation to the Tarahumara member'ship that the translator 

be well-disposed towards them so that the translation is 
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convincing. For the monolingual traditional Tarahumaras, it 

is important that the translator be trustworthy. Mestizos 

often resort to accusations and ~9gressive statements. 

Translators on four occasions were heard to suggest after 

the translation that Mestizos and Tarahumaras need to learn 

how to get along instead of having bad feelings between them. 

Traditional Tarahumara speeches at meetings were often not 

translated nor was there a request for translation. 

Ejido meetings were observed in Okorare on four oc

casions. There were never any Tarahumara women present in

side the building but they would sit outside in small groups. 

On one occasion an older Tarahumara women who speaks Spanish 

urged me to accompany her to observe and listen from the out

side through one of the windows. She seemed very nervous and 

did not remain there for long. It was said that some years 

ago one of the older nontraditional Tarahumara women had 

addressed the ejido meeting audience. There had been talk of 

her running for comisario ejidal which everyone understood to 

mean that she would hold the position for her husband whose 

term of office had ended. 

Among the Mestizo women two attended regularly, but 

they did not participate in the proceedings. They were there 

mainly to obtain information for their husbands and to repre

sent them. They were the female heads of two Mestizo fami

lies. The female teacher also .attended ej ido meetings. espe

cially when education in the community was on the agenda. 
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All comisarios ej idales have spoken Tarahumara, and 

all except one have been Tarahu'mara. The meetings are held 

in the Tarahumara language and in Spanish. Bilingual Tara

humara speakers often translate their own speech. The gober

gador from the traditional Tarahumara political system was 

the translator at ejido meetings during the beginning of the 

fieldwork. 

Traditional Tarahumara males make up the majority of 

the meeting audiences, but none were observed to speak in 

Okorare meetings. At the end of the gobernador's transla

tion, he would conclude in the traditional Tarahumara manner 

and the entire group of Tarahumara men would give the appro

priate r~sponse in chorus. 

The proceedings were usually dominated by the speaker 

of the moment who was not interrupted (a Tarahumara pattern) . 

On two occasions the school director spoke at length: once 

about the school schedule and truancy and once about general 

ejido affairs. The comisario ejidal would sometimes control 

the meeting for a length of time, but he mainly introduced 

speakers and topics. Sometimes a Mexican outsider would 

appear to propose something to the ejido. On one occasion a 

private lumber dealer talked about proposed prices for lum

ber. On another, a representative from the Instituto Nacion

al Indigenista explained a project for providing barbed wire 

to the Tarahumaras. 
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Tarahurnara political meeti~gs were observed on two 

occasions in the community. The attendance was not as large 

as at ejido meetings but also included only males. The fe

males sat at a distance from the proceedings. At these 

meetings there was also no discussion from the audience and 

the gobernador dominated the gathering. If another man 

spoke, he would stand in front of all gathered and speak at 

length without being interrupted. Speeches ended with the 

usual exhortation by the speaker and the usual response in 

chorus from the audience. 

Two Tarahumara judicial proceedings were also ob

served although not in their entirety. At one of these 

meetings, a representative of CONASUPO was introduced by the 

comisario ejidal. The man seemed to be of Tarahumara descent 

but spoke in Spanish to those gathered. There was little 

effort at translating his rness~ge. Basically, he was 

announcing the establishment of a government CONASUPO store 

in Okorare and was asking for a store manager. The Tarahu

mara men present did not seem very interested. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras functioning in the Mexican 

ejido system have much contact with traditional Tarahumaras 

functioning in the Tarahumara political system. Some ele

ments of interaction in one system seem to overlap from one 

situation to the other. Thee'jido system is structured on 

the basis of the general Mexican national system, but in the 
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community the ejido affairs take on the local means of inter-

action which are f.lestizo and Tarahumara. 

The decision-making process for determination of 

who would be comisario ejidal did not differ appreciably 

from the process followed for election of a gobernador. 

The decision is made before the actual public meeting for 

the 'vote.' Opinions are exchanged on an apparently casual , 
basis about candidates among everyone including women. The 

candidates themselves might make tesguino and invite key 

people during this time. As the daily exchanges go on--

almost like an election campaign, opinions begin to gel with-

in the network. By the time people gather for the actual 

"election" meeting, they already have a good idea of who the 

next gobernador will be. There are, of course, those that 

are dissatisfied but not enough to openly disagree or pro-

mote discord at apublic gathering. 

The most Mexican elements in the running of ejido 

affairs are the outside Mexican visitors and the need to 

keep written records and carry out some business in writing. 

The biggest furor in ejido affairs during the period of 

fieldwork arose when a semi-traditional Tarahumara was elec-

ted comisario through the traditional Tarahumara majority 

vote. The furor was mainly on the part of Mestizos whose 

major complaint was that the person was not literate. Some 

nontraditional Tarahumaras were also not happy with this 

election, but the discontent seemed to be with the person 
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rather than about literate skills. It was said that he had 

won the election by means of 'campaigning' through extensive 

tesguinada invitations. He also had the advantage of being 

gobernador at the time. 

Within three or four months there was talk of having 

the new comisario removed and .replacing him with someone 

else. This did not happen however, and he appeared to be 

getting support in ejido affairs from the ex-comisario and 

from the new gobernador in traditional Tarahumara affairs. 

In sum, it seems that the Mexican ejido system as 

carried out in the community interactions is becoming Tara

humara-ized. At the same time because of the inherent struc

ture of the ejido system, Tarahumaras who become involved 

deeply in these affairs corne into more direct contact with 

outside Mexicans, travel more outside the Sierra, and lea~n 

more about the formal Mexican way of interactions. They 

serve the role of mediating between the traditionals and 

keep that role away from Mesti"zos. 

Government Clinics 

The clinics definitely are the bastions of Mexican 

culture. Consultations given in the clinics are guided by 

the doctors who are outside Mexicans and often proceed in 

the same manner as they would in any doctor's office anywhere 

in Mexico. A doctor, who had bee"n in Okorare the year before 

the fieldwork, had learned Tarahumara and had socialized 
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\V'i th traditional Tarahumaras but was a singular exception. 

He had also written a handbook with the most frequently 

used terms and phrases in consultations with Tarahumaras 

translated from Spanish to Tarahumara. It was disseminated 

among INI doctors and one copy was available in the com

munity clinic. However, only one of the three doctors was 

observed to use it. 

The older INI clinic had a practical nurse assistant 

(half-Tarahumara) who spoke Tarahumara and served as a trans

lator for monolingual Tarahumara patients. Her manner in 

questioning Tarahumara pateints was detached and her speech 

monotone. The patients, in turn, were also inexpressive, 

restricting themselves to verbal responses. 

The case which most demonstrated a contrast between 

Mexican Western medicine and the Tarahumara culture involved 

a traditional Tarahurnara woman who went to the clinic to 

give birth. A disagreement ensued with the doctor about the 

proper position for giving birth with the doctor eventually 

having no choice but to adapt to her patient 1 s behavior. 

The daily routine at the clinic consisted of days with 

no patients, only one or two patients, and some days when 

patients arrived throughout the day. On Sundays the great

est number of traditional Tarahumara patients arrived due to 

the general meetings on that day. Since the clinic was lo

cated on a rise overlooking a large part of Okorare, and the 

front porch afforded some shade, it was a popular location 
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observe. 
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In general, however, traditional Tarahumaras went to 

the clinics for medical reasons. Mestizos used the clinic 

for socializing with the doctors or with each other in add

ition to going for medical consultations. Mestizos also 

felt free to have the doctors make house calls more often 

than Tarahumaras. The only house calls to Tarahumaras made 

by doctors from the INI clinic included a childbirth and 

follow-up visits to a woman with abdominal stitches. 

The Mestizos' view of the clinic and doctors was one 

of great respect and it was a sign of prestige to have the 

doctors visiting in their houses. However, doctors were 

also subject to intent scrutiny and criticism in terms of 

their social behavior and alliances in the community. It 

seemed to be important that the doctors act in accordance 

with their position of respect and yet not distance them

selves from the Mestizos based on distinctive class behaviors. 

Some nontraditional Tarahumaras seemed to have this same at

titude of respect and socialized somewhat with the doctors 

al though it depended more on .the' individual doctor' s person

ality and behavior. 

There is a widespread use of native healers and sha

mans among the traditional Tarahumaras. One Tarahumara re

spondent disapprovingly characterized the prevalent ·attitude 

in the clinics as disregarding non-physical causes and cures 
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of sickness such as witchcraft saying: "Ellos no 6reen en 

eso." (They do not believe 'in that). Tarahumaras seem to 

regard their curing system and the Western medical for what 

they are: two different but not necessarily mutually exclu

sive systems. The Tarahumara system deals much more with 

preventive curing and the toJestern system almost completely 

with illness. In addition, the Tarahumara system deals with 

non-physical as well as physical factors. 

The attitude that doctors in the clinics may not 

have all the answers to the cure of human ailments is not 

restricted to traditional Tarahumaras. One Mestizo family 

in particular has on a number of occasions sought the assis

tance of Tarahumara shamans for the cure of illpesses thought 

to be caused by witchcraft. When modern medicines were not 

taking effect in one instance,' they called in an ooruame. 

Other Mestizos in the community speculated that the person 

wi th the prolonged illI.ess in that family was thought to be 

bewitched. 

However, the most surprisi~g discovery was in the 

report from two Tarahumara respondents that the members of 

one of the prominent Tarahumara families had called in a 

shaman. This occurrence was especially noteworthy because 

the family was particularly comrni tted to Protestantism and 'to 

denigrating traditional Tarahumara ritualistic practices. 

This information was not widely known in the community. 
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There seems to be a similar reaction to the cure of 

illness amo!lg both Tarahumarasand Mestizos. ~vhen their own 

system fails, they resort to that of the other. culture. Tra

ditional Tarahumaras may use the services of a shaman and 

then turn to modern medicine. 

In the case of the Mestizo family, they tried all 

that the clinic doctors had to offer until that seemed to 

fail and then they turned to the Tarahumara shaman. 

It is not possible to estimate the use of each sys

tem among nontraditionals within the scope of this study. 

However, it can be safely assumed that some nontraditionals 

principally turn to modern medicine (especially those in the 

prominent extended families) and others use both systems in 

variable ways. For example, one nontraditional woman fre

quently went to the clinic, socialized with the doctors, did 

business with them (laundry and natepares). However, she 

also involved herself and her children in preventive curing 

by Tarahumara shamans and believed in the non-physical causes' 

of ailments. 

School contexts 

Education is the domain most significant to the accul

turative process especially with r~gard to national integra

tion. In the classroom both Tarahumara and Mestizo children 

are directly taught the major values and symbols of the 11ex

ican national culture. Tarahumara children mainly learn to 
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speak Spanish in these contexts and Mestizo children learn 

to read and write Spanish. Five out of fourteen traditional 

Tarahumaras were known to have attended school for one to 

two years and also seemed more confident to speak in Spanish 

although not fluently. 

The prevailing attitude among the traditional Tara

humaras jUdging from comments and from the number of child

ren attending school, is that it is mainly the child's de

cision to attend school. The adults' attitude is that the 

main benefit from formal education is to learn Spanish in 

order to be able to "defend themselves" (i .e., para defenderse) . 

There were two cases in which older Tarahuamra women 

who speak conversational Spanish explained that their daugh

ters (ages 7 and 9 respectively) did not attend school be

cause they did not want to leave their mothers alone. Another 

older traditional woman when asked why her grown daughters 

did not understand Spanish whereas she herself spoke it ans

wered: "Para que? Yo hablo." She did not find it necessary 

to send her daughters to school since she already spoke Span

ish. Apparently, some Tarahumara families feel that as long 

as one member of the family speaks Spanish, that person is 

sufficient for the purposes of communicating with chabochis. 

One younger woman (about 18) who had not attended 

school and did not speak Spanish said she had not gone to 

school because her father did not send her. When asked if 

she would send her son to school she said yes. The reasons 
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given were that she wanted him to learn Spanish and to read, 

but not other things because it is. better to live like 

Tarahumaras. 

An older man (50+) said his teenage son had not at

tended school because he needed to take care of the goats, 

but also because he did not feel like going. He will send 

the younger son (about 5) he said: "Para que se puedan de

fender mejor, porque entre mas mas son aprobechados los 

Mestizos." (So that 'they' can defend themselves better, be

cause more and more Mestizos take advant·age). (Colloquial 

Spanish with the Tarahumara tendency to use the plural verb 

form for a singular subject.) Tarahumara children are often 

absent from school because they are needed by their families 

for herding. 

On the other hand, there were indications that some 

Tarahumaras view education as a means of parting from the 

traditional way of life. For example, the mayori of the 

pueblo who lived a totally traditional way of life, had a 

seventeen-year old son attending secundaria (equivalent to 

first two years of high school) in Temuris. The mayori says 

that his son still speaks Tarahumara as well as Spanish, and 

will probably turn out like the most prominent nontraditional 

Tarahumara in Okorare. 

One nontraditional woman when asked her preference 

for her childrens' choice of spouse in terms of ethriicity 

said it did not matter but if they were Tarahumaras, they 
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should be educated. A nontraditional young man from Okorare 

attending Normal (equivalent to last two years of h~gh 

school), said that he would probably marry a Mestiza .. These 

cases were seen as indications that education may be seen 

as a means of breaki~g with the traditional lifestyle by 

some Tarahumaras rather than as a means of coping with Mes

tizos within the traditional lifestyle. 

The classroom was a focal point of observation for 

the present study because it was thought to be a critical 

context within which the acculturative process took place. 

Formal education is especially significant in Okorare since 

concentrated settlement was stimulated by the arrival of the 

first teacher. The leading Tarahumara (nontraditional) in 

Ok6rare stresses education and has used the formal education 

system to reach hi,s important status in the community. 

It was assumed at the start of the fieldwork that 

the school would be the first place where many Tarahumaras 

would first interact with non-Indians. They would be deal

ing with non-Indian teachers and students. This first exper

ience would then set the background for subsequent behaviors 

towards, and interpretations of, non-Indians and their be

haviors. It was, therefore, ·of interest to discover the cul

tural content of the information .available in the classroom 

for the students and also the nature of the interactions in 

the classroom. 
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Three studies of Tarahumara school children are 

known (Suarez, 1970; Mier y Ter:an, 1973; Leon and Uribe~ 

1978), all of which used projective testing through which it 

was concluded that Tarahumara children are timid and inse

cure and have a tendency to be fearful of interpersonal re

lationships. Although it is not made explicit, it can be 

assumed from the locations (Guachochi, Sisoguichi, Siqiurichi) 

that the samples included both traditional and nontraditional 

Tarahumaras. 

The present field research included classroom obser

vations, cultural identity and the use of Tarahumara and 

Mestizo symbols were taken into account in the observations. 

The resulting characterization of Tarahumara children using 

this approach differed from that presented in the above stu

dies using only the results of projective tests. 

None of the Tarahumara children in kindergarten and 

first grade appeared timid as characterized in the above 

studies, but were rather self-confident. In fact, some of 

the more inhibited children were Mestizos. In second grade, 

Tarahumaras were more reticent although some were still out

going. In, general more order was kept by the teacher in that 

classroom than in the lesser grades, accounting for some of 

the inhibition. All students were more reticent in third 

through sixth grade, and Tarahumara oral classroom participa

tion became less in comparison to some Mestizos. The pro

portion of Tarahumara students in each class decreased at the 
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higher the grade level. Since the younger Tarahumara child

ren were not timid and willing to participate in class dur

ing their first years of experience with formal education, 

increased reticence of Tarahumara students may be attribu

ted to the school experience rather than having roots in 

Tarahumara culture. They may, perhaps, be more affected 

than Mestizo children by the strongly authoritarian approach 

in the classroom, especially in higher grade levels. Mesti

zo children are accustomed to this behavior at home, whereas 

Tarahumara children experience non-directiveness in the horne 

environment. 

Examples of Teacher-Student Interaction 

~Vi th few exceptions the I-1exican teachers generally 

ignored cross-cultural differences in classroom teaching, 

treating each class as if it consisted of all mainstream 

Mexican children. Some would tell Tarahumara children not 

to speak in their own language. One teacher was frustrated 

because they continued to speak in Tarahumara in spite of 

his admonitions. At one point in the presence of two boys 

speaking in Tarahumara, one teacher commented to another that 

they (the boys) "talked funny." It was obvious from these 

attitudes towards the Tarahumara language that outside Mexi

can teachers had not corne prepared to deal with cultural 

pluralism. The general attitude of the Mexican teachers was 



assimi1ationist and teaching was based on Mexican national 

cultural values. 

Communication of Mexican national cultural content 
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and values is illustrated by the following description of a 

classroom event: 

September 25, 1979 Third Grade Students 

The teacher is asking the students questions about 

pictures they have been seeing in the social science text-

book. 

In every house there is a family and fami-
lies all together form what? (Student answer: a 
community). What do we need in order to be able to 
live? (Student answer: To eat). Eat food. What 
kind? (Answers: fruit, beans, sausage, potatoes, 
eggs, peas, milk). Is it served on the floor? 
(Answer: on a table) (Answer: on a plate). ~'Ve had 
to buy it. Where? (Answer: At the store). What 
would we do if there were no store here? .•• (No 
response so the teacher explains). Therefore, we 
cannot live alone. We need to be together with others. 
We need the store; the store needs people. Other
wise it could not sell anything. Therefore, we de
pend on others. 

For example, I'm a teacher. What do I need? 
Children. You cannot work to buy food. Who do you 
need? A father. Yes, the father who works. (Pic
ture of people working in community services is seen 
in the books) . 

Why are there people in .(Ok6rare)? What does a 
place need for there to be a lot of people? A lot 
of food. How are we going to get it? Mone. How 
are we going to get money? Work. Is there work in 
Samachique? Where? In the lumberyard, road$, 
trucks, lumberjacks. What else? (Tarahumara stu
dent answer: (Sembras. 1 ) Teacher ignores this response. 

1Tarahumara pronunciation of siembras, meaning 
planted fields, i.e., agriculture. 



What are the services in the community? Look 
at the pictures in the book. A cookie factory. A 
shoe shine place. Another f.actory. A burro loaded 
with milk. There are none of these here, but there 
are others. There are crafts: natepares,i £ajas,· 
cobijas. There are services: the school, the doc
tor. (Note that the church is not included) . 
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Mexican teachers tended to do total classroom teach-

ing and give little individual instruction, whereas the Tara-

humara promotora went from individual to individual more 

than teaching the class as a whole. There were also some 

interesting differences in disciplinary action. The Mexican 

teachers were invariably authoritarian and sometimes resorted 

to public shaming. The promotora was also observed to act in 

an authoritarian manner at one point, but never singled out 

a child for public shaming. Both the Mexican teachers and 

the promotora tended to react to a child who had hit another 

by demanding an explanation e.g., "Porgue 10 hiciste?" (Why 

did you do it)? They rarely received a response, nor did 

they seem to expect one. 

The promotora was observed to proceed in a manner one 

day which was never observed in a Mexican teacher's classroom: 

September 25, 1979 First Grade 

One child hit another (both Tarahumaras) . The promo
tora asked the offender why he had done it. Not 
waiting for a response, she then turned to the child 
who had been hit and was crying. She drew a picture 
on the child's notebook for. the child to copy and 
the child stopped crying. I used the same approach 
a while later with another crying Tarahuamra child 
and this child also stopped crying. 

In both of these instances, the direct cause of the crying 
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was not addressed either with the offender or with .the vic-

tim. However, the injured child. got attention and the of

fender was ignored. This manner seems to fit the Tarahu-

mara cultural tendency of being indirect. Or it could be 

seen as control through rewarding the non-aggressor rather 

than punishing the aggressor. 

The Mexican teacher in an instance of public shaming 

of a Tarahumara boy lectured him in front of the class and 

made him stand in the corner. The basis for the action was 

that a Mestizo boy had told the teacher that Federico, the 

Tarahumara boy, had called him 'pendejo' ('stupid' in very 

socially unacceptable Spanish). The next day: 

The teacher started out the class by interroga
ting Federico on why he had not returned to class 
after recess yesterday. No ~esponse. Federico 
looks down and hangs his head. Finally, the teacher 
tells him to take his seat. 

Later, the teacher tells me in a normal speaking 
voice (all the students could overhear) that yester
day he had put Federico in the corner and that he 
left at recess and didn't return. He supposed that 
he didn't like the punishment. 

In this case, the offender was made the center of attention 

in a negative way and the victim was totally ignored. 

In general, the Mexican teachers give out negative 

reinforcement more frequently and strongly than they do posi-

tive reinforcement. This is in keeping with the treatment 

received by Mestizo children at .home and are also used to 

the authoritarian mode. Tarahumara children, on the other 

hand, do not tend to experience direct positive £E negative 
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reinforcement for their actions. They are not .expected to 

give an account of their actions nor do they see authoritar-

ianism around them in general. 

The following is an example of the reaction to 

authority in the classroom by a Tarahumara boy in the third 

grade: 

September 25, 1979 Third-Fourth Grade Classroom. 

A Tarahumara boy who was not in class yesterday is 
assigned to a study team. The teacher (male) tells 
him to sit down: he doesn't do it. Told him a few 
minutes later, "Sit down and get your social studies 
book." Didn't do it. Later, over the course of some 
minutes, the teacher tells him threateningly to sit 
down several times. (I think the teacher restrained 
himself because I'm here). Finally, the teacher 
went over to the fourth grade area and the boy came 
and sat with another team and opened his book. He 
is now discussing geographical points of interest 
with a Mestizo boy. 

By the fifth and sixth grades, the response is even 

more passive, judging from the following example of the 

teacher scolding the only Tarahumara boy in' the class: 

September 27, 1979 

Where did you go yesterday? What did you do? 
(Silence). tvhy didn't you do your work? Who did I 
say to talk to if you didn't understand? (Other 
students answer: "The teacher.") You should have 
consulted me. That way we can't learn. Did you 
open your notebook? (Nod). But why didn't you do 
your work? (No response) • Well on to the next 
problem. 

Student-Student Interactions 

The students in kindergarten and first grade had more 

opportunity to interact with each .other because these 
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classrooms were not as discipl.ined as the higher grades. 

Since most of the observations were made in the lower grades, 

it is difficult to characterize student interactions in the 

higher levels. 

Special note was taken in the observations of any 

obvious differences in interactions between traditional and 

nontraditional Tarahumara students, and between Tarahumara 

students and Mestizo students. It was assumed that nontra-

ditionals would group with each other, the traditionals with 

each other, and the Mestizos with each other. In the class-

room, interactions did not obviously separate along these 

lines with the exception of Mestizo girls. They tended to 

interact among themselves more than with other students. 

This behavior reflected adult social life as it exists in the 

community or, perhaps, was following the adult social model. 

It was expected that the newly arrived traditional 

Tarahumara children would demonstra~e a great deal of appre

hension in this totally foreign environment. This did not 

seem to be the case in general, and those who seemed timid 

and anxious for the first days seemed to relax within the 

month. This may have been due to the large proportion of 

Tarahumara children in the first grade classroom (approximate-
~ 

ly 55% Tarahumara and 45% Mestizo, N=29). 

The Tarahumara boys from nontraditional families tend-

ed to be more active than any of the other first graders and 

so were not only different from the traditional boys in that 
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amples give an idea of student interactions in the c1as's-

room. Traditional Tarahurnaras will be designated as (T), 

nontraditionals as (NT), and Mestizos as (M). 

Septamber 11, 1979 First Grade 

(NT) boy in orange shirt makes runs to a Mestizo 
boy's desk and runs back to his own. Puts his arm 
around (Sigue1 (T) who gets pretty upset about it 
and throws him off. Then the other boy (NT) makes 
fists at him. 

September 12, 1979 First Grade 

Siguel (T) is smiling and fooling around with 
Moises (NT) and another monolingual Tarahumara boy. 

September 14, 1979 First Grade 

E1sar (M, ~T) is sitting with all the Tarahumara 
boys. 

September 26, 1979 First Grade 

Seferino (NT) and Moises (NT) are conversing in Tara
humara. The comisario ejida1's son talked to tT) 
Tarahumara boys in Spanish (has a Tarahumara accent). 
E1fido (M) asked for Seferino's (NT) ruler who will
ingly loaned it. 

Fu1gencio (T) started crying as a delayed reaction. 
Arternio (M, ~T) asked him who hit him. He said 
Andres (NT). Andres and Artemio exchanged a fe\v 
words and Fu1gencio went to sit in the front row. 
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Tarahumara children were seen explaining the assigned tasks 

to each other in the first and sec'ond grades. The Mestizos, 

especially the girls, tended to work independently and inter-

act with or ask assistance of the teacher. 

There was one example of a cross-cultural barrier 

when one 'of the nontraditional Tarahurnara boys called one of 
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the Mestizo boys 'chaboc'hi.' Ohs.ervations were not made on 

the playground, but parents rep'orted that Tarahumara boys 

dressed in traditional clothes were often the brunt of 

ridicule and teasing from Mestizo boys in the playground 

because of the zapeta (breechcloth). 

School Functions 

The classroom is dominated by the Mexican culture as 

presented by the teachers. In outside school functions. the 

school director and teachers have to cooperate with the local 

Mestizo parents. During the fieldwork, the school personnel 

organized a school parade and play for the national holiday 

the 20 de Noviembre in 1979 and a play for the same festive 

occasion in 1980. 

The 1979 parade consisted of children from all grade 

levels marching in parade formation and carrying colorful 

crepe paper pompons. The children were required to wear white 

shirts and dark trousers or skirts. Since at least one fami

ly (nontraditional) had difficulty in obtaining the necessary 

outfit for the parade, it can be assumed that the children 

who were following along and not in the parade may have had 

the same difficulty. Most of these children were Tarahumara. 

All of the Mestizo children were in the parade. Following 

.. the children was a small norteno' ·band which had been hired 

for the occasion by the parents' .comrni ttee. Some of the 

fathers carried banne~s. 
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The spectators included everybody in Okorare 'and 

visiting traditional Tarahumaras from surrounding ranchos. 

Some followed the parade in trucks or walking. The course 

of the parade went from the school, behind the Social Secur

ity clinic, down the hill to the basketball court to the 

lumberyard and back. That same day the visiting priest gave 

Mass, baptized some Tarahumara babies and Tarahumara 

matachines danced. 

That night about 8 p.m., the school play was pre

sented in one of the salons. The salon was packed with 

spectators, Mestizos mostly sitting and standing towards 

the right and Tarahumaras (including many traditionals) 

towards the left. There were both Tarahumaras and Mestizos 

in the middle. The band was in the far right corner in the 

front. 

The first number was a Mexican folkloric dance fol

lowed by a pantomime sketch by two Mestizo boys. Next fol

lowed a Veracruz dance by three Mestizo girls and a Mestizo 

boy. Then a skit entitled "Como deben proceder las autori

dades" (How the authorities should act/proceed). The object 

seemed to be the school director's strong concern of the 

moment and was also a current topic in the community. The 

dial~gue could not be heard throughout most of the salon. 

Two more Mexican folkloric dances were performed by first 

and fourth, graders. Only one Tarahumara student participated 

(the son of the comisario ejidal, a first grader) . 
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The Tarahumaras thoroughly appreciated the panto

mime, laughing at appropriate times. The three parts ·of the 

pantomime were: 

1. The taller boy kicking and fighting the smaller one 

who did 'stunt' falls. 

2. The 'constipated' skit where the bigger boy gave the 

smaller one something to take for his constipation (medi

cine), and then the latter sat down to relieve himself. 

3. The 'immobile dummy' skit in which the older boy 

posed the other boy eventually into a fight position. 

Meanwhile a violent argument had erupted in the 

audience and the Comisario de Policia tried to intervene. 

One of the male teachers made the arguing men retreat to the 

back of the salon. The director got on the stage and asked 

them to l~ave the premises and gave a lecture on proper 

behavior. The program continued. Later that night a social 

dance was held in the same salon. 

The following year, there was no para~e, n? Mass, 

no Tarahumara matachines, no musicians and no social dance. 

The school play was very similar to that of the previous 

year. There were fewer traditional Tarahumaras i~ the audi

ence. Two Tarahumara boys (the ex-comisario's sons) and one 

Tarahumara girl participated in the program. The adults 

waited in anticipation because no one was sure whether the 

teachers were going to keep the electrical generator going 

for light and the salon open .for a social dance. At the end 
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of the program, some of the Mestizos called out for a dance 

to be held. The school director ignored the calls and dis

connected the generator. Later that night the male teachers 

were physically threatened by some of the community men for 

not having allowed a dance to be held. 

Social Dances 

The importance of social dances in Mestizo culture 

and society has been discussed in earlier chapters (5 and 6). 

The social dance is equated here to the Tarahumara tesguinada 

in its significance as a community social event. It is much 

more specialized than the tesguinada in that the outstand

ingly recognized function is that of socializing and "having 

fun." Almost as conscious is the rec~gnition of the event 

as very significant in courtship. A wedding dance is the 

most significant of these events, combining and stressing 

in the same event a number of social relations and symbols 

valued by Mestizos. 

Nine sociai" dances were observed during-the field

work period: seven of thesp. took place in Ok6r~re. Apart 

from the school plays,. these were the occasions when the 

largest groupings of Mestizos were to be seen in the com

munity. However, the social dances elicited much more com

mentary before and after than did the school plays. Before

hand, there were speculations about who would attend, who 

would danc'e with whom, comparisons to dances in the past and 
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afterwards the same types of discus'sions would take place. 

Persons who had attended would ,be teased about thei'r parti

cipation or asked for their rep.orts on the event. 

In 1979, two social dances were sponsored by the 

teachers in the school salon: one on the 16 de Septiembre 

and one on the 20 de Noviembre, two national holidays. The 

one in September was not very well attended, possibly because 

some Ro1diers from the nearby encampment attended. There 

were a few nontraditional Tarahumara young people, mostly 

males sitting on the sides watching. In November, the 

ejido authorities prohibited the soldiers from attending. 

This event was the most congenial community event witnessed. 

In attendance were Mestizos, outside Mexicans, nontraditional 

Tarahumars and traditional Tarahumaras. There was good

natured bantering among the crowd and some nontraditional 

Tarahurnaras danced. The few (about dozen) traditional Tara

humaras present watched from the sides. 

In 1980, the school did not sponsor dances for these 

two national holidays. For the 16 de Septiembre, the teach

ers had a private dance at their house organized in impromptu 

fashion. The majority of those in attendance were outsiders, 

but some Mestizo girls were invited and a nontraditional Tara

humara couple joined in. 

In August 1981, two impromptu dances were organized 

by nontraditional Tarahumaras and the majority of those in 

attendance were nontraditional Tarahumaras, or persons of 
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recent Tarahumara descent. One dance was held in an ejido 

storehouse and the other in the "ejido controlled salon by the 

church and which is used for mata"chfn dancing at Tarahumara 

ceremonies. The attendance at the latter included outsiders 

who were invited as guests of honor. 1 

The community dances organized" by the teachers seemed 

"to include a wider community representation than privately 

organized dances. There were about four no~~raditiona1 

Tarahumara you!lgsters at "the teachers I dance, and one couple 

danced. Traditional Tarahumaras were only present at the 

20 de Noviembre dance and at a local wedding dance. 

Two social dances were observed outside of Okorare; 

a large commercial dance in Guachochi in August, 1979 and 

a wedding dance in Umira in 1980. At these dances it tended 

to be the case that Tarahumaras attending were usually non-

traditional males. They mainly watched on the sides and a 

few danced with nontraditional Tarahumara girls. In Ok6rare 

there were a number of occasions in which nontraditional 

Tarahumaras danced with non-Tarahumaras. With one exception 

the couples consisted of a Tarahumara male and a Mestizo fe-

male. Traditional Tarahumaras of both sexes observed from 

the sides on two occasions in Ok6rare. 

1 The guests of honor were the doctor, his wife and 
myself who were going to be ending our stay in the "community 
and leaving the next day. 
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The daughters of one of the prestigious nontradition

al Tarahumara families are not .allowed to attend dances be

cause of their Protestant beliefs. The daughters of the 

other well-known Tarahumara family (not Protestants) were 

only seen at the two dances organized by their male rela

tives. 

Dancing at a Mestizo-style social dance is probably 

one of the actions that most deviates from Tarahumara culture. 

Although there is dancing at tesguinadas, it is not done in 

couples. They dance singly or in groups. Okorare seems to 

afford opportunities in its social environment for some de

gree of social participation by all cultural sectors of the 

population at social dances. There are no strict social 

boundaries that prevent traditional Tarahumaras from attend

ing to observe, and some nontraditional Tarahumaras partici

pate in dancing. 

No one seems to take much note of Tarahumara atten

dance or participation at the social dances. However, on two 

occasions Mestizo women were heard to single out Tarahumaras 

for comment in after-dance discussions.· The terms used in 

these comments implied unsympathetic attitudes. One woman 

mockingly commented on a fight which took place between two 

tewekes (Tarahumara word for 'girls') and another woman asked 

after the dance whether anyone de razon had been present (the 

dance organized by nontraditional Tarahumaras). 
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Te"sguinadas 

A tes~uinada is one social context in Okorare which 

is totally Tarahumara, just as the social dances are totally 

Mestizo, and the school classroom and clinics are totally 

mainstream Mexican. 

During fieldwork in the community, substantial obser

vations were made at two tesguinadas and brief observations 

were made at five other tesguinadas. For more in-depth ac

counts of tesguinadas in the comrn~nity and surrounding area 

see Pastron (1977). Tesguino drinking was not a focus for 

the initial research in the field for a number of reasons. 

Since the research was on acculturation, the main concern 

was with situations of cross-cultural contact and with non-

traditional Tarahumaras. Tesguinadas were known th~ough the 

literature as very characteristic of traditional Tarahumara 

lifestyle and were already quite well-studied (Kennedy, 

1978; Merrill, 1978). 

However, after some time in Okorare, it became appar

ent that tesguino was not totally bounded within the tradi

tional Tarahumara lifestyle. Te"sguino was a subject in corn

man conversations throughout the community regardless of 

whether those conversing were Tarahumara or not. If nothing 

more,Mestizos would be aware of places where a tesguinada was 

being held or who was attending (sometimes a Mestizo male) . 
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Direct attempts at attendi!lg a tesgui:nada were 

avoided initially based on knowledge of protocol regarding 

invitations. It was hoped that the woman doctor at the INI 

clinic would. receive an invitation and I would then accompany 

her. This assumption was based on reports from a male 

teacher (who had been in Okorare for about two years) that 

he had been invited to tesguinadas because he was an impor

tant member of the community. Although he did not like the 

beer, he felt obligated to attend and drink because they 

would be greatly offended if he failed to do either. Pre

vious doctors had also been invited and it was suggested that 

we prepare ourselves for invitations. However, .as time passed, 

numbers of invitations did not arrive. 

An invitation to drink tesguino had been made to me 

by a half-Tarahumara women the first month of fieldwork before 

the new doctor had arrived in Okorare. However, this event 

did not conform to reported accounts of tesguinadas. She 

said it was not quite brewed when I arrived and there were no 

other guests. Her husband (a quarter Tar ahumar a) had asked 

her to make the tesguino and he and his friends (mostly Mes

tizos) were gathered outside socializing. Shortly, a tradi

tional Tarahumara couple arrived - a shaman and his wife. She 

. gave them some tesguino and they were off in a few minutes to 

another place to drink. The impression received was that the 

early invitation was to prevent my being in the middle of a 

male drinking party. She said she did not plan to drink. 
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In November, 1979, the doctor was invited .·to a fun

eral ceremonial for the infant daughter of a nontraditional 

Tarahumara woman. The doctor had tended the infant and had 

finally sent her to the clinic in Creel where she died. I 

accompanied the doctor. who had delayed her departure to the 

event so long that when we arrived the tesguino had all been 

drunk. Most of the men (traditional and nontraditional) ine

briated by then, were sitting in the room adjacent to the 

kitchen talking and smoking. Two traditional women (not 

inebriated) were in the kitchen with the hostess eating. One 

nontraditional male (cousin of the hostess) came into the 

kitchen to eat. The same traditional couple (the shaman and 

his wife) from the previous account popped in joking loudly 

and doing dance steps. 

In both of the above cases, the woman of the house 

did not participate in the drinking in the manner known for 

traditional.Tarahumara tesguinadas. Besides these two, five 

other women in the community were known to make tesguino for 

gatherings at their homes but did not participate in the 

drinking in the traditional Tarahumara way. Three of these 

women were nontraditional Tarahumaras and two were Mestizo 

women. During the fieldwork period, one of the nontraditional 

Tarahumara women had organized a work party and made tesguino 

while her husband (a promotor bilin'gue) was away from Okorare 

working. One Mestizo woman made tesguino for her husband's 

Saint's day and the guests were all Mestizo males and one 
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nontraditional Tarahumara male.' The half-Tarahumara woman 

made tesguino for her father-in-law (half Tarahumara) on his 

saint's day. The event became a get-together for family 

(mostly male) and close friends. The hostess and female 

guests mostly stayed in the kitchen. 

After the funeral ceremony invitation, more invita

tions were not forthcoming. Since it was becoming more 

apparent that the traditionals, nontraditionals and even 

some Mestizos were more socially linked than expected, it 

seemed necessary to look more closely at what was happening 

in traditional Tarahumara circles. Mestizo males (three). 

with whom it had been possible to establish a trustworthy 

friendship relationship and who had contacts among tradition

al Tarahumaras were asked to serve as guides to ranchos or 

tesguinadas. They agreed to do so but were never available. 

They gave excuses for not doing so and reasons why I should 

not attend. 

It later became clear that although Mestizos attended 

tesguinadas and had "friends" and compadres among traditional 

Tarahumaras, most (with one exception) had no idea of the 

Tarahumara sense of the te'sguinada. They saw them merely 

through the Mexican concept of bo'rracheras (drinking binge). 

It ,had become apparent that the Mestizos were actively 

impeding me from attending a tesguinada because Mestizo cul

ture women are not supposed to drink. Above all, women are 

not supposed to drink with men. Women should be out of sight 
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when men are drinking and out of earshot if the conversation 

includes obscenities. On the occasions in which 'nontradi

tional Tarahumara women or Mestizas had made tesguino, this 

pattern was generally followed. The men on these occasions 

did not exhibit extremely obscene or boisterous behavior. 

At a tesguinada, of coure, there are totally opposite expec

tations for appropriate social behavior. 

The choice of the Tarahumara interpreter made a great 

difference in attendance of tesguinadas because of their own 

social standing in the community. The most successful inter

viewing was done with a gregarious nontraditional Tarahumara 

interpreter who was from another pueblo but married to an 

Ok6rare woman. However, it was not socially acceptable 

according to either culture to attend tesguinadas with him 

because of sex role differences. After he was dropped due to 

a number of difficulties, a female interpreter was sought. 

This proved to be a very difficult task because of the social 

situation of nontraditional Tarahumara women. In addition to 

fluent bilingualism being more prevalent among males, both 

Tarahumara and Mestizo restrictions on female social behavior 

in part affected nontraditional Tarahumara women including 

tesguinada attendance . 

. One tesguinada was attended by chance when on rounds 

through neighboring ranchos with the male interpreter. The 

women of the household entertained me while the men sat by 

quietly. They seemed delighted to have a novel female guest 
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and pushed one gourd of "t"esguine:after another on me. Later, 

the fourteen-year old female interpreter took me to a work 

tesguinada in Okorare which her parents were attendi~g. She 

did not seem to be allowed to drink yet, so we did not remain 

lo~g. 

Unmarried part-Tarahumara women were approached to 

accompany me to a tesguinada because by that time enough 

rapport had been achieved to discover that they enjoyed 

drinking tesguino. 

These women (like the Mestizo males) agreed, and then 

when the occasions arose, would hedge. It appeared that they 

were reluctant to so publicly demonstrate their acceptance of 

tesguino. They would drink at private family gatherings and 

probably even more privately in the kitchen, but attending a 

traditional tesguinada was another kind of social statement. 

Finally, the last month of fieldwork, a traditional 

Tarahumara woman with whom I had become friendly was known 

to be having a tesguinada in Okorare and I decided to attend 

without an invitation. On that day, two traditional tesgui

nadas were observed. When the first one ended (i.e., the 

tesguino was" gone), the whole party trekked through the woods 

to a rancho about two miles away where another tesguinada was 

taking place. 

Expressed reactions to my presence ranged from 

delight, friendliness and mild amazement to indifference. 

Again, the women took charge of my entertainment and looked 
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after me at bothtesguin'adas. Mestizo reacJ.:i.ons afterwards 

included the semi-derisive assumption that the drinking was 

what had motivated by attendance. Two nontraditional Tara-

humara women seemed freer than "before to communicate the con-

flicts which they faced in dealing with tesguino between 

the Tarahumara and Mestizo cultures. 

In sum, although it is not common for Mestizos to 

attend traditional Tarahumara social or ritual activities, 

it occurs occasionally. Mestizos (males for the most part) 

seemed to attend tesguinadas mainly in or near the central 

pueblo. In addition, it was not uncommon for Mestizos, 

males or females, to know when and where a tesguinada was 

taking place whether they attended or not. 

The entire field experience with tesguino as a Mexi

can female and the experiences and attitudes which other 

women in the community were seen to face, made it apparent 
0. 

that the acculturative experience in this very symbolically 

significant realm was much more difficult for the Tarahumara 

women than for the men in the context of Hexican culture and 

society. This observation will be elaborated in the final 

chapter. 

Religious contexts 

The three religions in the community: Tarahumara, 

Catholic and Protestant have activities occurring in differ-

ent physical contexts. Basically Protestant services were 
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carried out in the Templo Baut-is·ta but outside missionaries 

preached or taught in the American homes. Catholic services 

were carried out at the mission church or in one Mestizo home 

and Tarahumara rituals were carried out at the mission church 

or at Tarahumara homes. 

Catholicism seemed to have the least support in 

Okorare. Four !-lasses given during the fieldwork period 

included about half a dozen Mestizo women and their children, 

with usually less than five if any, Tarahumaras in attendance. 

Most of the Hestizo women were not particularly devout as 

is usually expected of Mexican women. Protestantism had 

strong support and commitment from an influential nontradi

tional Tarahumara extended family and one Mestizo couple. 

Tarahumara religion is the strongest in the community in terms 

of numbers of participants and commitment. 

Some nontraditional Tarahumara~ have been influenced 

by Protestantism, but are no longer participants nor strongly 

identified with it. Included among these are a number of 

Tarahumara men who were sent to study at a Protestant school 

in Chihuahua as youngsters. Members of the other influential 

nontraditional Tarahumara extended family in Okorare were in 

this number and now appear to have no religious allegiances. 

They were not considered Protestant nor any other religious 

identification by the strong Protestant Hestizos in the com

munity. 
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There were some indications that among other nontra

ditionals in Okorare might also be found indistinct religious 

affiliations. One nontraditional Tarahumara woman when asked 

about her religion responded: "NO soy nada. Voy a las tres. 

Todos dicen la misma cosa." (I am nothing. I go to the three 

(religions). They all say the same thing). Another nontra

ditional woman with a Protestant allegiance and participa

tion in Tarahumara rituals also said of the three religions: 

"They all say the same thing." These women also said that at 

the Protestant services they were told not to attend Tarahu

mara fiestas, but that only the members of the prominent 

Tarahumara Protestant family observe this injunction. 

The head of this family had been rea~ed by grandpar

ents who participated in Tarahumara rituals but he never had. 

His father who was Cathol.ic had said that Tarahumaras do 

things without knowing what they are doing, therefore, it was 

hot a religion. His teachers had told him that there was no 

God and that Tarahumara practices were no good because they 

were puras costumbres (only customs). He then met Kenneth 

Hilton, as a teenager and worked with him in translating the 

Bible into Tarahumara. Hlton also taught him Bible study in 

his home. During the Easter ceremonies in 1980, he was ob

served at the churchyard watching the proceedings. Earlier, 

a group of fariseos had danced in his front yard. 

The same Bible which he helped translate (Riosi 

Raramuri, 1972) was being used in the Templo Bautista services 
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and by the American missionaries'. He gave sermons at the 

Templo in Tarahumara and the school director or a visiting 

Mexican minister gave them in Spanish. Readings were done 

by other members of the congregation and hymns trans.lated 

into Tarahumara were sung. Basically, participation in 

Protestant services is centered on a book (the Bible), on 

reading (the Bible and hymns), and on listening to an orator 

speak at length about "the right things to do." From a tra

ditional Tarahumara perspective, the lengthy oratory about 

proper behavior is related to social control rather than to 

religion and the written texts relate strongly to Mexican 

culture. 

However, the strongest point of contention between 

Protestantism and Tarahumara religion is the drinking of 

tesguino. The pervasiveness and symbolic value of tesguino 

in traditional Tarahumara culture has been discussed earlier. 

Protestantism is equally strongly based on opposing the 

drinking of alcoholic beverages, thus zeroing in on the cen

tral symbol of Tarahumara cultural identity. Promoters of 

Protestantism in Okorare cannot compromise on this issue based 

on their background and belief system. There should be no 

drinking. Those nontraditional Tarahumaras who cannot be 

totally cornrni tted to Protestantism 'are mostly restricted from 

doing so by their participation in tesguinadas. Most do not 

have strong tendencies towards participation in Tarahurnara 

ritual nor have problems with other Protestant beliefs. 
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Catholicism allows for drinking in moderation and 

al though missionaries still try. to dissuade the kind of 

indulgence taken at t·esguinadas, it is not the critical issue 

that it was in the early missionization period. In Catholi

cism, the aspects which traditional Tarahumaras would regard 

as religious and which are another contrary to Protestantism 

are the rituals, the ritual paraphernalia, and the ritual 

specialist. The most direct link made with the visiting 

priest by traditional Tarahumaras was made when they asked 

him to perform baptisms. There are no provisions nor special

ists in their own system for baptism which may be regarded 

as yet another ritual safeguard similar to the smoking and 

sprinkling with tesguino done by the ooruame. 

The most well-attended Mass in Okorare was given 

during the 20 de Noviembre celebrations in 1979. The large 

attendance was attributable to the number of large-scale 

activities organized by the Mestizos and the traditional 

Tarahumaras for that day, attracting large numbers of people 

away from their homes and into the center of the village. 

The church was filled to about three-quarters capacity mostly 

with traditional Tarahumaras dressed in their newest and most 

colorful finery. As usual, the women stood to the right of 

the church and the men to the left. The matachines danced 

inside before the Mass started. The priest said the Mass in 

Tarahumara. Only the Mestizos and outside Mexicans received 

communion. Afterwards, two Tarahumara babies were baptized. 
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One baptism involved two traditional Tarahumara couples who 

after the baptism, concluded with a Tarahumara ritual oat the 

entrance to the church. The couples sat on a blanket and the 

infant was returned to the parents by the godparents. This 

ritual was not followed after the baptism of the other Tara

humara infant by a Mestiza. 

Yumares, or the 'curing' rituals in Tarahumara reli

gion were usually held in private patios at traditional Tara

humara homes and attendance (at one yumare) was mostly tra

ditionals and a few nontraditionals. One yumare held on 

the night before the 16 de Septiembre (1980) holiday included 

four Mestizo males in attendance. This yumare was held 

behind the churchyard. 

By far the biggest event in the community is the 

annual Holy Week ceremonial carried out by the traditional 

Tarahumaras of the pueblo (for a complete account see Kennedy 

and Lopez, 1980). A number of different activities take place 

simultaneously and sequentially and are carried out by dif

ferent individuals and sectors of the population. To the 

untrained observer, it appears to be a complex whirl of ac

tions. certain ritual paraphernalia and activities are only 

seen at this time such as drums or pascola dancers. Most of 

the ritual activities are centered around the church. 

At the 1980 Semana Santa ce~emonies, three Mestizo 

women from the family married to the half-Tarahumaras were 

in th~ processions. Dunningan (1970:176) has reported 
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similar participation by Mestizo women in Pima Indian Easter 

ceremonies. During the daytime activities about a dozen 

Mestizos were present to watch. Two young Mestizo couples 

stayed until after midnight watching the dancing in the 

churchyard. One Mestizo male participated in the activities 

of the pascolas, mainly in the initiation of six young Tara

humara boys as pascolas. He did not wear a special costume. 

Another Mestizo said that he had been asked to dance with the 

Moro sodality a few years back. At the end of the last day's 

activities, the faces of those in attendance were painted in 

white with one of two symbols designating them to drink at 

certain tesguinadas that followed. A number of Mestizo men 

eagerly approached to have their faces painted. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras tended to observe more 

than actively participate. None were matachin or pascola 

dancers. However, the comisario ejidal participated in the 

final ritual in which the wands of authority were passed from 

the present year's office holders to next year's office hold

ers. 

In sum, the attendance at Tarahumara rituals was most

ly traditional Tarahumaras and some nontraditionals. The 

attendance at Catholic Masses was usually Mestizas and their 

children and occasionally traditional Tarahumaras. At Pro

testant services mos~ of the congregation was nontraditional 

Tarahumara and a few Mestizas (traditional Tarahumaras were 

not seen at the Protestant services observed). However, there 
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are some cross-overs in attendance., Some Mestizas attend 

Catholic and Protestant services and are not tota'lly com

mi tted to either and some nontraditional Tarahumaras 'attend 

two or three kinds of religious services and are not totally 

committed to anyone. However, even staunch members of one 

of the three religions can be seen attending the activities 

of the others. 

The prohibition of drinking in Protestantism is a 

deterrent to commitment to the religion for Tarahumaras 

especially and the prohibition of social dancing probably 

deters many Mestizas. Catholicism has not been present in 

Okorare for very long historically and its appeal in the 

ritualistic sense does not compare with what Tarahurnara reli

gion can offer to Tarahumaras. Mestizo males are only 

involved peripherally in all these considerations since Mes

tizo women are responsible for religious practice. Two of 

the l>1estizo heads of extended families do encourage their 

women to participate in Catholicism. The major Mestizo 

involvement with Catholicism in Okorare was for the only 

wedding held during the fieldwork period. 

Summary 

The foregoing discussion has included descriptions of 

social interactions in a number of social contexts in the 

community. The basis for their definition is in their social 

significance to Tarahumara and ~1estizo residents rather than 
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on how commonly they occur in the community. .Some contexts 

occur in Okorare due to efforts at national integration, 

such as education programs. Some contexts have. been identi

fied in an earlier chapter as significant symbolically in 

either the Tarahumara or the Mestizo cultures. The classifi

cation of the contexts is based on the social reality of the 

community which is largely based on a Mestizo (or v~estern) 

perception. For example, 'work' is separated out conceptual

ly in a Mestizo/Western world view but is just one of the 

many things that occurs at a tesguinada in a Tarahurnara world 

view. As a result Okorare has a physical location where only 

work is done, that is, the lumberyard where both .Hestizos 

and Tarahumaras participate. 

In examining social contexts, the concern was not 

with the frequency of participation of persons in one social 

category or another, but rather in with the use of cultural 

symbols in these contexts by traditional and nontraditional 

Tarahumaras and by Mestizo and mainstream Mexicans. The pre

valent cultural symbols by which each context or activity was 

characterized tended to attract persons of one cultural iden

tity over another although not exclusively. In addition, it 

could be said that the cultural identity of those present was 

in itself symbolic especially if they were in a situation not 

in conformity with their own culture. Some examples are 

the presence and participation of Tarahumaras in asocial 

dance, a very Mestizo activity or the participation of Mestizo 
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males in Tarahumara games. These instances indicate the use 

of symbols of the other culture and are also visible indica

tors of the acculturation process as social interaction be

tween participants in both cultures. 

There are, however, a complex series of exchanges and 

balancing of priorities by participants depending on the 

various social contexts and activities. Tarahumaras and Mes

tizos tend to interact in trade, work, game, visiting, ejido 

meeting and school contexts. Males only interact in games 

and lumber and construction work contexts. Ejido meetings 

also involve mostly males, although a few Mestizo and non

traditional Tarahumara women played surrogate, passive roles. 

Otherwise, females are mainly involved in cross-cultural 

interactions in household task work, store or household 

trade, visiting and some"4hat in school contexts. School con

texts are principally for interactions among children. The 

least amount of intercultural interaction is in government 

clinics, religious contexts, tesguinadas and social dances. 

However, it was found that Tarahumaras and Mestizos were at 

least familiar with the others' activities in these contexts 

with some persons qeliberately observing or becoming informed 

of the activities. 

Differences in cultural concepts of trade and work 

seemed to result in the usual pattern in the Sierra of the 

Mestizo way of doing things dominating these kinds of situa

tions or a noncooperative, passive Tarahumara responses to 
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Mestizo behavior. Both Tarahumaras and Mestizos participa

tion in visiti~g patterns which appeared to unify the com

munity residents through communication of information about 

the community area. In the brief contacts that Tarahumaras 

and Mestizos had, pieces of information were exchanged which 

were significant to community residents regardless of cultur

al background. Information was about the comings and goings 

of outsiders and some was social information about other 

community members. Mestizos seemed to be as interested in 

keeping up with the gossip about relationships among Tara

humaras as among themselves. 

In ejido meetings the Tarahumara way of proceeding 

in political gatherings was followed as much as the Mestizo 

way, including the use of the Tarahumara language. This may 

have been attributed to the fact that the overwhelming major

ity of participants were traditional Tarahumaras and nontra

ditional Tarahumaras held official positions. 

Although representatives for a number of government 

programs often appear in Okorare, the most continually influ

ential force from mainstream Mexican society and culture has 

been in formal education. Thus, school contexts provided the 

setting for participation by both Tarahumaras and Mestizos, 

but the interactions were dominated by the mainstream Mexican 

way of doing things. This is also true of the government 

clinics which tend to influence Mestizos much more than they 

do Tarahumaras. 
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Tesguinadas which are· str.ongly significant in Tara

humara culture, are primarily attended by Tarahuamras and 

social dances which are properly Mestizo involve mainly 

Mestizo participation. However, social dances are being 

attended and adopted by Tarahumaras in Mestizo fashion, more 

than tesguino is being used by Mestizos in Tarahumara fashion. 

Although Mestizo females may know how to make tesguino, only 

Mestizo males drink it, whereas both sexes of Tarahumaras 

participate in social dancing. Relevant to the use of 

tesguino are the cultural differences in concepts of drink

ing and sex roles. Strong Mestizo views together with Pro

testant religious sanctions against drinking may account for 

inhibition in tesguino drinking of nontraditional Tarahumara 

females in the community. Some seem to be following the 

Mestizo female pattern of making tesguino, but not drinking. 

Whenever they make it for traditional Tarahumara reasons such 

as work parties rather than the Mestizo reasons such as 

saint's days, it can be said that the use is more Tarahumara 

than Mestizo. 

The use of social dances by nontraditional Tarahumaras, 

however, was quite Mestizo in form. It was interesting to 

note that the physical location was different. Mestizos use 

school salons (in the realm of mainstream Mexican culture) 

for dances, whereas Tarahumaras held them at an ejido build

ing (community property) and in a Tarahurnara ceremonial room 

by the church. 
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Religious contexts indicated that religion tends to 
, , 

be associated with cultural identity in the community. 

Catholicism is for Mestizos, Protestantism for nontraditional 

Tarahumaras and Tarahumara religion for traditional Tara-

humaras. There are also some sex role differences involved, 

especially between Catholicism which includes mainly Mestizo 

females as participants and Tarahumara religion which includes 

mainly males as participants. (Protestant participation 

seems to be relatively equal in terms of male-female parti-

cipation although females are more passive) • 

The material presented here is mainly descriptive, 

distinguishing aspects of the general social life of Okorare 

into categories of social contexts and activities relevant to 

the residents. Social interactions within these contexts are 

also described and partially examined in terms of cultural 

identity of participants, cross-cultural attitudes and use 

of cultural symbols. A more in-depth analysis of the latter 

considerations in terms of the community as a whole is pre

sented in the chapter that follows. 



CHAPTER 9 

USES OF TARAHUMARA AND MESTIZO SYMBOLS 

Introduction 

The uses of Tarahumara -'and Mestizo ,symbols will be 

discussed here in'terms of: 

a) cross-cultural attitudes and concepts, 

b) cultural identity, 

c) intracultural usage, 

d) political-economic power. 

The first two areas of concern have been derived from the 

methodological assumptions about acculturation. The second 

area of concern arose through the process of analysis and 

is related to the use of symbols from one's own culture to 

interpret the other culture and its members, and to the use 

of symbols identified with the other culture in the context 

of one's own culture. Finally, the concern with political

economic power is related to contextualizing acculturation 

(i.e., the use of symbols in social interaction) in the com-

munity as a unit, and also to the discovery in the research 

process of the significance of the extended family as a com

munity-defined social category. The major purpose of the 

analysis in this chapter is to providp. a perspective on the 

use of Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols cross-culturally in 
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terms of their inherent nature, and in terms of how they are 

used in a larger social context (i.e., larger than situa-

tional context). 

The preceding chapter included an examination of 

separate social contexts within the community which gave 

some idea of the uses of cultural symbols. Support was 

given to the importance of "key symbols" in the acculturation 

process since the most visible demarcations in participation 

of Tarahumaras and Mestizos were seen in tesguinadas, social 

dances, and religious context (discussed earlier as signi-

ficant cultural symbols). The discussions which follow in-

clude the other "key symbols" (mode of interaction and cloth

ing), other important cultural identifiers such as language 

and also less significant symbols that emerge through the 
..... 

analysis. 

cross-cultural Attitudes 

The symbolic analogy most used by Mestizos in their 

view of Tarahumaras attributes an animal-like quality to 

them. Champion (1962:94) found that terms used by Mestizos 

were bestias, animales or tontos. A Jesuit also found 

attitudes (Brambila, 1959:206) which conceived of Tarahumaras 

as unfeeling, hard-headed, with almost an animal-like insen-

sitivity. He explains that on the contrary they are proba

bly being judged on occasions when they are experiencing 

deep emotions that are not expressed because their expression 
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seems to be inversely related to the intensity of their 

feelings. Given the experiences that most Tarahumaras have 

in dealing with Mestizos, especially in view of the cross-

cultural violations of etiquette, it is highly probable that 

they would often be upset in the presence of Mestizos. Their 

means of reacting negatively to Mestizos might be to ignore 

them as they do among themselves. However, rather then 

feeling socially chastised, the Mestizo reaction is the above 

described. 

In the Okorare, there was little use of the above 

terms or of sin razon in reference to Tarahumaras by Mesti-

zos in my presence. The term sin ra~on was only heard twice 

towards the end of the fieldwork in one Mestizo household. 

In another Mestizo household, it was said that one had to 

realize that speaking with Tarahumaras was not the same as 

speaking with "hombres" (men). Also it was siad that there 

is not much difference between Tarahumaras and burros. One 

of the members of this family, however, was married to a 

Tarahumara and seems to be quite tolerant. It was not clear 

whether some of these sentiments were linked to intra-

familial difficulties more than to inter-ethnic attitudes. 

1The use of animal metaphors for members of another 
culture has been found among Apache Indians for whites 
·(Basso, 1979) and among Guatemalan Indians for Mestizos 
(Warren 1978:21). 
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In general, the Mestizo attitudes towards Tarahumaras 

in Okorare could be described more as patronizing than as 

attitudes of antipathy. The very great invisible barrier 

between the traditional Tarahumaras and Mestizos is based 

mainly on the lack of understanding by the latter of the 

true nature of Tarahumara culture. In addition, the great 

material success of some nontraditional Tarahumaras and the 

significant role which Tarahumaras as a population have in 

ejido affairs probably introduces ambivalence into Mestizo 

cross-cultural attitudes. Furthermore, the most materially 

successful nontraditional family did not become totally 

Mestizo-ized and speak Tarahumara in their homes. (These 

points will be developed further in a later section of this 

chapter. ) 

Tarahumaras, on the other hand, make the principal 

symbolic link of concepts of Mestizos with the Devil. The 

relationships of Mestizos to the Devil and all that is asso-

ciated with him is an inherent part of the Tarahumara belief 

system. Elements of Tarahumara religion and ritual are used 

to deal with Mestizos conceptually. The Tarahumara stereo-

type of Mestizos is that of anti-social behavior and aggres-

sion. One description of the Tarahumara view of Mestizos 

reads as follows: 

They fight, murder, steal, cheat and frequently com
mit adultery because, the Raramuri believe, they 
(Mestizos) consider the Devil and his actions to be 
good and thus worthy of emulation (Merrill, 1981:126). 
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The Devil and his wife are thought to be the par-

ents of Mestizos, and he provides and cares for them, where-

as Tarahumaras are looked after by their parents, God and 

his wife (Merrill, 1981:126). 

Included in the Tarahumara belief system are also 

explanations for the material and physical advantages of the 

Mestizos, thus attempting to make some sense of the general 

situation of domination. One myth (Merrill, 1981:210» sees 

God and the Devil pitting their respective creations, the 

Tarahumaras and the Mestizos, against each other in a foot 

race. The Mestizos won and God punished the Tarahumaras by 

declaring that they would be poor and only have tesguino to 

give people for their work, while Mestizos would be rich and 

have money (Merrill, 1981:210). 

God makes all things, but passes many advantageous 

ones, such as trucks, money and new breeds of cattle to the 

Devil who in turn gives them to Mestizos (Merrill, 1981:116). 

Mestizos go directly to live with the Devil after death at 

the bottom level of the universe (Merrill, 1981:290), but 

their afterlife is not unpleasant (Merrill, 1981:117). The 

Devil instructs Tarahumaras to bewitch or harm their neigh-

bors. At tesguinadas 

••• he tries to instigate acts of adultery and 
violence or, in any setting, to cause people to 
trip and fall so that he can lap up the blood from 
their wounds (Merril1,1981:117). 
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The Devil and his allies seem to be intent on doing 

harm to Tarahumaras. Altogether his allies include Mesti

zos, sukuruames (Tarahumara sorcerers), and malevolent beings. 

These malevolent beings live in the underworld or in mar

ginal areas on earth. Some of these beings are called 

bawichi pireame 'water people' and are also strongly iden

tified with Mestizos. They are thought to look like Mesti

zos, although some are like Tarahumaras, and they live in 

Mestizo-like dwellings underwater (Merrill, 1981:118-120). 

These views all suggest a conceptual scheme that not 

only has nebulous divisions between the realms of God/Devil 

and Good/Evil, but also between the realms of Tarahumaras 

and Mestizos. The explanation does not posit an obvious and 

direct causal link between Mestizos and the exploitation of 

Tarahumaras. There is almost an uneasy sense that there is 

Something Else. In the cosmology, the Devil as an unseen 

entity, is the motivating source for the exploitation of 

Tarahumaras by Mestizos. However, other Tarahumaras are also 

susceptible to his influence, either directly working on 

individuals at tesguinadas, through sorcery, or by sexual 

alliances with Mestizos. The difference is that in Tarahu

mara social contexts, these latter individuals can be con

trolled to some extent, whereas Mestizos are out of the 

range of Tarahumara social control. 

The Tarahumara cultural system does not provide re

sources for dealing directly with aggression among themselves 



outside of the context of the tesguinada. It is the only 

context in which an aggressive attitude although still not 

considered proper, is tolerated. Even when defending one

self for having been wronged, a Tarahumara can let a long 

time pass between the event of wrongdoing and confronting 
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the offending party at a tesguinada. But it is not right to 

take a confrontational stance on the spot, eve~ in self

defense. Among themselves an interpersonal friction can go 

on for a long time with the offended party taking an attitude 

of passive aggression (e.g., avoidance, not greeting, not 

speaking) • 

Mestizos, on the other hand, consider aggressive be

havior to be valued (especially for males) and important to 

use especially for defending points of honor (which are not 

points of honor for Tarahumaras). Also, some of what Tara

humaras might see as aggression is seen as assertiveness by 

Mestizos - as 'standing up for oneself'. When someone does 

not do this in the manner expected by Mestizos (i.e., on the 

spot in direct response to an offensive action), then the 

person falls in estimation. 

Thus, in addition to not having the general power 

base for direct action on Mestizos, most Tarahumaras are at 

a disadvantage in terms of differences on views of aggres

sion and aggressive behavior. At least three indirect ways 

of dealing with Mestizos may be open through traditional Tara

humaras culture 1) appeasement, 2) avoidance, and 3) ritual. 
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An example of appeasement was found in public situa

tions where Mestizos are present such as ejido meetings. 

Bilingual Tarahumaras will give speeches which exhort ami

cable relationships between Tarahumaras and Mestizos. In 

Okorare, this kind of speech was given by teh mayori during 

some final speeches on Easter Sunday when some local Mesti

zos and some outside Mexicans were present. 

Avoidance of Mestizos is built into Tarahumara cul

ture in the form of beliefs about sexuality. This may have 

been developed as a response to Mestizo male sexual aggres

sion toward Tarahumara females of which there have been a 

number of reported cases. The belief system contains clear

ly negative repercussions to having had sexual relations with 

Mestizos - from illness, to soul loss, to an afterlife with 

the Devil. An ex~mple of a disease contracted in this manner 

is bikari (venera 1 disease) diagnosed from a swelling of the 

abdomen (Merrill 1981:238). This disease can also be con

tracted indirectly from another Tarahumara who has had sex

ual intercourse with a Mestizo (Merrill 1981:238). In one 

case of bikari, the man died even after being given the ap

propriate cure by an ooruame (Merrill 1981:238). 

The general view of sexuality among Tarahumar~s is 

not known in depth, but it can be safely assumed that outside 

of the drinking context, there is a tendency towards reserve 

with the opposite sex. Mestizo males, on the other hand, 

pride themselves in sexual conquest at any opportunity. 



Adultery among Tarahumaras is likely to occur mainly at 

tesguinadas, and among Mestizos it is most likely to occur 

in private everyday life at opportune times. Thus, it 
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is especially stressed both in the belief system and person-

ally to Tarahumara females (who are often alone in their 

isolated houses) to hide or flee at the sight of a Mestizo. 

A ritualistic means of somewhat controlling relations 

with Mestizos was sorcery or fear of sorcery. This strategy 

worked because although most Mestizos ridiculed Tarahumara 

supernatural beliefs as primitive superstitions, there was 

also an underlying suspicion that witchcraft is effective. 

Mestizos in Okorare are familiar with the term sukuruame 

(witch) but not with oweruame (doctor-shaman) who is a per-

son who can counteract malevolent actions of sukuruames 

and others. Also, they were aware of witchcraft beliefs in 

Mexican culture (many of Western European origin) and knew 

of Mestizo witches. To Mestizos who openly acknowledged 

the validity of witchcraft, however, Tarahumara witchcraft 

was more powerful. Tarahumaras were aware of the existence 

of a Mestizo witchcraft belief system and also considered 

their own system to be more powerful. Another study in 

Okorare found that: 

The local mestizos openly make mock of and othendse 
deride the Indians for their supposedly "primitive" 
behavior, and beliefs about witchcraft serve as prime 
examples proving the "backwardness" of the natives. 
When mestizos discuss such matters amongst themselves 
(often in the presence of some chargined Tarahumara), 



they often deliberately distort the little that 
they know about the Indian's beliefs to heighten 
their own amusement. It is interesting that this 
jeering comes in spite of the fact that many of 
the mestizos living in the Tarahumara region 
believed, as do the Indians, in the existence of 
witches and all other manner of mystical phenomena. 
(Pastror., 1977:26). 

Throught th e present research, members of at least 
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two Mestizo families were known to have enlisted the ass is-

tance of Tarahumara shamans. These were cases in which a 

member of the family had had a lingering illness of unknown 

causes and which the Mexican physicians "no pOd!an curar" 

(could not cure). There were fears among members of one 

family that other Mestizos would use the services of a 

Tarahumara shaman against them or that they would use Mexi-

can based witchcraft. Although "magic" plays a larger part 

in Tarahumara reality than in that of Mestizos, the latter 

have enough fear and doubt of sorcery to add an element of 

respect in their otherwise demeaning attitude towards 

Tarahumaras. 

It would seem then, that Tarahumaras are using some-

thing that is derived from the Devil (sorcery) to work 

again~t those whom they consider as allies of the Devil 

(Mestizos). Other unfavorable things derived from the Devil 

which are also associated with Mestizos or as Mestizo cul-

tural identity, can be man~ged ritualistically by directing 

actions towards the Devil himself, rather than through every-

day actions with Mestizos. 
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Based on the way Tarahumaras approach the Devil and 

associated symbols, assumptions could be made about their 

approach to Mestizos. The Devil, like Mestizos, is here to 

stay and cannot be overcome. The best that can be expected 

is to lessen the bad effects. This may be done in ritual 

action directed at the Devil (associated with Mestizos) , 

rather than through everyday actions towards Mestizos. Also 

the way Tarahumaras approach the Devil may provide clues to 

their approach to Mestizos. For example, the Devil (along 

with illness) is placated with food offerings buried at two 

small crosses during the tutuburi (the common native curing 

ritual). 

Some parallels can be drawn between this ritual 

action and the offering to Mestizos of a norawa or compadraz

~ relationship. These are also ritual actions in the sense 

that compadrazgo is a Mestizo way of establishing fictive 

kinship through the baptismal ritual, and the norawa rela

tionship is an alliance accompanied by special ritualistic 

etiquette in treating the partner. There has been difficulty 

in explaining (Champion, 1962) the basis for Tarahumaras go

ing into a compadrazgo relationship with Mestizos since 

Tarahumaras are at a disadvantage more than they benefit. 

However, these alliances with Mestizos may be seen 

as a way of gaining enough good will to forestall worse 

treatment thay they might otherwise get. In the same way 

the offering to the Devil and diseases is not really 
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expected to cause malevolent actions to cease. Instead, 

there is hope that the offering will transform them Uinto 

potential friends or, at least, to neutralize the threaten

ing attitude they maintain toward the Raramuri" (Merrill 

1981:126, stress my own). This seems to express a prevalent 

attitude that Tarahumaras have not only symbolically towards 

the Devil as the source of Mestizo actions, but also in their 

daily dealings with Mestizos, so that the offering of a 

ritual relationship to a Mestizo is a form of appeasement 

as is done for the Devil. 

A strong focal point of the Easter ceremonies is a 

figure of Judas depicted as a Mestizo. This may be a rela

tively recent transformation because Lumho1tz "(1902:1-354) 

reported that a figure treated in a similar manner for a 

crop fertility ritual was dressed as a Tarahumara male. It 

has been said tha L "promiscuous and prodigious sexuality" 

is associated with Judas and is thought to be a (phallic) 

symbol of fertility (Kennedy and Lopez, 1981:58). The Judas 

figure and sometimes a figure representing his wife are 

made and carried by the fariseo sodality of the Easter cere

monial organization through ritualistic actions the three 

days before Easter. On Easter day, the figure is destroyed 

and burned. In Okorare, the Judas figure was ripped apart 

by pulling the legs apart holding the figure upside down by 

two men. There was some laughter by the men and among the 

onlookers. The figure was then burned in the area designated 
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for the Moros, the opposing sodality. It may be inferred 

that in Judas and in burning this Mestizo-like f~gure, Tara

humaras are ritualistically showing their model of Mestizos 

and expressing their aggression, that is, the model for 

viewing Mestizo. Kennedy and Lopez (1981) have arrived at 

a similar conclusion in an analysis including three com

munities. 

Although the traditional Tarahumara cultural model 

as described indicates very definite distinction of Mesti

zos as aggressive, some exceptions were found in observations 

in Okorare. First, in spite of the Tarahumara avoidance of 

aggression, they are not beyond expression of public ridi

cule. It occurred between two nontraditional Tarahumara 

women after which it was reported to the gobernador with no 

action being taken. Another case involved Tarahumara men 

calling out to a Mestiza (who had been married to a nontra

ditional Tarahumara) on two occasions as she walked through 

the village. Once she was called chabochi ta (little chabochi) 

as we were approaching a native fiesta. This was an ironic 

use of the term chabochi, indicating the Tarahumara speaker's 

knowledge that the use of the diminutive terms tarahumarito 

in Spanish was a patronizing form. 

An aspect of traditional Tarahumara world view which 

seems to have been weakened in Okorare was the negative 

view of sexual relations with Mestizos. The intermarriages 

in the community served as examples that the dread 
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consequences of this behavior did not come to pass. One 

nontraditional Tarahumara (mid-thirties) commented that he 

was brought up in the traditional belief system and now saw 

to his amazement that this belief about Mestizos was not true. 

Uses of Key Symbols 

Code of Social Conduct 

Code of social conduct as a key symbol was found to 

signal perhaps one of the biggest differences between Mesti

zos and Tarahumaras. Their different views of proper social 

behavior are probably seen most frequently in trade, work 

or visiting situations. For example, the Mestizo has the 

expectation that the person approaching another should make 

his presence known. The Tarahumara view gives more of a 

prerogative to the person being approached in that the 

presence of the approaching person is made known through the 

acknowledgment of the person approached. The Mestizo view 

reflects more of a value on self-assertion and the taking 

of initiative. This is interpreted from the Tarahumara point 

of view as rudeness and imposition. The Tarahumara practice 

of awaiting acknowledgment based on a value o~ not imposing 

oneself or respecting the privacy of others is interpreted 

by Mestizos as timidity and lack of social graces. 

Mestizos are more likely to walk up to each other, 

immediately state their purpose and not be r~garded as having 

committed an extreme breach of protocol. However, Mestizos 
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do tend to begin a visit with the obligatory buenos dias 

or buenas tardes and some polite conversational comments. 

This does not usually occur when a Mestizo approaches a 

'Tarahumara. The preliminary niceties are dispense with; 

thus the view of Mestizos that Tarahumaras have is consis

tently based on behavior that among Mestizos is tolerable 

but not desirable. A Mestizo cannot consistently be abrupt 

without eventually displeasing other Mestizos. Usually, the 

abruptness in getting down to business is due to some ex

tenuating circumstances and it therefore allowable. Tara

humara preference in social interaction seems to allow very 

little directness outside of the tesguinada. 

The Tarahumara attitude of non-interference in social 

conduct is seen in the custom of waiting for a long period 

of time at some distance from a house until som~one from the 

house invites him/her in or asks what his busines is. This 

pattern is followed by traditional Tarahumaras when approach

ing Mestizo stores in the Sierra. They will politely hold 

back until asked by the proprietor what they want. They 

rarely walk right up to the counter to place their order as 

most Mestizos and other Mexicans do. Proprietors, on the 

other hand, will usually ignore a Tarahumara customer for 

a while especially if there are Mestizo customers in the 

store. In school contexts, there are also cross-cultural 

incongruities related to social codes of conduct. For 

example, there is the authoritarian form of discipline 



totally out of keeping with the non-interference basis for 

Tarahumara socialization practices. 
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The differences in values on directness of behavior 

can also be seen in the kind of stress given to this topic 

in narrative genres from both cultures. Mestizo stories 

in the form of popular songs called corridos stress direct 

action and aggression as necessary and sometimes laudable. 

The indirect and oblique form of dealing with the imposition 

of others by Tarahumaras is seen in two myths (published by 

a Tarahumara from Okorare - Lopez, 1980). The myths also 

exemplify the vanquishing of the large, and more powerful 

by the small in larger numbers. The story about the bear 

and the 'flesh fly' (Lopez, 1980) shows the bear being over

come by a number of annoyed flies stinging and chasing him. 

The annoyance was provoked by the bear asking direct ques

tions of the fly which the fly did not want to answer, but 

the bear persisted (violating the ideal of non-interference) • 

This situation is paralleled in social life in Okorare where

in a Mestizo was often seen to persist in asking direct 

questions which a Tarahumara regards as rude and infringing 

on the individual. 

In another story (Lopez, 1980) using the Sierra

wide theme of an ancient race of giants, a giant family was 

said to be living near a community harassing its residents 

and eating their food. Through community agreement, they 

devised a plan through which the giants cooperate in their 
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own destruction. The male giant was invited to eat and was 

poisoned. Later, the female giant and her son were made to 

believe that they were being protected in their cave shelter 

by the community and were instead set on fire. In both 

cases, the large and powerful (e.g. the Mestizos) were de

feated in numbers by the small and powerless (e.g. Tarahu

mara). The basis for the success of the indirect method 

used in this myth was that the oppressors believed that 

those whom they had been exploiting would be amicably dis

posed towards them. (A belief held by some Mestizos in 

Okorare.) 

Clothing 

Clothing as an obvious distinguisher of Tarahumara 

cultural identity and Mestizo cultural identity, was identi

fied as a significant symbol in this study. In earlier de

scription of the development of clothing styles, it became 

apparent that since the introduction of wool and cotton cloth, 

Tarahumaras have been adapting and creating styles based 

not only on introduced materials but also on introduced 

fashions. 

In Okorare, the shift in fashions followed a similar 

course as in the Sierra in general, but in a much shorter 

span of time. In the memory of two of the oldest respondents, 

wool garments were worn when they were children placed at the 

time shortly before the arrival of Bennett and Zingg in 1930. 
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Between 1930 and 1979 at the time of the present research 

then, there was a shift from all-manta clothing to brightly 

colored cotton cloth used mainly by the women. 

In 1930, men in the community were wearing full

sleeved, pleated manta shirts which were indicative of 

wealth (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:100) probably because of the 

amount of material needed. This style is still worn else

where in the Sierra but not in Okorare. Only one of the 

most traditional older men (ca.65-70) was seen wearing this 

kind of shirt. Surprisingly, his daughter was a nontradi

tional woman who frequently and easily associated with Mes

tizos and outside Mexicans. 

At the present time in Okorare, the principal elabor

ations are in women's clothing. The two items of women's 

traditional clothing (skirt and blouse) were always in two 

different colors - either plain or in floral prints. An 

aesthetic addition to either the collar or hem of the blouse 

and skirt was a decorative edging in a contrasting color 

painstakingly sewn on by hand. Just as has been reported 

for the rest of the Sierra, skirts are worn one on top of 

the other. However, women from Okorare did not wear as many 

as were observed in other areas of the Sierra. 

A traditional Tarahumara man in his mid-fifties 

recalls the following about style of dress in Okorare in the 

past: The dress was made of wool and it sounded from his 

description in limited Spanish that it was wrapped. The 
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length of the dress was the same as now (mid-calf). The top 

for both men and women was "como chaleco sin manga" (like a 

vest without sleeves). Men took off everything but the loin

cloth in the summer. (This was never observed during summer 

fieldwork.) Another older nontraditional Tarahumara man 

said that men had long hair and wore a braid and that about 

1970 they started wearing Western shirts. Interestingly, 

whan a traditional Tarahumara woman (mid-fifties) was asked 

whether there had been any changes after the Mestizos came, 

her response was that life continued the same. Only her 

grandfather started wearing pants. 

Traditional Tarahumara men who wear Western shirts 

and sitagori (loincloths) were observed wearing one shirt on 

top of the other "especially on special occasions. This seems 

to follow the principle of wearing layered skirts among the 

women. This appears to be an example of Mestizo items being 

used in a Tarahumara way. 

Both traditional men and women wear the puraka (curn

berbund) and small ones are woven for some young children. 

Mestizos use this Tarahumara item as a decoration for the 

tops of doorjambs. Natepares, the woven yarn belts, made 

principally for tourist trade were not worn by most Tarahu

maras. However, the mayori wore one as a headband and one 

young nontraditional Tarahumara male was seen wearing one as 

a hat band. 
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There are two IItraditional" styles for dressing the 

hair. The older style )worn only by women approximately over 

the age of forty) includes wearing the hair in a blunt cut 

an inch or two below the ears and held by a coyera (head

band). Women of all ages wear a long, single braid down the 

back and the head is covered by a Mexican scarf or bandana • 

Younger women occasionally braid an especially thin natepare 

(woven for that purpose) into the hair. The long, single 

braid with an interwoven ribbon w~s a man's hairstyle in 

1930 (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:104) The~e natepares some

times end in four to six yarn porn-pons. The braided hair

style is not used with a coyera and the blunt hairstyle is 

not used with a scarf, although coyeras are often made from 

bandanas. 

The most purely decorative items for women are neck

laces and earrings made of Western colored beads. The neck

laces consist of one long strand of beads which can be 

wound around the neck four to five times to hang mid-chest. 

The earrings also consist of three to four strings of beads 

(3-4 inches) with a plastic triangular pendant at the ends. 

Comments by three women in Okorare indicated that earrings 

especially will make a woman look prettier (~:te semate).. Both 

necklace and earring styles have remained the same since 1902 

(Lumholtz, 1973:151) but the materials have changed. 

The most basic items among Tarahumara females is a 

long piece of cloth of colored cotton or manta worn as a 
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combination shawl and backpack. It is mainly used to carry 

infants, but can also be used to carry any number of items. 

This "shawl" is worn and used by both traditional and non

traditional Tarahurnaras and Mestizas. 

Nontraditional Tarahum~ra women dressed in the modi

fied fashion described earlier (Chapter 4); only seven 

girls and younger women dressed in totally Mestiza style 

(i.e., a dress or pants). Nontraditional Tarahumara men all 

dressed like Mestizos. It could be argued that since they 

often wore sandals instead of shoes, they could be distin

guished as Tarahurnaras. However, the majority of Mestizo 

males on the south side of the community often wear sandals. 

A number of nontraditional Tarahumara males were never seen 

wearing sandals. Most of these were married to Mestizas. 

One older nontradi,tional Tarahumara man, when asked if his 

daughter's husband (from another community) was Tarahumara 

or Mestizo, he answered that he was Tarahumara but was well

dressed, like a Mestizo. 

When Tarahumara skirts and blouses were being made 

for me, the reaction of the young women and girls of partial 

Tarahumara descent (one half or one quarter) was surprising 

in view of their very Mestizo way of dressing. They were 

quite pleased and had definite opinions and suggestions to 

make about what would be 'prettier' and were encouraging 

about having the clothes made. They were amused but pleased 

to discover that I was willing to wear Tarahuamra clothes. 
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They agreed to wear similar clothes if I wore them during 

Semana Santa. They seemed willing but shy and probably 

would not have complied. However, their attitude towards 

these purchases contrasted with those of the other ~1estizas 

and even more with those of two outside Mexican women (i.e., 

incomprehension and disbelief as to why someone like myself 

would want to buy a traditional Tarahumara outfit and then 

wear it). 

Language and Communication 

In general, Tarahumaras in Ok'orare seem to value 

their own language. Outside influences through formal edu

cation have not had the effect of transmitting the concept 

of Spanish as superior. A number of traditional Tarahumaras 

seemed to view learning and speaking Spanish in a practical 

sense rather than seeing it as inherently desirable. The 

importance of the Tarahumara language to traditionals was 

expressed by one traditional woman: liEs bueno conservar los 

dos idiomas. Poco a poco va a olvidar 10 que aprende de 

chiquito." (It is good to preserve the two languages. Little 

by little one forgets what one learned as a child.) 

The positive attitude towards bilingualism may be 

attributable to historical factors in the community. For 

example, the first teacher was a Tarahumara. Later, an 

American linguist arrived and spent many years putting the 

language into written form. The principal person with 
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whom the linguist worked is now an influential nontradition

al Tarahumara who promotes the idea of preserving the Tara

humara language in speech and in writing. 

Only one nontraditional Tarahumara family was known 

to not stress the speaking of the language. This may have 

been due to the high rate of intermarriage with Mestizos in 

the family. However, most members of this family seemed to 

understand the Tarahumara language and speak it to some ex

tent. Among Mestizos only three males and one female had 

conversational knowledge of Tarahumara. 

However, there were some similarities in both verbal 

and nonverbal communication among residents of Okorare 

regardless of cultural identity. For example, there was the 

reluctance to speak at length around strangers and the ten

dency to respond with 'Quien sabe.' 

In contrast, outside Mexicans find verbosity in 

speech a desirable characteristic. When an outside Mexican 

is in a Sierra household, store, or other social situation, 

his or her purpose there is immeidately made known and ex

plained. This was not found to be the case among Mestizos 

nor among Tarahumaras~ There is as much circumlocution and 

obliqueness of speech among Mestizos as among nontraditional 

Tarahumaras. (The non-interference and indirectness of tra

ditional Tarahumaras has been discussed earlier.) Mesti

zos, like most Tarahumaras and unlike outside Mexicans, also 

avoid prolonged eye contact. 
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Avoidance of physical contact in public is also 

characteristic of both Tarahumara and Mestizo community re

sidents. It is demonstrated in the form of greeting for both 

groups. Mestizos, like Tarahumaras, have a very brief 

"handshake" and in contrast to outside Mexicans do not have 

the characteristic Latin abrazo (embrace). Social dancing 

for Mestizos involves a means of interacting which is very 

out-of-the-ordinary in this sense. Courting couples do not 

touch in public at all. This behavior also contrasts with 

outside Mexican norms through which it is expected and pro

per for courting couples to walk hand in hand or in embrace. 

(This may be more characteristic of urban areas.) 

This type of behavior is even more unusual for Tara

humaras because even in tesguinadas, the dancing is sex

segregated or done individually. There is in common then, 

among both Mestizos ans Tarahumaras, a great deal of restraint 

shown in social dancing. There is not usually an air of en

joyment and joviality in Mestizo social dancing among 

members of either culture. 

The most obvious commonality is found in the Tarahu

mara terminology used by Mestizos. The following is a list 

of terms commonly used in Sierra Spanish speech by both 

Tarahumaras and Mestizos: 
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-guare -'basket' -chichim6ko -'squirrel' 

-chach'amuri -'snake' -natepare -'woven belt' 

-tow! -'boy' 

-teweke -'girl' 

muchfmari -'brother-in-law' 

-yumari 

-sukuruame 

-rochaka 

-'Tarahumara 
ritual' 

-'witch doctor' 

-'lizard' 

Some men and women among Mestizos may additionally know a 

few other words in Tarahumara. These words vary from indi

vidual to individual. In addition, it was not uncommon to 

hear a Mestizo use the following simple phrases in Tarahu-

mara: 

chu mu rewa 'what is your name?' 

ku rou simi: 'where are you going?' 

ki na sim! 'come here! ' 

In Okorare, r.1estizos often used the phrase en la otra 

banda ('on the other banda') to indicate a location in the 

community. outside Mexicans did not understand this ter-

minology and when the meaning of banda was requested, it 

was not easy for Mestizos to translate. Upon further inves-

tigation, it was found that there is a Tarahumara equivalent 

phrase (Na bo'ona) for which Tarahumaras found it easier to 

explain the meaning. Enla 'otra banda as interpreted by 

Tarahumaras means 'on any part of the landscape on the other 

side of the stream, or stream bed.' This is evidence of a 

similar geographical concept among Sierra residents which 

may have originated in Tarahumara culture. 
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Another interesting coincidence in the use of lan

guage among both groups has to do with courtship. Since 

public displays of interest in the opposite sex are very 

restricted, Mestizos seem to take recourse in the use of 

words for courtship. When a Mestizo female said that a male 

had 'spoken' to her (i.e., me hab16), it carried the impli

cation that he was courting her. In connection with this, 

it is interesting to note that when people are addressed at 

the beginning of a tesguinada among Tarahumaras, the speaker 

advises them not to 'speak' to others' spouses, implying 

avoidance of sexual contact (Merrill, 1981:2;3-214). Thus, 

both groups use the same metaphor for refering to courting. 

Other Cross-cultural Symbolic Usage 

The major food item in Mestizo households in Okorare 

in Tarahumara households is corn and Mestizos sometimes grow 

native Tarahumara blue corn. In contrast to the variety of 

ways in which Tarahumaras prepare corn, Mestizos mostly con

sume corn called kob{si (Tarahumara) or pinole (Spanish) is 

used often by Mestizos and is many times bought from Tarahu

maras or a Tarahumara woman is hired to grind it. 

The custom of eating wild greens comes from the 

Tarahumaras who cultivate them in special plots. However, 

Mestizos are content with the greens which grow in cornfields 

and are picked by the women. In addition to food items asso

ciated with Tarahumaras, Mestizos also use a number of 
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baskets and pots. 
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The notion of walking versus using a means of trans

portation seems to be symbolically weighted, both with re

gard to the two cultures and as identified with economic 

power and other forms of control. The Mestizos in Okorare 

were well informed on the distances covered by Tarahumaras 

and their endurance on foot and they admired this quality. 

They also seemed to value walking among 'themselves. After 

a few treks to ranchos, they would commend me as being buena 

para caminar (good at walking.) Nontraditional Tarahumaras 

in the community tended to use trucks for transportation. 

Those who did 'not own them would often arrange for 'rides ' 

from those who did. However, it was found that the most 

prominent nontraditional Tarahumara family head often walked 

to and from a rancho where he taught school outside the 

ejido. In addition, he would become displeased with his son 

for not walking long distances and always depending on the 

family truck for transportation. 

Persons in Okorare who owned trucks had a certain 

amount of power because others would be dependent on them 

for transportation. Thus others could either become good 

friends with them or pay for their services. And if they 

were not well-disposed to someone, payment alone would not 

suffice. In the characteristic oblique manner, community 

truck owners, whether Tarahumara or Mestizo would make 
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excuses for not complying rather than refusing. In any 

case, truck owners have rapid access to the outside world 

(two and a half hours to Creel.). Many instances of requests 

for 'rides' were for medical emergencies in which patients 

required the kind of attention available at clinics or 

hospitals in Creel and Guachochi. 

Trucks were, therefore, seen as useful and as presti

gious in the sense of allowing some degree of control over 

others and because of the economic means necessary for their 

purchase and also as a Mestizo cultural symbol. In the 

classrooms, Mestizo boys and some nontraditional Tarahumara 

boys often made drawing of trucks, especially lumber trucks. 

Outside of school, boys would make small-scale (2-3 feet long) 

replicas of lumber trucks from wood scraps from the lumber

yard. In addition, Mestizo-style drinking (i.e., males, 

hard liquor) was done in trucks. 

Among minor material items associated with Mestizo 

cultural identity in Okorare was petroleo (crude gasoline) • 

On several occasions Tarahumaras laughed about starting a 

fire with petroleo rather than with ocote (pitch pine). All 

Mestizos in the community used petroleo for starting fires 

in their woodburning stoves. This seemed to be one of the 

areas in which Tarahumaras could point out Mestizo inadequa

cies. It was also noted that fires made with petroleo can be 

detected by the kind of smoke they make (Tarahumara attention 
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may be drawn to this feature based on a cultural perspective 

in which smoke is ritually important.) 

Among other material items associated with Mestizo 

cultural idertity is the grabadora (radio-cassette player). 

It was mentioned earlier that Mestizos use the radio fre

quently to relay messages throughout the Sierra to family 

members. In general, Mestizos use the radio more than do 

Tarahumaras. Nontraditional Tarahumaras were beginning to 

use the cassette player both in the way Mestizos use it and 

also for Tarahumara cultural ends. The social dances organ

ized by nontraditional Tarahumaras in the community were 

carried out with the use of a grabadora playing tapes of 

norteno music popular with Mestizos. Some nontraditional 

Tarahumaras, especially those who partially participated in 

traditional ritual activities and were more comfortable with 

the Tarahumara language than with Spanish, recorded traditon

al music "live" and would later play the tapes in their 

homes. 

In addition, one nontraditional Tarahumara who is a 

teacher, had composed and recorded a song in memory of a 

then recently deceased companero. The action of composing 

corridos (songs that tell a story) is culturally Mestizo, but 

the song was composed in the Tarahumara language. This same 

person said that he and others had written a number of songs 

in Tarahumara. This adaptation of the grabadora appeared to 
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item in a Tarahumara way. 
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In spite of the obvious differences between Tarahu

maras and Mestizos and their mutual antipathy, there are 

nonetheless common bases for interactions and dealings with 

each other. There are commonalities that go beyond the 

apparent "objective" criteria of the amount of Mestizo cul

ture which has been taken on by Tarahumaras. That is, there 

were commonalities beyond the fact that some Tarahuamaras 

dress like Mestizos and speak Spanish and have aspects of 

community life which were significant to both Tarahumaras 

and Mestizos. 

Cross-cultural View of Local Political-economic Power 

Considering the general national structure, the 

assumption generally would be that political-economic power 

is held by Mestizos and that Tarahumaras are subordinate to 

this power. By extension, a cultural correlation is usually 

further assumed. That is, that Mestizo cultural identity is 

associated with political-economic power and Tarahumara cul

tural identity with political-economic subordination. In 

acculturation studies based on the traditional approach, the 

method of analysis related to this question has involved 

correlating socioeconomic measure with classifications of in

dividuals according to the degree to which one culture or 
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the other is exhibited in 'cultural' traits (McFee, 1962: 

114-124). 

In Ok6rare then, one would assume that the most 

political and economic power would be vested in the Mestizos 

and the next in line would be Tarahumaras who most exhibited 

Mestizo identity culturally and socially. The last persons 

in the hierarchy would Tarahumaras who most exhibited Tara-

humara identity culturally and socially. All members of 

the community grouped into two categories: 

1. Mestizo cultural identity (including Mestizos and 

nontraditionals) 

2. Tarahumara cultural identity (including traditional 

Tarahumaras) • 

If socioeconomic measures from Western culture were then 

used to characterize these two groups, then the above assump-

tions would be supported. 

A relatively recent study in the same ejido found 

local perceptions that also supported these assumptions: 

The Tarahumara of the ejido of (pueblo name) are well 
aware of the fact that the Mestizos with whom they 
reluctantly share their territory are considerably 
better off economically than themselves. As a rule, 
the Mestizos have a better and more varied diet, 
live in more spacious, comfortable homes, own more 
material possessions and enjoy better health than 
their Tarahumara neighbors. The Indians are con
vinced that their own poverty is directly related 
to the systematic exploitation by Mestizos of the 
Sierra Madre's limited resources. Moreover, the 
Tarahumara of (puebloname) generally believe that 
their own economic position in relation to that of 
the Mestizos is steadily deteriorating. As the 
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perous, the Indians feel that they in turn become 
increasingly impoverished and miserable. (Pastron, 
1977:40) • 

The same study adds the following qualification: 

I should note at this point that at the present time, 
there is little evidence to indicate that the pres
ence of a small number of Mestizo families in the 
pueblo of (pueblo name) has had as severe an effect 
upon the local economy as some Tarahumara infor
mants claim (Pastron, 1977:40). 

Using the present approach to the study of accul-
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turation, insights were gained on some less obvious corre-

lations of cultural identity with power. At the same time 

. something was learned about local political-economic reI a-

tionships that could have been missed using the classic 

acculturation approach. This approach involved viewing the 

community as a social totality within which its residents 

interacted without first attempting to classify those resi-

dents into cultural categories created from predetermined 

diagnostic traits. The uses of Tarahumara and Mestizo sym-

boIs wi thin this social totali ty were then examined. 

The discussions that follow will demonstrate that 

although there are divisions between traditional Tarahumaras, 

nontraditional Tarahumaras and Mestizos in the community, 

there are also a number of social links among them some of 

whiCh are relevant to all as community members. What appears 

to be of significance is not only the numbers and frequency 

of attendance in different social contexts, but who the 
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community and the influence they have in the community. 

One perspective of the social and political situa

tion in the community in relation to cultural identity can 

be obtained by analyzing a schematic map of the community. 

(See Figure 4). It is interesting to note in connection 
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with the symbolism of physical location that certain areas 

have symbolic ritualistic significance in this particular 

community (Kennedy and Lopez, 1980) in the Easter ceremonies. 

Since locationa1 symbolism did not become totally clear un

til the end of fieldwork, this avenue was not pursued. 

The Mestizos are located mainly in the lower south 

area of the community around the major transportation access 

and near the lumberyard. The government complex (clinics, 

school buildings, .ejido buildings) is located in the central 

part of the community on the west bank of the stream where 

a number of socially significant nontraditional Tarahumara 

families reside. Across the stream from this complex is the 

mission church and a concentration of traditional Tarahumara 

families. On the far north end of the community are also 

found a number of traditional Tarahumara families. Both 

concentration of traditional Tarahumaras are located along 

the principal access footpaths. The "American Protestant 

neighborhood" is located on the west side of the stream 

directly up and below the Catholic missions church. It is 

interesting to note that on a north-south axis, on either 
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extreme are also the social-cultural extremes of f.1estizo-

Traditional Tarahumara. ;r·n the center are not only nontra

ditional Tarahumaras, but also the intermarried families. 

One group of intermarried families lives across from the 

Catholic mission church with one nuclear family living adja-

cent to the church. The other major group of intermarried 

families lives across from the tlAmerican Protestant neigh-

borhood tl with some of the families living adjacent to this 

area. 

A symbolic classification of the settlement of the 

community would be divided as follows: 

South 

Mestizos 
Private Enterprise 

Vehicle road 

East 

Traditional 
Tarahumaras 

Religion 

South 

Mestizo 
extended 
families 

Central 

Intermarried 
extended 
families 
Nontraditional 
extended families 

North 

Traditional 
Tarahumaras 

Subsistence 
Agriculture 
Footpaths 

West 

Nontraditional 
Tarahumaras 

Government 

North 

Traditional Tarahumara 
related families 
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Traditional Tarahumaras tended to live in ranchos 

and nontraditional Tarahumaras in the pueblo. It might be 

assumed that they form two societies based on frequency of 

interaction or based on the choice of a traditional rancho 

settlement over the Mestizo settlement tendency of cluster

ing. However, some traditional Tarahumaras did live in the 

pueblo and some nontraditional Tarahurnaras had ranchos to 

which they devoted half of their time and social loyalty. 

It becomes difficult to clearly make social distinctions 

between traditionals and nontraditionals based on classify

ing them in terms of residence in either rancho or pueblo. 

The pueblo can be viewed as symbolic of Mestizo cultural 

identity and ranchos as symbolic of Tarahumara cultural 

identity. That is, each settlement type was seen as the 

domain of one culture or the other. Rather than stressing 

only the social segregational aspects of rancho versus 

pueblo life, this perspective allows for variation in beha

vior according to context. 

There are important links between rancho residents 

and the central pueblo of ok6rare~ It is a ceremonial cen

ter, a place to trade and work for monetary compensation and 

the location of ejido meetings which have a predominant tra

ditional Tarahumara attendance. There were indications of 

ties between certain ranchos and certain key pueblo resi

dents. For example, it was found that a number of Tarahu

maras in Okorare who have political, economic and educational 



links to an important nontraditional extended family are 

from the rancho of Rejomachi (pseudonym) about ten miles 

away. 
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The individuals from Rejomachi do not cluster physi

cally in Okorare, and are not as directly and closely 

related as the Mestizo style extended families. But they 

do converge at the rancho and are all related in some way. 

There is one nuclear family established in Okorare which is 

part of an extended family from Rejomachi. The elders of 

this family include a monarca and two well-known partici

pants in the traditional ceremonies and the male head of 

the nuclear family is a bilingual teacher. 

Other nuclear families from the rancho of Rejomachi 

are more nontraditionally based and have some times to influ

ential nontraditional Tarahumara families in Okorare. The 

loyal ties are not clear-cut, however, and there seem to be 

fluctuations in associations. What appears to be most con

sistent is that a number of residents of Rejomachi have 

claims to both traditional and nontraditional sources of 

influence- Although there are obvious links to the central 

community, they do seem to have a degree of independence as 

a rancho. 

The most common referent in conversations about 

socio-political relations in the community was the extended 

family. Although the tendency to concentrate political power 

in the extended family is a Mexican cultural tendency and it 
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could be said that this precedent was started in the com

munity by the Mestizos, Tarahumaras seem to be tying into 

the system by using Mestizo patterns and adaptations of tra

ditional Tarahumara patterns. 

If political-economic power is examined on this basis, 

then strict correlations between Mestizos and domination do 

not hold. At least the attribution of Mestizo cultural iden

tity according to political or economic power becomes unclear. 

There are six key extended families in the pueblo of 

Ok6rare: two nontraditional Tarahumara families (whose heads 

were brought up as traditional Tarahumaras), one Tarahumara

Mestizo family, and three Mestizo families. Although de

tailed information on economic status was not collected, 

observations on the obvious possessions and activities of 

extended families in the community allows for some safe 

assumptions about their relative status. ':':'able 6 summarizes 

the preceding discussion. 

The families have been numerically identified to 

preserve anonymity. The cultural background is indicated 

for both the male and female heads of the extended families. 

In the cases where both have the same cultural background, 

only one cultural designation is noted. Political partici

pation is indicated if the male head of family ever held 

the position of comisario ejidal. Vehicles are included as 

indicators of both economic and political power. If any 

member of the extended family owns at least one of the two 
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Table 6. Culturally distincti.ve political and economic 
correlates of key extended families 

Extended Cultural Principal Vehicles Comisorio 
Family Background Economic Ejidal 

of Basis 
Family 
Head 

1 T T-M L,P x 

2 M M L,P 

3 T T-M L,P x 

4 M T-B L,P x 

5 T-M T-M L,P 

6 M M 

T = Tarahurnara 
M = Mestizo 
L = Lumber truck 
P = Pickup truck 
x = Office has been held 

kinds of vehicles it is indicated because it means those 

vehicles are at the disposal of any of the family members. 

The economic bases are defined in terms of Tarahumara and 

Mestizo culture as follows: 

Tarahumara Mestizo 
1. Agriculture w/tesguino 1. Lumberyard 

based labor 
2. Lumber transport 

2. Herd Animals 
3. Stores 

3. Craft Trade 
4. Herd animal trade 

5. Restaurants 

6. Agriculture 
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The families are ranked on the basis of a general esti

mation of the way they are viewed in Okorare. 

The ranking of the first family (Tarahumara) is the 

most reliable. This judgment was supported by the doctor who 

had lived in Okorare and had become well-acquainted with Tara

humara and Mestizo social life. Their economic base in prin

cipally in agriculture and herd animals, ordinarily the basis 

for Tarahumara wealth. However, the labor is not done through 

tesguinadas, a Tarahumara cultural identifier, and the herd 

animals are largely raised to be sold in trade. (This is dis

tinguished from Mestizo herd animal trade in which the Mestizo 

is either an intermediary for Tarahumaras or buys from Tara

humaras.) Blankets and purakas woven by women in this family, 

were of better quality than others - the patterns more intri

cate, the colors more varied and the prices higher. Natepares 

were bought from other Tarahumaras and sold at the family 

store. Traditional Tarahumaras were hired to herd the family's 

sheep and goats A Mestizo driver was hired to drive the family 

lumber truck. 

The second family (Mestizo) has their largest economic 

base in the lumberyard where participation includes account

ing,supervision, lumber transport and a restaurant next to the 

lumberyard used mainly by lumber workers. It was more diffi

cult to rank the second and third (Tarahumara) families relative 

to each other, especially taking both economic and political 
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factors into consideration. The third family is not obvious

ly better off in the economic domain, but has much influence 

in local ejido affairs. Their economic base seems to be 

mainly in a store, lumber transport and wagework with some 

agriculture based on tesguinolabor. 

Given the available information the ranking of the 

last three families was the least definitive. However, they 

can be classed together as a group which clearly contrasts 

with the first three families classed as a group. The rank

ing of the fourth family (Mestizo) was mainly based on poli

tical participation. The economic bases of this family in

cluded relatively modest participation in agriculture (using 

tesguinadas), lumber transport and wagework and a very small 

store. Also, some of the women took in laundry or sold 

empanadas. The fifth family (Tarahumara-Mestizo) has avoided 

ejido politics as much as possible. However, some members 

(married in) had ties with SEP and INI in education and 

health. Some influence was held through receiving and deliv

ering the community mail. The main economic base was in a 

store, a restaurant, some craft trade with Tarahumaras and in 

land (sometimes family, wage or tesguino labor). The last 

family (Mestizo) seems to have an economic base in another 

pueblo, including land and animal trade. Some family members 

were involved in wagework although not in the lumberyard. 

Some work was done on road construction projects and some was 

done in the city of Chihuahua. 
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Some alliances were formed between these six families 

mainly through marriage. One of the difficulties in ranking 

the second (Mestizo) family and the third (Tarahumara) fam

ily was due to a link between them in two intermarriages, 

the same in the fourth and sixth Mestizo families. The 

fifth family (Tarahumara-Mestizo) had informal social links 

and sympathetic attitudes towards members of the fourth and 

sixth families. 

An overview of these relationships in terms of Tara

humara and Mestizo cultural identity indicates uses of cul

tural aspects from both cultures for political and economic 

benefit. The most salient aspect is the adoption of the 

extended family social pattern characteristic of Mestizos by 

the two most influential Tarahumara families in Okorare. This 

pattern was seen in the residence of adult offspring in or 

near the parents' home and in the sharing of resources. Mem

bers of these extended families also shared the same attitudes 

with regard to local politics. 

The Mestizo attitude in making marriage alliances is 

to include within the extended family new members who will 

bring something to add to the power of prestige of the family. 

The above mentioned Tarahumara families have done this by 

marrying non-Indians who bring in new knowledge. However, 

this was the only similarity between these two Tarahumara 

families. One family has brought in business knowledge in 

this manner, and the other has brought in education knowledge. 
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On the other hand, these two families had important influ

ence among ~raditional Tarahumaras in the pueblo which was 

advantageous to their non-Indian relatives. 

Although the members of one family tended to be ames

tizados (e.g.m drinking patterns, aggression, Spanish is 

stressed) a number of the males participated in tesguinadas. 

Thus, access to traditional Tarahumara social life was pos

sible. In addition, one male was married to a nontraditional 

Tarahurnara female who followed local traditional Tarahumara 

lifestyle patterns to a large extent and drank tesguino. The 

other family mainly had access to traditionals through the 

Tarahurnara language because none of its members participated 

in tesguinadas. Through their own language traditionals 

could work for, and trade with this family, thus being fully 

aware of all the transactions. 

Members of the Mestizo family (number four) which is 

not intermarried with either of the two important Tarahurnara 

families, participated in traditional Tarahumara activities 

and used the Tarahurnara language and tesguino both in Tara

humara social contexts and within their own lifestyle. There

fore, this family also had connections among traditional Tara

humaras. Fewer members of the Tarahumara-Mestizo family 

(number five) follow similar patterns and to a lesser extent. 

It was difficult to characterize the other Mestizo family 

(number six) in terms of their social ties to traditional 



Tarahumaras since many of their activities in .this realm 

were carried out in another pueblo. 

Summary and Conclusions 
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Mestizo concepts of Tarahumaras employ metaphors 

attributing animal-like qualities to them. Tarahumara sym

bolism for Mestizos, on the other hand, uses malevolent meta

physical beings (e.g., the Devil) symbolically. In addition, 

Tarahumaras appear to have ritually symbolic means of deal

ing with Mestizos, including the use of the Judas figure in 

Easter ceremonies. 

Cross-Cultural differences in the view of aggression 

not only provide a basis for Tarahumaras and Mestizos to 

judge each other unfavorably, but also put Tarahumaras at a 

disadvantage in dealing with Mestizos. Since the ordinary 

Tarahumara individual has little recourse in countering Mes

tizo aggression, it has been suggested here that they might 

use indirect means of dealing with Mestizos that include: 

appeasement, avoidance and ritual. Examples of the use of 

these means were provided. 

A discussion of uses of key symbols included 'code 

of conduct' and 'clothing.' The values relating to direct 

action in behavior seem to signal one of the greatest differ

ences between Tarahumara and Mestizo cultures. These values 

were found to be expressed in narrative genres from each cul

ture: corridos (narrative songs) among Mestizos and myths 
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among Tarahumaras. Clothi~g also is a definite indicator of 

Tarahumara identity as distinct from Mestizo cultural iden

tity especially among males. Altho~gh there was some over

lap in terms used by both Tarahumaras and Mestizos, the items 

worn in ensemble gave a distinctive image of one cultural 

identity or the other. In addition, there were some indica

tions that traditional Tarahumara apparel still had some 

positive significance for nontraditional Tarahumara women 

and Tarahumara-Mestizo women. 

The Tarahumaras language seems to be a symbol of cul

tural identity in Ok6rare, and Spanish was regarded by most 

Tarahumaras as a practical necessity rather than culturally 

desirable. There were some minor elements of commonality in 

speech and communication derived from Tarahumara culture but 

shared by all community residents regardless of cultural iden

tity. Included among these were nonverbal expressions and 

some Tarahumara terminology. 

Other uses of cultural symbols in the community in

cluded the use of Tarahumara foods by Mestizos (considered 

by them as community foods rather than Tarahumara). A con

trast was made between walking as a Tarahumara value and 

identifier, versus the motorized vehicle as symbolic of Mes

tizo cultural identity. Cultural distinctions were also made 

in Ok6rare based on the use of petroleo (Mestizo) versus 

ocote (Tarahumara). The radio-cassette player, a Mestizo 

item, was found to be used for Tarahumara cultural purposes. 



The examination of these minor cultural identifiers con

sidered gives some indication of the two-way nature of the 

acculturation process in the community. 
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It had been assumed given the distribution of politi

cal economic power in the national structure that the same 

pattern would occur in the community. Furthermore, if Mes

tizo cultural identity was correlated with more political

economic power, it would be expected that this power would 

be distributed in the following order: Mestizos, nontradi

tional Tarahumaras and traditional Tarahumaras. However, 

in Ok6rare the distribution of political-economic power in 

terms of cultural correlations was not as clearly distin

guishable. 

An examination of the physical layout of Ok6rare re

vealed a tendency to cluster in residential settlement in 

certain areas of the community according to cultural iden

tity. It gave some indications of political and economic 

connections. 

For example, a grouping of nontraditional Tarahumaras 

including one influential extended family was settled near 

the IIgovernment complex" area. This correlated with their 

actual leading role in local politics and connections with 

outside government agencies, especially in education. An

other cultural identity-settlement correlation was made 

through the rancho-pueblo dichotomy, with traditional Tara

humara cultural identity relating to rancho lifestyle and 
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Mestizo cultural identity related to pueblo life. Although 

a tendency towards following one lifestyle over the other 

socially separated traditionals from nontraditionals, there 

were important political and economic links with each other 

and generally between the pueblo as a center and outlying 

ranchos. 

The six prominent extended families were ranked using 

some rough indicators of political influence and economic 

status. A Tarahumara family ranked first and two of the 

Mestizo families ranked last which does not strictly fit the 

usual assumptions about distribution of political-economic 

power between Mestizos and Indians. The highest ranking 

family was Tarahumara with basically a Mestizo lifestyle. 

Nonetheless they stressed the use of the Tarahumara language 

and used their influence to include the language used in ejido 

affairs and have it preserved in writing. In this sense, 

their cultural identity was not as Mestizo as that of the 

other nontraditional Tarahumara family which is ranked third. 

Both nontraditional Tarahumara families maintained 

broad ties in the traditional Tarahumara population. The 

first one seems to gain traditional support in part through 

their knowledge of the Tarahumara language, but disapproved 

of the use of tesguino. Members of the second family used 

tesguinobutdid not speak the language well. It may be that 

some traditional Tarahumara support was gained through the 

use of tesguino, but this family's use of tesguino was more 



similar to local Mestizo way than to the traditional way. 

The two families were generally similar in following a 

Mestizo pattern of consol£dating power by forming extended 

families and making profitable marriage alliances. 
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In sum, in spite of the obvious discontinuities be

tween Tarahumara and Mestizo cultures and the social barriers 

among participants in both cultures, some social and cultural 

interchanges were taking place in Okorare. This is con

sidered to be part of the process of acculturation as defined 

in the present framework. The cultural barriers were seen 

most readily in the significant symbols of each culture com

pared to each other, in their use and in the cross-cultural 

attitudes of participants in each culture. Nonetheless, 

tesguino could be used in the community to develop ejido 

political influence while at the same time dropping the use 

of tesguino did not automatically imply losing influence 

among traditional Tarahumaras. 

Probably the most significant use of the key symbol 

of another culture in the community has been the Tarahumara 

use of the Mestizo extended family pattern to consolidate 

local political and economic power, In addition, barriers 

have been overcome to some extent in the intermarriages of 

members of prominent extended families. The prominence of 

Tarahumara extended families is in itself significant sym

bolically because traditional Tarahumaras see that the peo

ple who put them down (Mestizos) look up to these families. 
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Other evidence of crossing cultur.al barriers are minor ma

terial and linguistic items originating in one culture or 

the other which are being used by persons not identified 

with the culture of origin. These items are also being used 

in social contexts not contained in the cultures of origin. 

In a sense, these items appear to be in the process of 

being redefined as part of the other culture both among 

Tarahurnaras and Mestizos. 



CHAPTER 10 

IMPLICATIONS OF ACCULTURATION FOR NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

Historical Evidence 

The historical conditions under which Tarahumara 

acculturation has taken place have been those cornmon to other 

colonial situations. that is, the dominant group has sought 

to change the members of the subordinate group to conform to 

the social and cultural ways of the dominant group. Tarahu

maras have been affected by the Spanish colonialist policy 

and programs principally in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. From the mid-nineteenth century until the present, 

Tarahumaras have been affected by different Mexican national 

policies and programs. After over three hundred years of 

outside intervention, over 40,000 Tarahurnaras are still lead

ing an "indigenous" lifestyle. Thus, they have been charac

terized as "culturally conservative" (Spicer, 1962; Champion, 

1962). It has been found remarkable that given the opportuni

ties for contact with outsiders, Tarahumaras have not become 

more "Mexicanized" (Bennett and Zingg, 1976:356, 378). 

The only known in-depth culture contact study of Tara

humaras started with the assumption that Tarahurnara culture 

was homogeneous and concluded after an examination of "traits, 

complexes and patterns" that Spanish influence did not "seem 
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to have had a far-reachi!lg effect on the total ,culture" 

(Champion, 1962:429). Two points may be considered in this 

evaluation: 

1. The definition of culture (and therefore, how cultural 

persistence is determined) 

2. The indications of change among Tarahumaras given 

the concept of culture used. 

Included in the concept of culture used in the above 

mentioned study were: territorial use, population, ecology, 

technology, material culture, social and political organiza

tion, religion and art. Given these categories for assess

ing change, it can be said that some very basic changes did 

occur in Tarahurnara lifestyle as the result of Spanish in

fluence - organizationally, ecologically and in ritual and 

religion. These changes are seen in the lifestyle or the 

majority of Tarahurnaras, who in addition, came to be distin

guished as bautizados or pagotarne in contrast with the minori

ty of Tarahurnaras known as gentiles who did not incorporate 

many Spanish introductions. 

There are two reasons that cou1d'account for the view 

of Tarahurnara as historically conservative with regard to 

change. First, although the taking on of Spanish introduc

tions meant a notable deviation from the pre-contact lifestyle, 

the manner in which they were incorporated did not conform to 

the ideas and purposes of those introducing the changes. It 

was not possible to govern Tarahumaras because they did not 
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"properly" cluster into encomiendas (i.e., the"y did not per

manently settle). Tarahumaras took on many CathOlic concepts 

and rituals, but ultimately are not Catholics. without these 

two conditions being properly met they could not be "subjects 

of the Crown." The domesticated animals they adopted actu

ally enhanced their physical mobility. Political organiza

tion included Spanish-named offices but did not become hier

archical, retaining the native concept of leadership. (Thus 

whqle groups coud not be governed through a single native 

leader. ) 

The second reason for considering Tarahumaras as con

servative in terms of change is that rather than appearing 

"Hispanicized," Tarahumaras have incorporated Spanish intro

ductions in such a manner that these are now considered indi

cators of Tarahurnara traditionalism (e.g., the full, pleated 

cotton skirts and blouses). These introductions of Spanish 

origin are regarded as Tarahumara by both Indians and non

Indians. The manner in which these introductions are now 

implemented is certainly not "Spanish," nor "Mestizo," and 

certainly not "Mexican." By giving the introductions a 

Tarahumara cultural identity, the population accepting these 

changes has continued to be seen as Tarahurnara. 

The factors which served to buffer the Tarahumaras 

from Spanish colonial were: the small numbers of introducers 

relative to a very large and scattered population of Tara

humaras, and long period of time which they have had to 
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incorporate changes in their own contexts and independently 

of the introducers. In the modern Mexican period., this 

situation has changed. Modern technology in transportation 

enables increasing numbers of different kinds of outsiders 

to enter Tarahurnara territory at a faster rate. Therefore, 

the time and population factors are not as effective for in

group incorporation of changes. 

In addition, in the modern Mexican period opportunities 

for incorporating Tarahumaras economically into the national 

system through their participation in wage work are open in 

private enterprise and through. government programs. There 

are also increased opportunities for trade in both Mexican 

and Tarahumara goods, but at this point it is difficult to 

say how much effect these could have in terms of national 

integration. 

The government programs which could have the most 

effect on the national integration of the Tarahumaras are 

those in education, both in terms of wage work (the promotor 

program) and in terms of transmitting the Mexican culture. 

However, because Tarahumaras rather than Mexicans have been 

trained to work in these programs and some have attained 

administrative positions, Tarahumaras may have some degree of 

control over the manner in which formal educational processes 

of integration are put into effect. In addition, the majori

ty of schools in whlch Tarahumara teachers work are located 

in areas where the traditional Tarahumara lifestyle is 
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dominant. This places the formal educational process in a 

Tarahumara context, thus allowing more opportunity to adapt 

Mexican cultural knowledge to Tarahurnara society. 

However, whatever mitigati~g effects Tarahumaras can 

have on the Mexican formal education system among themselves 

does not compare to the extent of change possible through 

this medium. For example, it is necessary in their partici

pation in administration to be based in a hierarchical 

structure (state director, regional directors, supervisors 

within regions) which does not conform to Tarahumara means 

of social control. Furthermore, formal education inherently 

e.g., classroom structure and literacy) is very different 

from anything in current Tarahumara lifestyle. 

The governmental policy in the modern Mexican period 

towards Indians ha? alternated between stressing cultural 

pluralism related to the ideology of Indigenismoand assimila

tion related to Mexican nationalism. Currently, attitudes 

based on both of these policies seem to be held by repre

sentatives of government programs in the Sierra, and sometimes 

vary from agency to agency. This is one indicator of the 

difference between Mexican efforts at integration and the 

Spanish program which was unified and centrally controlled. 

Another difference has been in the role of Catholicism' which 

in the Spanish period was central to incorporation of the 

Indians and in the Mexican period is totally divorced from 

governmental programs of integration. Modern missionaries 



follow a model stressing cultural pluralism which promotes 

Tarahumara cultural independence. 
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However, the present purpoe is not only to provide a 

perspective of the Tarahumaras being acted upon by outside 

institutions, but also of the role which Tarahumaras play in 

this process. 

The threat of violence or use of physical violence has 

not proved a viable alternative to Tarahumaras in resisting 

outsiders. Since the earliest rebellions in the eighteenth 

century, each successive uprising seemed to include fewer 

numbers until the nineteenth century. In early colonial 

times the enemy was easily identified in the form of a lone 

missionary, but as time passed no matter how many soldiers 

w~re killed there were always more to replace them. By the 

beginning of the twentieth century, Tarahumara acts of vio

lence against Mestizos were no longer reported, and the 

consensus by students of Tarahumara society has been that 

the primary response to outsiders has been that of physical 

withdrawal. But physical withdrawal has become and will con

tinue to bocme increasingly difficult with the influx of lum

bering interests and accompanyi~g roads. 

For dealing with Mestizos, there is little legal re

course nor are Mestizos susceptible to the negative informal 

sanctions of the Tarahumara social system. It is unlikely 

that a Tarahumara taking legal action against a Mestizo would 

get equitable treatment in the Mexican system. The legal 



counsel of the Instituto NacionaL Indigenista,' meant to 

assist the Indians in these situations, cannot overcome 
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the "frontier justice" which can be carried out in isolated 

parts of the Sierra. Even a non-traditional Tarahumara or a 

Mexican who is thought to be 'starting trouble' by initia

ting a legal investigation or action such as organizing an 

ejido for Tarahumaras can fear for his life. It is difficult 

for the Mexican justice system to offer protection given the 

physical and social climate of the Sierra. 

Tarahumara~ have become increasingly aware of the large 

Mexican support system outside of the Sierra. This aware-

ness of the Mexican "outside world" has been developing for 

some time. There have been reports (Dunne, 1948) of Tarahu

maras visiting Chihuahua city since the nineteenth century. 

In this century, many traditional and nontraditional Tara

humaras have frequented the cities of Parral and Chihuahua, 

and other large towns. Since the formation of the Consejo 

Supremo Tarahumara, there have also been delegations of Tara

humaras going to Mexico City for intertribal conferences. 

Among this number is an ooruame from Okorare who was the 

native governor at the time one of these trips was organized. 

In 1979, this awareness was expanded to the united States, when 

a group of about thirty Tarahumaras was brought to the opening 

of a Tarahumara exhibit at the Arizona State Museum in Tucson, 

Arizona. One male Tarahumara informant in Okorare had worked 

as a farmworker in the united States. In spite of an increased 
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awareness of the outside Mexican support system, the majori

ty of Tarahumaras in the Sierra still have to deal with local 

Mestizos within their usual lifestyle. 

The two sections that follow provide a more specific 

perspective on factors relating to the national integration 

of Tarahumaras by examining participation of persons involved 

both in national integration and acculturation processes. 

Participants in these processes have been identified earlier 

as traditional and nontraditional Tarahumaras, Mestizos and 

mainstream Mexicans. Those with the least involvement in 

both processes and the most numbers were the traditional 

Tarahumaras. Mainstream Mexicans in the Si;rra were mainly 

involved in national integration processes. Mestizos and 

nontraditional Tarahumaras were integral participants in the 

acculturation process and nontraditional Tarahumaras were more 

closely linked to national integration processes through their 

work with governmental institutions. 

Mainstream Mexican symbols are communicated to both 

groups by teachers through the children. Among adults main

stream symbols are directly learned mainly by Mestizos and by 

a few nontraditional Tarahumaras. The social interactions of 

mainstream Mexicans are also mainly with Mestizos and nontra

ditionals through whom they communicate and put their actions 

into effect for traditional Tarahumaras. Nontraditional 

Tarahumaras as the intermediaries between mainstream Mexicans 

and traditionals were probably most significant in the 



political and social int~gration through education of all 

Tarahumaras into the national system. 

The Role of Mainstream Mexicans 

Many of the government programs are not only geared 
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towards the national integration of Tarahumaras but also to 

the general rural populations which includes the Mestizos. 

For example, the program policy for the Instituto Nacional 

Indigenista which continues to be followed has been stated 

as follows: 

En efecto, la accion planeativa debe abarcar 
tareas que deben realizarse con los grupos no indf
genas de la Sierra; otras que deben realizarse con 
los sectores socia1es de otras regiones del Estado 
y otras mas que deben llevarse a la practica con 
otros sectores nacionales. 

En relacion con los sectores no indfgenas de la 
Sierra, por ejemplo, 10 menos que debe hacerse es 
interesarlos en 1a solucion de aquellos problemas 
que afectan tanto a indigenas como a e110s mismos, 
para obtener su cooperacion al respecto, amen de la 
rea1izaci6n de un plan educativo mfnimo en que se 
planee ante ellos con precision la necesidad de 
integrar a los aborigenes al ritmo de la vida na
cional en un trato e interaccion de equidad, demo
cracia y justicia como rnexicanos que son, dictando 
las medidas necesarias para garantizarlo (Plancarte, 
1954:82). 

Translation: 
The plan of action should effectively include 

projects to be carried out among non-Indian groups 
in the Sierra; and others should be directed at social 
sectors in other regions of the state and national 
sectors. 

For example, the least that should be done in 
relation to the non-Indian sectors in the Sierra is 
to interest them in the solution of problems which 
affect them as much as they do the Indians, in order 
to obtain their cooperation through an educational 



program designed to clearly present the necessity of 
integrating the natives into the dynamics of national 
life through equitable transactions and agreements 
based on democracy and justice for them as Mexicans, 
which stipulate the necessary means for guaranteeing 
that they are carried out. . 

Efforts at the national integration of Mestizos are, 
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of course, more successful because the Mestizos are more will-

ing to cooperate in the efforts. What may eventually happen 

then is that the identification of Mestizos will become more 

closely aligned with mainstream Mexican culture and society. 

As the merging between mainstream and Sierra culture becomes 

greater among Mestizos, Tarahumaras will no longer be dealing 

with the Sierra version of chabochis to whom they have been 

accustomed. In addition, with the cooperation of the Mesti-

zos, the linkage between the Sierra economy and the national 

economy can be hastened. 

There are ways in which Mestizos and mainstream Mexi-

cans differ but also areas in which they are coming into 

agreement. Basically, mainstream cultural symbolism consists 

of introducing education and other types of modernity to the 

Sierra Mestizos. These include technology, material consumer 

items, mode of dress, and other signs of class distinction. 

There are some less easily observable details in which Mesti-

zos may not so readily adjust. 

Mestizos seem to have conflicting attitudes toward 

outside Mexicans, but in general one is aware of the power 

and prestige attributed to outsiders. Generally, Mestizos 
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admire the outsiders' knowledge and lifestyle, .but may also 

resent and be defensive of the same. In addition, they see 

outsiders as encroaching on their domains and usurping their 

power. That is, Mestizos seem to see outside interference 

as threatening any sense of control they may have in rela

tions with Tarahumaras. Nonetheless, outsiders are seen as 

useful for increasing their power in the Sierra through means 

originating outside the Sierra. 

In Okorare, there seemed to be much interest among 

Mestizos (including Mestizo-Tarahumaras) in forming ties 

with outside Mexicans (especially the doctors) through joint 

economic ventures, compadrazgo or even marriage. Although 

this was not a subject of direct study, there were some indi

cations in daily contacts with Mestizos in the community that 

they were becoming increasingly aware of class differences 

between themselves and these various representatives of 

governmental agencies. They were also becoming aware of the 

bases for social class prestige. Some of the conflict in 

attitudes came in realizing their own position in this out

side class system on the one hand, and defending their inde

pendent, essentially egalitarian position within the Sierra 

Mestizo social system on the other hand. 

Because of a tendency to subscribe to measures of 

prestige from the national class system, Mestizos began to 

disassociate themselves with things considered provincial. 

This is most apparent in young women's attire in Ok5rare. 
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Another indicator was the substitution of gas burning stoves 

for wood burning stoves. There has also been much interest 

among Mestizos to have running water, electricity and tele

vision installed in the community. 

Th'; .:, desir·:: ";0 use and identify with symbols and per

sons in the mainstream of national culture and society, may 

also be inclining Mestizos to distance themselves from sym

bols and persons with Tarahurnara cultural identity. The 

attitudes voiced towards outsiders about Tarahumaras indi

cated a greater distance between them than was found to be 

the case upon closer inspection. There was more willingness 

to acknowledge ties with Tarahumaras upon finding that the 

outsider did not have negatively prejudiced attitudes to

wards the Tarahumaras. 

Government representatives would sometimes approach 

Mestizos in Okorare for information on Tarahumaras and 

would get a certain response. That is, Mestizos would appear 

more knowledgeable about Tarahumaras than they actually were 

and would portray them as inferior to themselves. Negative 

portrayals of tesquino drinking among Tarahumaras would in

variably be mentioned. In this sense, the Mestizos have an 

effect by structuring the perceptions of newcomers to the 

Sierra and possible affecting the manner in which they carry 

out their work among the Tarahumaras. On the other hand, 

Mestizos in the community are also becoming aware of the 



respect in the national culture for indigenismo through 

other outsiders. 
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Much of the role that Mexican outsiders play in the 

Sierra is related to national development policies of the 

government. National development policies include the major 

concerns of industry and finance, and more concretely, of 

transportation, education, essential foodstuffs and social 

services. As noted earlier, most of the outsiders in the 

Sierra are the representatives of agencies assigned the task 

of carrying out national policies. One analysis has con

cluded that national development policies were created with 

a view that stressed Mexicanism over structural concerns 

(Padgett, 1976:312). But policies do not seem to be inflex-

ible exerting a monolithic control over pr~gram development. 

The various agencies in the Sierra have their own interpreta

tion of policy which are manifested in conflicts of loyalties 

and demands and in the implementation of program activities. 

Implicitly contained in Mexican policy is a symbolic point of 

view, a value system and a notion of the ideal social rela

tionships within the nation. 

In this sense, each institution in the Sierra has its 

own perspective. Catholic missionaries are in the Sierra to 

obtain membership and loyalty for the Church while changing 

the Tarahumaras as little as possible, that is, a cultural 

pluralistic approach. Private enterprise views the Tarahu

mara population as an obstacle or as labor for resource 
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exploitation. Health workers. generally tend to ignore cul

tural differences and attempt to carry out their tasks as 

they would in the general Mexican population. The policy 

of the Instituto Nacional Indigenista is a combination of 

the recognition of the value of preserving a cultural heri

tage while seeing its task as assimilation of Indians as 

fully integrated Mexican citizens. 

There seem to be two general attitudes about Tarahu-

maras held by federal employees in the Sierra. One formal 

attitude promulgated through governmental policy is 

indigenista. That is, that which is indigenous is regarded 

as having intrinsic worth, and special assistance programs 

are directed at helping persons identified as Indians. The 

other, apparently contradictory attitude of government em-

ployees is assimilationist and confirms to past statements 

of the goals of the Instituto Nacional Indigenista. For 

example, it has been said that: 

••. el objective central de hacer de estos grupos 
nativos, sectores de poblacion plenamente iden
tificados con la cultura y vida nacionales 

•.• the central objective being to make of these 
native groups, population sectors completely iden
tified with the national culture and life. 
(Plancarte, 1954:83). 

Those in guvernment who support indigenismo seem to 

focus on the colorful and folkloric aspects of the Tarahumara 

culture as was done in the annual Festival of Song and· Dance 

sponsored by INI in the Sierra. Another example was a museum 
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of Tarahumara crafts and other material goods established in 

the city of Chihuahua in 1980. Less attention is, given to 

the less observable aspects of Tarahumara culture and to 

the maintenance of cultural identity. Native languages are 

mainly given importance as an object of scholarly li~guistic 

study. In practical applications, native languages are to 

be used mainly as a means of transition to learning the 

national language. 

A very purist concept of what a Mexican Indian is in

cludes images of 'the noble savage' and colorful, folkloric 

dress, crafts and dances. However, it is not unlikely that 

similar attitudes prevail throughout the world. These atti

tudes among members of the dominant society about indigenous 

peoples may be based on early colonial models and concepts 

of what was considered 'indigenous.' 

In actual interaction with Indians during the imple

mentation of government programs then, outsiders may tend 

to define for the service population not only what is 

'Mexican' but also what is 'Tarahumara.' This attitude was 

exhibited on an informal level and could be observed in the 

course of daily activities of assistance to the Tarahumaras. 

In addition, some outside Mexicans in Sierra government pro

graIns had definite ideas of why Tarahumaras should want to be 

Mexicanized. For example, a government econimist thought 

that promotores bilingues tended to marry non-Indians because 

to be different (i.e., Indian) was to be inferior. He found 



that it was obvious for Tarahumaras to become '''rational'' 

(i.e., Mexican) since this was the ideal. Negative atti

tudes were also forming among Mexican government workers 
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in the Sierra specifically about Tarahumara acculturation. 

For example, a Mexican (Protestant) educator felt that once 

Tarahumaras became amestizados, they turned to heavy drink

ing of hard liquor and became shiftless nad irresponsible. 

It was observed that a Tarahumara who has been formal

ly educated through the Mexican system and no longer exhi-

bi ts what are considered 'native' traits, may no longer be 

perceived as being "truly Tarahumara." Some government 

workers seemed to have the attitude that such a person could 

no longer be considered as indigenous, would now be judged 

on the basis of Mexican social and cultural standards and 

were, therefore, less deserving of government assistance. 

In fact, many Tarahumaras in this position could not be 

evaluated solely from a Mexican cultural point of view, be

cause they are still participants in their own social and 

cultural systems. 

What appears to happen is that Tarahurnaras educated 

through the primaria (elementary level) enter into an ambi

gious category in the eyes of federal representatives. They 

are not 'real' Tarahumaras, but they are not really consider

ed Mexicans in the social and cultural sense. They are per -

sons who used to be 'real' Tarahurnaras (the Spanish expres

sion used is netamente Tarahumara), but it is not clear what 
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they are now. In terms of the Tarahumaras however, these 

persons are seen as a different kind of Tarahumara, but are 

definitely considered Tarahumaras. 

The implementation of government programs is usually 

carried out by Mexican outsiders working with educated Tara-

humaras as intermediaries for the bulk of the Tarahumaras 

population which is traditional and monolingual. When Mexi-

can outsiders attempt to work with traditional Tarahurnaras 

directly rather than through intermediaries, there seems to 

be less success. Programs also seem to be least effective 

when the Tarahumaras are expected to approach a, government 

facility for assistance, rather than having services taken to 

the communities. 

There is a pattern of direct Mexican-Tarahumara inter-

action at government offices which has been characteristic 

since the early 1940s. For example, the relationships with 

Tarahumaras of the staff for the Brigadas de Mejoramiento 

Indigena (Missions for Indigenous Betterment) have been de

scribed as follows for the mid-1950s: 

Relationships with the mission staff are superficial. 
The members of the staff are friendly to the Indians 
but look down on them as inferior and the Indians 
feel this. When a Tarahumara comes to visit a 
mission he usually waits until a member of the mis
sion staff asks him his purpose for coming 
(Champion, 1962:276). 

The above description fits what was observed in the 

present fieldwork. The situation may be attributable not only 

to the Mexican staff's negative attitudes towards Indians, but 
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also to their lack of knowledge of Tarahumara etiquette. 

For example, the Tarahumara custom of waiting quietly until 

acknowledged when paying a visit is also followed when visit

ing a government office. 

A traditional Tarahumara may sit for an hour or more 

outside a government office waiting to be acknowledged while 

a stream of Mestizos or other Mexicans may enter and leave in 

the meantime. The staff members expected Tarahumaras to walk 

in without being asked and became impatient with the usual 

waiting behavior. The expected behavioral pattern for doing 

business among Mexicans is that a client approaches desks or 

walks' into offices and does not wait to be asked. Difficulty 

in such interactions then is that Tarahumaras are not aware 

of Mexican standards of acceptability in these contexts. The 

prerogative taken by the client is not considered rude and 

a serious breach of social protocol as in Tarahumara culture, 

but rather is expected behavior. 

The most significant vehicle for social, cultural and 

political-economic integration of Tarahumaras is the educa

tional system. Part of this process is carried out by non

Indian teachers in the Sierra. Their role is to develop good 

Mexican citizens with loyalty to the nation. As has been 

said in a comprehensive overview of Mexican national educa

tion policy (Heath, 1972): "it is primarily during the for

mal schooling process that the basis of political socializa

tion is established" (Padgett, 1976:9). It is especially 
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important for the present .analysis to be aware of the na

tional education policies, because they are being implemented. 

among Tarahumaras and Mestizos in order to incorporate them 

into the national mainstream. 

The Role of Nontraditional Tarahumaras 

Although nontraditional Tarahumaras are in the minori

ty in comparison to traditional Tarahumaras, they have sig

nificant social and political links both to the latter and 

to sectors in mainstream Mexican society and are thus in an 

important position both in acculturation and in terms of 

national integration. Those who work in government programs 

will probably have the most influence for national integra

tion, especially those whom Mexicans recognize as being in 

positions of authority such as administrators or members of 

the Consejo Supremo Tarahumara. 

The relatively large numbers of nontraditional Tara

humaras working as promotores bilingues in the Sierra have 

the most potential for influencing the course of accultura

tion in terms of formal education which at the present is 

the major national means of bringing large numbers of Tara

humaras into the mainstream society. This depends on the 

policies which receive support in education nationally and 

in how the promotores put them into effect. At the time 

of the field research there seemed to be a renewed stress on 

indigenismo in the training of promotores in the Sierra. 
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However, promotores often have to function under conditions 

of prejudice from other non-Indian government representa-

tives. Whether the majority of promotores try to conform 

more to ideals of Mexican cultural identity under these 

pressures or maintain a Tarahumara cultural identity both 

for themselves and in their work will require more time to 

determine. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras in government work seem to 

be under more direct negative sanctioning by non-Indians than 

nontraditionals leading a Sierra lifestyle in Okorare. For 

example, one woman doing community work for INI said that 

after twenty-five years of service, she felt that her opinion 

about the way services were given to Tarahumaras were not 

taken into account. She said she was used as an intermediary 

between Tarahumaras and Mexicans but that she was not allowed 

to go beyond that role. Her perceptions were substantiated 

through a comment by Mexican co-workers who said that she had 

no right to say anything because she knew nothing. 

The conflict between Tarahumaras and non-Indians in 

government service was also apparent in an account given by 

a Mestizo. government employee about a Tarahumara co-worker: 

Mauricio esta muy amestizado. Se averguenza de ser 
Tarahumar. Pero nomas se emborracha y cambia. Estaba 
en una fiesta del INI una vez y empezo a hecharles 
a los Mestizos, que-se creianmejor que los Tarahumaras. 

Mauricio is very Mexicanized. He is ashamed of being 
a Tarahumara, but as soon as he. gets drunk he changes. 



He was at an INI party once where he began to swear 
at the Mestizos saying that they tho~ght they were 
better than Tarahumaras. 
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Promotores have the difficulty of dealing with paper 

bureaucracy on the one hand, and with the contingencies of 

living in isolated Sierra communities on the other hand. In 

addition, the issue which continued to emerge for Tarahumara 

teachers was their involvement in tesguino drinking. The 

Mexican view of the teacher's role prohibited it, yet the 

traditional Tarahumara view of a person's trustworthiness 

depended on it. Tarahumara teachers need local Tarahumara 

cooperation and often must seek to overcome suspicions for 

being from another region or speaking a dialect different 

from the local one. 

Promotores seem to be maintaining positive attitudes 

towards the Tarahumara way of doing things and seem to main

tain their cultural identity. An indication of cultural 

identity maintenance in social solidarity was the use of 

the terms compai'iero or companera among prornotores. Promo

tores also tended to follow the Tarahumara mode of conduct 

of non-directiveness as was se01 in the two meetings cited 

earlier (Chapter 7). The person leading the meetings did not 

take the directive pedantic attitude characteristic of Mexi

can educators but rather. guided the proceedings and prof

fered suggestions for task accomplishment. 

Nontraditionals on the consejo Supremo Ta'r'ahurn'ara are 

in touch with what is happening both in the Sierra and 
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nationally in terms of politics related to Indians. They 

seem to be available to provide assistance to other Tarahu

maras on an individual basis more than functioning as mem

bers of an organized body. Most traditional Tarahumaras 

appear to be unaware of the existence of the Consejo or of 

its activities. Political awareness seems to be more at 

the pueblo or ejido level, at least that was the case in 

Ok6rare. 

Nontraditional Tarahumaras in O~6rare were linked to 

both the mainstream Mexican political system through the 

ejido and to traditional Tarahumaras in the area. In spite 

of the great numbers of outside government representatives 

and agencies which have come to the community, nontraditional 

Tarahumaras still seem to have a noticeable amount of control 

over what is done with regard to Tarahumaras in the pueblo. 

Ok6rare may be an unusual case in this sense in the 

Sierra, perhaps because of its particular history of culture 

contact. The first teacher was a Tarahumara and an American 

linguist chose this community to study the Tarahumara lan

guage using a local Tarahumara informant. Thus, even before 

great incursions by outsiders, Tarahumaras were able to learn 

Spanish and to read and write and did not have to depend on 

Mestizos to carry out activities for them that required 

literacy. In addition, Mestizos who came to settle in the 

community were probably more open-minded since they knew 

their children were to be educated by Tarahumara teachers. 
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Nontraditional Tarahumaras in politically or economi

cally advant~geous positions are taken seriously by both 

local Mestizos and outside Mexicans because they have influ

ence amo~g large numbers of nontraditional Tarahumaras, 

most who are not in positions of power. Tarahumaras main

tain social links regardless of whether they follow a tra

ditional or nontraditional lifestyle. Tarahumara families 

often have members who are traditional and members who are 

nontraditional. Traditionals and nontraditionals often work 

side by side in lumber mills in the Sierra. Most nontradi

tionals seem to keep at least minimal ties to the traditional 

Tarahumara lifestyle by having relatives tend their land and 

herd animals while they are away doing wage work. Even the 

Tarahumara state director of Indian education continued to 

maintain ties to his native rancho, and the Tarahumara re

presentative in the state legislature planned to retire to 

his native rancho. 

Tarahumaras in government work seem to have two gen

eral perspectives on the formal education of Tarahumaras: 

1. Tarahumaras should be educated in order to become more 

Mexicanized or more "civilizados" (civilized) 

2. Tarahumaras should lean Mexican ways, including Span

ish in order to be able to "defend themselves." 

The second view seemed to be more prevalent and was also held 

by some traditional Tarahumaras in Ok6rare. 
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In general, there seems to be an acceptance that some things 

are here to stay (such as the l~gal system and ej.idos) and, 

therefore, Mestizo or Mexican ways need to be learned and 

used, but that for the most part this is a means for protect

ing themselves as a people. As one Tarahumara respondent 

expressed it: "Aprender sirve para ayudar su gente." 

(Learning allows one to help one's people.) 

One Tarahumara, highly placed in the Mexican. govern

mental system, had some very definite views about Tarahumaras 

acculturation and national integration although he said that 

outside influecnes were neither positive nor negative. This 

attitude conforms to the traditional Tarahumara cultural 

perspective of viewing the world in terms of tendencies 

rath~r than Good/Evil dichotomies. positive values which he 

saw in becoming Mexicanized as a teacher were not drinking, 

learning to read and write, bathing and learning the laws. 

However, the values to be retained from Tarahumara culture 

were: not lying, not being greedy, the ability to get along 

with others in groups and psychological skills (interpreted 

as an ability to assess another person) • 

He saw the importance of, organizing ejidos for Tara

humaras in the Sierra to work with and have recourse to the 

national system, thus bypassing domination by local Mestizos. 

He also saw the value of the traditional Tarahumara political 

system. He said that the comisario ejidal did not carry the 

moral, social and organizational force of the s'irf~ 
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(gobernador). Furthermore, .he agreed with traditional Tara

humaras' criticism of Mexican law which was that .it did not 

work because it could be bought and sold meaning that social 

problems are expected to be resolved through money. An ex

ample was given of two Tarahumaras who had fought and were 

fined a hundred pesos each. Within a month the two men had 

seen each other and fought again. He felt that the repeti

tion of such actions could be more effectively prevented 

through public social sanction (through the traditional sys

tem) than through economic sanction. 

In sum, the role of nontraditional Tarahumaras in a 

general sense seems to be as pioneers of social and cultural 

change which will affect other Tarahumaras. The course of 

change and continued formation of nontraditional Tarahumara 

roles will depend on Tarahumara and Mexican cultural identity. 

Much will also depend on their social positions in the na

tional social structure and/or in Sierra communities and on 

how Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols are used within these 

social positions. 

Implications of Tarahumara Acculturation 

Although the present work does not pretend to address 

the results of acculturation, some inferences can be made 

about possible general trends among Tarahumaras considered as 

a group. Knowledge of current acculturation processes and 

about what has occurred in the past can contribute to these 
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assessments. A question which of en arises about the impli

cations of acculturation is: Is Tarahumara culture (and by 

extension - Tarahumaras) disappearing? This question is 

based on the same assumption as that which asks whether 

Tarahumaras are acculturating. These questions, as usually 

asked, seem to address 'lifestyle' rather than 'culture' as 

these two concepts have been distinguished here. That is, 

the concern seems to be with the perpetuation or disappear

ance of the objectively discernible aspects of the Tarahu

mara way of life (e.g., subsistence techniques, clothing, 

rituals, material items). 

In order to make any generalizations about Tarahumaras, 

it would be necessary to have a notion of the numbers and 

proportions of Tarahumaras on which the assessment is based. 

Thus answers to questions about lifestyle of Tarahumaras as 

a whole should have a basis in population statistics. That 

is, whether a lifestyle is being perpetuated or not is deter

mined by numbers of proportions of persons carrying out that 

lifestyle over a defined period of time. It would be amatter 

of using a representative sample of people who maintain the 

lifestyle, increasing, decreasing or staying the same over a 

period of time. Broad-based studies of this nature would 

probably take perspectives from 'ecology, economics, demo

graphy or sociology. 

As acculturation has been defined here, the questions 

can best be, addressed in terms of perpetuation of cultural 
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identity relative to the use of Tarahumara and Mestizo sym

bols, social status of actors, and social contexts in which 

the symbols are used. In -depth studies stemming from this 

approach would be done in situational or community settings 

and conclusions would thus be applicable only to the local 

population. It would be difficult to carry out a study on 

a representative sample of the entire population, but it is 

possible especially if only one central symbol is selected. 

For example, tesguino among Tarahumaras transverses pueblo 

and regional differences and is used by traditional and non

traditional Tarahumaras. If one followed its use and mean

ings throughout the Sierra, it would be more valid to make 

general assessments about the Tarahumaras or about Tnra

humara acculturation. The major focus in this study has 

been on symbols of each culture. The perpetuation of Tara

humara cultural identity is addressed though an examination 

of the probable ways in which these symbols may be used in 

the near future. 

The perspective which views the maintenance of Tara

humara culture through cultural identity is based on two 

general assumptions. One assumption which derives from sym

bolic theory is that "the fund of general meanings" for the 

interpretation of conduct, that is culture, is stored in 

symbols (Geertz, 1973:127). Following ~pon this is the 

corollary that Tarahumara (and Mexican) cultural identity is 

created from those symbols in which culture is being stored. 
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The second, general assumption is that certain contexts in 

the social structure of both groups (Tarahumarasand Mexi

cans) are more significant than others for the validation or 

reinforcement of central symbols and cultural identity. The 

concept of validation is used in the sense that Barth(1969:14-

16) has discussed ethnic group maintenance through the con

tinual expression of one's identity and allowing oneself to 

be judged on that basis. 

The "key symbols" of traditional Tarahumara culture 

included in the present analysis can provide clues as to the 

preservation of Tarahumara cultural identity. These were: 

1) tesguino, 2) religion and ritual, 3) code of conduct and 

4) clothing. Of these four symbols, it can be safely assumed 

that clothing will change most rapidly based on past and pre

sent evidence of Tarahumara change. In the past clothing 

styles originating in Hispanic cultures have been redefined 

as Tarahumara and become associated with Tarahumara cultural 

identity. Given that adoption of new clothing styles has not 

meant adoption of a new cultural identity, it can be assumed 

that this trend will continue. 

Because of its very strong and pervasive significance, 

it appears that the use of tesguino as a cultural identifier 

will persist for the longest period of time. However, it 

will probably not be used in the broad and complex way that 

it is used among traditional Tarahumaras. This inference is 

based on two partially related observations. One is that 
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especially in terms of drinking, the b~ggest difference 

with Mexican culture is in the male-female roles. Secondly, 

nontraditional females do not participate in drinki~g in the 

same manner as traditional females (i.e., at tesguinadas), 

and nontraditional males drink tesguino outside the tradi

tional contexts for doing so (e:g., ritual, work parties). 

In this sense, Tarahumara cultural identity could be 

endangered by nontraditional uses of tesguino because they 

are similar to the Mestizo uses of tesguino. Tesguino may 

become more of a general Sierra symbol than being associated 

strictly with Tarahumaras. However, if nontraditional Tara

humaras continue to make ritual use of tesguino, it could 

persist as a significant symbol of distinction for Tarahu-

mara cultural identity. 

In terms of. the general religious and ritual Tarahu-

mara complex, it is more difficult to make assessments about 

persistence. It would require that persons continue to fill 

the various ritual positions in order for the community 

rituals and ceremonies to be carried out properly. Included 

among these are the various roles in the Easter ceremony and 

the positions of governor, shaman, chanter, and dancers. It 

would seem morelikely that the roles of ooruame (shaman) 

(and sukuruame) would persist by individuals continuing to 

fulfill at least some of their functions for two reasons. 

First, their services as 'doctors' can be provided to indi-

viduals or individual households and do not require a complex 
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network of roles played by dif,ferent members of the community. 

Secondly these positions, because they partially ,conform to 

Mexican cultural concepts, are seen as one of the advantages 

that Tarahumaras have over Mexicans. Otherwise, the Tara

humara religious complex seems to have the most likelihood 

of persisting for an indefinite period of time in the Cath

olic mission communities. 

The significance of the Tarahumara code of conduct is 

difficult to assess in terms of continuing to be associated 

with Tarahumara cultural identity. However, there are indi

cations among even the most urban nontraditional Tarahumaras, 

that the values associated with the code of conduct continue 

to be maintained. Among these are values on nondirectiveness 

in leadership and community based social control. 

Among nontraditional Tarahumaras there seem to be 

emerging ~ IIkey symbo1s11 of cu1tura.1 identity. The most 

salient one is the Tarahumara language. There does not seem 

to be a great desire among them to relinquish their language 

and replace it with Spanish. Furthermore, Tarahumara iden

tification with their language is actually being supported 

through various outside means. Included among these are 

Jesuit Tarahumara language publications (Brambila, 1953; 

Llaguno, 1975), the Summer Institute of- Linguistics transla

tion of the Bible (Riosi Rararnuri, 1972), and the policy of 

indigenismo in education which encourages the use of the na

tive language. 
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A less apparent symbolic association which .seems to 

be emerging among nontraditional Tarahumaras is :one with 

traditional lifestyle and with traditional Tarahumaras as 

embodyi~g not only that lifestyle but also as authorities on 

Tarahumara cultural identity. Indications of this attitude 

were found among nontraditional Tarahumaras, especially 

promotores, who wanted to convince their traditional rela

tives and friends that they were still Tarahumaras in the 

face of their skepticism. To be told by any Tarahumara, but 

especially by traditionals that she or he seemed like a 

chabochi was regarded as an accusation. Attributes of not 

having a strong Tarahumara identity included drinking tequila 

instead of tesguino and eating bread. In one incident, a 

group of nontraditional Tarahumara men were waiting in front 

of INI offices making jokes about being Tarahumara and using 

as indicators such things as pinole, tortillas and zapetas 

which are integral to traditional lifestyle. 

Both among Tarahumaras and Mestizos it has been found 

that symbols from both cultures can be redefined to conform 

to factors of social status and cultural identity within 

their own cultural and social systems. This redefinition is 

seen in the manner in which the symbols are used: that is 

whether they are used in a Tarahumara or Mestizo manner. For 

example, tesguino, a key symbol of Tarahumara cultural iden

tity is used by Mestizos, but is used only by males and does 

not mean adopting Tarahumara cultural identity. 
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Not only are the roles of traditional and nontradi

tional Tarahumaras important in evaluating the uses of Tara

humara and Mestizo symbols, but also different social con

texts which are more or less conducive to validation of cul

tural identity in terms of these symbols. Social contexts 

can be defined for these purposes as: a) traditional Tara

humara (Sierra) contexts, b) Mestizo (Sierra) contexts, 

c) Mexican (urban) contexts and d) nontraditional (social 

situational) contexts. 

Two social categories, traditional and nontraditional 

Tarahumaras, have been identified in the present study. 

Traditional Tarahumaras can be further identified as gentiles, 

pagotame and korimeros. These are designations which imply 

a closeness or distance from traditional Tarahumara subsis

tence and from the Mexican economic system. Gentiles are the 

most removed from the Mexican system and pag6tame and kori

meros represent two adaptations which are different in kind 

rather than degree. Nont~aditional Tarahumaras are identified 

as such principally because of their investment in the Mexi

can economic system, but differences are found among them 

based on degree of participation. Some have full-time white 

collar employment in government and others are employed full

time by Mexican institutions or individuals in skilled or un

skilled positions. Among the latter are included the great 

number of promotores bilingues. There are also nontraditionals 
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who depend principally on the traditional subsistence mode 

but who also depend significantly on monetary exchange. 

The occupations which Tarahurnaras have then,' .determine 

to a great extent, the general contexts in which they spend 

most of their time. 

Table 7. Traditional and nontraditional Tarahumara occupa
tional lifestyles and major social contexts. 

Traditional 
Tarahumaras 

gentiles 

pag6tame 

korimeros 

Nontraditional 
Tarahumaras 

Occupational 
Lifestyle 

traditional 

traditional and/or 
trade, part-time wages 

traditional and "K6rima" ---

administrative 

full-time employment 

temporary employment 
and/or trade 

Major 
Social context 

Sierra 

Sierra 

Sierra & Urban 

Urban 

Sierra & Urban 

Sierra 

Persons from all of these categories use and inter-

pret Tarahumara and Mestizo symbols (i.e., "acculturate") in 

different ways in in different social contexts. The con-

texts are significant because they inherently are part of 

one cultural system or the other. For example, traditional 

Tarahumara contexts in the Sierra, such as the rancho and 

the pueblo are more conducive to performing the YUmari and 
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the Easter ceremonies. Also, Mestizo contexts in the Sierra 

are the norm and patterns of interaction have been developed 

which do not threaten or invalidate Tarahumara cultural iden

tity. An exception to this, of course, is the social dance 

context. Mainstream Mexican contexts are more problematic 

for the maintenance and validation of Tarahumara cultural 

identity both in the Sierra or outside the Sierra. In the 

Sierra, those who have the stro~gest conflicts to face in 

terms of cultural identity are Tarahumaras working in govern

ment positions. In the city, according to nontraditional 

Tarahumaras in administrative position, promotores bilingues 

have faced direct discrimination. It was said that some 

have been refused lodgings in the city of Chihuahua. Under 

such circumstances, Tarahumara cultural identity has minimal 

support or chance for persistence. 

Present Status of Tarahumara National Integration 

In terms of the current historical conditions, it 

seems that there are three general means through which Tara

humaras as a group could be integrated into the national 

structure: a) formal education, b) economics, and c) poli

tics. The educational and economic means involve the incor

poration of Tarahumaras individual by individual by allowing 

them to participate significantly in the Mexican economy 

through some kind of employment either in the educational 

system itself or in other employment with Mexicans. 
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Considering the vast numbers of Tarahumaras living in 

the Sierra leading a traditional lifestyle, it is unlikely 

that integration of a large proportion of Tarahumaras into 

the wage economy will occur in the near future. However, a 

clearer prediction could be made through a study of the pre

sent role of cash on the Sierra economy. It can be suspected 

that Mestizos would probably play a leading role in facili

tating economic change. However, Tarahumaras may continue 

to have strong cultural attachments to ranchos and all that 

they signify for some time and follow the current pattern 

established by nontraditionals of investing energy in both 

wage work and rancho related activities. This alternation 

between wage work and sUbsistence activities is a trend which 

was set from the time of the earliest mining activities in 

the Sierra. 

Through education hundreds of young people have been 

or are being trained as promotores bilingues. During the 

time of fieldwork, schools were being built in increasingly 

isolated areas of the Sierra for thousands of Tarahumara 

children. The plans at that time were to continue along these 

lines. This could prove to be the most effective means for 

integrating Tarahumaras into the national structure, especial

ly if not only practical knowledge of Mexican society is 

transmitted, but also the Mexican way of life (i.e., Mexican 

values, Mexican ways of using educational skills). However, 

there may still be a delay in integration depending on the 
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manner in which these educational programs are received by 

the majority of Tarahumaras who are traditionals. 

At best, the traditional evaluation of formal education 

is that it is a means of gaining knowledge for dealing with 

Mestizos on a practical level. Otherwise, there are indica

tions of much resistance on the part of traditional Tarahu

maras. Educators have cited as some of their problems in 

introducing formal education into traditional communities 

Tarahumara views such as the following: the Devil takes 

children who go to school, they begin to make demands of 

parents, they do not learn to work and if they live among 

Mestizos, when they die, they will not go to heaven. 

At the moment, the promotor program in the Sierra allows 

participants not to become totally alienated from the tradi

tional contexts while at the same time learning more and more 

about Mexican culture and society. The support from sectors 

in the government who subscribe to the policy of indigenismo 

also mitigates the national integrative effects of being in 

the program. However, should the program cease to function, 

hundreds of nontraditional Tarahumaras would lose their prin

cipal means of support and might turn to other kinds of wage

work outside the Sierra rather than return to a principally 

subsistence lifestyle. 

Political integration would require integrating Tarahu

maras on a group basis rather than individual by individual. 

It has already been established that during the Spanish 
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colonial period groups of Tarahumaras could .not be governed 

through a si~gle leader. History also indicates that there 

has not been a uniform, pan-Tarahumara response to outsiders. 

Variation in response was evident as early as the ~eventeenth 

century, and many Tarahumaras were ambiguous in their' reac-

tions, or so it appeared to outsiders. 

The following passage is indicative of this kind of 

reaction: 

It was rare that a padre could induce an entire group 
of natives to embrace Christianity and settle in 
the mission village. There were always some, often 
as many as those who chose mission life, who pre
ferred to remain in their gentile state (Champion, 
1962:182-183). 

Their ability to be physically mobile, a value on indivi-

dualism, and the nature of social organization and control 

combined with physical environmental conditions were probably 

the major contributors to averting governmental control by 

outsiders. 

However, by the nineteenth century, Tarahumaras were be-

coming aware that the outside powers were not there simply 

to contend with but' could also be used. This is indicated 

in reports of delegations of Tarahumaras presenting legal 

complaints to Mexican authorities not only at the state level, 

but also at the national level in Mexico city as early as the 

nineteenth century. 

TheConsejo Supremo Tarahumara is a body organized in 

1936 for the purpose (among others) of promoting "political 
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self-determination" of Tarahumaras. "Political self

determination" is interpreted here to mean the ability to 

take political action as a group within the national state. 

After all, Tarahumaras have political self-determination 

wi thin their own system and independently of ·the national 

political system. At present, political action is taken for 

Tarahumaras as a group by either the Congreso or other ad 

hoc group~ of individuals. This contrasts with political 

action which could be taken by Tarahumaras as a group. The 

Congreso periodically holds Tarahumara-wide conferences, but 

the impression is that those in attendance (large numbers of 

traditionals) do not have a central role in the proceedings. 

There are a small number of nontraditional Tarahumaras 

who earnestly attempt to represent their group within the 

Mexican political process, and who base their actions on both 

Mexican and Tarahumara values. However, in order for larger 

numbers of Tarahumaras to participate in nationally based 

politics and, therefore, to have more of a group-based action, 

many more would have to identify with each other as Tara

humaras (Raramuri) rather than pueblo restricted identifica

tion and also recognize their status as Mexican citizens. 

until now rancho and pueblo identification has been one 

of their major means of defense against external government 

and this trend is likely to continue probably allowing Tara

humaras more control over their own affairs. The traditional 

means of participation in the political process such as lack 
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of strict hierarchical control and ~greement through infor

mal community interactions and ultimate consensus, have also 

been deterrents to external control. Okorare seems to be an 

example of relative success by Tarahumaras in the control of 

their own affairs within the Mexican political system. There 

has been a compromise in this community between the Mexican 

and the Tarahumara way of doing things which may be largely 

attributable to the presense of a large majority of tradi

tional Tarahumaras. The particular historical developments 

in the community should also be considered as instrumental. 

Thus, Tarahumara group political action may be more effective 

at the pueblo level and may depend on the particular histor

ical circumstances of each pueblo. 

Conclusion 

To the questions 'Is Tarahumara culture disappearing' 

or 'Are Tarahumaras becoming acculturated?' in which one 

question relates to the other by implication, the answers 

are dependent on whether the matters of concern are: 

1) Tarahurnara lifestyle, 2) Tarahumaras as a population or 

3) Tarahumara cultural identity. Tarahumara lifestyle will 

persist as long as there are persons to carry it out. Trends 

toward continued persistence or toward disappearance can be 

determined by population studies of proportionate numbers of 

Tarahumaras living the 'traditional' way over periods of time. 

The lifestyle can be defined by objectively determinable 
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criteria, but is not addressed in-depth in the present study 

of acculturation (for reasons outlined earlier). If Tarahu

mara lifestyle is to be preserved, the gentiles will proba

bly preserve it for the longest period of time. 

The above questions were marginally addressed past stu

dies of acculturation which mainly dealt with lifestyle and 

used as a major point of reference to the dominant society 

with its attribute of cultural dominance. The implications 

were that as individuals "acculturated" one by one, the ulti

mate collective effect would be the disappearance of the cul

ture because members of the politically subordinate group 

would become indistinguishable from members of the dominant 

group. 

This effect could presumably be achieved by all individ

uals "becoming acculturated" to the dominant group, that is 

"becoming the other" by implication. Predictions of the 

disappearance of a culture were based on objective assess

ments of observable identifying criteria such as adoption of 

dress and other material items from the dominant group. How

ever, these changes were not sufficient for groups to even 

begin to "disappear" because people maintained the same cul

tural identity in spi te of adopting many things from the other 

cultural group. 

It is apparent that changes occur among persons in one 

cultural group to make them appear similar to members of 
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another cultural. group. However, this can be ·interpreted to 

indicate "becoming like the other" rather than "becoming the 

other." So it is among Tarahumaras who do not become Mesti

zos, but rather become like Mestizos or arnestizados. 

Furthermore, almost all amestizados encountered through the 

present study (nontraditional Tarahumaras) maintain a strong 

Tarahurnara cultural identity. As long as people exist who 

identify themselves as Raramuri or Tarahumara no matter how 

similar they appear to be to Mexicans, it cannot be said that 

Tarahurnara culture has disappeared. 

Evaluation of the Acculturation Model 

The present work does not pretend to supply the defini

tive solution to the study of acculturation. An attempt has 

been made to clarify the nature of acculturation issues and 

to provide alternative avenues to follow in dealing with 

those issues. A new definition of acculturation has been 

suggested incorporating a symbolic concept of culture. 

Structural factors have been viewed as independent vari

ables for the purposes of this analysis. Acculturation has 

been contextualized in terms of historical developments, 

particularly with regard to national integration. This pro

cedure deviates from many earlier studies of acculturation 

which did not include consideration of the dominant group and 

its members, thus ignoring a very significant aspect of the 
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'acculturating.' 
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The concern in the present study has been more with how 

acculturation takes place rather than with what people do as 

a result of acculturation. The issue of how acculturation 

occurs is contained in the process of acculturation when seen 

as social interaction involving the symbols of two or more 

cultures. 

In connection with the present approach, a number of im

portant implications and underlying assumptions have been 

identified. The social contexts in which social interactions 

significant to acculturation take place have an important 

effect on the process and should, therefore, be given special 

attention. In addition to the larger historical contexts, 

the local community context and situations within the communi

ty should be considered. 

"Key" symbols have been identified for each of the two 

cultures under direct study. The compatibility of the sym

bols has been examined based on their inherent place in the 

cultural system of origin and in the terms of their use in 

culturally defined social contexts. Individuals were regarded 

as active participants in acculturation that is, in using 

cultural symbols. 

Participants in acculturation (traditional and nontradi

tional Tarahumaras, Mestizos, mainstream Mexicans) have been 

identified independently of culture, that is, on the basis 
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of lifestyle or the more practically defined aspects ,of 

their way of life. This analytical distinction was made 

because in the past when a group of people have been consid

ered "acculturated", what has been meant is that they have 

adopted a large part of the lifestyle of members of another 

culture rather than another culture. 

Why study acculturation? There seems to be no better 

term to describe something which happens among people from 

one culture to make them become like people from another cul

ture, a phenomenon which anthropologists increasingly wit

ness in field research. In addition, the concept continues 

to be used both popularly and in social science circles. 

The concept of acculturation has carried the 

implication that it has to do with culture, and culture is 

certainly one of the few aspects of social and behavioral 

sciences that can be properly assigned as the charge of 

anthropology. Why not call it culture change? Accultura

tion always carries the implication that there is more than 

one culture involved and that the cultures studied will be 

analyzed relative to each other. Culture change is a broader 

term that in addition to changes related to another culture, 

includes changes within a given culture analyzed in terms of 

itself. The use of the term culture change also seems to 

require judgments to be made about whether an entire culture 

has changed or is changing. 
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For example, using the present definition of culture 

as an ordered set of meanings and symbols in terms of which 

people act socially, a study of culture change would require 

some determination that this set of meanings and symbols 

has been significantly altered through time and for a large 

proportion of persons who identify themselves as partici

pants in the culture. Major factors in an analysis of a 

single culture in terms of itself could include historical 

developments, political events, material, economic or ecolo

gical f3ctors relating to persons identified with that cul

ture (i.e., to the set of meanings and symbols of that cul

ture) • 

Acculturation as a process involving two cultures has 

been thought to change the culture of the politically subor

dinate group by replacing it with the culture of the dominant 

group. This is a unidirectional view of change assumed to 

be predictable. It has, however, been recognized that other 

kinds of change can occur such as "syncretism." 

The basic position taken here is that if there are any 

unidirectional trends of Tarahumaras ."going towards" the 

Mexican culture, they are sociostructurally based. That is, 

it is recognized that Tarahumaras may be forced by political 

and economic circumstances to learn about the Mexican culture 

more than vice versa (Mexicans .learning about Tarahumaras cul

ture). However, political domination does not necessarily 

mean cultural domination, at least in the whole group sense. 
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It is not simply a matter of Mexican society dominating 

Tarahumaras and forcing them to become Mexican. It is also 

not simply a matter of Tarahumaras pas'sive1y accepting that 

it is 'better' to be Mexican and, therefore, actively work

ing toward 'becoming Mexican.' The Mexican po1itica1-

economic system does impose social structural conditions to 

which Tarahumaras are often forced to react or base their 

actions. However, this does not mean that the reaction will 

necessarily be to 'become Mexican.' Nor,converse1y does it 

necessarily have to be a 'nativistic' reaction which resists, 

oppos~s, or seeks to overcome 'Mexicanization.' 

The present approach to acculturation has not assumed 

that only an 'either-or' choice is available to individuals 

or groups in dealing with two cultures. It has also not been 

assumed that if a clear choice is not made between one culture 

or the other, then the individual is 'caught between two 

cultures. ' 

In the past, anthropologists have excluded or down

played the role of persons labeled "acculturated," partly be

cause they have been considered "marginal" to the traditional 

native culture. (Of course, it was automatic. 'ly assumed that 

they had ~ role in the dominant culture.) The exclusion of 

"acculturated" persons from the sociocultural analysis of the 

native group can be a serious omission. Especially in a sit

uation of .dominant-subordinate relations, individuals inte

grally involved in the accu1turative process have a critical 
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other words, some persons can effectively participate in 

more than one culture at a time. 
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Many options which individuals or groups of individuals 

can follow are identifiable. They can 'become the other,' 

become like the other, resist, oppose or resist becoming 

like 'the other,' participate in two cultures or redefine the 

cultural symbols of 'the other' as has been found in the pre

sent study of acculturation. 

In order to presume to make pronouncements about 'culture 

change' in general, conceptualizations other than those used 

in the present interpretive framework would be required. 

Nonetheless, tentative suggestions can be made about possible 

courses to follow in the determination of culture change 

through acculturation. For example, culture change could 

occur through the adoption of symbols of another culture, a 

large if not major proportion of individuals would have to 

follow this pattern. In addition, the cultural symbols ori

ginating in another culture would have to be used in the same 

way and with the same meaning as in the other culture. A pos

sible consequence of this behavior could be that aspects of 

the individual's own culture would no longer be used, imply

ing culture change through replacement with another culture. 

The critical measure of this kind of change would be cultural 

identity,- that is, identification with only the 'other' cul

ture would indicate a definite cultural change. 
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Future Res'e'arch 

The concept of acculturation can lead to a complexity 

of considerations and allows for the discovery and d~fini

tion of relevant issues in anthropological study. It is 

suggested that framework which has been used for the present 

study would be applicable to research in a variety of con

texts and is especially useful for the study of cross

cultural relations. 

A major purpose in the present research was the de

velopment of a framework for the study of acculturation among 

any cultural group. The Tarahumaras have been a case study 

through which the model has been developed. The findings from 

the Tarahumaras can be substantiated through other studies of 

Indian-Mestizo relations in different national settings. In 

this manner, the significance of central symbols to,accultura

tion can be examined in light of different historical circum

stances. 

It is suggested for future studies that the focus be 

on only one central symbol for each cultural,group. Each 

symbol can then be explored in terms of how it is viewed and 

used in different social contexts by members of both cultures. 

If particular interest is given to the relation of the symbols 

to cultural identity, much can be revealed about how individ

uals are dealing with another culture, that is about accul

turation. 
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Although another study of Indian-Mestizo relations 

would be most directly comparable to the present study, more 

broad-based comparisons could be made with any group which 

has had a history of colonization (especially during the 

period between the sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries). 

However, the model can also be used among immigrant groups. 

In fact, it is applicable to any situation in which the per

sons from one culture are becoming like the persons from 

another culture. 
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